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ABSTRACT
The thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) behavior of three nickel-
based superalloys, which cover a wide range of ductility/strength ratio,
was studied in the temperature range from 300 to 925°C. The materials
investigated are Inconel X-750, Hastelloy-X and B-1900+Hf. In-phase
(Tmax at Cimax, Emax), out-of-phase (Tmin at cOmax Emax) and isothermal
tests at Tin and Tmax were performed under fully reversed cyclic
conditions.
A microprocessor based system has been developed to control
temperature and mechanical strain during the tests. The system has
the ability to simultaneously control mechanical load/strain in addition
to temperature. A DC electrical potential method was used to measure
crack length. The electrical potential response obtained for each cycle
of a given wave form and R value yields information on crack closure
and crack extension per cycle.
The detailed cyclic hardening behavior of B-1900+Hf under TMF
conditions was studied. The cyclic response was investigated for
constant amplitude, fully reversed, strain cycling of uniaxially loaded
specimens in the temperature range from 400 to 925'C. Cycling over a
ductility minimum was observed to cause more cyclic hardening than
isothermal fatigue experiments. In terms of mean stress and plastic
strain range, out-of-phase cycling was more deleterious than in-phase
cycling or isothermal cycling. On the basis of stable stress range,
however, there was little difference between in-phase and out-of-phase
cycling. TEM observations have shown that coarsening of y' phase is
primarily responsible for the observed behavior in TMF testing.
The thermal-mechanical fatigue crack growth (TMFCG) tests of
Inconel X-750 was studied under controlled load amplitude in the
temperature range from 300 to 650'C. In-phase, out-of-phase and
isothermal tests at 650@C were performed on single-edge notch bars
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under fully reversed cyclic conditions. A limited number of TMFCG in
tension-tension (R=0.05) were also performed. The macroscopic crack
growth rates were reported as a function of the stress intensity factor
A K. Faster crack growth rates were measured under out-of-phase than
under in-phase cycling at R= -1 or R=0.05. This behavior was
rationalized by introducing the concept of an effective closure stress
which was defined as the applied stress at the crossover point of the
V(a ) potential curve. This closure stress was shown to represent the
effective contribution to cracking of the damage taking place during the
compressive part of the cycle. Correction to the applied stress were
introduced in order to take into account this damage. Correlation
between TMFCG rates and K eff were shown to be valid provided
elastic conditions prevailed in the bulk.
The TMFCG behavior of Hastelloy-X and B-1900+Hf was studied
under fully reversed strain-controlled conditions in the temperature
range from 400 to 925'C. The crack growth rates were first reported as
a function of the strain intensity factor (A K E) derived from a crack
compliance analysis. Out-of-phase cycling showed faster crack growth
rates than isothermal or in-phase cycling at AE = 0.25%. Under fully
plastic cycling the opposite results were observed, i.e. crack growth
rates under isothermal cycling are faster than under TMF cycling. On a
A K basis, a strain range effect was observed in both alloys.
The results were rationalized using a corrected stress-intensity
factor computed from the actual load, the closing bending moment
caused by the increase of compliance with crack length, and with the
effective closure stress measured with the electrical potential signal.
The closure stress was shown to be controlled by the testing condition
(in-phase, out-of-phase or isothermal) rather than by the strain range
or by the resulting stress range. Each mode of fracture was found to be
characterized by a unique crack growth rate vs Keff curve.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. R. M. Pelloux
Title: Professor of Materials Engineering
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1.0 Introduction
Many fatigue problems in high temperature machinery involve
thermal as well as mechanical loadings. By thermal loading it is meant
that the material is subject to cyclic temperature simultaneously with
cyclic stress or strain. Analysis of these conditions and consideration of
the attendant fatigue damage becomes very complex and often gross
simplifications are introduced.
Low cycle fatigue and thermal fatigue are recognized failure
modes for structures such as gas turbine components which operate
with combined temperature and strain cycling. A limited listing of
materials, operating temperatures and potential life-limiting failure
modes for aircraft engine components are given in Table 1.1.
The thermal fatigue cracking encountered in power plant
components and gas turbine engines is due to internal constraints [1-2],
arising when surfaces are heated rapidly and are prevented from
expanding by the bulk section whose temperature rises more slowly.
Under such circumstances, compressive plastic yielding may occur
during heating and later, when the bulk material reaches the suface
temperature, tensile residual stresses will be set up which, if large
enough, will cause reverse plastic strains. The process may reverse on
shut-down and thus a low cycle fatigue situation can arise during each
start-up, shut-down operational cycle. Figure 1.1 from Moreno et al.
[13] shows the kind of strain temperature cycle believed to be
generated during non-uniform heating and cooling of high temperature
components. The important point to note is that this fatigue cycle does
not arise under isothermal conditions.
-15-
TEMPERATURE
STRAIN (-E)
STRESS (-o
TEMPERATURE
TAKE OFF REVERSE
Figure 1.1 Stress-strain-temperature cycle experience
at the lower tip of a combuster liner[13].
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ME
Table 1.1
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS IN GAS TURBINE MATERIALS
Component Material Type Temperature(C) Concern
compressor burst, low cycle
disk Ni-based < 400 fatigue
compressor age-hardened < 400 high cycle fatigue
casing stainless steel or
shaft
combustor
liner
combustor
casing
turbine blades
turbine disks
titanium alloy
Fe-Ni-Cr
Co-based and/or
Ni-based
Ni-based
Ni-based
Ni-based
< 225
<1000
< 550
high cycle fatigue,
high-strain fatigue
thermal fatigue,
thermal mechanical
fatigue
thermal fatigue
<1000 thermal mechanical
fatigue,
high cycle fatigue
370-650 burst (over speed),
low cycle fatigue
high cycle fatigue
creep fatigue
-17-
The influence of temperature on low cycle fatigue life is well
documented [3-6] but the mechanisms by which temperature influences
the fatigue process are not well understood. Low cycle fatigue life is
generally acknowledged to be directly related to material ductility;
however, as ductility increases with temperature, low cycle fatigue life
normally decreases. Creep and environmental effects also are known to
influence LCF behavior, but the relative contribution of these two
factors is not well defined [2,4-6].
A major objective of most high-temperature fatigue research
programs is to develop and verify models for thermal fatigue by
comparing experimental data with analytical and/or computer-derived
predictions of thermal fatigue life.
Prediction of crack propagation rates in structural components
from specimen data generated in the laboratory is only possible if a
parameter can be found which characterizes the severity of the stress
and strain cycles near the crack tip. Such a parameter is needed to
match a particular loading and crack length in a component with the
correct equivalent specimen loading and crack length. In cases of cyclic
loading mainly involving linear elastic deformation (small scale
yielding), the stress intensity factor ( K) is a widely used and
successful parameter. However, the stress intensity factor may not be
applicable for some hot section components, since cracks may grow
through regions of substantial plastic deformation.
The prediction of propagation life in engine components requires
the consideration of thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) cycles. The
problem of thermo-mechanically driven crack growth in the presence of
significant inelastic strain is a challenging problem. In order for a single
-18-
parameter to be useful for predicting thermal-mechanical crack growth
in components, it should satisfy the following conditions:
(1) It should predict crack growth rate from a single crack growth
rate versus parameter curve. In this way, cracks of different lengths
loaded in such a way as to yield the same value of the parameter,
experience the same crack growth rate (similitude principle).
(2) It should correctly predict fatigue crack growth rates
independent of part geometry.
(3) It should be calculable for complex real part geometries.
Obviously, parameters not satisfying the above requirements would be
of limited value, since component or simulated component testing would
always be required to obtain crack growth rate information.
In this research program, it was proposed to assess the suitability
of various parameters for correlating high temperature and thermal-
mechanical crack growth rates. A parameter was sought which can
correlate data for the full range of conditions from elastic stress and
strain cycling to substantially plastic strain cycling. The ultimate goal of
establishing such a parameter is the prediction of the propagation life of
real engine components, since it is known that cracks initiate early in
fatigue life.
A second goal was to combine the crack growth data generated
with optical, fractographic, and TEM observations to assess a
fundamental mechanistic understanding of the thermal-mechanical
fatigue behavior of typical nickel-based superalloys.
To achieve these goals, the following procedure was decided upon.
First, TMF was studied under linear elastic loading conditions to assess
the applicability of fracture mechanics to correlate TMFCG. Then,
-19-
displacement controlled (i.e. strain controlled) TMF cycling under elastic
and fully plastic conditions was studied. The TMF cyclic stress-strain
behavior was combined with the crack growth data to select the
parameter that best correlates the crack growth behavior.
-20-
2.0 Introduction to Thermal-Mechanical Fatigue
2.1 Definition
The subject of thermal fatigue which involves combined
temperature and strain cycling, is less well understood than isothermal
elevated temperature fatigue. Taira has described [7] thermal fatigue
as a special case of low cycle fatigue but a more specific definition has
been given by Spera [1], i.e., "thermal fatigue is the gradual
deterioration and eventual cracking of a material by alternate heating
and cooling during which free thermal expansion is partially or
completely restrained". Spera has also proposed the following
terminology by which he subdivides the general field of high
temperature fatigue into thermal and isothermal categories, depending
on whether temperature is cyclic or constant. As an example, thermal
fatigue might result from starting and stopping of a of high temperature
component, while isothermal fatigue might be the consequence of
vibration during steady-state operation. The thermal fatigue category
may then be subdivided into thermal-mechanical fatigue and thermal-
stress fatigue, depending on whether constraints are external or
internal (Figure 2.0).
As pointed out before, thermal fatigue testing can be divided into
two categories, the first involving internal constraint, the second
external constraint. The classic example of the former type is the use of
tapered disc specimens which are alternately immersed in high and low
temperature fluidized beds [8-11]. Such tests can provide a reasonable
simulation of operational conditions encountered by such components as
turbine blades and can readily assess the relative thermal fatigue
-21 -
LOW-CYCLE FATIGUE:
LIFE LESS THAN 50 000 CYCLES
SIGNIFiCANT INELASTIC STRAIN
THERMAL FATIGUE: ISOTHERMAL FAnGUE:
CYCLIC TEMP CONSTANT TEMP
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EXTERNAL CONSTRAINT INTERNAL CONSTRAINT
Figure 2.0 Proposed terminology for high temperature fatigue[l].
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resistance of different materials. Unfortunately, stress and strain
cannot be measured directly in this kind of test so that quantitative
analyses are usually precluded, although use of finite element
techniques has improved the situation [12-14].
External constraints are those provided by boundary forces
applied to the surfaces of the body which is being heated and cooled.
This type of constraint is more typical of specimen testing than it is of
components in-service because designers of high-temperature
equipment usually take considerable care to provide for overall thermal
expansion and contraction through the use of clearances, sliding
supports, bellows, etc. Thus, thermal fatigue with external constraint is
primarily a laboratory testing practice in which external forces on a test
specimen are used to simulate internal thermal stresses in an actual
component [1].
External constraint was first used by Coffin who applied
temperature cycles to hourglass type fatigue specimens held in a
constraining jig [15]. The fact that most tests since then have involved
isothermal strain cycling is perhaps unfortunate, since the operational
fatigue situation usually involves cyclic strain resulting from and
accompanying cyclic temperature. This situation has arisen partly
because isothermal tests are relatively simple to perform, but also
because it has often been felt that such tests carried out at the
maximum service temperature should give worst-case results.
However, several studies have compared fatigue resistance under
thermal cycling conditions with that in isothermal tests and have shown
that in many cases, the latter, rather than giving a worst-case situation,
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can seriously overestimate the fatigue life under more realistic
conditions [16-35].
In recent years, there has been some revision to the Coffin type
approach involving cyclic temperature and external constraint, but the
simple restraining jig has been replaced by servo-controlled fatigue
machines in which temperature and strain cycles can be applied
independently using suitable programming devices. This, in Spera's
terminology, is the thermal-mechanical fatigue test [1]. In its most
sophisticated form, thermal-mechanical testing involves direct strain
control using high temperature extensometry with provision for
automatic thermal strain compensation. Hopkins [36], Sobolev and
Egorov [37], and Ellison [38] have described the state-of-the-art of this
type of test.
2.2 Parameters Affecting TMF
The material properties other than ductility which are important
in thermal fatigue are hot tensile strength, elastic modulus, thermal
conductivity, and thermal expansion. Oxidation resistance also plays an
important role in thermal fatigue. The interactions between material
properties, imposed thermal cycle, and component geometry define the
ability of a structure to resist thermal fatigue. However, the synergistic
effects between these variables are quite complex and prediction of
thermal fatigue behavior from basic properties is difficult. To clarify
the situation, it is thought appropriate to review separately the
mechanical response of alloys under diverse applied loading conditions
and the effect of oxidation on the high temperature fatigue.
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2.2.1 Cyclic Stress-Strain Responses
Largely because of the large body of information that has been
accumulated, it is common to look upon the triangular wave shape test
under fully reversed straining as a standard test from which one can
predict other wave shape effects. This is referred to as the symmetrical
hysteresis stress-strain loop with zero mean stress (Fig. 2.1a). Other
wave shapes are obtained by changing various parameters (stress,
temperature, strain rate, etc.); some of which are shown in Figure 2.1.
The study of the material responses to changes in these parameters
have allowed us to identify the main mechanical variables controlling
fatigue lives and crack growth under TMF conditions.
Mean Stress
One family of shape involves strain hold period (in tension,
compression or both). Figure 2. lb illustrates the tension hold. Note that
the hysteresis loop will show a mean stress which is a function of the
difference in the time spent in the tensile versus compressive part of
the cycle. This mean stress effect can be important particularly when
the plastic strain is small relative to the total strain range. In that case
elastic effects dominate and a lowering of the relaxed stress with
decreasing hold time is very effective in shifting the loop. On the other
hand, if the plastic strain range is large relative to the total strain range,
the magnitude of the relaxed stress in inconsequential, the maximum
stress and relaxed stress become approximately equal and their
magnitudes are controlled by plastic flow considerations.
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The consequences of a mean stress on fatigue life can be
accounted for if one considers most of the life as spent in crack
propagation, assuming that microcracks have nucleated early in the life.
Here, the magnitude of the mean stress and its duration is important.
Although the plastic strain range of the specimen is the same for tensile
and compressive strain hold tests, the mean stress influences the local
tensile plastic strain at the crack tip. A high compressive mean stress is
likely to retard the amount of opening of the crack and lower the
growth rate while a tensile mean stress causes a greater crack opening
and enhances crack growth. Although documentation of the effect of
mean stress on crack growth at high strain levels considered is lacking,
there is ample evidence to support the observed effects at lower growth
rates.
Ratchettine
Figure 2. lc shows a wave shape due to continuous stress cycling.
Here a mean stress exists and ratchetting (incremental increase in
strain) takes place, depending on the transition fatigue life. This form
of ratchetting can be time independent and will occur at all
temperatures, depending only on the magnitude of the mean stress and
the plastic strain range. Also, time-dependent ratchetting can be
expected at elevated temperature due to creep effects.
Another type of wave shape (Figure 2.1d) involves stress control.
When the stress is fully reversed but hold time periods are introduced,
ratchetting may lead to an increase of the strain during each cycle. The
ratchetting here is the resulit of creep during the hold period and is
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associated with the difference in the hold time period for tensile versus
compressive stress.
Creep Strain
A wave shape that has received much attention is that shown in
Figure 2. le. Wave shapes in this category are identified as cp or pc,
depending on whether the hold period is in tension or compression. It
develops that, for the same inelastic strain and at high temperature
(creep effects are sufficiently rapid to operate), the cp tests give shorter
lives than the pc. Thus in Figure 2.le, most of all the tension- going
deformation is by a time-dependent mechanism, while all compression-
going deformation is presumably by a time-independent process. If the
microstructural features of these two distinct modes differ, as, for
example, if all time-dependent deformation is by grain boundary sliding
and cavities formation, and the time-independent deformation is by
deformation within the grain, internal damage processes could be
expected to be greater than for the equivalent deformation modes in
both directions [23-24]. For example, in crack propagation, crack
advance by GBS followed by plastic crack closure can be pictured as
contributing to greater crack growth than crack advance by grain
boundary sliding following by crack closure by the same mechanism.
Strain Rate Effects
Figures 2.1f and 2.lg show hysteresis loops of stress and plastic
strains corresponding to unequal plastic strain ramp rates. One could
see that unequal ramp rates generate unbalanced hysteresis loops.
Where the ramp rate is slow, the corresponding stress developed just
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prior to strain reversal is low; when the ramp rate is fast, the stress
produced is high which is in agreement with normal stress-strain rate
dependence. Thus, a slow-fast loop will be lower in tension and higher
in compression, while a fast-slow is just the opposite. Correspondingly,
the unequal loops will be reversed such that a slow-fast loop will have a
compressive mean stress and a fast-slow loop a tensile mean stress.
Temperature
Wave shape effects are very important for thermal cycling where
the effects can be accentuated by changing the temperature such that
high temperature occurs during the tension-going deformation and low
temperature during fast reversal. This type of temperature-strain
cycling is known as in-phase cycling and is shown in Figure 2. lh. When
compressive deformation occurs at high temperature and tensile
deformation at low temperature, also known as out-of-phase cycling,
the shape of the hysteresis loop differs from in-phase cycling. Figures
2.1g, 2.lh, and 2.1i show that rather unusual loops are produced under
these conditions. In-phase cycling generates loops having a net
compressive stress, while out-of-phase cycling leads to a mean tensile
stress. As discussed earlier, one would conclude that out-of-phase
cycling is more damaging than in-phase; this is what has been observed
for nickel-base alloys [19, 27-29], tantalum alloys [20] and some low
carbon steels [23-26]. However, there are numerous cases, especially
with 304 and 316 SS, where the opposite effect have been observed
which clearly indicate that the presence of a mean stress is not solely
responsible for the shortening of fatigue life. Nevertheless, the
existence of a mean stress in TMF (in-phase and out-of-phase) points
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out the need for its quantitative determination under complex straining
and thermal histories. This points out the importance of proper
constitutive equations and models for handling these equations if
problems of practical importance are to be solved.
2.2.2 Effects of Environment
During the last few years it has become a much debated question
as to what extent the environment affects cyclic life at elevated
temperatures. It is usually observed after testing in air that fatigue
cracks are oxide-filled, and it is tempting to ascribe the well-known
frequency-and time-dependence of high temperature fatigue to
oxidation, since oxidation is a time-dependent process. On the other
hand, creep processes also become important at high temperatures and
creep is also a time-dependent process. It is a difficult problem to
differentiate the effects of creep from the effects of environment
because the susceptibility to environmental damage increases with
temperature. This can be seen in Figure 2.2, where the fatigue lives of
IN-706 are plotted versus temperature at constant frequency and strain
range [39].
To clarify the situation, a number of literature surveys dealing
with the effects of environment on high temperature fatigue have been
written [39, 43-46]. Especially worth mentioning are the reviews by
Cook and Shelton [43] and by Marshall [46], which thoroughly discuss
environmental effects.
It is evident from these reviews that environment has a
pronounced effect on fatigue at elevated temperatures. The most
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important results highlighted by these reviews may be summarized in
Table 2.1 and 2.2, where the types of metal/environment interactions
are listed in Table 2.1 and the principal effects on the fatigue and creep
resistance listed in Table 2.2.
One can see in Table 2.2 that environmental effects have been
studied mostly in terms of how an environment is changing the
mechanical properties at or near the highly strained regions i.e., the
surface or the crack tip of a material. Segregation of elements including
02 and N2 to and from grain boundaries is likely to be accentuated by
plastic straining. Howes [48] concluded that the two dominant
mechanisms in the formation of a thermal stress fatigue crack are local
plastic strain and oxidation. After an incubation period, cracks almost
invariably occur in areas of highest plastic strain [48]. Oxidation is often
preferential at grain boundaries [5-6, 42-46, 48-54], forming wedges
which grow in size until a crack is initiated and begins to propagate.
Oxidation increases the amount of local plastic strain by reducing an
alloy's strength through depletion of strengthening elements and
phases. Also, plastic straining is likely to favor oxygen embrittlement at
grain boundaries by a dislocation pumping mechanism [55].
Indications that the rate at which an environment affects the
fatigue behavior depends on the strain amplitude have been reported
by Wareing and Vaughan [3, 56], Skelton and Bucklow [57], and by
Strangman et al [51, 58]. Wareing and Vaughan [3, 56] in discussing
crack growth in 316 stainless steel at 625TC find a linear relation
between predicted (according to Tomkins' model) and actual crack
growth rate, i.e.,
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Table 2.1
POSSIBLE TYPES OF METAL/ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS
Direction of mass transport
from atmosphere to metal
from metal to atmosphere
Types of metal/environment interactions
1. formation of a thin adsorbed layer on
the specimen
2. formation of an adherent surface layer
of second phase oxidation
3. formation of a second phase at the
surface
4. formation of second phase particles at/
or grain boundary films
1. evaporative loss or chemical dissolution
of element from specimen to the
environment
a
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Table 2.2
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON FATIGUE
Type of metal/ Enhancing fatigue Reducing fatigue
environment resistance resistance
interactions
Nft or da Nfl or dt
dN dN
Adsorbed -reduced surface energy
layer of crack face (da/dN )
-reduce cohesive energy
of grain boundary (Ni4)
Formation of -disperse slip -prevent slip reversal
an adherent (Ni ) (Ni )
surface layer -crack blunting -prevent crack rewelding
(oxidation) da/dNj (da/dN t )
-crack closure
da/dN j
-prevent crack
sharpening in
compression
(da/dN )
Formation of -dispersing slip -easy crack propagation
second phase (Ni f ) path (da/dN )
particles or -cavitation
grain boundary
films
Formation of -precipitation -loss of solid strength-
second phase at hardening ening element (Ni )
the surface (Ni t ) -cavitation
Evaporative loss
or chemical dis-
solution of element
from specimen
-loss of solid strength-
ening element (Ni )
-Kirkendall vacancies and
voids (da/dN )
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a = F a
dNair dNvacuum
They concluded that if this is due to oxidation enhanced by plasticity,
any crack growth additional oxidation contributed growth must be
governed by the parameters governing plastic-controlled growth.
In another work, Skelton and Bucklow [57] show that, for the
1/2% Cr-MoV and 1% Cr-MoV steels, the oxide growth rate is acceleratd
by ongoing plastic straining. They also found that a fatigue crack
surface displays a higher oxide growth rate than a polished and
annealed surface.
Strangman et al [51, 58] have studied thermal-mechanical fatigue
in nickel-base superalloys B-1900, IN-100, NX-188 and MAR-M200
with NiCoCrAlY coating. The testing was done out-of-phase and in-
phase. They found an acceleration of the fatigue crack growth due to
oxidation both in the substrate and in the coating for total strains above
a certain limit. The previous results show that the environmental
effects cannot be explained satisfactorily in terms of
metal/temperature/frequency alone, and that a more global approach
involving the applied strain ranges has to be considered.
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3.0 Review of Experimental Data
3.1 Introduction
Two approaches have been successfully applied to practical
fatigue problems: (1) The accumulation of cyclic strains (low-cycle
fatigue or total endurance concept) and (2) fracture by crack growth
(fracture mechanics concept). In general, these two approaches have
been applied independently of each other; materials with no flaw at the
initial stage of fatigue are handled by approach 1, and the materials
with a flaw or flaws handled by approach 2. To combine the two
approaches, the high strain fatigue (HSF) crack growth concept has been
proposed. Most of the HSF crack growth data at room and elevated
temperatures published between 1965 and 1982 have been reviewed
by Shelton [2, 59]. However, this concept is generally overlooked and,
as mentioned before, design approaches which use LEFM crack growth
or total endurance data are more familiar. As a matter of fact, the
thermal-mechanical fatigue problem has also been addressed separately
by the two approaches.
3.2 Endurance Data
Steels
It has been pointed out by Udoguchi and Wada [17], Sheffler [20-
21], Taira et al 7, 23-24], and by others [18, 25-26, 30-32, 60-62] in
studies of thermal fatigue of high temperature alloys, that thermal
fatigue lives are generally shorter than isothermal fatigue lives at the
-36-
mean [7], or the maximum temperature of the cycle [17-18]. Some of
the results giving Nf as a function of the plastic strain range for an A-
286 [21] steel are reported in Figure 3.1. These results [18, 23-26]
show that in-phase cycling (i.e., maximum temperature at maximum
tensile stress) is more damaging than out-of-phase (maximum
temperature at compressive stress), which in turn caused fracture in
fewer cycles than isothermal cycling (whether the latter was based on
the mean or maximum temperature). Very similar results were found
for 304 stainless steel [18, 25-26, 31]. However, when expressed in
terms of total strain range ( E tot), Kuwabara and Nitta [25] found that
the isothermal and out-of-phase changed rank and that this ranking
was consistent with the fraction of intergranular cracks that was
measured [26].
Suoerallovs
For the superalloy IN-738, HSF tests between 750 and 950'C in-
phase or out-of-phase cycling all gave the same endurances at a given
A Eto t level [48]. Other works on a coated [19] and uncoated nickel-base
alloy [146] have shown that out-of-phase cycling is more damaging than
in-phase and isothermal cycling, whereas the opposite behavior was
observed by Bill et al. [130]. More recently, Nitta et al [66] have
recently shown that the endurance of IN-738 depends on the applied
strain Et being the lowest for the isothermal test (Tmax) at low Et,
but the lowest for out-of-phase cycling at high Et cycled between 400
and 925'C. Their results have also shown that the thermal fatigue life
of nine different superalloys was strongly dependent upon tensile and
creep fracture ductilities as well as the strength of the alloys.
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3.3 Fatigue Crack Growth Data
Hardly any data has been gathered on crack growth during
thermal-mechanical fatigue under conditions of small plastic strains
[27-29, 41, 51] and even fewer in the fully plastic strain ranges [22, 68].
Steels
During TMF cycling of 1/2 Cr-Mo-V steel in vacuum between 250
and 550C, crack growth rates as a function of K were one-third those
of continuous cycling at 550'C at the same plastic strain [63]. In air
tests, Koizumi and Okazaki [68] found very little difference in growth
rates as a function of J for 12 Cr-Mo-V-W steel thermal-mechanically
cycled between 300-550'C and 350-600'C at several strain ranges. The
same conclusions were derived for a 304SS cycled between 300 and
650°C. However, the validity of A J for crack growth under TMF
conditions need to be proven [41].
Suzeralloyvs
TMFCG tests conducted on conventionally cast Co and Ni base
superalloys [27-29, 41, 51] have shown faster crack growth rate then
their counterparts in isothermal conditions (at Ta,). Typical results for
a cobalt-based alloy are shown in Figure 3.2 [27] which shows that out-
of-phase cycling is more deleterious than in-phase cycling. The TMF
crack growth data were expressed as
da = C ( K E)m
dN
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where A K is the strain intensity factor. The index m was typically
3-4 for nickel-base alloy cycled from 980'C and -6 for the cobalt-base
alloy cycled from 425°C to 927'C [27].
Gemma et al [28] have also studied the TMF crack growth
behavior of DS Mar-M200 and have found that crack growth rates were
a minimum for a DS alloy tested parallel to the direction of grain
growth. Crack growth rates prediction as a function of (angle to
direction of grain growth) was achieved by normalizing the KE with
the elastic modulus. Their work also indicated that under strain-
controlled conditions, crack growth rates increase with increasing elastic
modulus, in contrast to stress-controlled conditions for which the
growth rates increase with increasing modulus [68].
In search of a correlation parameter to predict the crack
propagation life of combustor liner material (Hastelloy-X), Meyers [41]
has reduced the TMF data using A K, A K E J, A COD and Tomkin's
model All these approaches failed to correlate the TMF data within a
factor of 5, which made them unattractive in predicting TMF crack
growth. Furthermore, he showed that for such a parameter to exist,
TMIF must not involve mechanism of failure otherwise not present in
isothermal testing.
Crack Growth During Thermal Stress Fatiue
Several temperature cycling experiments which consist of
alternating plunging wedge-shaped disks into hot and cold fluidized
beds have been carried out on various nickel-base alloys [8-12, 47, 70-
71, 80, 82, 90]. For such geometries there is a fairly large (2.5-7 mm)
range of uniform crack growth [12, 71]. Figure 3.3 shows that the
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variation in uniform growth rate over the uniform range (in tapered
disc experiments on several alloys) increases with increasing maximum
temperature [70]. An increase in dwell time caused further crossovers
in propagation rates. In these alloys, it has been shown that changes in
growth rate reflects a transition in cracking mode [27, 29, 47] from
trans to intergranular cracking.
3.4 Metallographic and Fractographic Data
Taira and Fujino [23-24] found from their microscopic
observations on 304 SS cycled under TMF conditions that thermal
cycling leaves residual grain boundary sliding which accumulates uni-
directionally, in contrast to the case of isothermal fatigue. Also grain
boundary cracking was often observed in the vicinity of triple points of
boundaries which accomodate the strain concentration due to grain
boundary sliding. Based on their finding, they concluded that the
acceleration of damage is closely related to the accumulation of grain
boundary cavitation in both in-phase and out-of-phase cycling. They
proposed a mechanism of out-of-phase cavitation damage that involved
accumulation of unreversed compressive grain boundary displacements
in a low ductility material where the displacement could not be fully
accommodated by intergranular deformation.
Superalloys -- cast
High temperature fatigue experiments of nickel-based superalloys
have shown that crack initiation and growth behavior are very
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dependent upon metallurgical variables such as carbide spacing,
interdendritic spacing and grain size. It is impossible to provide a
comprehensive survey here. A useful starting point is the work of
Pineau et al. [42, 50, 52] and Woodford and Mowbray [71].
Thermal fatigue experiments on tapered disks of several alloys
[70-71] have suggested that coarse grains at the center of the cast disks
may be responsible for a deceleration in crack growth rate (see Figure
3.3), but for two alloys (IN 738 and FSX-430), larger grain size initiated
cracks sooner. Initiation was intergranular, otherwise mixed, and in the
transgranular mode an interdendritic path was preferred. On a y /y'-C
eutectic alloy cycled under TMF conditions, Sheffler and Jackson [72]
reported similar observations, i.e. preferential cracking along Ni3Nb
dendrites. In FSX-414 and FSX-430 cracking took place between M23C 6
carbides, whereas in others (Mar-M509 and In-738) cracking of MC
carbides occurred. Rene 77 failed in a transgranular manner.
Beck and Santhanan [73] demonstrated that thermal-stress fatigue
resistance of a cast cobalt-base alloy can be significantly improved by
changing the casting variables so as to increase the spacing of the
dendritic arms in the microstructure. It is noteworthy that crack
initiation periods were lengthened and propagation rates were reduced
by this technique. Their work and similar work by Bizon and Spera [9]
and Howes [10, 47] have shown that it is possible to deal directly with
methods for improving the thermal-fatigue resistance of materials. It
should be pointed out here that fluidized bed tests, as in the above, are
undertaken because with these alloys, it is not yet possible to predict
thermal fatigue lives from isothermal data [70].
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Superallovs--direction ally solidified
In a directionally solidified ingot, IN738, the greatest resistance to
crack growth occurred at 45' to the columnar grain direction because
there were no easy paths linking the carbides. This is in contrast with
the thermal-mechanical fatigue tests performed on directionally
solidified (DS) Mar-M200 which show [28] that the growth rates were a
minimum for the alloy tested parallel to the direction of grain growth
(i.e., crack propagation normal to the direction of grain growth). Also,
the growth rate was shown to increase for the orientations in the
sequence e =15, 30' and 90°, and 45' until equivalence was reached
with rates for conventionally cast B-1900. Similarly to Rene 77, DS
Mar-M200 crack growth was transgranular for all orientations. At low
strain intensity ranges ( K E ) the crack propagation path was smooth
but as A Ke was increased the amount of interdendritic cracking
increased, resulting in a much rougher fracture surface. The smooth-to-
rough fracture surface transitions were rationalized in terms fo the
orientation dependence of crack opening displacement for a given K
In addition, it was observed for Rene 77 that precipitate in the bulk
specimen cycled in and out of solution and that a zone denuded of y'
precipitate formed by a diffusion process along the crack faces [71].
Other work on oxide-dispersion strengthened materials showed that
cavitation developed at oxide particles so that cracking along grain
alignment was less than the growth rate perpendicular to it [70].
It has been mentioned before that creep/TMF and simulated
creep/TMF tests on DS Mar-M200 and conventionally cast B-1900 were
phenomenologically indistinguishable [29]. However, the crack
morphology of the simulated creep/TMF specimens differed from that
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of the creep/TMF pecimens. The former had a crack morphology that
was typical of plane stress conditions, that is, short hairline cracks that
surrounded the dominant crack. In addition the fracture surface
showed changes in crack planes and growth along steep angular planes.
The fracture surfaces of the latter were more typical of crack growth
under plane strain conditions.
Superalloys--crack morphology
In TMF tests of nickel-based alloys, Nitta et al. [66] and Meyers
[41] have found that the crack path for in-phase cycling was planar,
rough and intergranular, which is similar to isothermal tests at the peak
temperature. Out-of-phase cycling has shown transgranular fracture
with fatigue striations and a small amount of intergranular growth.
Isothermal tests at low temperature showed transgranular fracture.
The degree of nonplanar growth, the extent of surface roughness and
the mode of growth for the out-of-phase TMF tests fall between the
features observed for the high and low temperature isothermal tests
described above. This observation suggests that crack growth under
TMF conditions is, in some sense, an average of that experienced in
isothermal tests over the temperature range of the TMF tests [41]. This
evidence offers hope that some type of superposition model may
eventually predict TMF crack growth. Crack growth in in-service
combustor liners tends to be nonplanar, of a moderate level of surface
roughness, and chiefly transgranular, similar to the TMF tests [41].
However, as seen before, high temperature isothermal growth tends to
be planar, very rough, and intergranular. This observation reinforces
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the notion that isothermal tests run at the peak service temperature do
not duplicate service conditions as well as TMF tests.
3.5 Discussion
The endurance and fatigue crack growth data presented and
reviewed in the previous section have shown there is no general trend
as to the severity of damage associated to in-phase and out-of-phase
cycling. There is no hard and fast rule for relating the thermal-
mechanical data to the isothermal testing data. There are many
uncertainties in comparing total endurances only; for example, the
number of cycles to initiation may differ, and cracking may be
intergranular in isothermal tests but transgranular in the cyclic
temperature tests. Obviously low endurance data will depend on
initiation/propagation ratios, ductility including sensitivity to strain rate
effects, Tmax and A T, Omax and mean and microstructure.
We have seen that for all materials tested under TMF conditions,
the mean stress associated with in-phase cycling is compressive
whereas it is tensile for out-of-phase cycling. As also discussed earlier,
the presence of a mean stress is not solely responsible for the
shortening of fatigue life and the mean stress has to be taken into
account with the strain ranges, that is the transition life (Nt) which is
defined as the point of intersection of the elastic and plastic lines (Ep =
E e) on a strain cycle to failure plot. If the plastic strain range is large
with respect to the elastic strain, the magnitude of the stress is likely to
be controlled by plastic flow considerations and the magnitude of the
mean stress ( m) is inconsequential. At small plastic strain (with
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respect to E ), elastic effects dominate and a compressive mean stress is
likely to retard the amount of opening of the crack or lower the
effective stress for crack initiation and the converse is true for tensile
mean stress. On the basis of the previous arguments, life predictions in
terms of Etot - N should be more adequate than prediction based on Ei,
vs Nf. This has been demonstrated for nickel-base alloys by Nitta et al.
[66]. This fact implies that thermal fatigue life of superalloys depends
not only upon the ductility but also upon the strength (elastic strain).
Several reasons can be given of for the dependence of the thermal
fatigue of superalloys on tensile strength [66]:
1. The transition life, which is the life from the inelastic strain
dependence to the elastic strain dependence, is of the order of 101 for
high strength superalloys. This means that life strongly depends upon
strength even in the low-cycle life region (Nf < 104 cycles).
2. For high-temperature low-cycle fatigue of superalloys
failure has often been shown to be governed by the product of tensile
stress and inelastic strain range, i.e., the inelastic strain energy [74].
3. The failure life of superalloys depends more upon the
maximum tensile stress and the depth of oxides, than on Ep, because
crack initiation is caused by grain boundary oxide cracking on the
surface [49-50].
The dependence of thermal fatigue on strength may not be
restricted to superalloys. Jaske [61] found that in order to correlate in-
phase, out-of-phase, and isothermal fatigue test data for a low carbon
steel, a knowledge of both. cyclic stress and cyclic strain was necessary.
On the basis of stabilized stress range versus cycles to failure, little
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difference was observed in the behavior of specimens subjected to in-
phase and out-of-phase temperature and strain cycling.
For most stainless steel, Nt is of the order of 8000 cycles in the
temperature range covered by TMF tests. This explains why the mean
stress has little effect on the fatigue life and why in-phase cycling is
more damaging than out-of-phase cycling, as for the case of 304 and 316
SS. Grain boundary sliding is the predominant flow mechanism in 304
and 316 SS (in the temperature range 300-650°C) and it has been shown
to be very important for in-phase cycling [23-24]. As the strain
amplitude decreases, GBS will be less important and m is likely to be of
little influence until EC Ep. Nitta et al. [25-26, 66] and Taira et al. [23,
24] have indeed observed that the difference between the in-phase and
out-of-phase life is decreasing with decreasing strain; being the same
near the transition life.
The behavior of Hastelloy-X is also consistent with the above
arguments. At high strain (Ep > 0.005) in-phase cycling leads to shorter
life [30] and fast crack growth rates, whereas out-of-phase cycling gives
rise to faster crack growth rate and shorter lives at low strain
(Ep < 0.0035) [75]. It should be pointed out that the transition life is
approximately equal to 800 cycles (E -= 0.0035) at 800'C and that
Hastelloy-X doesn't present a ductility minimum vs temperature as for
most high strength nickel-base alloys.
We have seen that the influence of m depends on the values of E 
at the transition life (Nt) and that Cm is of little influence if plastic flow
dominates (Ep/Ee > 1). Therefore any mechanism which reduces the
efficiency at which plastic flow occurs will lead to an increased
importance of m because it is more difficult to relax it. This is
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consistent with the fact that it has been observed that when the
temperature range embraces a ductility minimum in the material, out-
of-phase thermal cycling gives lower endurances than isothermal and
in-phase cycling [63]. This last observation also serves to explain why
high strength nickel-base alloy displays faster crack growth rates and
shorter life under out-of-phase TMF cycling; most of them having a
ductility minimum in the temperature range covered by the tests.
The foregoing discussion has dealt with the requirement for
predicting the total number of cycles to failure (Nf), and it is pertinent
to question whether the predicted Nf should be taken, not as cycles to
fracture but as cycles to some arbitrary load drop. In the case of thick
specimens, clearly the Nf values would be different, since they would
incorporate both initiation and propagation of a macroscopic crack. Thin
components, however, are likely to limit crack propagation severely, so
that the Nf value may be reasonably defined as cycles-to-initiation.
Considerable research effort has been directed at measuring rates
of fatigue crack propagation in appropriate materials. The effect of
increasing temperature upon the fatigue crack propagation rate is
generally to cause an increase at a given A K, the extent depending on
the materials. In order to obtain some insight into the factors governing
the temperature dependence of fatigue crack propagation, the crack
growth rates at fixed A K are often plotted as a function of reciprocal
temperature and normalized with respect to the elastic modulus [4-5,
28, 76] (see Figure 3.4). The rate dependence at low temperatures has
been shown to be much lower than at high temperatures. Conventional
fracture mechanics indicates that crack growth rates are inversely
proportional to elastic modulus and to fatigue flow stress. As shown by
-50-
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Lloyd [5] and Shahinian [76], the da/dN versus 1/T curves at fixed
AK/E, do not increase as rapidly as do similar curves at fixed K. This
indicates that the drop in flow stress with temperature is making a
contribution at high temperatures.
Changes in the flow properties of the materials at the crack tip
may be expected to induce changes in the propagation rate. A decrease
in the work hardening exponent of the crack tip material caused by a
decrease in strain rate or by an increase in temperature, would cause an
increase in crack propagation rate. Similarly, stress relaxation reduces
the effective value of a y. As seen before, the environment might
increase the flow stress at the crack tip by oxide strengthening or
reduce it by solid solution element depletion. Also, any of the possible
effect of environment on the fatigue behavior might mask or enhance
the effect of m and ductility minimum.
Analysis of the data by Nitta et al. [26, 66], Jaske [61] and others,
shows that thermal-mechanical life depends upon the tensile and
fatigue ductilities as well as on the strength of the alloys. Hence,
thermal fatigue life may be expected to be correctly predicted by a
method which would take into account both the cyclic strength and
ductility.
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4.0 Experimental Procedure
4.1 Thermal-Mechanical Fatigue Testing Requirement
The testing capability and testing conditions for TMF testing of
specimens are those that allow the duplication of in-service conditions.
The requirements for testing facilities and test specimens for crack
growth TMF testing are:
1. Strain control to simulate the thermal loading of the
component since most high temperature components are
under strain-controlled conditions. The mechanical strain
(total strain minus thermal strain) should be controlled.
2. Strain hold time to simulate steady state conditions under-
gone during normal operation of nuclear reactor and gas
turbine engines. During this period materials are under-
going creep and stress relaxation behavior.
3. Crack length measurement capability to obtain crack growth
data in TMF conditions.
4. Controlled transient heating and cooling to simulate a
component strain/temperature phase relationship (Figure
4.1).
5. Compressive load-carrying capability of the specimen to
sustain compressive stresses which develop in the heating
period of the cycle.
TMF crack propagation should mostly include testing of the base
metal, since this type of cracking is readily studied by a fracture
mechanics approach. The amount of component life spent in starting a
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crack in the coating has to be addressed by crack initiation techniques.
TMF tests should include several testing conditions in order to simulate
the various strain-temperature relations at various locations in an
actual component, as for example, a turbine blade.
Testing should also include both isothermal tests at the minimum
and maximum temperatures of the TMF tests. The following variables
should also possibly be included in the testing procedures:
1. total strain range, 0.10 to 1.0%
2. mean strain, -0.5 to 0.5%
3. crystal orientation for directionally solidified and/or single
crystal materials
4. strain rate, set by the maximum transient heating and
cooling rates that can be experimentally obtained.
In an extensive review, Hales [77] has described the important
criteria which used to be considered when designing an experimental
program to investigate fatigue at elevated temperature. He also pointed
out some exhaustive reviews [78-79] which covered the various
techniques available and critically examined some of them in the light
of the demands placed on any testing program by modem design
requirements and recent developments in understanding the physical
processes in the phenomenon of high temperature fatigue. However,
the present authors believe that there is still a need for a critical review
of the various methods of testing to take into account the peculiarities
of thermal-mechanical fatigue with a special emphasis on the recording
of cyclic stress-strain behavior of various specimen geometries. The
reader is referred to the Appendix I for a detailed discussion of the
thermal-mechanical fatigue methods of testing.
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4.2 Materials
The materials selected for this study of TMF are Hastelloy-X,
Inconel X-750 and B-1900+Hf. These materials were chosen because
they covered a broad range of strength and ductility. Table 4.1 gives
the chemical composition and heat treatment conditions of the materials
tested.
Hastelloy-X is a nickel-base solid solution strengthened
superalloy. The material has a FCC gamma matrix and is strengthened
by solid solution strengthening and grain boundary carbides. The
solution strengthening elements are Cr and Mo. Hastelloy-X has a very
high Mo content, which causes the carbides to be mainly M6C carbides.
The material also contains M23 C6 carbides which form at temperatures
up to 982'C and during cooling. The M23 C6 carbides usually form in the
grain boundaries. The material used in this study was in the form of 1
inch (25.4 mm) rod. The structure of the material was documented in
the fully heat treated condition. Figure 4.2 shows the microstructure of
the rod in the transverse direction. There was no major difference
between the transverse and longitudinal directions. The microstructure
is made up of two different grain sizes. There are large grains, 130 m
in diameter, and mall grains, 50 1j m in diameter. The average grain
size is about 80 m. The small grains are not recrystallized. This type
of grain structure is common in solid solution strengthened nickel-base
alloys because it is difficult to obtain a fuly recrystallized grain
structure and prevent the formation of embrittling phases at the same
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Figure 4.2 Microstructure of Hastelloy-X. Grain size 
in
(a) the transverse direction, (b) longitudinal
section.
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time. In Figure 4.2, the large 6-10 m particles are M6C prime
carbides.
Inconel X-750 is a corrosion and oxidation resistant material with
good tensile and creep properties at elevated temperatures. Typical
applications include land-based gas turbine parts, nuclear reactor
springs, bolts, bellows and forming tools. The temperature range of
interest is from 300 to 650'C. The material was supplied by
International Nickel Company [122] in the form ofl2.7mm thick plate in
the annealed condition. It was then given a two-stage heat treatment
(see Table 4.1). The grain size, as seen on micrograph 4.3, is about 130
p m and is uniform in all directions. The two-stage heat treatment
produces a bimodal distribution of y' phase: a coarse y' phase
distributed uniformly in the grains and about 0.6 m in size, and a fine
distribution of y' about 300A in size. The total volume fraction of y'
phase is estimated at 18%. MC carbides with little or no orientation
with the matrix can be seen in micrograph 4.3. At the grain boundaries,
there is a continuous network of M23C6 carbides.
The B-1900+Hf material for this program was taken from the
same heat of a special quality melt of B-1900+Hf obtained from
Certified Alloys Products Inc. [123] Long Beach, California. The
structure of the material was documented in both the as-cast and fully
heat-treated conditions. The following observations were made:
1. The grain size is about 1 to 2 mm (Figure 4.4a).
2. The fully heat treated material showed the y' size to be
about 0.9 m (Figure 4.4c).
3. The structure has an interdendritic spacing of about 100 p.m
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Figure 4.3 Microstructure of Inconel X-750(fully heat treated)
Grain size and carbides in (a) transverse direction,
(b) longitudinal section.
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Figure 4.4 General microstructure of B-1900+Hf fully heat
treated. (a)Grain size, (b) interdendritic spa-
cing, fine and coarse y , ,' size(0.9 m).
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2 MM',
with islands of y '-eutectic surrounded by zones of fine y
(Figure 4.4b).
4. MC carbides near the coarse y' islands are present.
4.3 Specimen Geometry
Specimen geometries used for tensile and creep tests are shown in
Figure 4.5 [123, 125]. The isothermal strain controlled fatigue specimen
geometry used to provide a baseline for life prediction (initiation) is
shown in Figure 4.6 [123, 125].
All the specimens used for TMF low cycle fatigue and TMFCG had
a rectangular cross section of 11.7 x 4.4 mm2 (Figure 4.7). A starter
notch approximately 1 mm deep cut by electro-discharge machining
was used for the TMF crack growth tests. These specimens were then
precracked in fatigue at 10 Hz at room temperature under a A K of
about 20-25 MPa 1m. The test section of each specimen used for cyclic
properties measurements was polished with successively finer grades of
silicon-carbides paper to produce a bright finish, with finishing marks
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the specimen. Specimens were
degreased with trichloroethylene, followed by reagent grade acetone
before being heated to temperature.
4.4 Apparatus and Testing Conditions
The apparatus used in this study was a computer-controlled
thermal fatigue testing system, which consisted of a closed-loop servo-
controlled electro-hydraulic tension-compression fatigue machine, a
-62-
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Figure 4.5 Test specimens for monotonic tensile and creep testing.
I
Figure 4.6 Test specimen geometry for low cycle fatigue testing.
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high frequency oscillator for induction heating, an air compressor for
cooling and a mini-computer. Appendix II describes in detail the
system and its components.
The system is capable of testing specimens of different sizes and
configuration (SEN, CT, hollow tube, etc.) up to loads of 25,000 lbs. The
specimen alignment is assured by the use of a Wood's metal pot.
Because a D.C. potential drop technique was used to monitor crack
growth, the lower grip is electrically insulated from the system by
means of a ceramic coating. The ends of the grips are water cooled by
copper coils.
Temperature was measured with 0.2 mm diameter chromel-
alumel thermocouples which were spot welded along the gauge length.
By computer controlling, the temperature in the gauge length was
maintained within ±5'C of the desired temperature for both axial and
transverse directions over the entire period of the test. Temperature
and strain (or stress) were computer controlled so that they were in-
phase or out-of-phase for the same triangular wave shape. Therefore,
specimens were in tension at low temperature and in compression at
high temperature under the out-of-phase cycling, and vice versa under
the in-phase fatigue. The temperature range in the TMF tests was 300
to 650'C for Inconel X-750, and 400 to 925'C for Hastelloy-X and B-
1900+Hf. The tests were carried out at a frequency of 0.0056 Hz (1/3
cpm) and were run at a R-ratio (min/Cmax or Emin/ Emax) Of -1 or 0.05.
Isothermal fatigue tests were also conducted under the same frequency
at Tmax for comparison with the results of TMF tests. All the tests were
carried out in air. Table 4.2 summarizes the experimental conditions.
When possible, at least two tests at each condition were performed to
insure repeatibility of the results. The software developed to run the
isothermal and TMF tests, as well as the programs used to analyze the
data, are described in Appendix III.
To measure the cyclic stress-strain behavior of B-1900+Hf, the
strain increment technique was used. In this technique, the strain
range is increased by about 10% after reaching saturation, defined as no
change in stress range in 50 consecutive cycles.
There have been few attempts to measure crack length in TMF
cycling using the potential drop technique [22, 49]. The method has
proven to be satisfactory in isothermal conditions and it can be used for
TMF testing, provided that the electrical noise is adequately filtered and
the calibration curve properly corrected to take into account changes of
potential with temperature. The procedures to: (1) correct the
potential signals; (2) get the a/w vs N curve; and (3) analyze the
potential signal to measure the closure stress, are described in detail in
Appendix II.
This system, by contrast to optical measurements and compliance
methods, has the capability of monitoring the crack extension during a
single cycle (see Appendix II). Therefore, detailed analysis of the crack
growth process can be performed and this is particularly important in
trying to determine the mechanisms involved in TMFCG.
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Table
Materials and Their
(a) Hastelloy-X
Frequency
(Hz)
Temperature
('C)
4.2
Testing Conditions
[ (TMFCG)
Strain Range
(Etot %)
R-ratio
(E min/E max)
400
400
925
925
400-925(In-phase)
400-925(In-phase)
925-400(Out-of-phase)
925-400(0ut-of-ph ase)
(b) Inconel
Frequency
(Hz)
Temperature
(C)
25
650
650
300-65 O(In-phase)
300-65 O(In-phase)
650-30 0(Out-of-phase)
X-750 (TMFCG)
Stress Range
(MPa)
385
385
600
285
600
600
R-ratio
(O min/C max)
0.05
0.05
-1
0.05
-1
-1
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0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.50
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1.0
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
-- --- - - -- -- --- --- --------- ---- -------- 
------ 
I- ----~·3-~·~--C------- - ~ ---- ----------- -------- -----.
(c) B-1900+Hf (Cyclic Properties)
Frequency Temperature Strain Range N R-ratio
(Hz) ('C) (%) (Cycles) (E min/E max)
0.0056 400-925(In-phase) 0.2000 347 -1
0.0056 400-925 " 0.2515 337 -1
0.0056 400-925 " 0.3030 556 -1
0.0056 400-925 " 0.3580 388 -1
0.0056 400-925 " 0.3850 490 -1
0.0056 400-925 " 0.4075 383 -1
0.0056 400-925 " 0.4332 340 -1
0.0056 400-925 0" .4525 288 -1
0.0056 400-925 " 0.4825 260 -1
0.0056 400-925 " 0.5650 54 -1
0.0056 925-400(Out-of-phase) 0.1765 475 -1
0.0056 925-400 to 0.1923 426 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.2153 312 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.2498 360 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.276 260 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.298 274 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.3279 274 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.3654 316 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.404 374 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.4370 326 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.4675 342 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.537 284 -1
0.0056 925-400 " 0.600 320 -1
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Frequency
(HIz)
(d) B-1900+Hf (TMFCG)
Temperature Strain Range (%)
('C)
R-ratio
(E min/E max)
925
925
925
400
400-925(In-phasc)
400-925(In-phase)
925-400(Out-of-phase)
925-400(Out-of-phase)
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0.10
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.50
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
----- ---- - --- ----- ----- ----- 
---- - - ---- ----- - ----
5.0 Results
5.1 Tensile and Creep Properties
Monotonic and creep tests were conducted to document typical
engineering properties and to assess the deformation and failure
mechanisms. Tensile and creep tests for B-1900+Hf and Hastelloy-X
were run at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Hartford, Connecticut. A
summary of all tensile tests and observed properties is presented in
Table 5.1. Figures 5.1 to 5.4 show the monotonic tensile responses (E =
0.005 min-1 ) and the 0.2% yield stress of B-1900+Hf and Hastelloy-X,
respectively [41, 123]. Comparison of the 0.2% yield strength data
(Figure 5.2 and 5.4) have shown that the results fall within the
anticipated scatter. Tensile data of Inconel X-750 (Table 5.1) were
shown to compare well with the published data on Inconel X-750 with
similar heat treatment [124].
A summary of the test conditions and observed properties for
monotonic creep tests conducted on B-1900+Hf is presented in Table
5.2. Figure 5.5 shows the observed rupture lives and the anticipated
scatter for this material. Specimens tested at 871'C and 982'C have
similar rupture lives for the same normalized stress, while specimens
tested at 760'C show a significantly longer life for the same, or higher,
normalized stress level. Examination of fracture has shown that at
higher temperature (871 and 982'C) the specimens failed in an
intergranular cracking mode, while the specimens tested at 760'C failed
predominantly by transgranular cracking.
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The short-time Hastelloy-X creep response at 871°C and 982°C are
shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Table 5.3 summarizes the results for
various test temperatures..
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Table 5.1
Materials Tested and Their Tensile Properties
at Room and Elevated Temperature
(a) Hastelloy-X
0.2% Yield
(MPa)
367.5
294
274
259
231
175
140
91
(b) Inconel X-750
0.2% Yield
(MPa)
610
616
550
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T
(C) (min-1 )
UTS
(MPa)
Elong.
(%)
21
505
649
760
816
871
927
982
Ex1O 3
(MPa)
207
178
161
152
145
137
127
116
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
787
649
572
435
255
144
40
43
36
38
50
48
Ex10 3
(MPa)
T
(%)
24
300
650
(min - 1)
0.005
0.005
0.005
UTS
(MPa)
295
303
260
Elong.
(%)
1000
1000
820
30
32
7
~I~I · ~· ~ ----· I~-~- - ------------------------- ~~~-1· 1 · 1~· 1~- ~ · - -~--- I---- ----- -
~~---I_ -~~_-~------ ~ -----  ~ ----~-------- - ---- ------_
(c) B- 1900+Hf
0.2% Yield
(MPa)
714
702
727
701
709
633
345
UTS
(MPa)
888
950
785
480
Elong. RA
(%) (%)
4.9
8.3
7.7
7.9
5.7
7.1
5.9
10.7
7.2
8.4
6.1
6.9
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T
(C)
E ExlO 3
RT
260
538
649
760
871
982
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
187.5
169.6
149.6
143.4
146.8
138.9
123.4
----- --- ---- ----- ---- ---- 
----- ---- ---- ---- - - --- ----
(minI) (M~a)
Table 5.2
of the Creep Test
B- 1900+Hf
Secondary
Life (Hrs.)
20.6
4.1
3.1
18.2
20.3
2.8
2.5
441
134.8
30.2
49.8
Results for
CreepElong.
(Min- 1 )
2.5x10-5
0.7x10- 4
2.0x10-4
2.5x10-5
1.5x10-3
1.Ox10 - 4
1.25x10 - 4
6.0x10-7
7.9x10-6
7.5x 10-6
Table 5.3
Temperature-Dependent
Hastelloy
Representation
X Creep Response
of Short-Time
Temperature,
OC
Constants for creep equation*
Ecr = (a/A) n (t)
A
705
760
816
871
927
983
973
517
304
195
158
134
n
4.41
4.75
5.09
5.42
3.78
2.53
*Stress (a) in MPa, creep strain (Ecr) in percent, (t) in
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Summary
Temp.
(c)
982
982
982
871
871
871
871
871
760
760
760
Elong.
(%)
Stress
(MPa)
234
283
283
427
427
517
517
283
600
670
670
%oMin
Yield
75
90
90
75
75
90
90
50
90
100
100
6.0
3.0
5.0
3.2
2.3
3.2
2.3
2.6
3.1
2.9
3.78
hours
------------------ 
-----------------------------------------
- -- ------ -- -- --- '-----
--~------ -~ --I- ~ ---·-~· -~-------------------- ----- -
0 QOoe Q004 0.006 0.008 0010
STRAIN
Figure 5.1 Monotonic tensile response of B-1900+Hf(i= 0.005 min -1)
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Figure 5.2 Monotonic tensile response of Hastelloy-X(E= 0.005 min- 1 )
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Figure 5.3 Yield stress(0.2 %) versus Representative scatter
in B-1900+Hf.
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Figure 5.4 Yield stress(O.2 %) versus Representative scatter
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Figure 5.7 Creep responses of Hastelloy-X at 982 °C.
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5.2 Low Cycle Fatigue Properties
Isothermal, strain-controlled fatigue tests were conducted to
provide a baseline for life prediction model evaluation and to define
crack initiation life in B-1900+Hf and Hastelloy-X [123, 125]. Major
variables include strain range, strain rate (frequency) and temperature.
Fully reversed (RE = -1) tests were conducted at 538°C, 650°C, 760'C,
871°C, and 982'C using a symmetrical sawtooth waveform. Tables 5.4
to 5.9 summarize the testing conditions and data for B-1900+Hf and
Hastelloy-X, respectively. Failure was defined as 10% tensile load drop
from the steady-state values.
A review of the cyclic response histories of the tests have
indicated that the high temperature tests (871 and 982°C) display a
small amount of softening, while the low temperature tests (760, 650,
and 5380C) tests remain constant at the smaller strain ranges, but
cyclically harden at the larger strain ranges [123, 126]. In most tests,
multiple cracks were observed along the gauge length of the specimens.
All specimens of B-1900+Hf were found to have surface initiated fatigue
cracks associated with either porosity and/or carbides [123]. Analysis
of the data have also shown that the nature of the initiation site
(carbide vs. porosity) was not statistically significant in determining the
fatigue life. Based on these results, carbide or porosity initiation is not
considered a primary variable in the analysis of the fatigue tests.
Examination of the failed specimens has shown varying degrees of
transgranular vs. intergranular cracking, depending upon the
temperature range. In most cases, the growth mode from initiation
sites was transgranular. At low temperature (T < 8710C) the cracks
-82-
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propagated transgranularly throughout the cross-section of the
specimens, whereas at higher temperature (T 871°C), the cracks start
transgranularly and surprisingly become intergranular
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Table 5.4
Summary of B-1900+Hf Fatigue
(T = 538'C, RE = -1)
Tests
Frequency
(cpm)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
6.25
6.25
6.25
5.00
5.00
4.99
Plastic Strain
Range*
0.005
0.005
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.0024
0.0065
0.0040
0.0048
Stress Range
(MPa)
855
807
868
910
965
945
945
1331
1420
1441
1585
1537
1606
Cyclic
First crack
7980
7536
6390
4665
5326
6840
5264
930
552
558
136
238
183
Life
10% drop
13000
12560
7775
8877
9050
11400
8774
1550
920
930
227
397
305
Table 5.5
Summary of B-1900+Hf
(T = 650'C, RE
Frequency
(cpm)
10
Plastic Strain
Range
0.0021
Stress Range
(MPa)
1310
Cyclic Life
First crack 10% drop
418 916
-84-
S train
Range
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.010
0.010
0.010
Fatigue
= -1)
Strain
Range
0.008
Tests
-------- ------------ --------------------------- 
--- --- - -----~ ---- · · -- ----~-~· - --- -------------
Table 5.6
Summary of B- 1900+Hf Fatigue
(T 760°C, RE -1)
Tests
Frequency
(cpm)
10
10
10
6.25
6.24
6.00
0.9
0.9
Plastic Strain
Range
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.0016
0.0023
0.0014
0.0016
0.008
Stress Range
(MPa)
854
890
826
1230
1148
1210
749
765
Cyclic
First crack
3283
2911
3776
231
278
317
4654
2248
Life
10% drop
7539
6756
8864
723
910
958
1139
5620
-85-
Strain
Range
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.005
0.005
Table 5.7
Summary of
(T
B- 1900+Hf Fatigue Tests
- 871C, R = -1)
Strain Frequency
Range (cpm)
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.0035
0.0040
0.0040
0.0040
0.0080
0.0080
0.0080
0.0080
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
14
12.5
12.5
12.5
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
Plastic Strain
Range
0.00023
0.00023
0.00032
0.00033
0.00022
0.00017
0.00025
0.00018
0.00028
0.00020
0.00012
0.00021
0.00040
0.00035
0.00033
0.00067
0.00062
0.00059
0.00007
0.00009
0.00010
0.00006
0.00130
0.00103
0.00100
0.00129
Stress Range
(MPa)
727
750
773
769
725
737
726
758
770
753
761
819
704
700
675
645
630
625
524
Cyclic Life
First crack
1554
808
1226
1257
1441
1032
1466
1127
912
1520
1337
1131
923
827
1019
757
787
499
21760
647
629
677
3553
3188
3651
998
1028.5
1012.2
1009.4
81
88
93
69
-86-
10% drop
3300
2100
3050
3000
3500
2700
3600
2900
2240
3780
3420
2488
2656
2110
2968
2120
2160
1310
67,580
9252
8100
383
468
454
330
----------------------------------------------------------------
Table 5.7 (continued)
Frequency
(cpm)
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.624
Plastic Strain Stress Range
Range (MPa)
0.00140
0.00166
0.00150
0.00147
1019
923
984
962
Cyclic Life
First crack 10% drop
64
49
39
35
325
272
208
189
-87-
Strain
Range
0.0080
0.0080
0.0080
0.0080
- - - - - - - - - - - - --- -  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table 5.8
Summary of B-1900+Hf Fatigue
(T = 982°C, R = -1)
Tests
Frequency
(cpm)
10.
10.
10.
10.
.10
.10
.10
6.25
6.25
6.25
0.625
Plastic Strain
Range
0.00117
0.00094
0.00088
0.00092
0.00143
0.00140
0.00142
0.00275
0.00263
0.00283
0.00311
Stress Range
(MPa)
537
536
525
541
449
502
457
662
636
649
583
Cyclic
First crack
406
460
308
389
337
325
382
67
48
51
44
-88-
Strain
Range
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
Life
10%drop
1254
1478
1207
978
911
1332
293
233
241
207
---- --------~~~-------------- --- - - -- 
- - -- - - -- - - -
Table 5.9
Summary of Hastelloy-X Fatigue
(RE = -1)
Tests
Strain Range
0.005
0.020
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.005
0.005
Frequency
(cpm)
10
10
10
10
12.5
12.5
12.5
10
10
10
10
10
6.25
6.25
6.25
10
10
Plastic Strain
Range
0.0008
0.0120
0.0010
0.0012
0.00085
0.00090
0.00080
0.0015
0.0019
0.0018
0.0017
0.0018
0.0050
0.0050
0.0047
0.00299
0.00280
Stress Range
(MPa)
694
1083
Cyclic Life
21,360
18,330
622
592
6,100
8,400
403
39
410
12,600
9,500
12,800
448
397
410
423
410
5,800
3,800
6,750
4,400
2,900
384
384
423
1,250
1,250
1,120
183
200
3,800
3,805
-89-
T
("C)
538
538
760
760
871
871
871
871
871
871
871
871
871
871
871
982
982
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Figure 5.8 Strain range versus Number of cycles to failure in
B-1900+Hf(T= 538 °C).
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Figure 5.9 Strain range versus Number of cycles to failure in
B-1900+Hf(T= 650 and 760 OC).
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Figure 5.10 Strain range versus Number of cycles to failure in
B-1900+Hf(T= 871 C).
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Figure 5.11 Strain range versus Number of cycles to failure in
B-1900+Hf(T= 982 C).
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Figure 5.12 Strain range versus Number of cycles to failure in
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The fatigue life in terms of total strain range (E p) at various
temperatures is shown in Figures 5.8 to 5.13 for both B-1900+Hf and
Hastelloy-X. These figures show that the total strain range (A E tot)
versus Nf correlates the data better than the inelastic strain range. This
correlation is better supported by Figures 5.14 and 5.15, which show
the effect of temperature on the fatigue life of B-1900+Hf and
Hastelloy-X. At low temperature (538° and 760°C) there is no or little
effect of the temperature, both in terms of A E tot vs. Nf or A Ep vs. Nf. At
higher temperature (T> 760°C) the life (Nf) decreases with increasing
temperature at constant A Ep. Similar conclusions have also been
reached by others [48-49, 66, 123, 127-128] with similar nickel-based
alloys.
5.3 Thermal-Mechanical Fatigue Properties
Results of all the experiments conducted to measure the cyclic
response of B-1900+Hf under TMF conditions are summarized in Tables
5.9 and 5.10, where the mechanical strain range (A Etot), the number of
applied cycles at each strain range, the initial and final stress range, and
final plastic strain range (A E p) are listed for both in-phase and out-of-
phase cycling. The plastic strain ranges were taken as the width of the
hysteresis loop at zero stress and, therefore, include both time-
independent and time-dependent inelastic strain components. Figures
5.16 and 5.17 show the thermal strain (Eth), the mechanical strain
(Emec), the total strain (Ett), and the stress amplitude as a function of
time (one cycle) for both in-phase and out-of-phase cycling. From the
-98-
Table 5.10
B- 1900+Hf
In-Phase
Tmax = 925°C
Tmin = 400°C
0.0056 Hz (1/3 cpm)
A/E N I i AOf E pf
(%) (MPa) (MPa) (%)
.2000 347 328 356 .000
.2515 337 426 436 .000
.3030 556 527 524 .000
.3590 388 611 620 .000
.3830 490 657 664 .000
.4075 303 786 708 .012
.43215 340 745 748 .015
.45250 280 777 782 .0275
.4925 160 881 842 .0475
.5650 54 862 098 .0700
-99-
Table 5.11
B- 1900+Hf
Out-of-Phase
Tmax = 925'C
Tmin - 400"C
0.0056 Hz (1/3 cpm)
A E N i Ao f AEpf
(%) (MPa) (MPa) (%)
.1765 475 304 310 .000
.1929 426 450 369 .000
.2153 312 416 408 .000
.2498 360 460 455 .000
.2760 260 492 485 .000
.2880 274 585 558 .000
.3279 274 605 585 .012
.3654 316 .650 640 .0075
.4040 374 711 684 .0145
.4370 326 754 745 .0145
.4675 222 794 787 .0325
.5370 142 885 876 .0405
.6000 60 981 950 0.0880
-100-
load-time and mechanical strain-time, (Figures 5.16 - 5.17), the
hysteresis loops were obtained.
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Even though the mechanical strain cycling was fully reversed, the
stress cycle was not symmetric about zero because the temperature was
different at each extreme of the cycle. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show
examples of the loops obtained for both in-phase and out-of-phase
cycling. For out-of-phase cycling, a positive (tensile) mean stress was
observed and a negative mean stress was observed for the in-phase
cycling. That is, for the in-phase cycle the magnitude of peak
compressive stress was greater than the magnitude of peak tensile
stress, or Iamin > lomax. The opposite was true for the out-of-phase
cycle where I/max > lominl. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the type of
stress response for in-phase and out-of-phase cycling at fixed strain
range (see Appendix IV). Figures 5.22 and 5.23 summarize the fatigue
results at all strain ranges.
From Figures 5.20 to 5.23 the following conclusions can be drawn.
First, one can conclude that the mean stress () does not vary much
with the number of applied cycle and strain range for in-phase cycling.
However, a does vary with N and E t for out-of-phase cycling. It is
also interesting to notice that for similar strain range, the absolute value
of a is higher for out-of-phase than for in-phase cycling. Another
conclusion that can be drawn is that for all A E tot, in-phase cycling show
CTmax to harden, whereas mi n stayed almost unchanged except at high
applied strain range. For out-of-phase cycling, the hardening-softening
behavior depends on the applied strain range. At A Etot = 0.1765%, C max
softened whereas min hardened. At A Etot = 0.1923%, both amax and
amin softened with the applied number of cycle. At higher E tot, max
hardened and a min softened. The softening of ca mi being more
important than the hardening of Omax, results in a drift of to higher
-104-
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Figure 5.18 Hysteresis loop obtained in B-1900+Hf
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Figure 5.19 Hysteresis loop obtained in B-1900+Hf.
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values of tensile stress. On the other hand, because o min stayed almost
unchanged and a max hardened for in-phase cycling, the net result is a
softening of the mean stress, that is 1I1 decreases.
In this series of tests, saturation was defined such that the change
in stress range ( a), in about fifty cycles, was less than or equal to two
percent. The values of max, aOmin and were plotted against the strain
amplitude ( E tt/ 2 ) to obtain the cyclic stress-strain (CSS) curves for in-
phase and out-of-phase cycling. These curves are shown in Figures 5.24
and 5.25 along with the iso-thermal data obtained at 538 and 871°C
[123, 126]. Interesting conclusions can be drawn from Figures 5.24 and
5.25. First, one can see that the CSS curves of in-phase, out-of-phase
and isothermal testing converge at low A E tot/2 (< 0.0012) but diverge as
A E tot/2 increases. At higher strain amplitude but lower than 0.28%, the
maximum stress ( max at 925'C) for in-phase cycling is higher than
isothermal fatigue at 8710C. For AE tot > 0.28%, the inverse is observed,
that is, a higher hardening rate for isothermal fatigue than for max of
in-phase cycling. The hardening rate of a min of in-phase cycling (T =
400°C) is identical to the hardening measured for isothermal fatigue at
538°C. For out-of-phase cycling, m i n (at T = 925°C) also show higher
hardening rate than isothermal fatigue at 871°C (E tot/2 < 0.25%), and a
lower hardening rate for A Etot/ 2 > 0.25% than isothermal fatigue.
However, amax (at T = 400°C) shows a higher hardening rate than
isothermal fatigue at 538C. ,
The hardening behavior of in-phase and out-of-phase cycling
were compared by plotting. a max of in-phase, and Ia minI of out-of-phase
on the same plot (both measured at 925°C). oa in of in-phase and max
of out-of-phase cycling (both measured at 400'C) were also plotted.
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Figure 5.26 shows the results. One can see that the hardening at 925°C
is higher for in-phase (tension) than for out-of-phase cycling
(compression). However, the hardening rate at 400°C was higher for
out-of-phase (tension) than for in-phase (compression) or isothermal
cycling.
In order to clearly identify the process of crack growth, the long
transverse and longitudinal sections perpendicular to the fracture
surface were mounted for metallographic observation. For out-of-phase
cycling, multiple cracks were observed along the gauge length (Figures
5.27a and 5.27b). The propagation path is transgranular and had
proceeded interdendritically (Figure 5.27c). Examination of the
specimen failed under in-phase cycling revealed a varying degree of
transgranular and intergranular cracking (Figures 5.28a and 5.28b) with
a density of surface cracks much lower than out-of-phase cycling. The
fracture path, however, appears mainly intergranular (Figure 5.28c).
These conclusions were supported by SEM fractographic observations.
5.4 Thermal-Mechanical Fatigue Crack Growth Properties
5.4.1 Inconel X-750
The Inconel X-750 specimens were precracked at room
temperature under a cyclic stress intensity factor (A K ) of about 15
MPa /m. The A Ka's were calculated with the following expression
AK = A (na) 11 2 F(C) - 6F2 () ( C12,, ) 
BW 12(L/W)+C22() 5.1
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Figure 5.27 intergranular cracking in B-1900+Hf cycled
under in-phase conditions. (a) Longitudinal
section. (b) transverse section. (c) inter-
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where C = a/w, F1(C), F2(5), Cll'(), C12(r) and C22 (;) geometry
correction factors (see Appendix V). This expression was derived for an
edge crack in a SEN plate with no bending. For long cracks (a/w > 0.3),
the error between Eq. 5.1 and Harris' equation [145]
AKa = LN (n a) 1/2 25 1/2
BW 20-13(a/w)-7(a/w)2 5.2
is about 15% and increases steadily with increasing crack length. From
the peak potential versus number of curve (see Appendix II), the crack
lengths versus N (number of cycle) curves were obtained. The crack
growth rates were computed using a seven-point incremental
polynomial method. Figure 5.29 shows the crack growth data (da/dn)
as a function of AKa (R = 0.05) or Kmax (R = -1). This figure shows that
TMF cycling is more damaging than isothermal cycling. Furthermore, it
shows that fully cycling (R = -1) is more damaging than tension-tension
cycling (R = 0.05) which indicates that compressive straining enhances
crack growth by enhancing fracture at the crack tip during the tensile
going part of the cycle. The implication of this observation will be
discussed further.
Examination of the fractured specimens showed that intergranular
cracking was the predominant mode of fracture for the isothermal and
in-phase cycled specimens. Out-of-phase cycling shows a transgranular
path of fracture.
5.4.2 B- 1900+Hf
All TMFCG tests on B-1900+Hf were conducted under strain-
controlled conditions. Prior to testing, the specimens were fatigue-
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precracked in load control at 10 Hz and room temperature up to a K 
of about 20 MPa '1 m. Figures 5.30 to 5.32 show the crack growth rates
as a function of the strain intensity factor ( K E) computed from
q(e, 6Fi(() _ _ _ __C12(
tl F ( ) (1277b+ C2 2('))JAK. = (i o)(T2 * A 4.2
7C +i
+ l- 12, b + C22( ) 127b ^ 22( 
also derived in Appendix V. There C = a/w, rl = L/W, b = Lb/W and
C 1 1 (), C 1 2 (C), C 2 2 (M), F1 (C) and F2 (C) geometry correction factors. The
A K E were used for convenience because TMF is a strain-controlled
process. Although A K E, as defined by Eq. 4.2, lacks physical meaning
under TMF conditions, it is for the case of isothermal and elastic
conditions
AK E = AK/E' 4.3
where K is the stress-intensity factor derived for fixed-ends
displacement loading (see Appendix V). This definition of A KE was
chosen because the conventional definition lacks of mechanistic
understanding and overestimates the actual A K E even under elastic
conditions (see Appendix V).
Figure 5.30 shows the TMFCG rates measured during out-of-phase
cycling at E = 0.25%. All the data are plotted as to provide an
indication of the scatter in the testing procedure. Figures 5.31 and 5.32
summarize the results for E = 0.25% and A E = 0.50% at v = 0.0055 Hz
(1/3 cpm). All the FCGR data measured isothermally and during TMF
cycling are shown in Appendix IV.
Figure 5.31 shows that TMFCG rates are faster than their
isothermal counterpart under fully elastic cycling. At higher strain
ranges (Figure 5.32), the opposite behavior is observed, i.e. faster crack
-120-
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growth rates are observed under isothermal conditions than under TMF
conditions.
Comparison of Figures 5.31 and 5.32 shows that there is a strain
range effect, i.e. the strain intensity factor does not correlate the TMF
and isothermal data. In other words, if K is the appropriate driving
force, then the growth rates data measured at low and high strain
ranges would lie on a master curve.
At low strain range (Figure 5.31), a threshold, which delineates a
domain of propagation and non-propagation, is observed in all cases.
Under fully plastic cycling, a threshold is also observed, although less
apparent. The TMF crack growth curves (Figures 5.31-5.32) show three
distinct regimes characterized by their respective slopes. The
isothermal tests always show two regimes: a threshold and a regime of
rapid growth.
Figure 5.33 shows the effect of frequency on the crack
propagation rates under displacement-controlled and isothermal
conditions (T = 925C). Clearly, the crack growth rates increase with
increasing frequency. As for Inconel X-750, the fracture mode is
intergranular under in-phase and isothermal cycling at low frequency.
For out-of-phase and isothermal cycling at high frequency (0.1 Hz), the
mode of fracture is transgranular.
5.4.3 Hastelloy-X
As for B-1900+Hf, all tests were run under displacement-
controlled conditions. The specimens were precracked in fatigue at
room temperature prior to testing. Figure 5.34 and 5.35 summarize the
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crack growth rates as a function of the strain intensity computed with
Eq. 4.2. All the FCGR curves measured isothermally and during TMF
cycling are shown in Appendix IV.
Figure 5.34 shows that the crack growth rates under TMF cycling
are faster than under isothermal cycling at Tmax
.
Under fully plastic
cycling (see Figure 5.35), the opposite behavior is observed. The crack
growth data (Figures 5.34 and 5.35) show that there is a strain range
effect indicating, as for the case of B-1900+Hf, that the strain intensity
factor is not the universal driving force for TMF crack growth.
The fracture mode at low temperature (isothermal) is
transgranular, whereas it is intergranular at high temperature. For TMF
cycling, transgranular cracking is observed under out-of-phase
conditions, whereas intergranular cracking is observed under in-phase
cycling. These observations are consistent with what is observed for
Inconel X-750 and B-1900+Hf. This indicates that there is hope to
define a parameter that describes the growth rates of a crack under
elastic and fully plastic conditions, for both isothermal and thermal-
mechanical fatigue.
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6.0 Discussion
6.1 Isothermal Creep and Low Cycle Fatigue Behaviors (Life)
The creep data as shown in Figure 5.5 fall within the anticipated
scatter. Extrapolation of the results to stress levels typical of those
achieved during fatigue cycling (i.e., max < 200 MPa at T = 925°C) leads
to time to fracture of 10,000 hours or longer. Because the
corresponding fatigue lives are in the order of 200 hours or lower, it is
likely that the creep strains experienced by B-1900+Hf (or Inconel X-
750) are negligible, and that most of the time-dependent damage is
caused by environmental degradation rather than by creep. In other
words, creep is not a significant problem for isothermal and TMF testing
of B-1900+Hf and Inconel X-750 as far as the strain and temperature
ranges used in this investigation are concerned. Because these strain
ranges and temperature ranges are typical of those encountered in
many commercial aircraft engines, the same conclusion concerning the
relevance of creep damage to life predictions of these components are
likely to apply.
For other materials such as Hastelloy-X, creep strains can be of
significant importance because even the low stresses achieved during
cycling (ama x = 100 MPa at 925'C) can cause creep damage as can be
seen in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. In that case, changing the applied strain
range not only changes the fatigue response of the material (time-
dependent component), but also changes the creep response of the
materials. This extra variable will add to the scatter in the results.
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The results showing the isothermal life behavior of B-1900+Hf and
Hastelloy-X at various temperatures (Figures 5.8-5.13) clearly indicate
that low cycle fatigue, expressed in terms of strain range vs number of
cycle to failure, is a stochastic process having considerable variability. It
is worth noting the scatter in Figure 5.10. As mentioned before (see
section 3.5), this is expected since life data depend on
initiation/propagation ratios, sensitivity to strain rate, ductility, which
in turn depend on the geometry of the specimen, surface finish, etc. It
is obvious then, that life prediction based on life data requires the use
of a stochastic parameter to take into account this variability. However,
the quantitative determination of this parameter requires extensive
testing. Because the models based on life data failed to recognize the
fact that they are dealing with a stochastic process, the poor correlation
between their predictions and the actual life is not surprising [26, 66,
128, 130]. In particular, the SRP (Strain Range Partioning) and FS
(Frequency Separation) approaches not only give poor predictions [26,
41, 66, 128, 130], but failed to predict the effect of temperature as
shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. There are numerous new evidences
that the Coffin-Manson approach (SRP, FS, etc.) is virtually identical to
the growth law of small crack [149-153]. Furthermore, all these results
suggest that we must pay attention to the behavior of small crack in
order to solve low-cycle fatigue problems. In other words, a fracture
mechanics approach is required for more adequate life predictions.
As pointed out earlier, the life data plotted in terms of total strain
ranges instead of the inelastic strain ranges, provide a rationale for the
effect of temperature on the fatigue life, i.e. the higher the temperature,
the shorter the fatigue life. This indicates that stress-based fracture
-130-
criteria are likely to be more successful for life prediction that strain-
based fracture criteria.
The fact that life data do not provide a safe way to life prediction,
does not mean that these tests should not be performed. The value of
these tests lies in the fact that they provide valuable information on
how a material responds (hardening/softening) to some imposed cyclic
conditions. From these tests, appropriate constitutive equations relating
cyclic stresses and strains are derived which in turn are used in more
advanced life prediction schemes like the damage-tolerant approach.
6.2 The TMF Cyclic Responses of B-1900+Hf
Typical hardening/softening behavior observed under TMF
cycling are shown in Figures 5.20 and 5.21. These curves show that
amax (T = 400'C) hardened and amin (T = 925°C) softened for out-of-
phase cycling. During in-phase cycling, r max (T = 925°C) hardened,
whereas min (T = 400'C) remains unchanged. During isothermal
fatigue, the cyclic flow stress was either unchanged or showed a small
amount of softening [123] at high temperatures. Obviously, the damage
occurring during TMF and isothermal fatigue are different. To
rationalize the observed behaviors, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) of the failed specimens were performed with a JEOL 100CX
operated at 120 KeV. The thin foils were taken parallel to the loading
axis and at least two foils per specimen were made in order to get a
better understanding of the average damage in the bulk specimen.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show typical dislocations substructures obtained
under in-phase and out-of-phase conditions. In all cases, coarsening of
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the y' phase has taken place, becoming more pronounced under in-
phase conditions. In some grains of the specimens cycled under in-
phase conditions, directional coarsening (rafting) is observed (Figure
6.3). Little or no rafting was observed under out-of-phase cycling. A
tight dislocation network encapsulating the y' can be observed in
Figures 6.1 and 6.3 (in-phase cycling), whereas a loose dislocation
network is observed in Figure 6.2 (out-of-phase cycling) as can be seen
from the dislocation spacing. These observations show that the
dislocation density is higher under in-phase than under out-of-phase
cycling. The octahedral active systems were found to be { 111} [110],
{111} [101] and possibly {111} [011] in both cases. Three Burgers
vectors were identified using the invisibility criterion and assuming
that the dislocations were screw in character. These Burgers vectors are
a/2[110], a/2[101], and a/2[101] indicating that at least three slip
systems were operative. Comparison with specimens failed under
isothermal cycling [21] shows that the dislocation density ranked in
increasing order; isothermal (Tmin and Tax), out-of-phase, and in-phase
cycling.
The above results show that the two major microstructural
features are: (1) changes in y' precipitate morphology (Figures 6.1-6.3),
and (2) introduction of a dislocation network about the y' precipitates.
It is well known [132-133] that coarsening of the y' precipitates
influences the mechanical behavior of nickel-base alloys. The task at
hand is to separate the relative contribution of each structural feature
·to the cyclic behavior. In what follows, we will show that the increase
in the cyclic flow stress during in-phase cycling is due to dislocation
networks surrounding the y', and the lower flow stress under out-of-
-134-
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phase cycling and pronounced softening behavior (Figure 5.21) is a
consequence. of not only the dislocation networks strengthening, but
also of the directional strain field around the y' precipitates.
Cyclic Hardening/Softening Behavior
It is generally accepted that coherent particle,) can be sheared by
dislocations and consequently, the work done in forcing the first
dislocations through the particles will be important in determining the
flow stress. The resistance to shear is governed by several factors:
1. The interaction of the cutting dislocation with the stress field of
the precipitates.
2. If the lattice parameters of matrix and precipitate differ, then
during shearing of the particles, misfit dislocations must be created at
the precipitate-matrix interface. The magnitude of the Burgers vector
of the interface dislocation will be the difference between the Burgers
vector of the slip dislocation in the matrix and in the precipitate, i.e.,
(bm-bp).
3. If the matrix and precipitate possess different atomic volumes,
a hydrostatic interaction would be expected between a moving
dislocation and the precipitate.
In the case of superalloys with high volume fraction of y' (>50%),
resistance to y'- shearing is the primary strengthening mechanism.
With the mean free edge-to-edge distance between the precipitates
being smaller than the average precipitate size itself, dislocation
shearing of the particle is favored over dislocation looping around the
particles.
-136-
As previously mentioned, coarsening and rafting of y' develop in
this alloy. This feature can be attributed to the large lattice misfit
(misfit - -0.25% [134]), which generates sufficient interfacial strain to
produce misfit dislocations at elevated temperature. Significant
deformation can occur only by dislocation penetration of the y' phase
and it is postulated that the misfit dislocation nets at the interface
retards this process. Therefore, more hardening should be expected
when rafting takes place because the dislocation networks surrounding
the y' are more intense (see Figures 6.1 & 6.3). On the other hand, it
has been shown by Shah and Duhl [135] that the flow stress decreases
as y' size increases provided the cubic shape of the y ' is conserved.
These two superimposed phenomena, with opposite effects with regard
to the flow stress, determine the apparent flow stress. Figures 5.20 and
5.21 shows that the maximum stress ( ,ma) of in-phase cycling (Tmax)
display continuous hardening with little appearance of stabilization. On
the other hand, the , mi n curve of out-of-phase (Tmax) displays
continuous softening. This behavior has been previously observed on
B-1900+Hf cycled in TMF [126] where continuous hardening of a max and
softening of a min occurred until final fracture without evidence of
saturation. This raises the question of the validity of the strain
increment technique for measuring the CSS curves of low stacking-fault
energy materials where continuous hardening (or softening) is observed
until fracture [126, 136-137] at low applied strain. This behavior is
usually rationalized in terms of planar configuration of dislocations
[136, 138]. At high strain, where cross-slip takes place, saturation of
the CSS curves is observed. Although B-1900+Hf is also a low stacking
fault energy material, the planar configuration of dislocations alone
-137-
cannot explain the observed cyclic hardening/softening behavior
(Figures 5.20-5.21).
At high temperature (T 600C) the flow stress depends on the
APB energy and thermally activated cross slip of the glide dislocations
[135, 139]. The directionality of the internal stress field around the y'
is small because thermal activation is important. Therefore, the flow
stress will depend on the factors controlling the internal stress. The
density of misfit dislocations around the y' particles, which depends on
the y' size and shape (rafting), affects the flow stress because it controls
the internal stress on the glide dislocations. On the other hand, when
coarsening takes place, the particle spacing increases, which leads to
weakening because of the increased probability of avoiding shearing by
Orowan-type mechanisms [140]. Under in-phase cycling, coarsening of
the y' takes place along with rafting, leading to high density of misfit
dislocations without significant increase in interparticle spacing (Figure
6.3). The net result is an increase in the flow stress because the
internal stress increases faster than the relaxation time required by the
glide dislocation to overcome the barrier created by the misfit
dislocations. During out-of-phase cycling, isotropic coarsening takes
place leading to a smaller increase of misfit dislocations and a more
significant increase of y' particle spacing. The net result is a decrease
in flow stress.
At low temperature the directionality of the resultant stress field
around the y' particles will also contribute to the internal stress acting
on the glide dislocations [133, 135, 141]. With coarsening, the
hydrostatic tensile stress field around the y' increases and that is one of
the reasons why misfit dislocations are required. It is well known that
-138-
the resistance to the movement of glide dislocations (partials), i.e., the
frictional force, increases with increasing hydrostatic stress [142].
Therefore, the superposition of an external hydrostatic stress field will
increase or decrease the flow stress depending on the magnitude and
sign of the applied stress. If an external tensile stress field is applied,
the frictional stresses increase and so does the flow stress. This
corresponds to the out-of-phase cycling case where the applied stresses
are tensile at low temperature (see Figure 5.21). When the applied
stress field is compressive, the flow stress decreases or remains
unchanged, depending on the magnitude of the net stress field [135].
During in-phase cycling, the stresses are compressive at Tmin and
cancelled with the hydrostatic tensile stress field around the y '. The
net result is that the frictional forces on the glide dislocation are lower
and the flow stress does not change much as cycling proceeds and
coarsening takes place (at Tmax), as can be seen in Figure 5.20.
To fully understand the flow behavior with change in sign of the
applied stress, we must also consider the resolved constriction stress of
partial dislocations [135, 139]. The direction of the glide force per unit
length, Fg/L, will reverse upon reversing the applied stress, a [135].
While this has no physical meaning in a macroscopic sense, since it only
alters the direction of glide for a particular dislocation, reversing the
direction of the glide forces acting on the partial dislocation, it leads to a
distinctly different physical situation. The resulting force tends to
constrict the partials under an applied tensile stress and extend them
under a compressive stress [135]. Since constriction of the partials is
required by the cross-slip process, the flow stress appears stronger in
tension than in compression where the extended partials retard cross-
-139-
slip activity. The previous argument implies that the flow behavior of
B-1900+Hf is governed by octahedral slip activity. If such is the case,
the flow stress can be written as
oca (1/R + /X) , (6.1)
where R is the particle size and X the mean free distance between the
two constricted nodes where the cross-slip event occurs [135]. At high
temperature, is always smaller than R and the flow stress is governed
by the dislocation network and internal stress which fixed [135, 1431,
At low temperature, the flow stress depends on which of these two
parameters (R, ) is the smaller. If a tensile stress is applied, the
partials tend to be constricted and the mean free distance between
cross-slip event decreases. If a compressive stress is applied, the
partials are pulled further apart ( increases), and the flow stress is
controlled by R, the particle size.
Cyclic Stress-Strain Behavior
The cyclic stress-strain curves (Figures 5.24-5.26) show that the
flow stress, as a function of the strain amplitude ( E t/ 2), is higher for
in-phase than out-of-phase or isothermal cycling at the maximum
temperature (Tmax). This is consistent with the fact that dislocation
density increases in the order of isothermal, out-of-phase and in-phase
cycling (see Figures 6.1-6.3). 'At low temperature (Tmin), because cross-
slip is a function of the magnitude and sign of applied stress, the flow
stress is higher under out-of-phase cycling than under in-phase or
isothermal cycling (see Figure 5.26).
The issue that needs to be addressed now is the cracking mode.
As shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.28, fracture is transgranular and
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proceeds interdentritically in out-of-phase cycling and intergranularly
under in-phase cycling conditions. As expected, fracture is controlled
by the favored mode of rupture in the tensile part of the cycle. Under
in-phase cycling, tension occurs at high temperature where the cohesive
strength of the grain boundary is low, which obviously promotes
intergranular cracking. During out-of-phase cycling, the specimen is
under tensile loading at low temperature and the weakest transgranular
features (carbide film, secondary dendrites, inclusion stringers, etc.)
control the rupture mode. The fact that the fracture mode depends on
the maximum tensile stress, rather than on a critical plastic strain
range, suggests that the failure criteria for B-1900+Hf is stress-based
rather than strain-dependent. In other words, the testing condition
(temperature and strain relationship) leading to the maximum tensile
stress, will determine the number of cycles to initiation and the
propagation rates.
As mentioned earlier, the major critical turbine components
operate under strain-controlled conditions and, more specifically, under
displacement-control. The stresses are not known a priori. Therefore,
if the failure criteria in B-1900+Hf is stress-dependent, the relative
crack growth rates for a given crack length can be determined from the
CSS curves. Figure 5.26 shows that at low strain amplitude (<0.25%) the
stress range for TMF cycling is higher than for isothermal fatigue.
Consequently, faster crack growth rates should be obtained for TMF
cycling. Under fully plastic conditions (Et/2 > 0.25%), Figure 5.26 also
shows that the isothermal stress range is higher than the stress ranges
obtained under TMF cycling and faster crack growth rates are expected
under isothermal cycling (Tmax).
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6.3 Fatigue Crack Growth (FCG) of Inconel X-750
The results (Figure 5.29) have shown that the crack growth rates
are higher for TMF cycling than for the equivalent isothermal condition
(T = 650'C) which is in agreement with the results obtained on other
nickel-base alloys 22, 27-29, 41, 58]. Secondly, it was observed that
the crack growth rates are higher for R = -1 than for R = 0.05, which
indicates that compressive stresses play an important role in the
mechanics of TMFCG. Comparison between out-of-phase and in-phase
cycling at R = -1 shows that out-of-phase cycling is more damaging than
in-phase cycling at high A K, whereas at low A K, the crack growth rates
are the same. The rationale of this behavior was found in the analysis
of potential change within each cycle. At low A K, the potential curves
V(c ) which characterizes the crack geometry, i.e. crack length and crack
configuration (see Appendix II), are identical for out-of-phase and in-
phase cycling as can be seen in Figure 6.4. This indicates that the
mechanical driving force (same stress, crack length and crack
configuration) are similar and therefore identical crack growth rates are
expected. As A K increases, the V(a) potential curves for both in-phase
and out-of-phase cycling display different characteristic features.
Figure 6.5 shows V(q), V(r,,T) and V(T) measured at AK = 50 MPa 4Im.
The in-phase V(a) curve shows a smooth increase with net (net --
N/BW) followed by a sharp increase near max
.
The potential then
remains quasi-stable as a net decreases and sharply falls as a net
approaches zero. In the compression regime the potential smoothly
decreases reaching a minimum at min, and finally increases as the
stress increases again. On the other hand, the out-of-phase V(ca)
-142-
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potential curves show (at the same A K) a smooth increase with a net
with a peak value at a max. The potential then decreases down to a
minimum and finally increases again with net
.
The most important
feature of these signals is the crossover point (denoted A) for which
V(a) = 0. The crossover point represents the stress to apply to the
specimen for the potential V(a,T) to equal V(T). Because V(T) is
measured at zero applied stress (a net 0) for the entire thermal cycle,
the expected stress to apply is a = 0. However, if the potential field
near the crack tip is disturbed either by a non-zero residual stress-
strain field or by geometrical events such as blunting, closure, etc., the
V(a,T) potential at zero applied stress might not necessarily equal V(T)
and a non-zero stress is required to cancel out the contribution of this
event (A). For out-of-phase potential, the crossover occurs at a
negative stress (e.g. a = -75 MPa at A K = 50 MPa "-Fm), whereas, it
always occurs near zero stress for the in-phase potential. By first
assuming that the crossover point occurs near an effective closure stress
(acl), it follows that the effective stress intensity factor (A K eff) for crack
growth will be higher for out-of-phase than for in-phase cycling (acl is
negative). If we plot the crack growth rates as a function of A K eff
(A Ceff = max - closure), we find hat both in-phase and out-of-phase
crack growth rates overlap as shown in Figure 6.6. This clearly shows
that the stress intensity factor is a suitable parameter for correlating
TMFCG data, provided the effective stress range is used.
It is important to note that the absolute amplitude of the V(c)
signal (see Figure 6.5) in the compressive regime of the cycle, is much
higher for out-of-phase than for in-phase cycling which indicates that
the crack surfaces are in contact on a much larger scale than under in-
-145-
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phase cycling. This is in agreement with the fractographic observation
which shows that out-of-phase cycling leads to transgranular crack with
considerable mating, whereas, in-phase cycling leads to intergranular
fracture with little evidence of mating. The higher crack growth rates
at R = -1 than R = 0.05 and the fractographic observations lead to the
conclusion that although there should be no cracking at the maximum
temperature because of the compressive stress, some form of damage is
taking place under compressive strain. Also, the surface oxide film
found at high temperature will rupture at low temperature, under
maximum tensile stress. This leads to a resharpening of the crack tip
with each cycle and results in an increase in growth rate.
The rationale for the negative closure stress in out-of-phase
cycling can be found by assuming that the residual stress field at the
crack tip is of tensile nature at zero applied stress and that a
compressive stress has to be applied in order to cancel it and to close
the crack. Assuming that the CSS behavior of Inconel X-750 is similar
(in trend) to B-1900+Hf, then the validity of the previous argument is
supported by Figure 5.26, which shows that for out-of-phase cycling the
mean stress a increases with increasing strain ranges. At low K, the
strain range near the crack tip are small [144] and the mean stress are
small for all cases (see Figure 5.26). As K increases, the strain range
increases and so does . However, the increase of a with AEmeC/2 is
much faster for out-of-phase than for in-phase or isothermal cycling
which remain small (with respect to the stress range) for all strain
amplitudes. In other words, the closure stress is becoming more and
more compressive as K increases, which is consistent with our
measurements of oa l-
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The difference in growth rates between the isothermal test
(650'C) and the TMF tests can also be explained by looking at the V(o)
potential curves at low and high A K. The V(a) curves were normalized
by subtracting (Vma - Vmin) /2 from the V(a, T cst) signal. At low A K
no significant differences were observed between V(o) potential curves
of isothermal and TMF tests. At high A K, however, the isothermal V( )
potential curves show a crossover point taking place at a tensile stress.
This implies that the effective driving force for cracking is reduced with
respect to in-phase and out-of-phase cycling. By taking into account
this a cl in the computation of A K, one finds that the crack growth rates
in terms of A Keff for both isothermal and TMF tests are similar as
shown in Figure 6.6. The positive closure stress observed is attributed
to the buildup of oxides in the wake of the crack. This is supported by
fractographic observation which have shown greater oxidation for
isothermal testing than for TMF cycling.
6.4 Fatigue Crack Growth (FCG) of B-1900+Hf
The applicability of fracture mechanics to correlate TMFCG data
under controlled elastic displacements is confirmed by comparing our
data with those of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) obtained on
tubular specimens with an EDM slot in the center of the gage section.
Because the reported data [29] are plotted in terms of the conventional
A K, given by
A K = AE. na. G(a/W) (6.2)
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where G(a/W) is the correction factor derived for stress-controlled (free
rotation) stress intensity factor, the following formula was used to
compute the Ke's
AK = AE. x/na {25/20-13(a/W) - 7(a/W) 2}1 /2 (6.3)
Figure 6.7 shows the results for A E mec = 0.25%. As can be seen, the
agreement between the two geometries is quite good which suggests
that fracture mechanics is applicable provided the driving force is
properly computed. Although Eq. 6.3 does not provide realistic
quantitative values for the K 's (see Appendix V), it is used here to
show that for a given material and testing conditions, equal driving
forces calculated on different geometries yield identical crack growth
rates. Figure 6.7 also shows that the computerized testing system has
the capability of measuring crack growth rates data three orders of
magnitude lower than those measured by more conventional TMF
testing systems.
The results in Figure 5.31 show that TMF cycling is more
damaging than isothermal cycling when the strain range in the bulk is
fully elastic. This result is expected since for Inconel X-750 cycled
under elastic stresses, the same behavior was observed (see Figure
5.29). As we know, the maximum stress (a max) achieved during cycling
ranks (in increasing order) as isothermal, in-phase, and out-of-phase.
Similarly, the crack growth rates also ranked in this order (see Figure
5.31). It is now logical to assume that the driving force for cracking is a
stress-based parameter. In other words, even under strain-controlled
cycling, the driving force for cracking is not the applied strain range as
much as the maximum stress which results from the imposed cyclic
straining. This point has been discussed in Section 6.2 where the modes
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of cracking in B-1900+Hf indicate that the fracture criterion under TMF
cycling is stress-based. Further support to this conclusion was given by
the study of the effect of frequency (see Figure 5.33) which shows that
as the frequency increases (at fixed strain range and temperature) the
crack growth rate increases. The rationale for this behavior is that as
the frequency increases, the strain rate increases and so does the stress
range. If indeed the fracture criterion is stress-based rather than
strain-based, an increase in stress range results in an increase in crack
growth rates (in terms of the K 's).
Based on this idea and on the fact that the stress intensity factor
was a successful parameter for Inconel X-750, all the crack growth rates
data were replotted in terms of Ka, where A K is given by Eq. 5.1.
The measured loads (Nmax) are used in the A K a calculations.
Figure 6.8 shows that effect of frequency disappears if the crack
growth rates are plotted in term of K a. The confirms the assumption
that fracture in B-1900+Hf is stress-based rather than strain-based.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show a summary of the results for Emec = 0.25%
and A E mec = 0.50%. The detail results are given in Appendix IV. As
expected, an increase in maximum stress by changing the testing
conditions results in shifting the fatigue crack growth curves to the
right, i.e., higher values of Ka. The shift of the FCP curves causes an
increase in the apparent spread of the data between the different
testing conditions. Although the spread suggests that K is not the
proper correlation parameter, comparison of Figures 6.9 and 6.10 shows
that A Ka does provide a rationale for the effect of strain range. In
other words, the considerable strain range effect which exists when the
crack growth data are plotted in term of A KE (see Figures 5.31 and 5.32)
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disappears if the A K is used to correlate the data. Figure 6.11 shows
the correlation of the data for out-of-phase cycling at 0.25 and 0.50%.
The ability of A K a to better rationalize the effect of strain range as
compared to A K £ stems from the fact that doubling the strain range
does not necessarily result in doubling the stress range. Instead, an
increase in A E results in an increase in crack growth rates which is
proportional to an increase in stress range. The use of Eq. 5.1 which
takes into account any non-proportional increase in stress range caused
by hardening or softening at the crack tip and in the bulk material, is
therefore more appropriate than the use of Eq. 5.3 which assumes a
proportional increase in A with an increase in A E mec As long as the
plastic strain range remains small, Eq. 5.1 provides a fairly good
estimate of the stress intensity factor in the material and thus a good
correlation of the crack growth data with increasing strain range is
expected. However, if the plastic strain range is significant (for a given
A Eme)), the correction for bending use in Eq. 5.1 will be incorrect
because the bending (M) and normal (N) components in the specimen
are coupled and cannot be determined separately (see Appendix V).
This explains why the A K , cannot collapse the crack growth data for
isothermal testing to the same extent than it does for in-phase and out-
of-phase cycling because under isothermal conditions (Tmax) and A Emec
= 0.50%, the plastic strain range is approximately 0.08% whereas it is
less than 0.02% for in-phase and out-of-phase cycling.
As for Inconel X-750, the difference between in-phase, out-of-
phase and isothermal crack growth data was found in the analysis of
the potential drop signal. Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 show the
corrected potential signal V(o ) at two different crack lengths (a/W -
-155-
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0.21 and 0.45) for isothermal, in-phase, and out-of-phase testings. The
following conclusions can be drawn from these figures. First, the
potential signal V( a)) are more complex than for Inconel X-750 (see
Figures 6.4 and 6.5). This is expected since in these tests the stresses
are not imposed but rather depend on changes in geometry (crack
length) and material properties (hardening/softening) and this
introduces another variable in the V(a) signals. Another observation is
that the opening stress (a p), which is the stress at which the crack is
fully open, is different from the closure stress ( cl), the stress at which
the crack is completely closed. Furthermore, the difference between
aop and cl increases as the crack length increases. Finally, the
magnitude of aop varies with crack length being tensile for a/W < 0.40
and compressive for large crack lengths (a/W > 0.45). The influence of
crack length on cop will be discussed later.
The crack growth rates were then plotted as a function of the
effective stress intensity factor ( K eff). In the calculation of A Keff only
the opening stress (aop) were used. Figure 6.15 shows the crack growth
rates as a function of AKeff
.
As can be seen, the Keff provides a
reasonable correlation for the crack growth rates and all the data fall
within one of the two master curves. All the test data for which max
occurs at Tmax (isothermal and in-phase cycling) fall in one scatterband,
whereas all the low temperature data for which a max occurs at Tmin
(isothermal and out-of-phase cycling) fall in the other scatterband. In
terms of mode of fracture, all the tests for which fracture is
transgranular (amax at Tmin) are grouped in one scatterband of slope
2.8, whereas all the tests which failed intergranularly (amax at Tmax)
clustered in a scatterband of slope 5.0. This clearly indicates that the
-160-
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mode of fracture in B-1900+Hf is stress-based and depends only on the
temperature at which max occurs. In other words, for a given mode of
fracture (fixed by the temperature at max) there is a unique
relationship between the crack growth rates and A K eff
.
Furthermore,
this relationship is independent of the applied strain range and cclic
history of the material.
However, the knowledge of A Keff alone is not sufficient to allow
prediction of the crack growth rates. The relationship between the
strain and the temperature must be known such that the probable
mode of fracture can be determined and the proper master curve
(da/dN vs AKeff) be used.
The last issue to be addressed is the variation of a op with crack
length. Figure 6.16 shows the variation of a p as a function of a/W for
an isothermal test (Tmax, A Emec = 0.25%). Also shown in this figure is
the function G(a/W) here defined as
G(a/W) = L . AKE/A8 (6.4)
with A K given by Eq. 5.3, L the gauge length of the specimen, and A 6
the imposed displacement (see Appendix V). As can be seen in Figure
6.16, the a op is tensile when the normal component (N) dominates and
A K E increases. On the other hand, when the bending component is
significant, i.e. when A KE decreases with increasing crack length, the
op is compressive. It is interesting to note for this testing condition
(the only one for which Eqs. 6.4 and 5.3 strictly apply), that the
inflection point in the a op vs a/W results occurs at a value of a/W
which yield a maximum in the G(a/W) vs a/W curve. Furthermore, the
fact that aop monotonically decreases between 0.35 < a/W < 0.65
whereas K shows a monotone increase followed by a decreased, clearly
-162-
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indicates that oop is not controlled by Kmax as sometimes observed in
stress-controlled testing [147-148]. The results shown in Figure 6.16
support the argument that a op is a function of the dominant stress
component (tensile or bending) in SEN specimens tested under strain
controlled conditions.
An explanation for a decreasing op with increasing crack length
can be found in the work of Tanaka et al. [149-150] and Murakani et al.
[151-152] which have shown (for a given crack length) that aop
decreases when the plastic strain ranges increases. Furthermore, they
showed that, under large cyclic plastic strains, cracks remain fully open
even at the minimum stress (a min). For a center-cracked panel (CCP)
specimen under remote uniform displacement (i.e., EO), Murakani [153]
has obtained, using finite element analysis, an equation describing the
singularity in strain distribution at the tip of a crack of length "a", i.e.,
Ey = C(n) . Eo . (a/r)(n) , (6.5)
where C(n) is a function which depends on the strain hardening
exponent n, Eo the imposed remote far-field strain, and a (n) the
signularity term which depends on the strain hardening exponent. For
n = 5, the singularity term a is 0.52 and for n = 13, a is 0.64 [153].
Although not exact, Eq. 6.5 provides a rationale for the decrease in Op
with increasing crack length. As "a" increases (at fixed E ), the plastic
strain range Ey at the crack increases and c op decreases, in agreement
with the observation of Tanaka et al. [149-152]. A decrease in p with
increasing a/W has recently been reported in a CCP specimen of low
carbon steel cycled under fully reversed stress conditions [149].
However, the decrease in a op with a/W is likely to be larger in SEN
specimens than in CCP specimens, because the plastic strain range at the
-164-
crack tip will be larger (for a given E ). In the case of SEN specimens,
E y not only depends on E and n as indicated by Eq. 6.5, but also will
include a component which is a function of the bending moment in the
specimen. In conclusion, the considerable drop of p with increasing
crack length, which leads to an increase in A K eff, explains why the
crack growth rates increase even if the material experiences a
significant drop in the actual load (Nmax) which tends to reduce A K eff
6.5 Fatigue Crack Growth (FCG) in Hastelloy-X
The applicability of fracture mechanics to correlate TMFCG data
under displacement controlled conditions in Hastelloy-X is checked by
comparing our data with those of Pratt &Whitney Aircraft (PWA)
obtained on tubular specimens with an EDM slot in the center of the
gage section [41]. As for B-1900+Hf, the conventional definition of the
A K was used (i.e., Eq. 6.3) for purpose of comparison. Figure 6.17
shows the results for out-of-phase cycling between 400-925"C at
A E mec= 0.25%. The results of PWA (i.e., the scatterband) for out-of-
phase cycling between 426-871'C and 426-9274 C at a frequency of 2
min. per cycle are shown. The following comments are made concerning
the data presented in Figure 6.17..
First, the 426-871'C tests data show the fastest crack growth rates
of all out-of-phase tests run at a frequency of 2 min/cycle. This does
not agree with the intuitive result that the higher the peak temperature
in the TMF cycle, the faster should be the crack growth rate.
Secondly, the 426-871TC tests data at 2 min/cycle are in good
agreement with the 400-925'C tests data at 3 min/cycle. The
-165-
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explanation for these observations can be attributed to extensive ageing
of the y-matrix which takes place in the vicinity of 815-871'C 154-
155]. At temperatures lower than 815C the kinetic of M2 3 C6 and Laves
phase precipitation is slow because diffusion is slow. At temperatures
above 875SC, the solubility of the y-matrix is high enough and the
driving force for precipitation (i.e., supersaturated concentration) is
reduced. In other words, the main controlling parameter for ageing of
the y-nlatrix in fatigue will be the time spent in the temperature range
of 815-871'C within each cycle. It is interesting to note that the time
spent per cycle in the temperature range of 815-871°C is 15 sec. for the
426-871'C test, 12 sec. for the 426-927'C test, and 19 sec. for the 400-
925°C test (3 min/cycle). Because the propeties of the y -matrix
controls the crack growth behavior, the results shown in Figure 6.17 are
not surprising. In fact, based on the previous argument, one would
expect faster crack growth rates for the 400-925'C test (3 min/cycle)
than for the 426-871'C test 92 min/cycle) because the time spent per
cycle in the range of 815-871'C is larger. Nevertheless, the agreement
between the two geometries is quite good which suggests that fracture
mechanics is applicable for TMF of ductile materials like Hastelloy-X.
Figure 5.34 shows that the TMFCG rates under elastic cycling
(A Emec = 0.25%) are faster than those obtained under isothermal cycling
at Tmax
.
However, the TMFCG rates are lower- than their isothermal
counterpart under fully plastic cycling (AEme c = 0.25%) which is
consistent with the crack growth behavior of B-1900+Hf (see section
5.4.3). Comparison of the crack growth rates as a function of A KE also
shows a considerable strain range effect which clearly indicates that
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A K . is not the proper driving force for TMF crack growth (see section
5.4.4).
As for Inconel X-750 and B-1900+Hf, the crack growth rates data
were plotted in terms of A K using Eq. 5.1. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show
the results for A me = 0.25% and A Emec = 0.50%. As can be seen in
Figures 6.18 and 6.19, the A K leads to an apparent increase in scatter
between the various tests data. However, a close look at the results
reveals, as for B-1900+Hf, that the stress intensity factor separates the
tests data which failed intergranularly, and the tests which failed
transgranularly in two distinct groups. Furthermore, comparison of
Figure 6.18 and 6.19 shows that A Ka provides a very good correlation
of the crack growth rates with increasing strain range. This is
unexpected since for the same applied strain range, the plastic strain
range in Hastelloy-X are significantly larger than for B-1900+Hf.
Therefore, the ability of A Ka to correlate the crack growth data in
Hastelloy-X should be limited as compared to B-1900+Hf.
The explanation for this dichotomy can be found in the work of
Murakami [153] which have shown that the strain singularity term c at
the crack tip (see Eq. 6.5) is a function of the strain hardening exponent
(n) and remote strain (Eo). More specifically for n = 5, ax was shown to
increase with increasing E up to a maximum value of 0.81 (the HRR
singularity is 0.83) for Eo - 0.2% and to further decrease to values about
0.5 under large plastic strain (Eo > 2.0%). With A K a , the singularity of
the strain at the crack tip is 0.5. At large plastic strain the singularity
term is also close to 0.5 [153]. If, for a given mode of fracture, the
response of a material, to given local stress-strain distribution (at the
crack tip) is unique, the observed agreement between the elastic and
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plastic strain cycling data is not surprising. For small plastic strains
A K. provides a poor correlation of the data because the singularity at
the crack tip is 0.83 (for n = 5) and the material response to this new
stress-strain distribution will be different.
As for B-1900+Hf, an attempt to rationalize the effect of the
various testing conditions on the crack growth rates was undertaken by
using the measured values of the opening stress (a op) derived from the
analysis of the potential drop signals. Figure 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22 shows
the potential V(o) and the stress response of Hastelloy-X under
isothermal, in-phase and out-of-phase cycling. A plot of aop as a
function of crack length for A Emec = 0.25% and T = 925°C (see Figure
6.23) shows the same trend than in B-1900+Hf (see Figure 6.16). This
suggests that the parameters which controlled a op are similar in both
alloys. Using the value of Op, the crack growth rates as a function of
A K eff can be plotted. The result is shown in Figure 6.24. As can be
seen, except for in-phase cycling, the A K eff provides a very good
correlation of the data. Furthermore, the correlation holds
independently of the applied strain range and cyclic history. The
implication of this result is the assumption that, for a given mode of
fracture the response of the material to a particular stress-strain
distribution at the crack tip is unique, is verified. On the other hand,
the mode of fracture is controlled by the tensile strain rate ( + ) at the
crack tip. If the + which depends on the frequency, A E and a/W, is
below the critical value ( +crit) requires to cause intergranular fracture
at temperature T, intergranular cracking occurs. The value of +crit is a
function of only the temperature for a given material and environment.
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6.6 Correlation Parameters for In-Service Components
The complete description of a thermal-mechanical cycle requires a
definition of the relationship between strain and temperature. The
prediction of the crack propagation life of an engine component ideally
requires the correct prediction of crack growth rates at all locations
along the crack growth path. Cracks grow through regimes with a range
of different TMF cycles. Solving an in-service component problem
requires the ability to predict the crack growth rates for many different
strain-temperature paths. If each different TMF cycle requires
independent crack growth data, the total data base required for making
life predictions would be prohibitively large. Two strategies for dealing
with this problem can be used:
1. Methods of predicting TMF crack growth rates from isothermal
data,
2. Develop a way of using TMF data for one type of TMF cycle
(e.g., out-of-phase) to predict growth rates occurring in more complex
strain-temperature (E-T) cycles (see Figure 1.1).
The first approach is indeed more desirable than strategy 2 because
isothermal data are more commonly available and less expensive to
generate.
We have shown that K and K eff collapse the data to a great
extent which indicates that prediction of complex E-T cycles from
isothermal data is possible. From isothermal testing the da/dN vs A K eff
curve is obtained, which in turn is used in prediction of crack growth
rates of component (assuming that the K eff for the component is
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known). Although the results in Figures 6.6, 6.10, 6.15 and 6.24 are
promising there are still some unaccounted scatter in the results of
which suggests that A Keff might not be the universal parameter. The
differences between the TMF and isothermal data might be the results
of one or more of the following factors:
1. The effect of material ageing (coarsening of y' in the case of B-
1900+Hf and Inconel X-750, and carbides precipitation in Hastelloy-X),
2. Temperature change during straining might result in crack
growth mechanisms that do not occur isothermally. Damage due to
differential expansion of the oxide layer relative to the base metal is
one possible mechanism of this type.
3. The success of the correlation parameter may depend on the
path and method used for its calculation.
Although our results indicate tha the best parameter for
predicting TMF crack growth from isothermal data may be A Keff, the
application of A Keff, in practice, is inconvenient because we must
measure or assume the opening ratio of a crack in real components and
this measurement is very difficult. Therefore, it is preferable in
practice to determine the value of A K as a function of crack size and
geometry and then estimate the crack growth rates rather than
estimating AKeff (i.e., cl)- With this respect, the prediction of complex
E-T cycles from TMF data is an advancement over using isothermal data
at the peak temperature. This strategy involves the decomposition of
complex E-T cycles into more simple TMF cycles, and the use of the
crack growth data (in terms of A K a) measured under TMF conditions to
predict the growth rates of complex E-T cycles. Models based on the
scheme cited above might not give improved crack growth predictions
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when compared to strategy 1, but they would not require the
knowledge of opening ratios in complex components. The ultimate
accuracy of these predictions is only limited by the extent to which
complex E-T crack growth is produced by unique damage mechanisms.
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7.0 Conclusions
The main achievements of this work can be summarized as
follows:
1. A thermal-mechanical fatigue test rig has been built around
a conventional servo-hydraulic machine to simulate complex stress-
strain-temperature cycles as experienced for in-service components.
The system and its capabilities have been described in detail. A
corrected DC potential drop technique used to accurately measure crack
lengths was shown to yield better capabilities for low crack growth rate
measurements (< 10-6 m/cycles) than the conventional methods used in
thermal-mechanical fatigue crack growth testing.
2. It was shown that solid specimen geometries can be used to
simulate in-service thermal-mechanical fatigue crack growth conditions.
The SEN geometry has some advantages over the tubular geometry in
that it allows deterministic crack length measurements and the use of
an accurate fracture mechanics solution.
3. Exact K-solutions for SEN specimens under fixed-end
displacements controlled with no-free rotation were derived. It was
shown that for this case, the use of conventional fracture mechanics K-
solutions can seriously overestimate the actual K's. The conventional
definition of the strain intensity factor was shown to be in error
because it fails to take into account both load shedding and the closing
bending moments.
4. The thermal-mechanical' crack growth (TMFCG) rates in
Inconel X-750 were measured under stress-controlled conditions in the
temperature range from 300 to 650'C. On a stress intensity basis ( K )
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the TMFCG rates were faster than their isothermal counterpart. Using
an effective stress range (A o eff) computed using measured values of
the opening stress, good correlation between isothermal and TMF crack
growth rates were obtained on a A Keff-basis.
5. The cyclic stress-strain behavior for B-1900+Hf under TMF
cycling differs from the isothermal behavior by showing more cyclic
hardening (> 15%), both at high and low temperatures. Thus it is
difficult to predict the cyclic stress-strain behavior under realistic
conditions from isothermal data. The synergistic coupling between the
cyclic stress-strain behavior and temperatures cannot be ignored.
6. The cyclic flow stress at elevated temperature (Tmax) is
primarily controlled by the density of misfit dislocations, which
depends on the amount of isotropic and directional coarsening. At low
temperature (Tmin) the flow stress is controlled by the directionality of
the stress field around the y', the magnitude of which depends on the
sign of the applied stress.
7. Using a strain-based approach (A K ), a poor correlation
between the isothermal and the TMFCG rates under elastic (A E mec =
0.25%) and/or fully plastic (A E mec = 0.50%) conditions were observed.
A stress-based approach (A K) which takes into account the
hardening/softening behavior of the materials as well as the load
shedding caused by extra-compliance provided by the presence of the
crack was shown to rationalize the isothermal and TMF crack growth
rates. Furthermore, based upon the A Keff, the isothermal crack growth
rates at Tmin and Tmax were shown to provide an upper and lower
bounds for the TMFCG rates, respectively.
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8. The cracking modes (transgranular vs. intergranular) in B-
1900+Hf and Hastelloy-X are controlled by the occurrence of a critical
tensile stress ( ) for intergranular or transgranular fracture, rather
than by a critical tensile strain. Each mode of fracture is shown to be
characterized by a unique crack growth rate vs. A Keff curve.
9. The opening stress (a p) was shown to be a complex
function of crack length and strain range.
10. For the materials and testing conditions used in this
investigation, the crack growth rates are controlled by the mechanical
driving force (A K , AKeff) only. The time-dependent components
(oxidation and creep) were shown not to affect significantly the crack
growth rates.
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8.0 Recommendations for Future Work
The problem of thermal-mechanical fatigue in hot section engine
components was extensively examined. The major areas investigated
included a problem survey, experimental fracture mechanics
techniques, evaluation of data correlation parameters, and prediction of
crack growth under thermal-mechanical cycling. The following are the
major observations and recommendations from this effort.
1. The crack propagation testing and data reduction for the
various materials tested showed the necessity of the use of a physically
sound data correlation parameter. The conventional strain intensity
factor shows several results which make its use undesirable for TMF
crack growth prediction. There was some strain range dependence on
crack growth rates using both A K E and A K parameters. Of the
parameters extensively studied, the A Keff was the best all-around
approach for correlating high temperature and TMF data. Extensive
evaluation of the A Keff for TMF cycling is recommended.
2. The fracture mechanics analysis used a compliance approach
to calculate a value for the correlation parameter. The compliance
approach was originally developed for isothermal testing to obtain an
experimental value of the K,. The compliance approach was extended
for a more complicated situation, which includes spatially varying
temperatures, and temperature-dependent material properties. Thus,
the parameter calculated cannot be termed a "K" in the strictest sense.
Further assessment of other parameters which are both theoretically
justified and calculable for structural components is recommended.
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3. Development of cyclic nonlinear fracture mechanics
capability is recommended to better understand TMF crack growth,
especially when substantial plastic strain develops.
4. There were marked differences in the specimen crack
growth surface features as a function of temperature and TMF cycle.
Low temperature isothermal growth was smooth and transgranular.
High temperature isothermal growth was rough and intergranular. Out-
of-phase TMF crack growth was moderately rough and chiefly
transgranular whereas in-phase cycling was rough and intergranular.
This evidence shows that not only is the temperature range and strain
range important in TMF tests, but the cycle shape is also important.
Crack growth in service tends to be of moderate level of surface
roughness and chiefly transgranular, similar to out-of-phase TMF tests.
This observation lends hope to the ultimate success of using simple TMF
data to predict complex E-T scheme. However, the final degree or
success will be determined by the degree to which complex E-T crack
growth is governed by unique mechanisms not present under simple
TMF conditions. Further work is recommended to further compare the
damage which takes place under TMF and complex E-T cycles.
-184-
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Appendix I
Thermal-Mechanical Fatigue Methods of Testing
1. Calibration and Recording of High Temperature Behavior
The first attempt at plotting stress-strain diagrams under thermal
fatigue loading were made on the basis of Coffin's method. For instance,
the diagram may be plotted by points corresponding to the half-cycles
of heating and cooling. The stress is recorded by a load cell
(transducers, etc.) and the strain is determined by calculation or
measuring thermal or total strain at different instants of loading.
Carden [78-79] explains the method of recording the parameters of
thermal fatigue loading which employs the recording of the diagram of
force (stress) vs mean temperature of the specimen and which makes it
possible to determine the plastic strain of the specimen in any cycle.
The most complicated feature in selecting the method of recording the
strain parameters is the determination of the true strain at every
instant of loading of the specimen. In many earlier investigations [80-
82], the mean plastic strain per cycle was determined regardless of its
localization caused by irregular temperature distribution and regardless
of the deformation process.
In connection with- the above, it is worth giving some attention to
methods of direct experimental determination of strains in the critical
section of the specimen at all stages of its loading.
Carden [79] suggested a method of obtaining stress-strain
diagrrnmc in thermal fatigue with the aid of two extensometers mounted
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on the specimen for measuring strain in the longitudinal and transverse
directions; this involves the recording of the difference in the readings
of the strain gauges, and in isotropic thermal extension the component
of thermal strain is automatically eliminated. This method undoubtedly
permits obtaining a more accurate strain pattern in thermal fatigue;
however, it has its limitations. The longitudinal extensometer measures
the strain on some base, and if there is a longitudinal temperature
gradient along the specimen, an error may occur in the determination of
local strain. Besides, it is assumed that the Poisson ratio v does not
depend on the temperature; this is not always correct; e.g., in the case of
a steel 1Kh2M, changes from 0.27 to 0.31 when the temperature
changes within the range of 100-600°C [37].
In our opinion, the method of automatic recording of the stress-
strain diagram in thermal fatigue tests using one diametral
extensometer [18, 20-21, 31, 33, 61-62, 83-84] has some advantages
compared with Carden's method. Similar extensometers are widely
used in low cycle fatigue tests; they consist of a system of two levers
connected in the central part by an elastic hinge. The ends of the levers
encircle the specimen (tubular or solid) diametrically; after the other
ends have been displaced and the displacement recorded by a
transducer, the diametral strain of the specimen is recorded. On an
installation of the Coffin type, this strain in cyclic heating and cooling of
the specimen consists of a mechanical and a thermal component. To
eliminate the thermal part of the strain, an electrical method of
compensation is used [36, 83-84]. From the signal proportional to the
total strain (transducer-induced by the extensometer), the signal
proportional to the thermal strain (induced by the thermocouple welded
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on at the investigated seciton of the specimen) is subtracted. One input
of the x-y plotter receives a signal from the load-cell, the other receives
the difference between the two signals proportional to the mechanical
strain, and this yields the stress-strain diagram under nonisothermal
conditions in coordinates of stress versus diametral strain. To obtain a
diagram of the cyclic strains in terms of stress versus longitudinal
strain, it is necessary to rearrange the recorded diagram and to convert
the transverse strain into longitudinal strain. The total longitudinal
axial strain E a can be expressed by the component of transverse strain
at each instant of deformation:
Ea = P/A (1-2v(T))/E(T) - 2Ad/d
where d is the diameter and A d the change in diameter of the
specimen. A is its cross-sectional area; P is the force applied to the
specimen; E(T) and v (T) are the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson
ratio, respectively, as functions of the temperature T.
There are similar methods of compensating for thermal strains as
suggested by Slot et al. [83]; all of them involve the use of an analogue
computer to obtain stress-strain diagrams in coordinates of longitudinal
stress versus longitudinal strain. This is an important methodological
advantage because these methods were used under conditions of
independent thermal mechanical loads. However, it is generally
accepted in these methods that the characteristics of elasticity E and v
remain constant at all stages of the strain cycle (i.e., their temperature
dependence is not taken into account). This undoubtedly introduces an
error. To calculate the change in cross-sectional area of the specimen
and the elastic characteristics, a functional generator in combination
with the analogue computer can be used [36].
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At this point, it is important to notice that a change in the thermal
loading program requires a change in the program which issues the
compensating signals, whereas at moderate temperatures the
previously examined method requires no correction. This problem can
be ameliorated by the method described by Hopkins [36], which
suggests varying the independent mechanical and thermal operating
regimes. To compensate for thermal expansion and to obtain data on
the magnitude of the mechanical strains, a method is used which is
analogous to that described previously. The strain measuring channel
receives, together with the signal from the strain meter but in opposite
phase, a signal from the setting mechanisms whose program
corresponds to the steady-state thermal strain of the specimen in zero-
load-controlled cyclic temperature change.
Attention should be given to the arguments of Hopkins [36] and
Sobolev and Egorov [37] in substantiating the method which used an
analogue computer: they pointed out that it is possible that the
functions expressing the temperature of thermal strain do not coincide
at the heating and cooling stages. This noncoincidence can be
particularly important in tests conducted with a thick-walled specimen
whose deformation occurs under conditions of a nonuniform state of
stress and strain and an inhomogeneous temperature field, where
thermal stresses exist which were not taken into account.
The method of making torsional tests with tubular specimens has
a number of methodological advantages from the point of view of
recording the diagrams of nonisothermal cyclic strain, because
independent programs of mechanical and thermal loading can be
realized [32-33, 35]. Tulyakov et al. [35], Brown et al. [85-86], and
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Andrews and Ellison [87] have described an installation with follower
control system with load and temperature feedback based on this
principle. The cyclic strain diagrams recorded in these tests take into
account the nonuniformity of heating of the specimen which determines
the change in the measuring base of the deformer because of the
thermal axial strain of the specimen. We note that the use of thin-
walled tubular specimens in cyclic torsion makes it possible to
investigate the deformation process at very large strains where
specimens in push-pull tests lose their stability.
It is difficult to reduce the hysteresis loop of thermal strain
versus temperature to exactly zero. As pointed out by Hopkins [36],
small changes in temperature can translate into large changes in
mechanical strain if the total strain is left unchanged, whereas a small
change in temperature during a cycle without changing the mechanical
strain usually does not change the fatigue response of the materials.
With the use of an analogue computer, accuracy is only limited by how
closely it is adjusted to zero mechanical strain during the thermal
cycling. Obviously, for a given thermal strain error, the test accuracy
increases as the mechanical strain increases. However, to conduct these
types of tests with an analogue computer is difficult and great care
must be provided to insure that the proper heating and cooling
compensation functions are used. With a digital computer as the
programmer, this is not necessary. The computer can acquire and store
the thermal strain as a function of both temperature and direction,
whereas the thermal expansion compensator's output is only a function
of temperature and not direction. A digital computer also allows more
complex TMF testing to be conducted with no additional effort from the
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operator. Such tests may include mode transfers, strains for a given
time or to a given creep strain [25-26, 29, 31]. Digital computers can
almost continuously read the instantaneous temperature and adjust its
total strain output to compensate for any temperature error. The
frequency at which the computer does this can be programmed to the
maximum heating rate of the temperature equipment and the accuracy
desired from the test.
These control problems never surface in isothermal tests because
static temperature control is much better than dynamic temperature
control, and any change in the temperature which does occur only
reflects in a mean strain shift rather than a strain range shift. Fatigue
life, either measured as a number of cycles to crack initiation or as a
crack propagation life, is affected more by a small change in strain
range than it is by the same change in mean strain [29].
2. Heating and Cooling Methods
As pointed out by Carden [79], there are several categories of
heating facilities for high temperature fatigue. They are: (1)
Combustion furnace heating, (2) Electric resistance heating, and (3)
Electric induction heating. Because of the experimental difficulties
associated with the control of temperature, combustion furnaces are
seldom used in TMF experiments. However, they are sometimes used
[79] in testing which tends to reproduce the environmental conditions
found in the combustion stage of aircraft engines. The electrical
resistance category can be subdivided into four types of methods,
respectively: (a) direct resistance (self heating) [19-21, 33, 62, 78-79],
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(b) electrical resistance furnace [88-89], (c) fluidized bed [8-11, 90], (d)
incandescent lamps [91-94], and (e) electric blankets [95]. The electric
induction heating category can be divided into the direct induction
method and indirect induction heating (susceptors).
As pointed out by Van Leeuwen [96], there is a relationship
between the heating method, the design of the specimen, and
temperature measurement and control. Radio frequency induction
requires close coil-to-specimen spacing and small grip ends, which
makes difficult the mounting of additional measurement devices and
obscures access to and visibility of the surface for replication, etc; also
the coil has a high voltage RF potential requiring insulation and safety
precaution. A temperature disturbance occurs at the thermocouple
mass in the field, as well as at specimen locations unequally spaced to
the coil [83]. There are also RF induction-induced ground loop problems
in the instrumentation cabling.
Resistance heating induces a longitudinal temperature distribution
which must be minimized by the incorporation of internal heat sinks
and longer lengths of uniform cross-section. Specimen cracks normal to
the current flow are accompanied by local heating at the crack tips
which is not acceptable for crack propagation testing. No heating can
occur after the specimen fractures as can occur with induction heating,
but local melting as a result of arcing can occur during stage III final
fracture. However, neither direct RF induction nor resistance heating is
good for very high electrical conductivity materials, and for these
materials the impedance must be matched to the output circuits in both
methods. Notwithstanding these problems, both methods are still the
most frequently used for TMF testing and for strain life experiments,
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both methods have been proven satisfactory [19-35]. However, as
mentioned before, direct resistance heating is not acceptable for crack
propagation testing due to local heating at crack tips, and RF heating is
used instead [27-29]. For these tests, low frequency heaters (10 KHz)
are often used [28-29] because they produce lower wall thickness
gradients than do the higher frequency (450 KHz) heaters and because
there are fewer ground-loop problems with the 10 KHz heater than with
the 450 KHz heaters. Nevertheless, it is the present author's belief that
high frequency induction heating is preferable because of its fast
response, making it possible to provide high heating rates and induce
considerable thermal stress in specimens of small cross-section. In this
case, the heating mode is close to that encountered in-service, since the
heat is generated within the surface layer of the specimen. Analysis of
the temperature fields in the specimens sometimes needs to be carried
out with the high-frequency heaters, but numerical methods of non-
stationary problems of heat conductivity using finite elements are now
in our hands [12-14, 97-98]. Temperature measurement is usually
accomplished by thermocouples welded onto the specimen. However,
some cases of premature specimen failure due to the presence of a
thermocouple have been reported [88], and optical pyrometry has been
used for temperature feedback control [27-29, 36]. Few reports give
calibration methods or internal analysis of the uncertainty of the
readings [83].
3; Specimen Design and Measurement of Strain
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Two types of machines have been used over the last 20 years for
studying high temperature low cycle fatigue. One group is a natural
evolution of machines used for uniaxial tensile testing, but these are
generally operated in fundamentally different modes from their
predecessors. The other type of machines achieves the reversed plastic
strain required by deforming the material in bending. In the following,
we are concerned with the specimen and appropriate extensometry
used in uniaxial testing. The reader is referred to Hales [77] for a
review of reverse bending testing.
An accurate measurement of strain is fundamental to mechanical
fatigue testing since strain is usually the control parameter in such
experiments. Also, some materials exhibit grain boundary cavitation as
a result of creep-fatigue cycling and the cavities are believed to
nucleate and grow as a result of deformation at slow strain rates [99].
This phenomenon has imposed extra conditions on strain measuring
systems. More important, they must be stable at least over the period
of the hold time and the stress relaxation behavior under nominally
constant strain conditions must reflect the true behavior of the material.
To perform strain-controlled tests, two methods are commonly adopted,
axial and diametral strain control. These commonly employed test
methods are critically assessed in the light of the need to perform tests
at low (<0.5 %) strain ranges on cyclically hardening or softening
behaviors.
3a. Diametral Strain Control
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The majority of mechanical property tests are performed under
uniaxial stress. This is true of the present state of creep-fatigue studies.
Because of the difficulties experienced in attaching axial extensometers
to some notch sensitive materials, many workers have used dimensional
changes of the diameter to control the tests. Their measurements are
usually converted to equivalent axial strain for purposes of comparison
with the uniaxial data. This technique is usually used in conjuction with
"hour-glass" shaped specimens. Only the strain in the narrowest portion
of the specimen is considered. The diametral strain is measured by two
probes which are held in contact with opposite sides of the specimen,
the displacement being measured either directly or via a hinged arm,
again by means fo LVDTs. A full description of these techniques is
given by Slot et al. [83] and by Sunner [100].
As we have seen before, diametral strain is usually converted to
axial strain since this is the parameter of interest. However, this
conversion is not simple since the contribution of elastic and plastic
deformation changes as the system cyclically hardens and also as the
axial stress relaxes during a hold period. Therefore, to control axial
strain with diametral strain measurement, continuous computation of
the relationship
Ea = o/E (1/vp - l/ve) - Ed/Vp
is necessary [83].
Diametral strain control with the use of "hour-glass" specimens is
open to a number of serious criticisms, some of a fundamental and some
of a practical nature.
Criticism of a fundamental nature
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(1) The above equation for computation of axial strain requires
that the volume of the material remains constant, which is not the case
when creep cavitation. occurs.
(2) Diametral strain measurement is inappropriate for testing
weldment and other materials which have directionally variable
properties [99].
(3) The method is intrinsically insensitive. For example, a typical
length-to-diameter ratio is 2:1 and for a specimen 25 mm - 12 mm
diameter strained to 0.2 per cent, the axial elongation is approximately
50 m, whereas in the same test the diameter contracts by only 7-12
,p m (i.e., a factor of 5 smaller than a corresponding measurement made
axially).
(4) Hour-glass specimens are used because the gently changing
cross-section along the gauge length does not appear to generate
unacceptable stress concentration gradients and the strain at the plane
of maximum cross-section is believed to be uniform. However, it is
observed that cyclically strained hour-glass specimens change their
shape (Figure I.1) during the progress of fatigue testing, particularly at
high cyclic strains [20-21, 31, 39, 60, 79, 101-102]. These important
geometrical instabilities of solid and tubular hour-glass specimens have
been pointed out by Coffin [102] and Miller [103] but received
surprisingly little attention. Coffin has also tried to explain these results
in terms of a positional variation or gradient in the cyclic stress-strain
field caused by geometry, temperature or material variations. However,
his analysis relied on a simple monotonic strain distribution which
assumes constant strain in every slice of the cross-section. Miller [103]
and Marchand [104] have performed fully-plastic finite element
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analysis which show that the hour-glass profile acts as a notch, even at
large radii of 40 mm (1 1/2") and clearly show the non-linearity
between diametral and axial strains. Further, at high strain levels, the
maximum strain will not be at the outer surface but at the core of
minimum section (Figure 1.2). The fact that pronounced geometric
changes occurred as shown in Figure I.1 and that the final fracture
takes place away from the temperature-controlled mid-point of the
gauge length [21-22, 101-102], renders doubtful numerous already
published results.
Criticisms of a Practical Nature
(1) Oxide growth on high temperature alloys is usually small but
rapid oxide growth can initiate and produce 20-30 am (greater than the
strain being measured) of oxide in 500 hrs. [57, 105-106]. Because
most oxides grow outward from the initial metal surface, lightly loaded
probes of the type used in diametral extensometers are displaced by
such growth. However, this displacement is interpreted as a
compressive strain in the longitudinal axis of the specimen and the
effect is equivalent to imposing a ratcheting strain .on the system, since
the servo-machine will impose a tensile mechanical strain to
compensate for the diametral growth. Although examination of the
specimen would show that this had occurred, it could cause :he loss of a
long and expensive test.
(2) Only a small volume of material is subjected to the chosen test
conditions (Figure 1.2). At failure, the final crack propagates through
this material destroying the microstructure which had developed during
the test. Consequently, metallographic examination and other
measurements are difficult, thus reducing the value of the results and
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Figure 1.2 Domain of iso-plastic strain in an hour-glass
specimen of polycrystalline a-brass.
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the testing program in developing life prediction models which may be
used with confidence.
(3) The recording of crack growth data under strain-controlled
conditions is nearly impossible since the crack initiates and grows in the
zone where the knife-edges of the extensometer are in contact with the
hour-glass specimen. There has been one attempt at measuring low
cycle fatigue crack propagation rates under diametral strain-control
using SEN specimens [107]. However, as in the case of hour-glass
specimens, the relationship between the measured diametral strain and
the axial strain was found to be non-linear under fully plastic conditions
[77]. As seen before, although the measurement of diametral strain in
conjunction with axial load affords in theory a method of measuring
axial strain, caution is needed in interpretation of the results.
3B. Axial Strain Control
The obvious method to overcome the problems associated with
the diametral strain control outlined above is to measure directly the
changes of length of a defined gauge length. Axial strains are usually
measured by attaching extensometer legs to knife edges machined onto
the parallel section of the specimen, thereby defining the limits of the
gauge length. The extensometer legs are positioned parallel to the
stress axis and are extended beyond the furnace or RF coil [77, 99, 108]
where these relative displacements are measured by LVDTs. This
technique has proved convenient and successful on a range of materials
which cyclically soften. However, certain materials, notably austenitic
stainless steels [99, 109] and nickel-based alloys [111], are notch-
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sensitive at elevated temperatures. The presence of the built-up
notches acts as a stress-raiser, localizing strain in a small volume
underneath the knife edges [77], and failure often occurs at the base of
the knife edges. Changes in the profile of the knife edge can alter the
propensity for fatigue crack nucleation at the base of the knife edge, but
it has not proved possible to prevent this behavior. However, several
authors have described some alternative methods for measuring axial
strain which minimized failure at the knife edges [91-92, 99, 109-111].
All these methods rely on the high coefficient of friction of metals at
high temperatures to allow side arms to be placed in contact with the
specimen gauge length under low loads without slipping.
We have seen that although diametral measurements can give a
measure of axial strain, there are a number of features of the method
which make it less desirable than the direct measurement of axial
strain. However, in order to fully appreciate the difference between the
stress-strain recorded in axial and diametral strain controlled tests, it is
necessary to consider the nature of both the volume changes and the
closed-loop feedback system.
It is now established that during creep-fatigue testing; the creep
component of the test cycle usually produces intergranular cavitation [3,
5, 42, 48-50, 91, 112]. If cavities grow purely. by diffusion mechanisms,
the strain developed is only in a direction which allows the applied
stress to do work. It is now well-known [113-114] that under low
uniaxial stresses, strain accumulates in one direction only. Therefore,
the nature of the feedback system causes a difference in relaxation
behavior, according to the method of strain control employed. If we
consider that relaxation arises from strain conversion due to the diffuse
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growth of cavities, then in the case of axial strain measurement the
volume change will be detected as a change in length and stress will
consequently be reduced. Reduced stress will cause the growth of
cavities to decelerate and the drop in stress will be a true reflection of
the creep strain accumulated. On the other hand, the diameter of the
specimen, being orthogonal to the applied stress, will not change during
the growth of cavities by diffusion. Because the stress is not reduced
during the hold time (with no detectable change in strain), the cavities
continue to grow at a rate determined by the peak stress but since no
stress drop occurs, there is no method available for estimating the creep
strain accumulated. However, even with the use of axial extensometers,
interpretation of th stress relaxation behavior is difficult [31, 50], there
are very few experimental studies devoted to the quantitative
determination of the damage underlying this behavior [112, 115].
Detailed information on the microstructural process taking place is
necessary in order to fully understand the relaxation behavior.
4. Fatigue Crack Growth Testing and Crack Length Measurement
The techniques and specimen geometries used for isothermal
crack growth measurements at elevated temperature and under LEFM
conditions are now well-established and numerous results have been
obtained in the last ten years [2-4, 42, 48-50, 59, 89, 91]. Crack growth
data in the high strain regime (HSF), i.e., under conditions of reversed
gross plasticity in isothermal conditions, are relatively new [2, 59, 116].
Most HSF crack growth data have been obtained in push-pull testing
[59] on smooth longitudinal LCF specimens. Crack propagation rates
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were evaluated, either by subsequent striation measurement [2-3, 5,
59, 116] or by introducing a small starter notch and monitoring the
crack growth by the potential drop technique [2, 59]. Optical
measurement of crack progress has also been made on SEN specimens
[107], solid center notched specimens [93, 117], and tubular center
notched specimens [27-28, 41, 93]. Hardly any data have been
gathered on crack growth during thermal-fatigue cycling in the plastic
strain range [22, 27-29, 41, 48] and crack length measurements have
been performed mostly by optical measurement [27-29, 41, 48] and by
cellulose acetate replica [27] on tubular centered notched specimens. In
these experiments, the surface crack lengths must be converted to a
mean crack length for the tube used [41]
a = R sin-1 (2ap/Do)
where a = mean crack length, R = mean radius of the tube, Do = outer
diameter of the tube, and 2ap = total projected length measured by
microscope.
Also a curvature correction factor G(a/t) from Erdogan and
Ratwani [118] must be used for calculating AK or AK E , the strain
intensity factor. It should be noted that G(a/t) was derived assuming
no bulk plasticity, and the validity of this correction factor for TMF
crack growth data remains to be proven. The resolution claimed [41]
for optical measurements is in the range of 20-120 .im, depending on
the crack tip clarity and providing the measurements are taken at
maximum tensile load. The slowest growth rates reported on tubular
notched specimens have been on the order of lx10 -6 m/cycle.
There have been few attempts to measure crack length in TMF
conditions using the potential drop technique [22, 119] and 12.7 mm
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diameter push-pull specimens. Using a starter notch 200 m deep,
experimenters have been able to resolve accurately a crack increment
of 40 m, and the corresponding growth rates were measured to better
than 10-5 mm/cycle [119]. The method of potential drop has been
proven satisfactory in isothermal conditions for numerous materials
[120-121], and it has been shown (see Appendix II) that it can be used
satisfactorily provided that the electrical noise is adequately filtered
and that the calibration curve is properly corrected in order to take into
account changes of potential with temperature.
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Appendix II
Design of Test Unit
The apparatus which was built is a computer-controlled thermal
fatigue testing system consisting primarily of a closed-loop servo-
controlled electro-hydraulic tension compression fatigue machine (MTS
810 model 906.06), a high frequency oscillator for industrial heating
(Lepel Model T-2.5-1-KO1-BW), an air compressor for cooling, a low
frequency function generator (Exact model 504), a data acquisition and
control system' (HP-6942A), a programmable high resolution digital
voltmeter (DVM Model 3478A), and a main frame computer (HP 9816S).
Figure II. 1 shows the control block diagram of this system. The system
is capable of testing specimens of different size and configuration (SEN,
CT, hollow tube, etc.) and to withstand a fatigue loading of 25,000 lbf
(11,350 Kgf). The test specimen is mounted in a vertical plane into two
end grips of high tensile steel. The specimen alignment is insured by
the use of a Wood's metal pot. Because a DC potential drop technique is
used to monitor crack growth, the lower grip is electrically insulated
from the system by means of a ceramic coating. The ends of the end
grips are water cooled by means of copper coils surrounding them.
1. The Demand-signal Generators
The demand-signal generation system provides separate demand
signal for the control of specimen strain or applied stress and
temperature. A programmable temperature controller is used to
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generate the driving signal to the high frequency generator, the DVM,
the computer, the air valve and the frequency generator. The computer
and the data acquisition and control system provide the command
signals for the stress or strain controlled cycling. Proper coding and
decoding of trigger signals from the temperature controller to the
computer allow the system to generate any strain/stress/temperature
cycling. Feedback signals from measuring points on the machine and
specimen are compared continuously with the demand signals in the
electronic control equipment. The difference between corresponding
signals (i.e. the error) controls the power delivered to the hydraulic
actuator or the heating circuit unit in such a way that the error in the
test variable is reduced; careful choice of relative signal magnitudes
(amplification) allows adequate control of each variable.
2. Control of Strain or Stress
Control of specimen strain is achieved by control of the
displacement between two knife-edges of the strain detector attached
to the specimen surface. The axial strain extensometer, machined in-
house, consists of a strain gauge extensometer (SG) and a transmitter
consisting of two shims which link together two sets of Invar arms, each
supporting an alumina rod. The feedback signal from the SG is
compared with the demand signal and the difference between the two,
the error signal, is used to control the driving signal to the servovalve.
The command signals (mean strain and amplitude) are sent by the
Multiprogrammer (HP 6942A), which is controlled by the HP 9816S.
Figure II.2 shows a block diagram of the strain controlled closed-loop
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unit. In the system, the set point command (mean stress or strain) is
fed directly to the servo-controller of the MTS unit. The amplitude
signal command is also obtained by feeding the output of a D/A
converter directly into the servo-controller. The procedure to
continuously update the command is outlined in Section 3c.
The control of the stress applied is similar to the strain controlled
except that the feedback signal is obtained from the load cell.
3. Data Acquisition and Control Unit
The command signals are sent by this data acquisition and control
unit called Multiprogrammer or HP 6942A. It is composed of an
internal main microprocessor, memory buffers for I/O and data storage,
a real time clock and a backplane where separate plug-in cards are
connected. Each plug-in I/O card is equipped with its own
microprocessor.
Instructions to perform the test and values of the stress (in MPa) or
strain (in %) for the mean and amplitude are typed-in on the HP 9816S
at the beginning of the test. These values are then converted into their
corresponding binary code and voltage and sent to the
Multiprogrammer, which in turn decodes them and re-programs the
appropriate I/O cards.
With the proper I/O cards, the system has the following
capabilities:
1. Data acquisition
2. Measurement ranges
3. Control
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4. Synthesis
3a. Acquisition
Analog measurement from up to 16 channels (can be increased to
960 channels) may be acquired, depending upon the scanner system
configuration. Random access to any channel, as well as continuous
scanning, are easily accomplished. Figure II.3 shows a diagram of the
scanning system configuration implemented in our system. The signal
may be digitized at rates up to 33 KHz by the A/D and stored on a
memory card. Each memory card can store up to 64 Kbytes. The
digitizing process takes place independently of all other
Multiprogrammer activity, that is, data acquisition is achieved in
parallel without any interruption from the control activities.
3b. Measurement Ranges
Proper switches on the A/D converters are used to select measure
voltage range from ±+25mV to ± lOV full scale in the presence of 250V of
common-mode voltage. The resolution can then be varied from 12 V
to S5 mV.
3c. Control and Synthesis
The twelve bits voltage D/A converters provide outputs for analog
programmable instrument and stimulus of units under test (mean
stress/strain and amplitude). A memory card can be used to
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continuously supply preloaded data to the D/A card at rates of up to
100 KHz. Any type of waveforms may be loaded into the memory card
from the computer and used as stimuli for tests. Any repeatable wave
shape (sine, square, triangular, etc.) can also be preloaded into a
memory card. A timer card then determined the time between each
analog voltage change such that the changes are perceived in the test as
continuous as possible and not as a series of step changes.
4. Control of Temperature
The specimens are heated by a radio frequency unit. For TMF
tests, low frequency heaters (10 KHz) are often used [28-291 because
they produce lower wall thickness gradients than the higher frequency
(450 KHz) heaters and because there are fewer ground-loop problems
with the 10 KHz heaters than with the 450 KHz heaters. However, it is
the present author's belief that high frequency induction heating is
preferable because of its fast response, making it possible to provide
high heating rates capable of inducing considerable thermal stresses in
specimens of small cross-section. In this case, the heating mode is close
to that encountered in-service, since the heat is generated within the
surface layer of the specimen. Analysis of the temperature fields in thp
specimens needs to be carried out with the high frequency heaters, but
numerical methods of non-stationary problems of heat conductivity
using finite elements are now in our hands. Temperature measurement
is accomplished by thermocouples welded onto the specimen. A
thermistor is used with the temperature controller to provide a
stabilized cold junction.
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There is a relationship between the heating method, the design of
the specimen, and temperature measurement. and control. Radio
frequency induction requires close coil-to-specimen spacing and small
grip ends which makes difficult the mounting of additional
measurement devices and obscures access to and visibility of the
surface for replication, etc.; also, the coil has a high voltage RF potential
requiring insulation and safety precaution. A temperature disturbance
occurs at the thermocouple mass in the field, as well as at specimen
locations spaced to the coil. Finally, there are possible RF induction-
induced group loop problems in the instrumentation cabling.
In order to minimize these potential problems, great care was
taken to use properly shielded cables. The coils were machined as to
maintain constant the coil-to-specimen spacing. This was achieved by
using a mold having over-sized dimensions of the specimen. Before
each test, the coil must be carefully positioned around the specimen as
to minimize the temperature difference between the four faces of the
specimen. The temperature variation along the gauge length of the
specimen has been measured to be less than lO'C and accurate to 1C.
The amplified signal from the thermocouple (Figure II.4) is
compared with the demand signal which was programmed. A
difference between the demand and feedback signals caused by the
specimen temperature being too low, causes an increase in the power
supplied to the coil. The increased power passing through the coil
increases the temperature of the specimen and hence reduces the error.
If the temperature is too high, the power to the coil is reduced.
Compressed air is used to cool the specimen during the cool down
portion of the temperature cycle. The air valve is best controlled by the
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There is a relationship between the heating method, the design of
the specimen, and temperature measurement and control. Radio
frequency induction requires close coil-to-specimen spacing and small
grip ends which makes difficult the mounting of additional
measurement devices and obscures access to and visibility of the
surface for replication, etc.; also, the coil has a high voltage RF potential
requiring insulation and safety precaution. A temperature disturbance
occurs at the thermocouple mass in the field, as well as at specimen
locations spaced to the coil. Finally, there are possible RF induction-
induced group loop problems in the instrumentation cabling.
In order to minimize these potential problems, great care was
taken to use properly shielded cables. The coils were machined as to
maintain constant the coil-to-specimen spacing. This was achieved by
using a mold having over-sized dimensions of the specimen. Before
each test, the coil must be carefully positioned around the specimen as
to minimize the temperature difference between the four faces of the
specimen. The temperature variation along the gauge length of the
specimen has been measured to be less than 10'C and accurate to ± 1'C.
The amplified signal from the thermocouple (Figure 1.4) is
compared with the demand signal which was programmed. A
difference between the demand and feedback signals caused by the
specimen temperature being too low, causes an increase in the power
supplied to the coil. The increased power passing through the coil
increases the temperature of the specimen and hence reduces the error.
If the temperature is too high, the power to the coil is reduced.
Compresses air is used to cool the specimen during the cool down
portion of the temperature cycle. The air valve is best controlled by the
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temperature programmer, which opened or closed a solid state relay
that drove the power to the air valve. With this technique, the air is
always synchronized to the temperature cycle and is repeatable. The
cooling rate is controlled by the heater ballasting the air blast cooling.
The limits of the system, in terms of heating and maximum
temperature, were also tested. Heating rates in excess of 20°C/sec. have
been obtained with the test rig and single edge notch specimen
geometry. For faster rates, some control accurcy is sacrificed and a
detailed thermal analysis has to be performed to determine the time-
temperature distribution in the specimen. Using different specimen
geometry and coil design, control heating rates in excess of 200°C/sec.
were achieved with an identical heating/cooling unit. The maximum
uniform temperature that can be reached is a function of the specimen
geometry and specimen-to-coil distance. With the present configuration
of specimen and coil design, the upper limit of the temperature cycles is
1050°C. In the development work, specimens were tested between 400
and 925°C. A six degree per second heating and cooling ramp was
programmed and run. The dynamic performance of the system is
shown in Figure 11.5. Five thermocouples were used and the
temperature of each thermocouple was always within ten degrees of the
requested profile throughout the test.
5. Crack Growth Measurement
Hardly any data have been gathered on crack growth during
thermal fatigue cycling in the plastic strain range and crack length
measurements have been performed mostly by optical measurements
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and by cellulose acetate replica on tubular centered notched specimens.
In these experiments, the surface crack lengths must be converted to a
mean crack length for the tube used (see Appendix I). The resolution
claimed [41] for optical measurements is in the range of 40-120 m,
depending on the crack tip clarity and providing the measurements are
taken at maximum tensile load.
There have been few attempts to measure crack length in TMF
conditions using the potential drop technique [22, 119] on a 12.7 mm
diameter push-pull specimen. Using a starter notch 200 ,u m deep,
experimenters have been able to resolve accurately a crack increment
of 40 m, and the corresponding growth rates were measured to better
than 10-8 m/cycle [119]. The method of potential drop has been used
satisfactorily for isothermal conditions for numerous materials [120-
121] and preliminary experiments by the authors have shown that it
can be used satisfactorily provided that the electrical noises are
adequately filtered and that the calibration curve is properly corrected
in order to take into account changes of potential with temperature.
The electrical noises induced in the potential probes by RF heating
can be eliminated by the use of a band-pass filter centered on a 430-
460 KHz frequency range. Power line surges, transients, and RF induced
power-line noises can be taken care of by the following technique.
First, a 10 KHz band-pass filter is used to eliminate the induced-noise of
the 10 KHz Master oscillator of the MTS console usd to provide
excitation to the servo-valves LVDT's. Second, the DVM is programmed
to convert the analog signal in 10 power line cycles (PLC). In this mode,
1 PLC is used for the runup time, the A/D operation repeated ten times.
The resulting ten readings are then averaged and the answer becomes a
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single reading. This, with the built-in broad band filter, greatly reduces
the emf noise induced by the power-line fluctuations. A schematic of
the DC potential system is shown in Figure II.6. Because the potential,
the temperature, the load, and the strain are recorded synchronously, it
is possible to take into account the thermal variation of the potential.
The procedure is the following. First, the changes in potential as a
function of the temperature and strain or stress (V(T,o)) is measured.
Then a thermal cycle at zero stress is recorded (V(T,a = 0)). The effect
of the applied stress or strain is obtained by subtracting V(T,ac=0) from
V(T,a)) to yield V(a). The procedure is outlined in Figure II.7. To
assess crack growth, the peak potential of each cycle (V(T,o)) is
recorded, and plots of the voltage versus applied number of cycles are
obtained. Using well-known solutions [120-121] relating (V/Vo) to
(a/ao) for the single-edge notch specimen geometry, the crack lengths
versus N curves are derived. Improved sensitivity can be achieved
through the use of reference probes where the ratio (V(t)/Vo) is
corrected by multiplying by (Voref/Vref), the ratio of the initial
reference probe signal to the reference probe signal at time t. The
resolution achieved under TMF conditions on single edge notch
specimens is better than 10 m.
A close look at the potential signals shown in Figure II.7 indicates
that they can be used to generate information on the mechanisms
taking place at the crack tip. By noting that V(T,a) and V(T,o = 0) are
also functions of the geometry, we can write
V(a) = V(T, . geo) - V(T, = 0, geo)
Therefore, for a given temperature T and zero applied stress, the
expected value of V(a) is zero is the geometry of the crack, which
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+CL
Figure II.6 Schematic of the DC potential drop system.
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include crack length and configuration, in unchanged. However, if V(a)
is not equal to zero at zero applied stress, then the geometry terms in
V(T, a,, geo) and V(T, = 0, geo) must be different (see Equation 2).
Assuming that the crack increment during the thermal cycle is
negligible, then the difference associated with the geometry term is
solely a function of the configuration. The applied stress required (see
Figure II.7b) to give V(ao) = 0 represents the minimum necessary stress
to re-establish in the specimen the same crack configuration. Because
the transition point where V(ca) equal zero corresponds to the transition
between the tensile and compressive part of the cycle, it is logical to
assume that this change in configuration is a change in the opening of
the crack.
From Figure II.7 other information can be derived from the
analysis of the V(a) potential curves. That is, to determine when the
crack is growing within one cycle. In Figure II.7b, the V(a) curve for
in-phase cycling shows a hump near the maximum stress, whereas at
low A K (Figure II.7a) and for out-of-phase cycling, the V(a) curve is
continuous without discontinuity. Such an increase in potential usually
reflects a sudden increase in crack length. Therefore, it can be
concluded that under this particular condition and specific loading, the
crack growth was happening at the peak applied load/strain. On the
other hand, for the other conditions shown in Figure II.7, it is logical to
assume that the crack was growing in a continuous fashion in the tensile
going part of the cycle (0 < < max). The crack extension during a
single cycle can be estimated by comparing the values of V(T,o) at the
beginning and at the end of the cycle. Local estimate of the crack
growth rate within one cycle can be computed by dividing the
-235-
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increment in crack length by the time spent in the tension going part of
the cycle (time interval for which V(a) > 0). If a hump is seen on the
V( a) the time interval between the hump and V(a) = 0 must be taken.
From the above analysis of the V(o) curves, it can be concluded
that the potential drop method has the capability of monitoring crack
extension during a cycle, whereas the optical measurement and
compliance methods are limited for growth measurement to no less
than one cycle. Therefore, detailed analysis of the crack growth process
can be achieved and this is particularly important in trying to
determine the mechanisms involved with TMF crack growth.
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Appendix III
Software for Control and Data Analysis
The software developed to run the isothermal and TMF tests are
presented in this appendix. The programs used for data reduction and
for plotting the data are also presented.
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10! ******************************************* ***** *************************
20! *
30! * PROGRAM ISO/TMF *
40! * ** 
50! * *
60! *
70! * THIS PROGRAM PERFORM THE REAL-TIME CONTROL AND DATA ACQUI- *
80! * SITION OF ISOTHERMAL OR THERMAL-MECHANICAL FATIGUE TEST. *
90! * *
100! * THE OPTIONS (Iso, TMF, CG, LCF) AND THE TEST PARAMETERS *
110! * (Load and strain scale, Mean and amplitude, and frequency) *
120! * ARE ENTERED BY THE USER. *
130! + 
140! * THE MULTI. IS PROGRAMMED ACCORDINGLY AND DISPLAYED IN REAL- *
150! * TIME THE HYSTERISIS LOOP AND POTENTIAL. *
160! * *
170! * *
180! ************************************************************************
190 !
200 ! SELECT OPTIONS AND READ PARAMETERS
210 ! --------------------_-__________
220 LOADSUB ALL FROM "READ PARAM"
230 CALL Read_param(Material$,Mode$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,Frequen
cy)
240 DELSUB Readparam
250 !
260 IF Mode$="TMLCF" THEN Option_tmlcf
270 IF Mode$="TMFC6" THEN Optiontmfcg
280 IF Mode$="ISOLCF" THEN Option_isolcf
290 IF Mode$="ISOC6" THEN Option_isocg
300 '
310 O60TO Finish
320 '
330
340 Option_tmlcf:
350 ! OPTION THERMAL-MECHANICAL LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
360 !-----------------_-_______________________
370 LOADSUB ALL FROM "TMLCF"
380 Tmlcf(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
390 SOTO Finish
400 
410 Option_tmfcg:
420 ! OPTION THERMAL-MECHANICAL FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
430 -
440 LOADSUB ALL FROM "TMFCG"
450 Tmfcg(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
460 SOTO Finish
470 !
480 Optionisolcf:
490 ! OPTION ISOTHERMAL LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
500 ! -------------------______________
510 LOADSUB ALL FROM "ISOLCF"
520 Isolcf(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,Frequency)
530 SOTO Finish
540 !
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550 Optionisocg:
560 ! OPTION ISOTHERMAL FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
570 ! ------------------------------------
580 LOADSUB ALL FROM "ISOCS"
590 Isocg(Materi1l$,Contrvariable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,Frequency)
600 GOTO Finish
6i0
620 Finish:
630 END
640 !
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20! * *
30! * PROGRAM READPARAM *
40! , ****************** *
50! * *
60! * THIS PROGRAM IS USED BY ISO.TMF TO READ THE OPTIONS AND *
70! * PARAMETERS REQUIRE TO RUN THE DESIRED TEST. *
80! * 
90! * THE OPTIONS ARE: 1. ISOTHERMAL LCF (ISOLCF) *
100! * 2. ISOTHERMAL CG (ISOCG) *
110! * 3. THERMAL-MECHANICAL LCF (TMLCF) *
120! * 4. THERMAL-MECHANICAL FCG (TMFCG) *
130! * *
140! * THE INPUTTED PARAMETERS ARE: *
150! * 1. ALLOY DESIGNATION +
160! * 2. LOAD AND STRAIN SCALES *
170! * 3. CONTROL VARIABLE (Stress or Strain)
180! * 4. GAUGE LENGTH *
190! * 5. MEAN (Mean stress or strain *
200! * 6. AMPLITUDE (Stress or strain) *
210! * 7. FREQUENCY *
220! * 
230! * THE PROGRAM ALSO CHECKS THE VALIDITY OF THE DATA. *
240! * *
250! **********************************************************************
260
270 OPTION BASE 0
280 CALL Read_param(Material$,Mode$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,Frequ
ency)
290 PRINT USING "2/,23X,K";"Program READ_PARAM terminated"
300 END
310
320 SUB Read_param(Material$,Mode$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,Freque
ncy)
330 OPTION BASE 0
340 DIM Dummy$[40,Dummyl$[tO]
350 Dummy"****************************************"
360 DummylSH*+**************************************************************
370
380!
390 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
400 PRINT USING 410
410 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER TYPE OF ALLOY (10 Characters max)"
420 BEEP
430 INPUT Materials
440!
450 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
460 IMAGE 2/,80A
470 PRINT USING 480
480 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER TYPE OF TESTING",/,25X,"1. ISOTHERMAL FATIGUE",/,25X,"
2. THERMAL-MECHANICAL FATIGUE"
490 BEEP
500 INPUT Mode_type
510 IF Modetype>1 AND Modetype<>2 THEN
520 PRINT USING 530
530 IMAGE 2/,20X,"INCORRECT MODE TYPE. Please re-enter"
540 BEEP 3000,1.0
550 GOTO 470
560 ELSE
570 END IF
580
590 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
600 PRINT USING 610
610 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER MODE OF TESTING",/,25X,"1. LCF (Initiation)",/,25X,"2.
CRACK PROPAGATION (Propagation)"
620 BEEP
630 INPUT Modeoftesting
640 IF Mode_of_testing<>l AND Mode_of_testing<>2 THEN
650 PRINT USING 660
660 IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED MODE OF TESTING. Please re-enter"
670 BEEP 3000,1.0
680 GOTO 600
690 ELSE
700 END IF
710
720 IF Modetypel THEN
730 Mode$"ISOCG"
740 IF Modeof_testingzl THEN Mode$="ISOLCF"
750 ELSE
760 Mode$="TMFCG"
770 IF Modeof_testing=l THEN Mode$="TMLCF"
780 END IF
790 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
800 PRINT USING 810;Dummy$,Mode$
810 IMAGE 2/,15X,40A,/,15X,"*",38X,"*"/,15X,"* " ,7X,6A," MODE WAS SELECTED.
,6X, "*
820 IF Mode$"ISOLCF" OR Mode$="ISOCG" THEN
830 PRINT USING 840;Dummy$
840 IMAGE 15X,"*",7X, "NO DEFAULT VALUE.",14X,"*",/, 5X,"",38X,"*",/, 15X
,"*" 138X "*" / 15X 40A
850 ELSE
860 PRINT USING 870
870 IMAGE 15X,"*", 7X,"DEFAULT VALUES ARE:" ,12X,"*",,15X , "" 12, "A. 
min/cycle" ,1X, "*"
880 PRINT USING 890;Dummy$
890 IMAGE 15X,"*",12X, "B. 3 or 4 Thermo.",8X ,"*",/,5X ",",38X,"*",/,15
X,40A
900 END IF
910
920 PRINT USING 460;Dumyl
930 PRINT USING 940
940 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER CONTROL VARIABLE?",/,25X,"1. LOAD CONTROL",/,25X,"2. S
TRAIN CONTROL
950 BEEP
960 INPUT Contrvariable
970 IF Contrvariable<>t AND Contrvariable<>2 THEN
980 PRINT USING 990
990 IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED CONTROL VARIABLE. Please re-enter"
1000 BEEP 3000,1.0
1000 BEEP 3000,1.0
1010 GOTO 930
1020 ELSE
1030 END IF
1040
1050 IF Contrvyariableal THEN
1060 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
1070 PRINT USING 1080
1080 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER LOAD SCALE? (100,50,20 or 10 %)"
1090 BEEP
1100 INPUT Load_scale
1110 Load scale=Load scale
1120 IF Load_scale<>100 AND Loadscale<)50 AND Load scale<>20 AND Loadscal
e(>10 THEN
1130 PRINT USING 1140
1140 IMAGE 2/,20X,"Undefined value. Please re-enter."
1150 BEEP 3000,1.0
1160 GOTO 1070
1170 ELSE
1180 END IF
1190 !
1200 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
1210 PRINT USING 1220
1220 iMAGE 2/,20X, "ENTER MEAN STRESS (in MPa)?"
1230 BEEP
1240 INPUT Mean
1250 IF (Mean*11.569896)<=-(250*Loadscale) OR Mean>=(250*Load_scale) THEN
1260 PRINT USING 1270
1270 IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
1280 BEEP 3000,1.0
1290 60TO 1210
1300 ELSE
1310 END IF
1320
1330 PRINT USING 460;Dummy1l
1340 PRINT USING 1350
135'0 IMAGE 2/,20X, "ENTER STRESS AMPLITUDE (in MPa)"
1360 BEEP
1370 INPUT Span
1380 IF Span<=O THEN
1390 PRINT USING 1400
1400 IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please re-enter"
1410 BEEP 3000,1.0
1420 GOTO 1340
1430 ELSE
1440 IF (ABS(Mean)+Span)*11.569896>=250*Load_scale THEN
1450 PRINT USING 1460
1460 IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND, Please re-enter"
1470 BEEP 3000,1.0
1480 GOTO 1340
1490 ELSE
1500 END IF
1510 END IF
1520 '
1530 PRINT USING 460;DummyI$
1540 PRINT USING 1550
END IF
PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
Emax. 05493*Strainscale/Saugelenght
PRINT USING 2120
IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER MEAN STRAIN (in %)"
BEEP
INPUT Mean
MeanuMean/100
IF Mean<=-Emax OR Mean>)Emax THEN
PRINt USING 2180
IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter"
BEEP 3000,1.0
0OTO 2110
ELSE
END IF
PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
PRINT USING 2260
IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER STRAIN AMPLITUDE (in %)"
BEEP
INPUT Span
Span=Span/100
IF Span<(O THEN
PRINT USING 2320
IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please re-enter."
BEEP 3000,1.0
GOTO 2250
ELSE
IF (ABS(Mean)+Span)>=Emax THEN
PRINT USING 2380
IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
BEEP 3000,1.0
0OTO 2110
ELSE
END IF
END IF!I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O _ _ _
PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
PRINT USING 2470
IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER LOAD SCALE (100,50,20 or 10)"
BEEP
INPUT Load scale
Loadscale=Loadscale
IF Load scale<>100 AND Load scale<>50 AND Loadscale<>20 AND Loads
'10 THEN
END IF657F-_
PRINT USING 2530
IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please re-enter"
BEEP 3000,1.0
SOTO 2460
ELSE
END IF --
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
cale()
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
------------------------------------------------------------------
15i0 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER THE GAUGE LENGTH (in inch)"
1560 BEEP
1570 INPUT augelength
1580 IF Gaugelength<.400 OR Gaugelength>.6. THEN
1590 PRINT USING 1600
1600 IMAGE 2/,20X,"GAUGE LENGHT VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
1610 BEEP 3000,1.0
1620 GOTO 1540
1630 ELSE
1640 END IF
1650 !
1660 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
1670 PRINT USING 1680
1680 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER STRAIN SCALE (100,50,20 or 10 7)"
1690 BEEP
1700 INPUT Strain scale
1710 Strain scale=Strainscale/100
1720 IF Strain scale<>l. AND Strainscale<>.5 AND Strain scale<0.2 AND Stra
inscale<>.1 THEN
1730 PRINT USING 1740
1740 IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please re-enter."
1750 BEEP 3000,1.0
1760 GOTO 1670
1770 ELSE
1780 END IF
1790 !----------------------------------------
1800 ELSE
1810'!
1820 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
1830 PRINT USING 1840
1840 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER STRAIN SCALE (100,50,20 or 10 %)"
1850 BEEP
1860 INPUT Strainscale
1870 Strain scale=Strain scale/100
1880 IF Strainscale<>1. AND Strainscale<>.5 AND Strain scale<>.2 AND Stra
in-scale<>.1 THEN
1890 PRINT USING 1900
1900 IMAGE 2/,20X, "Undefined value. Please re-enter"
1910 BEEP 3000,1.0
1920 GOTO 1830
1930 ELSE
1940 END IF
1950 !
1960 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl
1970 PRINT USING 1980
1980 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER THE GAUGE LENGHT (in inch)"
1990 BEEP
2000 INPUT Gauge_lenght
2010 IF augelenght<.4 OR auge_lenght>.6 THEN
2020 PRINT USING 2030
2030 IMAGE 21,20X,"GAU6E LENGHT VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
2040 BEEP 3000,1.0
2050 GOTO 1970
2060 ELSE
2610 I.F Mode_typetl THEN
2620 PRINT USING 46bO;Dummyl$
2630 PRINT USING 2640
2640 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER THE FREQUENCY (in Hz)"
2650 BEEP
2660 INPUT Frequency
2670 PRINT USING 2680;Frequency
2680 IMAGE 2/,25X,"INPUTTED Frequency IS ",K," Hz",/
2690 PRINT USING 2700
2700 IMAGE 30X,"1. CONTINUE",/,30X,"2. CHANGE THE FREQUENCY"
2710 BEEP
2720 INPUT Change
2730 IF Change<>l AND Change>2 THEN
2740 PRINT USING 2750
2750 IMAGE /,30X,"Incorrect value. Please re-enter"
2760 BEEP 3000,1..0
2770 GOTO 2690
2780 END IF
2790 IF Change=2 THEN GOTO 2630
2800 GOTO Continue
2810 END IF
2820
2830 Continue:
2840 Scale=Load scale+Strain scale
2850 Gauge=Gauge_lenght
2860 PRINT USING 460;Dummyl$
2.870 BEEP 800,2
2880 PRINT USING "/,20X,K";"** PROGRAM THE Micro_Data Track **"
2890
2900 SUBEND
10! * ** ** ** ** ****** * *** ****** ** ** ** ** ** ***** ** ** ** ** 
20! *
30! * PROGRAM TMLCF *
40! * ************* *
50! * 
60! * THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE REAL-TIME CONTROL AND DATA *
70! * ACQUISITION OF THERMAL-MECHANICAL LOW CYCLE FATIGUE *
80! * TESTS. *
90! * *
100! * THIS PROGRAM IS CALLED BY ISOTMF AFTER SELECTION OF THE *
110! * TMFLCF OPTION. 
120! *
130! * THE MICRO DATA TRACK MUST BE PROGRAMMED FOR 180 sec *
140! * PERIOD (1/3 cpm). ,
150! *
160! * THE CYCLIC THERMAL STRAINS ARE FIRST MEASURED BY CYCLING *
170! * THE TEMPERATURE AT ZERO STRESS. *
180! * *
190! * THE CYCLIC DATA(Stresses, strains, and temperatures)
200! * ARE RECORDED EVERY (N2/N1)=1.25 CYCLES. 
210! * *
220! ** ** * ** ** * * *** * ** **
230
240 OPTION BASE 0
250 CALL Tmlcf(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
260 END
270!**************************************************************************
280!*************************************************************************
290
300 SUB Tmlcf(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
310 DIM Load(179),Strain(179),Templ(179),Temp2(179),Temp3(179)
320 MASS STORAGE IS "HP8290X,700,1"
330
340 !…----- _____-________DEFINE I/O CARD FUNCTION350 ! ----------------------
360 ASSIGN Dvm TO 720
370 ASSIGN Multi TO 723
380 ASSIGN Disc TO "MRZ"
390 Disc_ drive=O
400 Dvm=720
410 Multi-723
420 Scanner=O
430 Atod=3
440 Memoryl=7
450 D_toal=10
460 Timerll
470 D_to a2=12
480 Mesory2=13
490 
500 !________________DEFAULT VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS
510 !--------------------------------
520 Startol !Start channel
530 StopS5 !Stop channel
540 Pointer=4 !Interrupt word
10!
550
560 !----------------------INITIALIZE THE MULTI ..............................
570 -
580 CALL Initmulti(QMulti,QDisc)
590 CALL Init_mem(@Multi,Memoryl)
600
610 !-----___ -_._____-INITIALIZE CONTROL PROCEDURE_______________________
620 !
630 CALL Init_control(eMulti,Memory2,Timer,D_to_al,Contrvariable,Scala,Mean,S
pan,Gauge)
640
650 '___ SET INTERRUPT BRANCH FOR TRIGGER SIGNAL
660 ! ---------------------------------------
670 Cycle=1 !Set cycle counter
680 G=SPOLL(723) !Clear Multi SRQ
690 P=SPOLL(720) !Clear DVM SRO
700 OUTPUT Dvm;"F1R-2N5ZO" !Set DVM ranges
710 OUTPUT Dvm;"T2D3 TMF TEST" !Set ext trigger and display
720 OUTPUT Dvm;"KMO1" !Set mask for Data Ready
730 ON INTR 7,2 GOTO Start_tmf !Set interrupt branch
740 ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable interrupt SRQ
750 BEEP
760 PRINT USING 770
770 IMAGE 2/,15X,"REMOVE CONTROL AND UTILITY PAC DISCS",2/,15X, "INSERT TWO
DISCS FOR DATA STORAGE",2/,lSX,"PRESS KO(Continue) TO CONTINUE"
780 .ON KEY 0 LABEL "**CONTINUE**" GOTO 800
790 Spin: GOTO Spin
800 BEEP
810 OFF KEY
820 PRINT USING 830
830 IMAGE 20/,25X,"PROGRAM AND START THE LEPEL",2/,20X,"****WAITING FOR A
TRIGGER SIGNAL****"
840 CREATE BOAT "TEST PARAM" 1,100
850 ASSIGN Disc TO "TEST_PARAM"
860 OUTPUT Disc;Material$,"TMLCF",Contrvariable,ScaleMean,Span,Gauge
870 ASSIGN @Disc TO *
880 ENTER Dvm;P
890
900 !_START CYCLING AND TAKING DATA
910 ------ ---------------
920 Starttmf:
930 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Timer,"T" !Start cycling
940 --OUTPUT Multi;"SC,O,O,O,OT" !Reset Clock of Multi
950 PRINT USING 960
960 IMAGE 10/,20X,"***** TMFLCF TEST IN PROGRESS *****"
970
980 ! READ DATA
990
1000 CALL Readdata(e 
Dvmi,Dvm,Scanner,Memoryl,Load(*),Strain(*),Tem
pl(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
1010 !
1020 ! STORE DATA
1030 ----------
1040 CALL Store_data(eMulti,eDisc,Disc_drive,Cycle,Scale,Load(*),Strain(*),Temp
1(+),Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
1050
1060 !- ---__---DISPLAY DATA_____....
1070 ! -------__
1080 CALL Plotdata(Material$,Contrvariable,Sca,Sale,pan,auge,Cycle,Load
ain(*))
1090
1100 '...........SET INTERRUPT FOR SYNCHRO. SIGNAL
1110 ---------------------------------
1120 IF Cycle<9 THEN
1130 Increment=2
1140 GOTO Synchro
1150 END IF
1160 Cycle2=INT(Cycle*1.25)
1170 Increment=Cycle2-Cycle
1180
1190 Synchro:
1200 Waiting=Increment-1.5
1210 Cycle=Cycle+Increment !Update cycle counter
1220 WAIT (1BO*Waiting) !Set waiting time
1230 OUTPUT Dvm;"T2KMO1" !Ext. trigger and DVM mask
1240 ON INTR 7,2 GOTO 990 !Set interrupt branch
1250 ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable interrupt
1260 ENTER Dvm;P
1270 SUBEND
1280!
1290!
1300! *************************************************************+***
1310! * *
1320! * SUBROUTINES USED BY SUB TMFCS(Paraml,Param2,...) *
1330! * *
1340! ******************************************************************
1350!
1360!
1370 SUB Init_control(@Multi,Memory,Timer,D_to_a,Contro,Scale,ean,Span
1380 ALLOCATE A(4095)
1390 !__GENERATE WAVEFORM__
1400 -----------------
1410 Load _scale=INT(Scale)/100
1420 Strainscale=Scale-(Loadscale*100)
1430 IF Control=l THEN
1440 Pmean=Mean/(Loadscale*216.078) !Convert MPA into voltagi
1450 Pmax=Span/(Load_scale216.078)
1460 ELSE
1470 Emax=.05493*Strain_scale/6auge
1480 Pmean=10*Mean/Emax !Convert Strain into voll
1490 Pmax-lO*Span/Emax
1500 END IF
1510 Coeff=800
1520 IF Pmax>5.12 THEN Coeff=400
1530 Ndata=INT(Coeff*Pmax+.5)-i
1540 Ndata2=INT(Ndata/4+.5)
1550 Ndata3=Ndata-Ndata2
1560 FOR I=0 TO Ndata2-1
1570 A(I)=Pmax*I/(Ndata2-1)
1580 A(I+Ndata3)=Pmax*(I/(Ndata2-1)-1)
i(*) ,Str
,Gauge)
tage
1590 NEXT I
1600 FOR INdata2 TO Ndata3
1610 A(I)=(Ndata-l-2*I)*Pmax/(Ndata+1-2*Ndata2)
1620 NEXT I
1630 FOR INdata+1 TO 4095
1640 A(I)wO.
1650 NEXT I
1660 !
1670 !__CALCULATE THE PACE__
1680
1690 Time int=l80/Ndata
1700 Pace=INT(Time_int*500000)/1000 !Pace in msec
1710 !
1720 !_PROGRAM MULTI __AMPLITUDE
1730 ! ----------------------
1740 OUTPUT @Multi;"CC",Memory+1,"T" !Clear memory card
1750 OUTPUT eMulti;"SF",Memory,3,1,.005,12,"T" !Set format(LSB=0.OOS)
1760 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory+1.0,4095,'T" !Truncate memory
1770 OUTPUT eMulti;"MO",Memory,A(*),"T" 'Load data into memory
1780 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory+l 1 Ndata,"T" !Truncate memory card
1790 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory+.1,10,"T" !Set re-circulate mode
1800 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T" !Set timer for continuous
1810 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer,Pace,"T" 'output. Set Pace
1820
1830 !__PROGRAM MULTI-- MEAN
1840 ! .------------------1840
1850 Incr=.005
1860 IF Pmean=O THEN OTO 1940
1870 IF Pmean<O THEN Incr-.005
1880 J=O
1890 OUTPUT eMulti;"OP",D_to_a,J,"T"
1900 IF ABS(J)<ABS(Pmean) THEN
1910 J=J+Incr
1920 GOTO 1890
1930 END IF
1940 DEALLOCATE A(*)
1950 SUBEND
1960!
1970 SUB Read_data(Multi,@Dvm,Multi,vm,Scanner,Memory,Load(),Strain(,Templ
(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
1980 ALLOCATE Scan(4)
1990 OUTPUT Dvm;"T1M00" !Set internal trigger and clear mask
2000 -- 6=SPOLL(QMulti)
2010 ENTER 72310;A,8,C,D,E,F
2020 ON INTR 7,2 60TO Interrupt
2030 ENABLE INTR 7;2
2040 OUTPUT QMulti;"CY ,Scanner,"T" !Enable scanner
2050 OUTPUT Multi;"nF",Scanner+.3,5,"T" !Set sequential mode
2060
2070 FOR K=O TO 179
2080 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Scanner,1,"T" 'Set start channel
2090 - OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.l,5,'T" !set stop channel
2100 OUTPUT Multi';"WF",Scanner+.2,40,"T" 'Set pace(40 us)
2110 Prog_diff(QMulti,Memory,0) !Reset diff. counter
2120 Proa write(BMulti.Memorv.O) !Reset write nointer
-250-
- , _ .. _- ., . .
..... ..... '- _''" ,.,.
OUTPUT Multi:
Progmode (Mul
Progref i (QMu1
OUTPUT IMulti;
OUTPUT Multi;
"CC"; Memo ry,"T"
ti ,Memory,56)
ti,Memory,4)
"AC"; Memory; "T"
"CY" ,Scanner , "T"
Wait: SOTO Wait
Interrupt:
6=SPOLL(6Multi)
IF 8=64 THEN
ENTER 72310;A,BC
IF Co>0 THEN
ENTER 72312;Address
IF Address(>Memory THEN
PRINT "NOT MEMORY CARD"
PAUSE
END IF
OUTPUT @Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,0,"T"
Progmode(Multi,Memory,76)
OUTPUT Multi;"MR";Memory;5;"T"
ENTER 72305 USING "%,W";Scan(*)
Strain (K) Scan (0)*. 005
Load (K)=Scan (1)*. 005
Templ (K) =Scan (2)*. 005
Temp2(K) =Scan (3)*. 005
Temp3(K) =Scan (4) *.005
BEEP
WAIT .685
ENABLE INTR 7;2
ELSE
BEEP 2000,.3
PRINT"
PAUSE
END IF
ELSE
BEEP 2000,.3
PRINT"
PAUSE
END IF
NEXT K
DEALLOCATE Scan(*)
OUTPUT eMulti;"RC"
SUBEND
!Clear Memory card
!Set FIFO mode
!Set stop pointer
!Armed memory card
!Start pacer
!Stop scanner
!Set FIFO lockout
!MR command to get data
!Entering the data
!Convert the data into
!engineering units by
!multiplyinq with the
!LSB value.
!Wait set for 180
*** SRQ NOT SET BY ARMED CARD ***"
*** MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT ***"
!Read Real-time clock
SUB Storedata(QMulti,QDisc,Discdrive,Cycle,Scale,Load(*),Strain(*),Temp
Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
ALLOCATE X(179),Y(179)
ENTER 72314;T1,T2,T3,T4 !Enter Clock values
Time$=VAL$(Tl*24T2)&":"&VAL$(T3)&":"&VAL$(T4)
FOR I=0 TO 179
X(I)=INT((Load(I)+10)*1000)+(Strain(I)+10)/100
Y(I)DROUND(Templ(I),3)*1000000+DROUND(Temp2(I),3)*1000+Temp3(I)
NEXT I
ON ERROR GOTO Recover
CREATE BDAT "COCLE"&VAL$(Cycle),1,5000
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550!
2560
1 (*),
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
ASSIGN Dic TO "COCLE" .VAL$(Cycle)
OUTPUT Disc;Cycl,Time$,Scale,X(*),Y(*)
ASSIGN Disc TO *
GOTO Out
Recover: !
IF ERRN59 OR ERRN=64 THEN
IF Disc.drive=O THEN
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810 ELS
2820
2830
RAM ABORTED
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
E
Disc-drive1l
MASS STORAGE IS "HP8290X,700,1"
LSE
Disc drive=O
MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
END IF
E
PRINT USING 2830;ERRN
IMAGE 2/,25X,"ERROR NUMBER ",K,/,25X,"CHECK STORAGE UNIT",/,25X,'PROG
II
PAUSE
END IF
Out: !
DEALLOCATE X(*),Y(*)
SUBEND
2890!
2900 SUB Init_multi(eMulti,eDisc)
2,910 CLEAR 7
2920 WAIT 4.0
2930 G=SPOLL(eMulti)
2940 IF 6<>64 THEN
2950 PRINT " ***MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT***"
2960 PAUSE
2970 END IF
2980 STATUS eMulti,3;Multi
2990 ENTER Multi*100+10;A
3000 IF A<>16384 THEN
3010 PRINT " ***SELF TEST DID NOT SET SRQ***"
3020 PAUSE
3030 END IF
3040 ALLOCATE Ascii$SO0]
3050 ON END Disc 60TO Eof
3060 Rd_file: ENTER eDisc;Ascii$
3070 OUTPUT eMulti;Ascii$
3080 GOTO Rd file
3090 Eof: OFF END eDisc
3100 ASSIGN Disc TO *
3110 DEALLOCATE Ascii$
3120 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
3130 SUBEND
3140!
3150 SUB Init_mem(Qulti,Memory)
3160 Progmode(eMulti,Memory,254)
3170- Prog_mode(eMulti,Memory,54)
3180 Prog_refl(IMulti,Memory,1048575)
3190 Prog_ref2(QMulti,Memory,0)
3200 Prog_read(eMulti,Memory,0)
3210 Prog_diff(eMulti,Memory,0)
3220 Progwrita(9Multi,Memory,))
3230 OUTPUT Multi;'"CC"Memory;"T"
3240 SUBEND
3250!…-- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
3260 SUB Progread(eMulti,MemoryRea
3270 Read'low=Readpointer MOD 655:
3280 Read.high=Readpointer DIV 65
3290 Read _lowoct=FNDec to..octal (R
3300 Read high_oct=FNDecto_octal(
3310 OUTPUT HMulti;"WF";Memory+.l;
3320 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";iMeory+.t;
3330 SUBEND
3340!
3350 SUB Prog_write(OMulti,Memory,Wr
3360 Writelow=Write_pointer MOD 6!
3370 Writehigh=Write_pointer DIV
3380 Write lowoct=FNDectooctal(l
3390 Writehigh_oct=FNDecto-octal
3400 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.l;
3410 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.I;
3420 SUBEND
3430!
3440 SUB Progdiff(eMulti,Memory,Dif
3450 Diff low=Diff counter MOD 655:
3460 Diff_high=Diff_counter DIV 65'
3470 Diff_low.oct=FNDec_to_octal(Di
3480 Diffhigh_oct=FNDec tooctal(I
3490 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.,1;
3500 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.l;
3510 SUBEND
3520!
3530 SUB Prog_refl(eMulti,Memory,Ref
3540 RefllowRefl reg MOD 65536
3550 Reflhigh=Reflreg DIV 65536
3560 Ref_ low oct=FNDec to octal(Ri
3570 Ref1_high_oct=FNDec tooctal(F
3580 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF";Memory+.1,'
3590 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.l,:
3600 SUBEND
3610!
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670
3680
3690
3700!
3710
3720
3730
3740!
dpointer)
36
536
ead low)
Readhigh)
22;Memory+.2;Readlow_oct;"T"
23;Memory+.2;Read_high_oct;"T"
itepointer)
5536
65536
Write _low)
(Write high)
24;Memory+.2,Write_low_oct;"T"
25;Memory+.2;Writehighoct;"T"
fcounter)
36
536
ifflow)
)if f_h i gh)
20;Memory+.2; Difflow_oct;"T"
21;Memory+.2;Diffhigh oct;"T"
____ -------------------------------- - ---
lreg)
ef _low)
teft_high)
26;Memory+.2; Ref low_oct; "T"
27;Memory+.2; Ref 1_high_oct; "T"
SUB Prog_ref2(eMulti,Memory,Ref2_reg)
Ref2_low=Ref2_reg MOD 65536
Ref2_high=Ref2_reg DIV 65536
Ref2 lowooct=FNDec_to_octal(Ref2_low)
Ref2high_oct=FNDec_tooctal(Ref2_high)
OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Hemory+.1;30;Memory+.2;Ref2_low_oct;"T"
OUTPUT eMulti;"WF";Memr+1;31;Memoy+;ry+.2;Ref2_high_oct;"T"
SUBEND
SUB Prog_mode(eMulti,Memory,Mode)
OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.3;Mode;"T"
SUBEND
3750 SUB Readstatus(eMulti,Memory,Status)
----- m-m----m-mmm--------m------mmm----m----------------------------------- -- --
______________-____________________________________________________________ ----- ------------------.---------------
-- -- --- ---- --- ---- --- 
--- ---- --- ---- --- --- 
---- - -- ---- -- - ---
!
!
!
3760 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3770 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;1;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3780 ENTER Multi*100+6;Status
3790 SUBEND
3800!
3810 SUB Read-read(eMulti,Memory,Read_pointer)
3820 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3830 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;22;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3840 ENTER Multi*1006lOO;Read_low_oct
3850 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;23;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3860 ENTER Multi*100+6;Read_high_oct
3870 Read low=FNOctal to dec(Read low oct)
3880 Readhigh=FNOctal_to_dec(Readhigh_oct)
3890 Read-pointer=65536*Readhigh+Readlow
3900 SUBEND
3910!
3920 SUB Readwrite(@Multi,Memory,Writepointer)
3930 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3940 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;24;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3950 ENTER Multi*100+6;Writelowoct
3960 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3970 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_high_oct
3980 Write low=FNOctalto dec(Writelowoct)
3990 Write high=FNOctal_to_dec(Writehigh_oct)
4000 Write-pointer=65536*Writehigh+Write_low
4010 SUBEND
4020!
4030 SUB Read_diff(eMulti,Memory,Diff_ounter)
4040 STATUS QMulti,3;Multi
4050 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;20;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4060 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_low oct
4070 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF";Memory+.1;21;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4080 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_high_oct
4090 Diff low=FNOctaltodec(Difflowoct)
4100 Diffhigh=FNOctaltodec (Diff_high_oct)
4110 Diff_counter=65536*Diff_high+Diff_low
4120 SUBEND
4130!…
4140 DEF FNDectooctal(Dec)
4150 Oct=Dec+2*INT(Dec/8)+20*INT(Dec/64)+200*INT(Dec/512)+2000 INT(Dec/4096) 2
0000*INT(Dec/32768)+200000*INT(Dec/262144)
4160 RETURN Oct
4170 FNEND
4180!
4190 DEF FNOctal_todec(Octal)
4200 X9=0
4210 X7=Octal
4220 X=O
4230 More:
4240 X=X+(X7-INT(X7/0)*10)*8^X9
4250 X7=INT(X7/10)
4260 X9=X9+1
4270 IF X7(>0 THEN GOTO More
4280 RETURN X
4290 FNEND4300!___________________________________
4310 SUB Plotdata(Material$,Contrvariable,ScaleSpan,auge,Cycle,Load(*),Stra
in(*))
4320 ALLOCATE A(20),B(20)
4330 Load range=INT(Scale)/0O
4340 Strain_range=Scale-(Load_range*100)
4350 Conv_fac=216.078 !Factor use to convert volt into MPa for
4360 Emaxm.05493*Strainrange/Gauge !a SEN geometry. Scale strain range
4370 FOR I=0 TO 20
4380 A(I)=-50+I*50/9
4390 B(I)=-40+I*2.5
4400 NEXT I
4410 DEG
4420 GINIT
4430 GRAPHICS ON
4440 SCLEAR
4450 ALPHA OFF
4460 FRAME
4470 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
4480 MOVE -50,-40
4490 FOR =0 TO 18
4500 DRAW A(I),-40
4510 IDRAW 0,1
4520 IMOVE 0,-1
4530 NEXT I
4540 C=1.
4550 D=.5
4560 FOR I=0 TO 20
4570 DRAW 50,B(I)
4580 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
4590 IDRAW -D,O
4600 IMOVE D,O
4610 ELSE
4620 IDRAW -C,O
4630 IMOVE C,O
4640 END IF
4650 NEXT I
4660 DRAW 50,40
4670 DRAW -50,40
4680 DRAW -50,10
4690 FOR I=20 TO 0 STEP -1
4700 DRAW -50,B(I)
4710 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
4720 IDRAW D,O
4730 IMOVE -D,O
4740 ELSE
4750 IDRAW C,O
4760 IMOVE -C,O
4770 END IF
4780 NEXT I
4790 MOVE -50,15
4800 FOR =0 TO 18
4810 DRAW A(I),-15
4820 IDRAW 0,1
4830 IDRAW 0,-2
4840 IMOVE 0,1
4850 NEXT 
4860 MOVE -50,10
4870 FOR IO TO 18
4880 DRAW A(I),1O
4890 IDRAW 0,-1
4900 IMOVE 0,1
4910 NEXT I
4920 MOVE 10,10
4930 DRAW 10,40
4940 MOVE -40,25
4950 FOR 1=0 TO 20 STEP 2
4960 DRAW (-40+I),25
4970 IDRAW 0,.5
4980 IDRAW 0,-1
4990 IMOVE 0,.5
5000 NEXT I
5010 MOVE -30,15
5020 FOR 1=O TO 20 STEP 2
5030 DRAW -30,15+!
5040 IDRAW .5,0
5050 IDRAW -1,0
500O IMOVE .5,0
5070 NEXT I
5080 CSIZE 3,.6
5090 MOVE -50,-40
5100 FOR 1=2 TO 17 STEP 2
5110 MOVE A(I)-3,-43
5120 LABEL VAL$(I*10)
5130 NEXT I
5140 FOR I= TO 10 STEP 2
5150 MOVE 50.5,B(I)-1.5
5160 LABEL VAL*(.2*I-1.O)
5170 MOVE -55,(I)-1.5
5180 LABEL VAL$(.2*I-1.O)
5190 NEXT I
5200 FOR 1=ll TO 20 STEP 2
5210 MOVE 50.5,B(I)-1.5
5220 LABEL VAL$((I-15)*100)
5230 MOVE -58,B(I)-1.S5
'5240 - LABEL VAL$((I-15)*100)
5250 NEXT I
5260 CSIZE 4,.6
5270 MOVE -20,-48
5280 LABEL "TIME (sec)"
5290 CSIZE 3,.6
5300 LDIR 90
5310 MOVE -56,-35
5320 LABEL "Etot (%)"
5330' MOVE 62,-35
5340 LABEL "Etot (%)"
5350 MOVE -58,-14
5360 LABEL "STRESS (MPa)"
5370 MOVE 62,-14
5380 LABEL "STRESS (MPa)"
5390 CSIZE 35,.6
5400 LDIR 0
5410 MOVE 15,32
5420 LABEL Material$
5430 MOVE 15,29
5440 LABEL "TMLCF"
5450 MOVE 20,26
5460 LABEL "Tmax= 926 C"
5470 MOVE 20,23
5480 LABEL "Tmins 400 C"
5490 MOVE 15,20
5500 LABEL "CYCLE "&VAL$(Cycle)
5510 CSIZE 3,.6
5520 MOVE -15,29
5530 DRAW -13,29
5540 DRAW -14,30
5550 DRAW -15,29
5560 MOVE -12,28
5570 IF Contrvariablel THEN
5580 LABEL "So "&VAL$(2*Span)&"MPa"
5590 MOVE -15,32
5600 LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
5610 ELSE
5620 LABEL "E= "&VAL$(2*Span)
5630 MOVE -15,32
5640 LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
5650 END IF
5660 MOVE -15,24
5670 LABEL "X-DIV=0.05%"
5680 MOVE -15,20
5690 LABEL "Y-DIV=100 MPa"
5700 MOVE -50,-2.5
5710 FOR I=O TO 179 !Convert volt to Mpa with
5720 Bl=(((Load(I)*Load_range*Conv_fac)+500)/40)-15 !the assumption that the
5730 A1=(I*5/9)-50 !speciment cross section
5740 DRAW A,BI !is (11.7*4.4)mm2.
5750 NEXT 
5760 MOVE -50,-27.5
5770 FOR I=0 TO 179
5780 Bl=((Strain(I)*Emax/10)+.01)*1250-40 !Plot total strain
5790 A1=(I*5/9)-50
5800 DRAW A,BI
5810 NEXT I
5820 Alz((Strain(O)*Emax/10)+.0025)*4000-'40
5830 Bl=(((Load(O)*Range*Conv_fac)+500)/50)+15
5840 MOVE A1,BI
5850 FOR 1=1 TO 179
5860 Al=((Strain(I)*Emax/10)+.0025)*4000-40 !Plot the hysterisis
5870 Bl=(((Load(I)*Range*Conv_fac)+500)/50)+15 !loop.
5880 DRAW A1,BI
5890 NEXT I
5900 SUBEND
* ** * ** ** * * *** ** *** ** *** * ** *** ** *** ** *** ** *~ *4 ~4 4 *# 
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
PROGRAM TMFCG
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE REAL-TIME CONTROL AND DATA
ACQUISITION OF THERMAL-MECHANICAL FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
TESTS.
THIS PROGRAM IS CALLED BY SO_TMF AFTER SELECTION OF THE
TMFCG OPTION.
THE MICRO_DATATRACK MUST BE PROBRAMMED FOR 180 sec
PERIOD (1/3 cpm).
THE CYCLIC THERMAL STRAINS ARE FIRST MEASURED BY CYCLING
THE TEMPERATURE AT ZERO STRESS.
* THE CYCLIC DATA(Stresses, strains, temperatures, and
* potentials) ARE RECORDED EVERY 5 CYCLES.
*
*·
*
*
*
*
*
*·220! ********************* **************** *************t ** **
230
240 OPTION BASE 0
250 Material$="B-1900+Hf"
260 Contr variable=2
270 Scale=50.10
280 Mean=O.
290 Span=.00250
300 Gauge.515
310 CALL Tmfcg(Material$,Contrvariable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
320 END
330!**************************************************************************4
34**0!****************** ******************************************************
350
360 SUB Tmfcg(Material$,Contrvariable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
370 DIM Load(179),Strain(179),Templ(179),Temp2(179),Temp3(179),Pot(179)
380 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
390 
400 ! DEFINE I/O CARD FUNCTION
410 !------------------------
420 ASSIGN Dvm TO 720
430 ASSIGN *Multi TO 723
440 ASSIGN eDisc TO "MRZ"
450 Discdrive=O
460 Dvm=720
470 Multiw723
480 Scanner=O
490 Atod=3
500 Memoryl=7
510 Dto al=10
520 Timer=11
530 Dtoa2=12
540 Memory2=13
10!
20!
30!
40!
50!
60!
70!
80!
90!
100!
110!
120!
130!
140!
150!
160!
170!
180!
190!
200!
210!
560 !..................DEFAULT 
570 ! ---- --
580 Start1
590 Stopa5
600 Pointerw4
610 !
620 !......................INIT]
630 ! _ .
640 CALL Initmulti(OMulti,eDisc
650 CALL Init_mem(1Multi,Memory1
660
670 !_INITIAL80 ! -
690 CALL Initcontrol(QMulti,Men
pan,Gauge)
700
710 ! SET INTERRL
720 -----------
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
DISCS
840
850 Sp
860
870
880
890
RIGBBER
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980 St
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS --------------------
!Start channel
!Stop channel
!Interrupt word
IALIZE THE MULTI ..............................
.IZE CONTROL PROCEDURE ........................
Iory2,Timer,D_to_al,Contr variable,Scale,Mean,S
JPT BRANCH FOR TRIGGER SIGNAL .................
_________________ ___________
Cycle=1 !Set cycle counter
G-SPOLL(723) !Clear Multi SRO
P=SPOLL(720) !Clear DVM SRQ
OUTPUT Dvm;"FIR-2N50" !Set DVM ranges
OUTPUT Dvm;"T2D3 TMF TEST" !Set ext trigger and display
OUTPUT Dvm;"KMO1" !Set mask for Data Ready
ON INTR 7,2 GOTO Start tmf !Set interrupt branch
ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable interrupt SRQ
BEEP
PRINT USING 830
IMAGE 2/,15X,"REMOVE CONTROL AND UTILITY PAC DISCS",2/,15X,"INSERT TWO
FOR DATA STORAGE",2/,15X,"PRESS KO(Continue) TO CONTINUE"
ON KEY 0 LABEL "**CONTINUE**" GOTO 860
in: O60TO Spin
BEEP
OFF KEY
PRINT USING 890
IMAGE 2/,15X,"PROGRAM AND START THE LEPEL",2/,15X"****WAITING FOR A T
SIGNAL****"
CREATE BDAT "TESTPARAM",1,100
ASSIGN Disc TO "TEST PARAM"
OUTPUT Disc;Material$,"TMFCB",Contr variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge
ASSIGN Disc TO *
ENTER Dvm;P
START CYCLING AND TAKING DATA
_____________________- - - ---- -- - -
art tmf: 
OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Timer,"T"
OUTPUT Multi;"SC,0,0,OOT"
!.........READ DATA --------
!
!Start cycling
!Reset Clock of Multi
.____
1040 CALL Read_data(Multi,@Dvm,Multi,Dvmgcanner,MemorytLoad.*),3trlin),TeI
pl(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*),Pot(*))
1050 !
1060 !----_----STORE DATA_..........
1070 ----------
1080 CALL Store-data(Multi,IDisc,Disc_driveCyle,CScale,Load(*),Strain(*),Temp
1(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*),Pot(*))
1090
1100 !__ DISPLAY DATA
1110 ! ------------1110
1120 CALL Plot_data(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Span,Gauge,Cycle,Load(*),Str
ain(*),Pot())
1130
1140 ' SET INTERRUPT FOR SYNCHRO. SIGNAL
1150 !
1160 IF Cycle>11 THEN GOTO Synchro
1170 IF Cycle<=S THEN
1180 Increment=2
1190 Waiting=.5
1200 ELSE
1210 IF Cycle=7 THEN
1220 Increment=3
1230 Waiting=1.5
1240 ELSE
1250 Increment=5
1260 Waiting=3.5
1270 END IF
1280 END IF
1290
1300 Synchro:
1310 Cycle=Cycle+Increment !Update cycle counter
1320 WAIT (180*Waiting) !Set waiting time
1330 OUTPUT Dvm;"T2KM01" !Ext. trigger and DVM mask
1340 ON INTR 7,2 GOTO 1030 !Set interrupt branch
1350 ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable interrupt
1360 GRAPHICS OFF
1370 PRINT USING 1380
1380 IMAGE 10/,20X,"***** TMFCG TEST IN PROGRESS *****"
1390 ENTER Dvm;P
1400 SUBEND
1410!
1420!
1430! ******************************************************"**********
1440! * *
1450! * SUBROUTINES USED BY SUB TMFCG(Paraml,Param2j...) *
1460! * *
1470! ******************************************************************
1480!
1490!
1500 SUB Initontrol(QMulti,Memory,Timer,DtoaContrlScaleMeanSpanGauge)
1510 ALLOCATE A(4095)
1520 !__GENERATE WAVEFORM__
1530 !-----------------
1540 Loadscale=INT(Scale)/100
1550 Strainscale=Scale-(Loadscale*100)
1560 IF Control=1 THEN
-260-
F'mean-Man/ (Load s al e216. 076)
Pmax=Span/(Load scale+216.)78)
ELSE
Emax:. 05493*Strain_scal e/auge
Pmean=lO*Mean/Emax !Cc
Pmax=10*Span/Emax
END IF
Coeffo800
IF Pmax>5.12 THEN Coeff=400
Ndata=INT(Coeff*Pmax+. 5)-1
Ndata2=INT(Ndata/4. 5)
Ndata3=Ndata-Ndata2
FOR I=0 TO Ndata2-1
A(I)=Pmax*I/ (Ndata2-1)
A(I+Ndata)=Pmax*(I/(Ndata2-1)-l )
NEXT I
FOR I=Ndata2 TO Ndata3
A(1)=(Ndata-1-2*I)*Pmax/(Ndata+1-2*Ndata2)
NEXT I
FOR I=Ndata+l TO 4095
A(I)=O.
NEXT I
CALCULATE THE PACE
Time_int=180/Ndata
Pace=INT(Timeint*500000)/1000 !P
PROGRAM MULTIAMPLITUDE
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
!
8Multi;
@Multi;
eMulti;
@Multi;
@Multi;
@Multi;
@Multi;
@Multi;
"CC" ,Memory+l,"T"
"SF" ,Memory,3,1, .005,12,"T"
"WF",Memory+1.0,4095,"T"
"MO",Memory,A(*),"T"
"WF",Memory+l,Ndata,"T"
"WF" ,Memory+. 1,10,"T"
"WF" ,Timer+. 2,1, "T"
"WF",Timer,Pace,"T"
:n,'?'t M: i 1o0 vol ~Aq2
onvert Strain into voltage
ace in msec
!Clear memory card
!Set format(LSB=0.005)
!Truncate memory
!Load data into memory
!Truncate memory card
!Set re-circulate mode
!Set timer for continuous
!output. Set Pace
!PROGRAM MULTI-- MEAN
Incr=.005
IF Pmean=O THEN GOTO 2070
IF Pmean<O.THEN Incrt-.005
J=0
OUTPUT Multi;"OP",D_to_a,J,"T"
IF ABS(J)(ABS(Pmean) THEN
J=J+Incr
GOTO 2020
END IF
DEALLOCATE A(*)
SUBEND
15701
150B
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090!
I? r'I.L . ,
2100 SUB Read-datea(Multi,Dvm,Multi,Dvm,Scanner,MemoryLcad(*,lStrin(),Tzmp l
(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*),Pot(*))
2110 ALLOCATE Scan(4)
2120 OUTPUT Dvm;"T1MO0" !Set internal trigger and clear mask
2130 G=SPOLL(SMulti)
2140 ENTER 72310;AB,C,D,E,F
2150 ON INTR 7,2 GOTO Interrupt
2160 ENABLE INTR 7;2
2170 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Scanner,"T" 'Enable scanner
2180 OUTPUT Multii"WF"Scanner+.3,5,"T" !Set sequential mode
2190
2200 FOR K=O TO 179
2210 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner,1,"T" 'Set start channel
2220 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.1,5,"T" !set stop channel
2230 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,40,"T" !Set pace(40 us)
2240 Prog_diff(@Multi,Memory,) !Reset diff. counter
2250 Progwrite(@Muiti,Memory,0) !Reset write pointer
2260 OUTPUT Multi;"CC";Memory,"T" !Clear Memory card
2270 Prog_mode(eMulti,Memory,56) !Set FIFO mode
2280 Prog_refl(@Multi,Memory,4) !Set stop pointer
2290 OUTPUT Multi;"AC";Memory;"T" !Armed memory card
2300 OUTPUT @Multi;"CY",Scanner,"T" !Start pacer
2310 Wait: 60TO Wait
2320 Interrupt:
2330 G=SPOLL(QMulti)
2340 IF 6=64 THEN
2350 ENTER 72310;A,BC
2360 IF C<>O THEN
2370 ENTER 72312;Address
2380 IF Address<>Memory THEN
2390 PRINT "NOT MEMORY CARD"
2400 PAUSE
2410 END IF
2420 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,O,"T" !Stop scanner
2430 Prog_mode(QMulti,Memory,76) !Set FIFO lockout
2440 OUTPUT Multi;"MR";Memory;5;"T" !MR command to get data
2450 ENTER 72305 USING "%,W";Scan(*) !Entering the data
2460 Strain(K)=Scan(O)*.005 !Convert the data into
2470 Load(K)=Scan(1)*.005 !engineering units by
2480 Templ(K)=Scan(2)*.005 !multiplying with the
2490 Temp2(K)=Scan(3)*.005 !LSB value.
2500 Temp3(K)=Scan(4)*.005
2510 ENTER Dvm;Pot(K) !Enter potential
2520 BEEP
2530 WAIT .685 !Wait set for 180
2540 ENABLE INTR 7:2
2550 ELSE
2560 BEEP 2000,.3
2E70 PRINT " *** SRQ NOT SET BY ARMED CARD ***"
2580 PAUSE
2590 END IF
2600 ELSE
2610 BEEP 2000,.3
2620 PRINT " *** MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT ***"
2630 PAUSE
2640 END IF
2650 NEXT K
2660 DEALLOCATE Scan(*)
2670 OUTPUT Multi;"RC" !Read Real-time clock
2680 SUBEND
2690!
2700 SUB Storedata(Mult,QDisc,Discdrive,CycleScale,Load(*),Strain(*),temp
1(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*),Pot(*))
2710 ALLOCATE X(179),Y(179)
2720 ENTER 72314;T1,T2,T3,T4 !Enter Clock values
2730 Time$=VAL$(T1*24+T2)&":"&VAL$(T3)&":"&VAL$(T4)
2740 FOR IO TO 179
2750 X(I)=INT((Load(I)+10)*I000)+(Strain(I)+10)/100
2760 Y(I)=DROUND(Templ(I),3)*1000000+DROUND(Temp2(I),3)*1000+Temp3(I)
2770 NEXT I
2780 !
2790 ON ERROR GOTO Recover
2800 CREATE BDAT "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle),1,5000
2810 ASSIGN eDisc TO "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle)
2820 OUTPUT Disc;Cycle,Time$,Scale,X(*),Y(*),Pot(*)
2830 ASSIGN eDisc TO *
2840 GOTO Out
2850
2860 Recover:
2870 IF ERRN=59 OR ERRN=64 THEN
2880 IF Disc drive=O THEN
2890 Disc drive=1
2900 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
2910 ELSE
2920 Disc_ drive=O .
2930 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
2940 END IF
2950 ELSE
2960 PRINT USING 2970;ERRN
2970 IMAGE 2/,25X,"ERROR NUMBER ",K,/,25X,"CHECK STORAGE UNIT",/,25X,"PROG
RAM ABORTED"
2980 PAUSE
2990 END IF
3000 Out: !
3010 DEALLOCATE X(*),Y(*)
3020 SUBEND
3030!
3040 SUB Initmulti(eulti,QDisc)
3050 CLEAR 7
3060 WAIT 4.0
3070 6=SPOLL(Multi)
3080 IF 6<>64 THEN
3090 PRINT " ***MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT***"
3100 PAUSE
3110 END IF
3120 STATUS eMulti,3;Multi
3130 ENTER Multi*100+10;A
3140 IF A<>16384 THEN
3150 PRINT " ***SELF TEST DID NOT SET SRQ***"
3160 PAUSE
3170 END IF
3180 ALLOCATE Ascii$C801
3190 ON END Disc GOTOIEof
3200 Rd.file: ENTER Disc;Ascii$
3210 OUTPUT Multi;Ascii$
3220 GOTO Rd.file
3230 Eof: OFF END Digc
3240 ASSIGN Disc TO *
3250 DEALLOCATE Ascii$
3260 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
3270 SUBEND
3280!
3290 SUB Init_mem(9Multi,Memory)
3300 Prog_mode(1Multi,Memory,254)
3310 Prog_mode(QMulti,Memory,54)
3320 Prog_refl(Multi,Memory,1048575)
3330 Prog_ref2(QMulti,Memory,0)
3340 Prog_read(9Multi,Memory,0)
3350 Prog_diff(QMulti.,Memory,O)
3360 Prog_write(QMulti,Memory,0)
3370 OUTPUT QMulti;"CC";Memory;"T"
3380 SUBEND
3390!
3400 SUB Prog_read(eMulti,Memory,Read_pointer)
3410 Readlow=Read_pointer MOD 65536
3420 . Read_high=Readpointer DIV 65536
3430 Read low oct=FNDec to octal(Readlow)
3440 Read_high_oct=FNDec_to_octal(Read_high)
3450 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF";Memory+.1;22;Memory+.2;Read_low_oct;"T"
3460 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;23;Memory+.2;Read_high_oct;"T"
3470 SUBEND
3480!
3490 SUB Progwrite(QMulti,Memory,Writepointer)
3500 Write_low=Write_pointer MOD 65536
3510 Write_high=Write_pointer DIV 65536
3520 Write low oct=FNDec to octal(Write low)
3530 Write high_oct=FNDec_to octal(Writehigh)
3540 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;24;Hemory+.2,Writeow_oct;"T"
3550 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;Memory+.2;Writehighoct;"T"
3560 SUBEND
3570!
3580 SUB Progdiff(eMulti,Memory,Diff_counter)
3590 Diff low=Diffcounter MOD 65536
3600 Diff_high=Diff_counter DIV 65536
3610 Difflow oct=FNDecto_octal(Difflow)
3620 Diff_high_oct=FNDec_to_octal(Diff_high)
3630 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF";Memory+.1;20;Memory+. 2;Diflo_oct;"T"
3640 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;21;Memory+.2;Diff_high_oct;"T"
3650 SUBEND
3660!
3670 SUB Prog_refl(QMulti,Memory,Refl_reg)
3680 Refllow=Refl_reg MOD 65536
3690 Refl_high=Refl_reg DIV 65536
5700 Reft_low-octfFNDecto-octal(Refl low)
3710 ReflhighoctuFNDectooctal(Reflhigh)
3720 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1,26;Memory+.2;Refllow_oct;"T"
3730 OUTPUT Multi;"WF"Memory+.1,27;Memory+.2;Reflhighoct;"T"
3740 SUBEND
3750!___________________________________
3760 SUB Progref2(QMulti,Memory,Ref2_reg)
3770 Ref2_lowRef2_reg MOD 65536
3780 Ref2_high=Ref2_reg DIV 65536
3790 Ref2_low octFNDec to octal(Ref21 ow)
3800 Ref2_high_octFNDecto_octal(Ref2_high)
3810 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;30;Memory+.2;Ref2_low_oct;"T"
3820 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;31;Memory+.2;Ref2high_oc't;"T"
3830 SUBEND
3840!
3850 SUB Prog_mode(@Multi,Memory,Mode)
3860 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.3;Mode;"T"
3870 SUBEND
3880!
3890 SUB Read status(eMulti,Memory,Status)
3900 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3910 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.l;1;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3920 ENTER Multi*100+6;Status
3930 SUBEND
3940!
3950 SUB Readread(SMulti,Memory,Read_pointer)
3960 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3970 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;22;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3980 ENTER Multi*100+6;Readlowoct
3990 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;23;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4000 ENTER Multi*100+6;Read_high_oct
4010 Readlow=FNOctalto dec(Readlowoct)
4020 Read_high=FNOctal_to_dec(Read_high_oct)
4030 Readpointer=65536*Read_high+Readlow
4040 SUBEND
4050!
4060 SUB Read_write(@Multi,Memory,Write_pointer)
4070 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
4080 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF";Memory+.1;24;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4090 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_low_oct
4100 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4110 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_highoct
4120 Write low=FNOctaltodec(Writelowoct)
4130 Write_high=FNOctal_to_dec(Write_high_oct)
4140 Writepointer=65536*Write_high+Write_low
4150 SUBEND
4160!
4170 SUB Readdiff(@Multi,Memory,Diffcounter)
4180 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
4190 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;20;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4200 ENTER Multi*100+6;Difflow_oct
4210 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;21;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4220 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_highoct
4230 Dif-lowFNOctal-to-dec(Diff-lowoct)
4240 Diffhigh-FNOctaltodec(Diff_highoct)
4250 Diff-counter65536*Diffhigh+Difflow
4260 SUBEND
4270! _......
4280 DEF FNDec-to-octal(Dec)
4290 Oct=Dec+2*INT(Dec/a)+20*INT(Dec/64)+200*INT(Dec/512)+2000*INT(Dc/4096)+2
0000*INT(Dec/32768)+200000*INT(Dec/262144)
4300 RETURN Oct
4310 FNEND
4320!
4330 DEF FNOctaltodec(Octal)
4340 X9=0
4350 X7=Octal
4360 X=O
4370 More:
4380 X=X+(X7-INT(X7/10)*10)*B^X9
4390 X7=INT(X7/10)
4400 X9=X9+1
4410 IF X7<>0 THEN 6OTO More
4420 RETURN X
4430 FNEND
4440!
4450 SUB Plotdata(Material$,Contrvariable,ScaleSpanGaugeCycleLoad(*) Sra
in(*),Pot(*)).
4460 ALLOCATE A(20),B(20)
4470 Loadrange=INT(Scale)/100
4480 Strainrange=Scale-(Loadrange*100)
4490 Convfac=216.078 !Factor use to convert volt into MPa for
4500 Emax=.05493*Strainrange/Gauge !a SEN geometry. Scale strain range
4510 FOR I=0 TO 20
4520 A(I)=-50+I*50/9
4530 B(I)=-40+I*2.5
4540 NEXT I
4550 DES
4560 GINIT
4570 GRAPHICS ON
4580 GCLEAR
4590 ALPHA OFF
4600 FRAME
4610' WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
4620 MOVE -50,-40
4630 FOR 1=0 TO 18
4640 DRAW A(I),-40
4650 IDRAW 0,1
4660 IMOVE 0,-1
4670 NEXT I
4680 C.5
4690 D=1
4700 FOR I=0 TO 20
4710 DRAW 50,B(I)
4720 IF I>=10 THEN
4730 C=1
4740 D. 5
4750 ELSE
4760 END IF
4770 IF 2*INT(I/2)I THEN
4780 IDRAW -D,0
4790 IMOVE DO
4800 ELSE
4810 IDRAW -C,O
4820 IMOVE C,O
4830 END IF
4840 NEXT t
4850 DRAW 50,40
4860 DRAW -50,40
4870 DRAW -50,i0
4880 FOR It20 TO 0 STEP -1
4890 DRAW -50,8(I)
4900 IF <=10 THEN
4910 C.5
4920 D=1.0
4930 ELSE
4940 END IF
4950 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
4960 IDRAW D,O
4970 IMOVE -D,O
4980 ELSE
4990 IDRAW C,O
5000 IMOVE -C,IO
5010 END IF
5020 NEXT I
5030 MOVE -50,15
5040 FOR I=O TO 18
5050 DRAW A(I),-15
5060 IDRAW 0,1
5070 IDRAW 0,-2
5080 IMOVE O,1
5090 NEXT I
5100 MOVE -50,10
5110 FOR 1=0 TO B
5120 DRAW A(I),10
5130 IDRAW 0,-1
5140 IMOVE 0,1
5150 NEXT I
5160 MOVE 10,10
5170 DRAW 10,40
5180 MOVE -40,25
5190 FOR I=O TO 20 STEP 2
5200 DRAW (-40+I),25
5210 IDRAW 01,.5
5220 IDRAW 0,-1
5230 IMOVE 0,.5
5240 NEXT I
5250 MOVE -30,15
5260 FOR 1=0 TO 20 STEP 2
5270 DRAW -30,15+I
IDRAW .5,0
IDRAW -1,0
IMOVE .5,0
NEXT I
CSIZE 3,.6
MOVE -50,-40
FOR s12 TO 17 STEP 2
MOVE A(I)-3,-43
LABEL VAL$(I*10)
NEXT I
FOR 1=0 TO 10 STEP 2
MOVE 50.5,B(I)-1.5
LABEL VAL$(.5+I*.50)
MOVE -55,B(I)-1.5
LABEL VAL$(.S+I*.50)
NEXT I
FOR I=11 TO 20 STEP 2
MOVE 50.5,B(I)-1.5
LABEL VAL$((I-15)*100)
MOVE -58,B(I)-1.5
LABEL VAL$((I-15)*100)
NEXT I
CSIZE 4,.6
MOVE -20,-48
LABEL "TIME (sec)"
CSIZE 3,.6
LDIR 90
MOVE -56,-38
LABEL POT. (mV)'
MOVE 58,-38
LABEL "POT. (mV)"
MOVE -58,-14
LABEL "STRESS (MPa)"
MOVE 62,-14
LABEL "STRESS (MPa)"
CSIZE 3.5,.6
LDIR 0
MOVE 15,32
LABEL Materials
MOVE 15,29
LABEL "TMFCG
MOVE 20,26
LABEL Tmax= 926 C"
MOVE 20,23
LABEL "Tmin= 400 C"
MOVE 15,20
LABEL "CYCLE #"&VAL$(Cycle)
CSIZE 3,.6
MOVE -15,29
DRAW -13,29
DRAW -14,30
DRAW -5,29
MOVE -12,28
IF-Contr_variable=i THEN
5280
5290
5300
5310
5320
5330
5340
5350
5360
5370
5380
5390
5400
5410
5420
5430
5440
5450
5460
5470
5480
5490
5500
5510
5520
5530
5540
5550
5560
5570
5580
5590
5600
5610
5620
5630
5640
5650
5660
5670
5680
5690
5700
5710
5720
5730
5740
5750
5760
5770
5780
5790
5800
5810
LABEL "8S "&VAL$(2*~pan)"MPa"
MOVE -15,32
LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
ELSE
LABEL "En "&VAL$(2*Span)
MOVE -15,32
LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
END IF
MOVE -15,24
LABEL X-DIV=O.05%"
MOVE -15,20
LABEL "Y-DIV100 MPa"
MOVE -50,-2.5
FOR I:0 TO 179
Blt((Load(I)*Load_range*Convfac)+500)/40
Al=(I*5/9)-50
DRAW AI,B1
NEXT I
MOVE -50,-27.5
FOR I=0 TO 179
81=(Pot(I)*1000-.5)*5-40
A1=(I*5/9)-50
DRAW AI,BI
NEXT I
Al1((Strain(O)*Emax/10)+.0025)*4000-40
B1=(((Load(O)*Range*Conv_fac)+500)/50)+15
MOVE A1,B1
FOR I=1 TO 179
Al=((Strain(I)*Emax/10)+.0025)*4000-40
Bl=(((Load(I)*Range*Convfac)+500)/50)+15
DRAW A1,BI
NEXT I
SUBEND
) -15
!Convert volt to Mpa with
!the assumption that the
!speciment cross section
!is (11.7*4.4)mm2.
!Plot potential
!Plot the hysterisis
!loop.
5820
5830
5840
5850
5860
5870
5880
5890
5900
5910
5920
5930
5940
5950
5960
597C
5980
5990
6000
6010
6020
6030
6040
6050
6060
6070
6080
60.90
6100
6110
6120
6130
6140
10! **************#*****************************************************
20! *
30! * PROGRAM ISOCG *
40! * ************* *
0S! * 
60! * THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE REAL-TIME CONTROL AND DATA *
70! * ACQUISITION OF ISOTHERMAL LOW CYCLE FATIGUE CRACK *
80! * GROWTH TESTS. *
90! * 
100! * THIS PROGRAM IS CALLED BY ISO_TMF AFTER SELECTION OF THE *
110! * ISOCS OPTION. 
120! * 
130! * THE CYCLIC DATA(Stresses, strains and potentials) ARE *
140! * RECORDED EVERY 5 CYCLES. *
150! * 
160! **********************************************************************
170
180 OPTION BASE 0
190 CALL Isocg(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,Frequency)
200 END
220!**** ********************************************************************
230 
240 SUB Isocg(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,Frequency)
250 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
260
270 !…----- --------------- DEFINE I/O CARD FUNCTION__________________________
280 !
290 ASSIGN Multi TO 723
300 ASSIGN Dvm TO 720
310 ASSIGN Disc TO "MRZ"
320 Discdrive=O
330 Multi=723
340 ScannerO
350 Atod=3
360 Memoryl=7
370 D to _al10
380 Timerll
390 D_to_a2=12
400 Memory2=13
410
420 !_ .__-____ -__ _DEFAULT VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS
430 !--------------------------------
440 Startfl !Start channel
450 Stop=2 !Stop channel
460 Cycle_perblock=1
470 Data_per_cycle=200
480 Gauge_factor=.05493
490
500 !_…-______…_________ INITIALIZE THE MULTI
510
520 CALL Init_multi(@Multi,eDisc)
530 CALL Initmem(QMulti,Memoryl)
540
-270-
550 !....................INITIALIEZE CONTROL PROCEDURE -------- ,_-------------
560 --------------- __-_______
570 CALL Init.control(eMulti,Memory2,TimerDtoa,Contrvariable,ScaleMeanS
pan,Gauge,gauge_factor,Frequency,Ndata,Pace,Paces)
380 OUTPUT DvmI"FIR-2N4TlZOD3 ISOCe"
590
600 !.................... INITIALIZE READING PROCEDURE ........................
610 ---------------' __-______
620 CALL Initread(Cycle.per_bblckData_percycle,Frequency,Pacel,Pace2,Refco
unt)
630 ALLOCATE Scan(Ref_count),Pot((Refcount+l)/2-1)
640 ------------------------
650 BEEP
660 Cyclel1 !Set cycle counter
670 Next_cycle-3 !Set Next_cycle counter
680 G=SPOLL(723) !Clear Multi SRQ
690 PRINT USING 700
700 IMAGE 2/,15X,"REMOVE CONTROL AND UTILITY PAC DISCS",2/,15X,"INSERT TWO DIS
CS FOR DATA STORAGE",2/,15X,"PRESS KO(Continue) TO CONTINUE"
710' ON KEY 0 LABEL "**CONTINUE**" GOTO 730
720 Spin: 80TO Spin
730 OFF KEY
740 CREATE BDAT "TEST PARAM",1,100
750 ASSIGN QDisc TO "tEST_PARAM"
760 OUTPUT Disc;Material$,"ISOCG",Contrvariable,ScaleMean,Span,Gauge,Fr
equency
770 ASSIGN Disc TO *
780 CALL Plot_frame(Material$,Contr_variable,Mean,Span,Frequency)
790 DELSUB Plotframe
800 PRINT USING 810
810 IMAGE 20/,25X,"MULTIPROGRAMMER IS READY",2/,20X,"****WAITING FOR THE S
TART COMMAND****"
820 ON KEY 0 LABEL " START CYCLING" GOTO Start_iso
830 Wait: GOTO Wait
840
850 !_____________________START CYCLING AND TAKING DATA ----------------------
860 ! -----------------------------860
870 Startiso:!
80 OFF KEY
890
900 !_ ________READ DATA -----------910 ! 
920 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,0,"T"
930 IF Frequency>.185 THEN OUTPUT Mu1ti;"WF",TimerPaces,"T
940 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T"
950 CALL Readdata(eMulti,*Dvm,Frequency,Timer,PacePacesScannerMemoryltPace
1,Pace2,Ref_count,Scan(*),Pot(*))
960 !____ _____STORE DATA ...........
970
980 CALL Storedata(QDisc,Disc_drive,CycleRefcountScan(*),Pot(*))
990
1000 ! DISPLAY DATA
1010 !
1020 CALL Plotdata(Contrariable,ScaleSpan,Gauge,Gauge_factorCycle,Refcoun
t,Scan(*),Pot(*),Exponent,Min,Vo)
!__________SET WAITING FOR SYNCHRO. SINAL --------
Synchro:
OUTPUT *Multi;"WF"Timer+.2,0,"T" !Stop cycling
ON NTR 7 OTO Complete
ENABLE INTR 72
OUTPUT Multil"RV",Memory2+1,Memory2+1.1,Memory2+1.2,Memory2+1.3,"T"
ENTER 723061ABlC1l,D1 !Read read and ref.pointers
OUTPUT IMulti;"WF",Memory2+1.1,C1-AI,"T" 'Set diff. counter
OUTPUT QMulti;"WF",Memory2+.1,2,"T" !Set FIFO mode
OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Memory2+1.0,1,"T" 'Set ref. word
OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Memory2+1.3,Al,"T" set read pointer
OUTPUT eMulti;"AC",Memory2+1,"T" !Arm card
OUTPUT QMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T" 'Set continuous mode
OUTPUT eMulti;"CY",Timer,"T" !Resume cycling
Spin2: GOTO Spin2
Complete: !
OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,0,"T" !Set one-shot mode
OUTPUT *Multi;"DC",Memory2+1,"T" !Disarm card
OUTPUT IMulti;"RC" !Read real-time clock(T2)
ENTER 72314;A1,BI,C1,D1 !Enter real-time clock(T1)
ENTER 72314;A2,B2,C2,D2 !Enter real-time clock(T2)
TI=60*(AI*60*24+81*60+Cl)+DI
T2=60*(A2*60*24+B2*60+C2)+D2
Time_delay=T2-T1 !Compute elapsed time
Waittime(Next_cycCyclCyle-)/Frequency !Wait between read data
IF Waittime<Time_delay THEN
CycleuINT(Cycle+.5+Time_delay*Frequency)
NextcyclexCycle+5
IF Cycle<7 THEN Next_cycle=Cycle+2
OUTPUT eMulti;"CC" ,Memory2+1, "T 'Clear card
OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Memory2+.1,10,"T" !Set re-circulate mode
OUTPUT eMuiti;"WF",Memory2+1.0,Ndata,"T" 'Set ref. word
OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory2+1.2,Ndata+l,"T" !Set write pointer
OUTPUT QMulti;"WF",Memory2+1.3,0,"T" !Set read pointer
OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T" 'Set continuous mode
GOTO 910
ELSE
Cycle=Nextcycle
Nextcycle=Cycle+5
IF Cycle<7 THEN Next_cycle=Cycle+2
Waitime=Wait_time-INT(Time_delay*Frequency+.5)/Frequency
OUTPUT IMulti;"CC" Memory2+1,"T" 'Clear card
OUTPUT eMulti;"WF" ,Memory2+.1,10,"T" 'Set re-circulate mode
OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory2+1.0,Ndata,"T" !Set ref. word
OUTPUT INulti;"WF",Memory2+1.2,Ndata+1,"T" !Set write pointer
OUTPUT MNulti;"WF",Memory2+1.3 1 0,"T" !Set read pointer
OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T" !Set continuous mode
OUTPUT 1Multi;"CY",Timer,"T- !Resume cycling
WAIT Waitime !Wait next read data
BOTO 910
END IF.
SUBEND
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
J. 270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570!… ------------------------------------.-.. ….-- - - - - - - - -.- -- -.. w----
1580!
1590! ***************** ******************************************
1600! * *
1610! * SUBROUTINES USED BY SUB ISOCG(Paraml,Param2,...) t
1620! * *
1630! **********************************************
1640!
1650!
1660 SUB Initcontrol(Muti,Memory,Timer,Dto_a,Control,Scale,Mean,SpanGauge,
Sauge_factor,Frequency,Ndata,Pace,Paces)
1670 G__8ENERATE WAVEFORM__
1680
1690 Load-scale=INT(Scale)/100
1700 Strainscale=Scale-(Loadscale*100)
1710 IF Control=l THEN
1720 PmeanuMean/(Load_scale*216.078) !Convert MPA into voltage
1730 Pmax=Span/(Loadscale*?16.078)
1740 ELSE
1750 Emax=Bauge_factor*Strainscale/Gauge
1760 Pmean=lO*Mean/Emax !Convert Strain into voltage
1770 Pmax=lO*Span/Emax
1780 END IF
1790 Coeff=800
1800 IF Pmax>5.12 THEN Coeff=400
1810 Ndata2INT(Coeff*Pmax+.5)-1
1820 ALLOCATE A(Ndata)
1830 Ndata2=lNT(Ndata/4+.5)
1840 Ndata3=Ndata-Ndata2
1850 FOR I=0 TO Ndata2-1
1860 A(I)=Pmax*I/(Ndata2-1)
1870 A(I+Ndata3)=Pmax*(I/(Ndata2-1)-1)
1880 NEXT I
1890 FOR INdata2 TO Ndata3
1900 A(I)=(Ndata-1-2*I)*Pmax/(Ndata+1-2*Ndata2)
1910 NEXT I
1920
1930 !__CALCULATE THE PACE_
1940 ------------------
1950 Time intzl/(Ndata*Frequency)
1960 Pace=INT(Time int*500000)/1000 !Pace in msec
1970 PacescPace
1980 IF Frequency>.185 THEN Paces=INT(500000/(Ndata*.185))/1000
1990
2000 !__PROSRAM MULTI__AMPLITUDE
2010 !------------------------
2020 OUTPUT eMuiti;"CC i' ,Memory+1," T" 'Clear memory card
2030 OUTPUT *Multi;"SF",Memory,3,1,.005,12,"T  'Set format(LSB=O.005)
2040 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF"Memory+l.O,Ndata,"T" !Truncate memory
2050 OUTPUT *Multi;NMO",Memory,A(*),NT !Load data into memory
2060 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF", Memory+.1,10, " " !Set re-circulate mode
2070 OUTPUT @Multi;"WF"Timer+.2,1,"T" 'Set timer for continuous
2080 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer, Pace, "T" !output. Set Pace
2090
2100 !__PROSRAM MULTI-- MEAN
2110 ---------------------
2120 Incra.005
2130 IF Pmean=O THEN OTO 2210
2140 IF Pmean<O THEN Incre-.005
2150 J=0
2160 OUTPUT Multi;'OP,Dtoa,J," T"
2170 IF ABS(J)<ABS(Pmean) THEN
2180 JmJ+Incr
2190 SOTO 2160
2200 END IF
2210 DEALLOCATE A(*)
2220 SUBEND
2230!
2240 SUB Read data(eMulti,@Dvm,Frequency,Timer,Pace,Paces,Scanner,Memory,Pacel,
Pace2,Ref_count,Scan(*),Pot(*))
2250 GBSPOLL(eMulti)
2260 ENTER 72310;AB,C,D,E,F
2270 ON INTR 7 OTO Interrupt !Set interrupt branch
2280 ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable Interrupt
2290 OUTPUT IMulti;"CY",Scanner,"T" !Enable scanner
2300 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF",Scanner+.3,5,"T" !Set sequential mode
2310
2320 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Scanner,l,"T" !Set start channel
2330 OUTPUT tMulti;"WF",Scanner+.1,2,"T" !set stop channel
2340 OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,Pacel,"T" !Set pace(in usec)
2350 Prog_diff(QMulti,Memory,O)* !Reset diff. counter
2360 Prog_write(QMulti,Memory,O) !Reset write pointer
2370 OUTPUT Multi;"CC";Memory,"T" !Clear Memory card
2380 Prog_mode(8Multi,Memory,56) !Set FIFO mode
2390 Progrefl(QMulti,Memory,Ref_count) !Set stop pointer
2400 OUTPUT Multi;"AC";Memory;"T" !Armed memory card
2410 OUTPUT Multi;"SC,O,O,O,OT" !Reset clock
2420 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Timer,"T" 'Start cycling
2430 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",ScannerT"T  Start pacer
2440 FOR I=0 TO (Ref_count+l)/2-1
2450 ENTER Dvm;Pot(I) !Read potential
2460 WAIT Pace2
2470 NEXT I
2480 Spin: 8OTO Spin
2490 Interrupt:
2500- OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,0,"T" !Check pace
2510 OUTPUT QMulti;"RC" !Read real-time clock(TI)
2520 IF Frequency>. 185 THEN OUTPUT OMulti;"WF",Timer,Pace,"T"
2530 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T !Set continuous mode
2540 OUTPUT eMulti;"CY",Timer,"T" 'Continue cycling
2550 GSPOLL(tMulti)
2560 IF 6=64 THEN
2570 ENTER 72310;A,B,C
2580 IF C<>O THEN
2590 ENTER 72312;Address
2600 IF Address<>Memory THEN
2610 PRINT "NOT MEMORY CARD"
2620 PAUSE
2630 END IF
2640 OUTPUT @Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,0,"T" 'Stop scanner
2650 Progmode(OMulti,Memory,76) !Set FIFO lockout
2660 OUTPUT Multi;"MR";Memory;Ref_count+l;"T"!MR command to get dat
2670 ENTER 72305 USING "%,W";Scan(*) !Entering the data
2680 ELSE
2690 BEEP 2000,.3
2700 PRINT" *** SRQ NOT SET BY ARMED CARD ***"
2710 PAUSE
2720 END IF
2730 ELSE
2740 BEEP 2000,.3
2750 PRINT " *** MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT ***"
2760 PAUSE
2770 END IF
2780 SUBEND
2790!
2800 SUB Store_data(eDisc,Disc_driveC1e,Ref_count,Scan(*,Pot())
2810 ALLOCATE X(199)
2820 FOR 1=0 TO Ref_count STEP 2
2830 X(I/2)=INT((Scan(I)+10)*1000)+(Scan(I+1)+10)/100
2840 NEXT I
2850 ON ERROR GOTO Recover
2860 CREATE BDAT "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle),1,4000
2870 ASSIGN eDisc TO "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle)
2880 OUTPUT Disc;Cycle,X(*),Pot(*)
2890 ASSIGN Disc TO *
2900 GOTO Out
2910
2920 Recover: !
2930 IF ERRN=59 OR ERRN=64 THEN
2940 IF Disc drive=O THEN
2950 Discedrive=1
2960 MASS STORAGE IS ":HPS290X,700,1"
2970 ELSE
2980 Discedrive=O
2990 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
3000 END IF
3010 ELSE
3020 BEEP 2000,1
3030 PRINT USIN6 3040;ERRN
3040 IMAGE 2/,25X,"ERROR NUMBER ",K,/,25X,"CHECK STORAGE UNIT",/,25X,"PRO
RAM ABORTED" 
3050 PAUSE
3060 END IF
3070 60TO 2860
3080 Out:
3090 DEALLOCATE X(*)
3100 SUBEND
3110!
3120 SUB Init_multi(eMulti,eDisc)
3130 CLEAR 7
3140 WAIT' 4.0
3150 S=SPOLL(eMulti)
6
a
-
-: I
3160 IF <>64 THEN
3170 PRINT " ***MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT***"
3180 PAUSE
3190 END IF
3200 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3210 ENTER Multi*100+10;A
3220 IF A<>16384 THEN
3230 PRINT " ***SELF TEST DID NOT SET SRQ***"
3240 PAUSE
3250 END IF
3260 ALLOCATE Ascii$C80]
3270 ON END Disc GOTO Eof
3280 Rd_file: ENTER Disc;Ascii$
3290 OUTPUT Multi;Ascii$
3300 GOTO Rdfile
3310 Eof: OFF END Disc
3320 ASSIGN Disc TO *
3330 DEALLOCATE Ascii$
3340 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
3350 SUBEND
3360!_________________________________________________________________
3370 SUB Initmem(QMulti,Memory)
3380 Prog_mode(QMulti,Memory,254)
3390 Prog_mode(eMulti,Memory,54)
3400 Prog_ref1(IMulti,Memory,1048575)
3410 Prog_ref2(6Multi,Memory,O)
3420 Progread(QMulti,Memory,O)
3430 Prog_diff(eMultiMemory,O)
3440 Prog_write(8Multi,MmoryO)
3450 OUTPUT eMulti;"CC";Memory;"T"
3460 SUBEND
3470!
3480 SUB Progread(eMultiMemory,Read_pointer)
3490 Read_low=Read_pointer MOD 65536
3500 Readhigh=Read_pointer DIV 65536
3510 Readlow_oct=FNDec_to _octal(Read_low)
3520 Readhigh_oct=FNDec_tooctal(Read_high)
3530 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;22;Memory+.2;Readlow_oct;"T"
3540 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;23;Memory+.2;Readhigh_oct;"T
3550 SUBEND
3560! - -------------------------------
3570 SUB Progwrite(QMulti,Memory,Write_pointer)
3580 Write_low=Write_pointer MOD 65536
3590 Write_high=Write_pointer DIV 65536
3600 Writelow_oct=FNDectooctal(Write_low)
3610 Write high_oct=FNDectooctal(Writehigh)
3620 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;24;Memory+.2,Write low_oct;"T"
3630 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;Memory+.2;Writehighoct; "T
3640 SUBEND
3650!
3660 SUB Progdiff(OMulti,Memory,Diffcounter)
3670 Difflow=Diffcounter MOD 65536
3680 Diff_high=Diff_counter DIV 65536
3690 Diff_low_oct=FNDec_to_octal(Difflow)
3700 Diffhigh_oct-FNOec.to-octal(Diff-high)
3710 OUTPUT Multil"WF";Memory+.1;20;emory+.2;Difflow-oct;"T"
3720 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;21;Memory+,2;Diffhighoct;"T"
3730 SUBEND
3740!___________________________________________________________________-
3750 SUB Prog_refl(QMulti,Memory,Reflreg)
3760 Ref _1 owRef 1reg MOD 65536
3770 Reft highaReflreg DIV 65536
3780 Refl lowoct=FNDec_tooctal(Ref llow)
3790 Reft highoct=FNDuc_to_octal(Refl_high)
3800 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF";Memory+.1,26;Memory+.2;Refl_lowoct;"T"
3810 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1,27;Memory+.2;Reflhigh_oct;"T"
3820 SUBEND
3830!
3840 SUB Progref2(QMulti,Memory,Ref2_reg)
3850 Ref2_low=Ref2_reg MOD 65536
3860 Ref2_high=Ref2_reg DIV 65536
3870 Ref2 low oct=FNDecto octal(Ref2 low)
3880 Ref2 highoct=FNDec to octal(Ref2_high)
3890 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;30;Memory+.2;Ref2_ow oct;"T"
3900 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;31;Memory+.2;Ref2_high_oct;"T"
3910 SUBEND
3920!
3930 SUB Prog_mode(QMulti,Memory,Mode)
3940 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF";Memory+3;Mode;"T"
3950 SUBEND
3960!
3970 SUB Readstatus(eMulti,Memory,Status)
3980 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3990 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.l;l;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4000 ENTER Multi*lOO+6;Status
4010 SUBEND
4020!
4030 SUB Read_read(eMulti,Meory,Readpointer)
4040 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
4050 OUTPUT eMulti;"Wf";Memory+.1;22;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4060 ENTER Multi*100+6;Readlow_oct
4070 OUTPUT Multi;"Wf";Memory+.1;23;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4080 ENTER Multi*100+6;Read_high_oct
4090 Readlow=FNOctaltodec(Readlow oct)
4100 Readhigh=FNOctaltodec(Readhigh_oct)
4110 Read_pointer=65536*Read_high+Readlow
4120 SUBEND
4130!
4140 SUB Read.write(..ulti,Memory,Writupointer)
4150 STATUS eMulti,3;Multi
4160 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;24;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4170 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_low_oct
4180 OUTPUT Qlulti;"WF";Memory+.1;25;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4190 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_high_oct
4200 Writelow=FNOctal todec(Write low oct)
4210 Write high=FNOctal to dec(Writehigh_oct)
4220 Write_pointer=65536*Writehi gh+Writelow
4230 SUBEND
4240! _____________ _______________-__----
4250 SUB Read_diff(QMulti,Memory,Diffcounter)
4260 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
4270 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;20;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4280 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diffjlowoct
4290 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;21;"T RV"iMemory+.2;"T"
4300 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_high_oct
4310 Difflo-wFNOctaltodec(Difflow-oct)
4320 Diff_highuFNOctal_to_dec(Diff_high_oct)
4330 Diffcounter65536*Diff_high+Diff_low
4340 SUBEND
4350!
4360 DEF FNDectoocta(Dec)
4370 Oct=Dec+2*INT(Dec/B )+20*INT(Dec/64)+200*INT(Dec/512)+2000*INT(Dec/4096)+2
OO0000*INT(Dec/32768)+200000*INT(Dec/262144)
4380 RETURN Oct
4390 FNEND
4400!
4410 DEF FNOctalto dec(Octal)
4420 X9=0
4430 X7=Octal
4440 X-O
4450 More:
4460 X=X+(X7-INT(X7/10)*10)*8^X9
4470 X7=INT(X7/10)
4480 X9=X9+1
4490 IF X7<>0 THEN GOTO More
4500 RETURN X
4510 FNEND
4520!
4530 SUB Plotrame(Materia$,Contrvariable,Mean,Span,Frequency)
4540 ALLOCATE A(20),B(20)
4550 FOR I=0 TO 4
4560 A(I)=25*1-50
4570 NEXT I
4580 FOR I=0 TO 20
4590 B(I)=3*I-40
4600 NEXT 
4610 DES
4620 GINIT
4630 GCLEAR
'4640 ALPHA ON
4650 GRAPHICS OFF
4660 FRAME
4670 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
4680 MOVE -50,-40
4690 FOR 1=0 TO 3
4700 FOR J=1 TO 9
4710 DRAW 25*LST(J*10AI)-50,-40
4720 IF J=1 THEN
4730 IDRAW 0,1
474/0 IMOVE 0,-t
/
ELSE
IDRAW O,.5
IMOVE ,-.5
END IF
NEXT J
NEXT I
Ca.S
Dul.O
FOR I1O TO 20
DRAW 50,B(I)
IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
IDRAW -D,O
IMOVE D,O
ELSE
IDRAW -C,O
IMOVE C,O
END IF
NEXT I
FOR I=3 TO 0 STEP -1
FOR J9 TO STEP -1
DRAW 25*LST(J*10^I)-50,20
IF J=1 THEN
IDRAW 0,-1
IMOVE O,1
ELSE
IDRAW
IMOVE
END IF
0,S5
otas. 
NEXT J
NEXT I
FOR I=20 TO 0 STEP -1
DRAW -50,B(I)
IF 2*INT(I/2)I1 THEN
IDRAW DO
IMOVE -D,O
ELSE
IDRAW C,O
IMOVE -CO
END IF
NEXT I
MOVE -50,-10
FOR 1=O TO 3
FOR J=1 TO 9
DRAW 25*LGT(J*lO^I)-50Q-10
IF J1 THEN
IDRAW 0,1
IDRAW 0,-2
IMOVE 0,1
ELSE
IDRAW 0,.5
IDRAW 01-1
IMOVE 01.5
END IF
NEXT J
4750
4760
4770
4780
4790
4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
4870
4880
4890
4900
4910
4920
4930
4940
4950
4960
4970
4980
4990
5000
5010
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060
5070
5080
5090
5100
5110
5120
5130
5140
5150
5160
5170
5180
5190
5200
5210
5220
5230
5240
5250 -
5260
5270
5280
5290 NEXT 
$300 MOVE 50,20
5310 DRAW 50,40
5320 DRAW -50,40
5330 DRAW -50,20
5340 CStZE 3,.6
5350 MOVE -50,-44
5360 LABEL VAL$(1)
5370 FOR 1i TO 4
5380 MOVE A(I)-3,-44
5390 LABEL VAL$(10AI)
5400 NEXT I
5410 FOR I=O TO 8 STEP 2
5420 MOVE -56,3*I-41
5430 LABEL USING "D.D";I/2
5440 MOVE 51,3*1-41
5450 LABEL USING "D.D";I/2
5460 NEXT 
5470 CSIZE 4.6
5480 MOVE -5,-48
5490 LABEL "CYCLE"
5500 CSIZE 3,.6
5510 LDIR 90
5520 MOVE -58,-32
5530 IDRAW 0,3
5540 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
5550 IDRAW 1.5,-1.5
5560 MOVE -571-28
5570 LABEL "V/Vo"
5580 MOVE -58,-3
5590 IDRAW 013
5600 IDRAW -1. S,-1.5
5610 IDRAW 1.59-1.5
5620 MOVE -5711
5630 IF Contr variable=1 THEN
5640 LABEL "E/2(X 10 )"
5650 IMOVE -3.5,14.6
5660 LABEL n"-"
5670 ELSE
5680 LABEL "S/2 (MPa)"
5690 END IF
5700 LDIR -90
5710 MOVE 59,16
5720 IDRAW 0,-3
5730 IDRAW 1.5,1.5
5740 IDRAW -1.511.5
5750 MOVE 59,1t2
5760 IF Contrvariable=l THEN
5770 LABEL E/2(X 10 )"
5780 IMOVE 3.5,-14.6
5790 LABEL "-H
5800 ELSE
5810 LABEL "S/2 (MPa)"
-280-
5820 END IF
5830 MOVE 59,-20
5840 IDRAW 0,-3
5850 IDRAW 1.5,1.5
5860 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
5870 MOVE 59,-24
5B80 LABEL "V/Vol
5890 LDIR 0
5900 CFIZE 3.5,.6
5910 MOVE -45,34
5920 LABEL MaterialS
5930 MOVE -45,30
5940 LABEL "ISOCG"
5950 MOVE -45,26
5960 LABEL "Frequency= "&VAL$(Frequency)&" Hz"
5970 IF Contrvariable=1 THEN
5980 MOVE 15,34
5990 LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
6000 MOVE 15,31
6010 IDRAW 3,0
6020 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
6030 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
6040 MOVE 19,30
6050 LABEL "S "&VAL$(Span*2)&" (MPa)"
6060 ELSE
6070 MOVE 15,34
6080 LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
6090 MOVE 15,31
6100 IDRAW 3,0
6110 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
6120 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
6130 MOVE 19,30
6140 LABEL "E "&VAL$(Span*2)
6150 END IF
6160 MOVE 19,26
6170 LABEL "R "&VAL$(DROUND((Mean-Span)/(Mean+Span),2))
6180 SUBEND
6190!
6200 SUB nitread(CyclperblokDataper_cycle,Frequency,PacePace2,Refcou
nt)
6210 Ref_count(Cycle_per bl ock*Data_percycle*2) -1
6220 IF Frequency>=.185 THEN
6230 Pacel=INT(.E+6/(Datapercycle*2*.185)-30) !Pace in usec
6240 Pace2=O.
6250 ELSE
6260 Pacel=INT(l.E+6/(Data_per_cycle*2*Frequency)-30) !Pace in usec
6270 Pace2=DROUND((1/Frequency-1/37)/200,3)
6280 END IF
6290 SUBEND
6300!
6310 SUB Plot-data(Contrvariable,Scale,Span,GaugeGaugefactor,Cycle,Refcount
,Scan(*),Pot(*),Exponent,Min,Vo)
6320 ALPHA OFF
6330 GRAPHICS ON
6340 CSIZE 3,.6
6350 Indice=l
6360 Max O
6370 Maxim=O
6380 IF Contr.variableal THEN Indice=O
6390 FOR It74 TO 124 STEP 2
6400 JI+Indics
6410 IF Scan(J)*.005>Max THEN MaximumaScan(J)*.005
6420 IF Scan(J+200)*.005<Min THEN Minimum=Scan(J+200)*.005
6430 IF Pot(I/2)>Maxim THEN Maxim=Pot(I/2)
6440 IF Pot(I/2+i)>Maxim THEN MaximPot(l/2+1)
6450 NEXT I
6460 RangeaMaxinum-Minimum
6470 Vmax=Maxim
6480 Loadscale=INT(Scale)/100
6490 Strain-scaleuScale-(Loadscale*100)
6500 IF Cycle>1 THEN 80TO Data
6510 CALL Scale_frame(Contrvariable,Scale,Gauge,auge_factorRange,Min,Expon
ent)
6520 Vo=Vmax
6530 Data: !
6540 X=25*LBt(Cycle)-50
6550 IF Contrvariable=l THEN
6560 Strain_ampli Range*Strain_scale*6auge_factor/(Gauge*20)
6570 Yl=4*(Strain_ampli*(l0Exponent)-Min)
6580 ELSE
6590 Stress_ampli=Range*Load_scale*216.078/2
6600 Yl=.2*(Stress_ampli-Min)
6610 END IF
6620 MOVE X-.7,3*YI-11.3
6630 LABEL "x"
6640 MOVE X-.7,6*(Vmax/Vo)-41.3
6650 LABEL "x"
6660 SUBEND
6670!
6680 SUB Scale_frame(Contr_variable,Scale,Gauge,Gaugefactor,Range,Min,Exponen
t)
6690 Load scale=INT(Scale)/100
6700 Strain scale=Scale-(Load scale*100)
6710 IF Contrvariablel THEN
6720 Strain_ampli=Range*Strain_scale*Gauge_factor/(Sauge*20)
6730 FOR Multiplier=O TO 5
6740 IF Strain ampliilO^Multiplier>l AND StrainamplilO^Multiplier<10 TH
EN Exponent=Multiplier
6750 NEXT Multiplier
6760 A=Strain_ampli*lO^Exponent
6770 IF A(2.5 THEN
6780 Min=O.
6790 ELSE
6800 IF A<5.0 THEN-
6810 Min=2.5
6820 ELSE
6830 IF A(7.5 THEN
6840 Min=5.0
6850 ELSE
6860 Min=7.5
6870 END IF
6880 END IF
6890 END IF
6900 ELSE
6910 Strassampli3Range*Loadscale*216.078/2
6920 NormeIINT(Stressampli/10)*100
6930 A=Stress-ampli-Norme
6940 IF A<25 THEN
6950 Min=Norme
6960 IF A<12.5 THEN Min=Norme-25
6970 ELSE
6980 IF A(50 THEN
6990 Mi rrNorme+25
7000 IF A<37.5 THEN Min=Norme
7010 ELSE
7020 IF A(<75 THEN
7030 Min=Norme+50
7040 IF A<62.5 THEN Min=Norme+25
7050 ELSE
7060 Min=Norme+75
7070 IF A<77.5 THEN Min=Norme+50
7080 END IF
7090 END IF
7100 END IF
7110 END IF
7120 A$="3D"
7130 FactoS=
7140 IF Contr variable1l THEN
7150 A$-"D.D"
7160 Facto,.50
7170 END IF
7180 FOR I=2 TO 10 STEP 2
7190 MOVE -56,3*I-11.5
7200 LABEL USING A$;(Facto*I+Min)
7210 MOVE 51,3*1-11.5
7220 LABEL USING A$;(Facto*I+Min)
7230 NEXT I
7240 CSIZE 3,.6
7250 LDIR 90
7260 IF Contrvariable-l THEN
7270 MOVE -57,1
7280 IMOVE -1,16.6
7290 LABEL USING "D";Exponent
7300 LDIR -90
7310 MOVE 59,12
7320 IMOVE .5,-16.6
7330 LABEL USING "D";Exponent
7340 END IF
7350 LDIR 0
7360 SUBEND
20! * *
30! * PROGRAM ISOLCF *
40! * ************** *
50! * *
60! * THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE REAL-TIME CONTROL AND DATA *
70! * ACQUISITION OF ISOTHERMAL LOW CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS, 
80! * *
90 ! * THIS PROGRAM IS CALLED BY ISO_TMF AFTER SELECTION OF THE *
100! * ISOLCF OPTION. *
110! * *
120! * THE CYCLIC DATA(Stresses, and strains) ARE RECORDED *
130! * (N2/N1)=1.25 CYCLES. *
140! * *
150! ************************************************************************
160
170 OPTION BASE 0
180 CALL Isolcf(Material$S,Contr_variableScale,SleMeanSpan,Gauge,Frequency)
190 END
200!***************************************************************************
210! **********************************************~*** ****************
220 !
230 SUB Isolcf(Material$,Contr_variable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,Frequency)
240 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
250
260 ! DEFINE I/O CARD FUNCTION
270 -----------------------
280 ASSIGN eMulti TO 723
290 ASSIGN Disc TO "MRZ"
300 Disc drive=O
310 Multi=723
320 Scanner=O
330 A to d=3
340 Memoryl=7
350 Dtoat1=10
360 Timer:1l
370 D toa2=12
380 Memory2=13
390 Ndata=O
400 Pace=O
410
420 ! DEFAULT VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS
430 !--------------------------------
440 Startol !Start channel
450 Stop=2 !Stop channel
460 Pointer-l !Interrupt word
470 Cycle_per_block=12
480 Data_per_cycle=200
490 Gauge_factor=.05493
500
510 !…....INITIALIZE THE MULTI
520
530 CALL Init_multi(eMulti,@Disc)
540 CALL Initmem(@Multi,Memoryl)
550
560 !-_-----------------INITIALIZE CONTROL PROCEDURE - -. ___ _____________
570 ------ _____________________
580 CALL Init_controlC(Multi,Memory2,Timer,Dto_al,ContrvariableScale,Mean,S
pan,Bauge,Gauge_factor,Frequency,Ndata)
590
600 !-_--____________INITIALIZE READING PROCEDURE ........................
610
620 CALL Init_read(Frequency,Pace,Cycle_perblock,Data_per_cycle,Refcount)
630 ALLOCATE Scan(Refcount)
640
650 ! .............. SET INTERRUPT BRANCH FOR THE START SIGNAL ...............
660 -----------------------------------------
670 BEEP
680 Cycleml !Set cycle counter
690 Next_cycle=2 !Set Next_cycle counter
700 PRINT USING 710
710 IMAGE 2/,15X,"REMOVE CONTROL AND UTILITY PAC DISCS",2/,15X,"INSERT TWO DIS
CS FOR DATA STORAGE",2/,15X,"PRESS KO(Continue) TO CONTINUE"
720 ON KEY 0 LABEL "**CONTINUE**" GOTO 740
730 Spin: GOTO Spin
740 OFF KEY
750 CREATE BDAT "TEST PARAM",1,100
760 ASSIGN Disc TO "TESTPARAM"
770 OUTPUT Disc;Material$,"ISOLCF",Contrvariable,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,F
requency
780 ASSIGN Disc TO *
790 CALL Plotframe(Material$,Contr_variable,Mean,Span,Frequency)
800 DELSUB Plot _frame
810 PRINT USING 820
820 IMAGE 20/25X,"MULTIPROG6RAMMER IS READY",2,/20X,"****WAITING FOR THE S
TART COMMAND***"
830 ON KEY 0 LABEL " START CYCLING" OTO Startiso
840 Wait: GOTO Wait
850
860 '…START CYCLING AND TAKING DATA.
870 -----------------------------
880 Startiso:!
890 OFF KEY
900 OUTPUT Multi;"SC,O,O,O,OT" !Reset Clock of Multi
910 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Timer,"T" 'Start cycling
920
930 !_________READ DATA____________
940
950 CALL Read_data(IMulti,Multi,Scanner,Memoryl,Pace,Refcount,Scan(*))
960 !_STORE DATA
970 ----------
980 CALL Store_data(IDisc,Disc_drive,Cycle,Next_cycle,Refcount,Scan(*))
990
1000 … DISPLAY DATA
1010 !------------
1020 CALL Plot_data(Contr_variable,Scale,Span,Gauge,Gauge_factor,Cycle,Next_cyc
le,Ref count,Scan(*),Exponent,Exp,Min,Mini)
1030
1040 !_ ---- _ SET WAITING FOR SYNCHRO. SIGNAL_____..
1050 ------------------------ 
1060 Synchro:!
1070 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,0,"T" 'Stop cycling
1080 ON INTR 7 OTO Complete
1090 ENABLE INTR 712
1100 OUTPUT eMulti;"RV",Hemory2+1,Memory2+1.1,Memory2+1.2,Memory2+1.3,"T"
1110 ENTER 72306;A1,B1,C,DI !Read card pointers
1120 OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Memory2+1.1,C1-A1,"T" 'Set differential counter
1130 OUTPUT 'Multi;"WF",Memory2+1,2,"T" Set FIFO output mode
1140 OUTPUT UMulti;"WF",Memory2+1.0,1,"T" 'Set reference word
1150 OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Memory2+1.3,Ai,"T" !Set read pointer
1160 OUTPUT *Multi;"AC",Memory2+1,"T" 'Arm card for interrupt
1170 OUTPUT IMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1 "T" 'Reset timer(continuous)
1180 OUTPUT eMulti;"CY",Timer,"T" !Complete the cycle
1190 Spin2: O8TO Spin2
1200 Complete: !
1210 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,0,"T" 'Stop Timer
1220 OUTPUT Multi;"DC",Memory2+1,"T" !Disarm card
1230 OUTPUT Multi;"RC" !Set real-time clock(T2)
1240 ENTER 72314;A1,B1,Cl,D1 !Read real-time clock(TI)
1250 ENTER 72314;A2,92,C2,D2 !Read real-time clock(T2)
1260 T1i60*(A1*60*24+81*60+C1)+D1
1270 T2a60*(A2*60*24+B2*60+C2)+D2
1280 Time_delay=T2-TI
1290 Waittimem(Next_cycle-Cycle-1)/Frequency !Wait between cycles
1300 IF Waittime<Timedelay THEN
1310 Cycle=INT(Cycle+l. +Timedelay*Frequency)
1320 NextcycleINt(Cycle*1.25)
1330 OUTPUT eMulti;"CC",Memory2+1,"T" !Clear card
1340 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF%,Memory2+.1,I0,"T" !Set re-circulate mode
1350 OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Memory2+1.0,Ndata,"T" 'Set ref. word
1360 OUTPUT Qlulti;"WF",Memory2+1.2,Ndata+l,"T"!Set write pointer
1370 OUTPUT eulti;"WF",Memory2+1.3,0,"T" !Set read pointer
1380 OUTPUT 'Multi;WF",Timer+.2,1,Tu !Set continuous mode
1390 OUTPUT eMulti;"CY",Timer,"T" 'Resume cycling
1400 GOTO 940
1410 ELSE
1420 CyclezNext_cycle
1430 Waitime=Waittime-((T2-T1)*Frequency) !Compute wait
1440 OUTPUT Multi;"CC",Memory2+1,ut" !Clear card
1450 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory2+.1,10,"T" 'Set re-circulate mode
1460 OUTPUT {Multi;"WF",Memory2+1.0,Ndata,"T" !Set ref. word
1470 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory2+1.2,Ndata+l,"T"!Set write word
1480 OUTPUT *tulti;"WF"Memory2+1.3,0,"T" !Set read pointer
1490 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T " !Set continuous mode
1500 OUTPUT QMulti;"CY",Timer,"T" 'Resume cycling
1510 WAIT Waitime !Wait for next reading
1520 GOTO 940
1530 END IF
1540 SUBEND
1550!
1560!
1570! ******************************************************************
1580! * *
1590! * SUBROUTINES USED BY SUB ISOLCF(Paraml,Param2,.. 6 ) *
1600! * *
1610! ******** *#* ************************************************
1620!1630!___________________________________
1640 SUB Init-control(eMultiMemory,Timer,D_to_a,Control,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge,
Gaugefactor,Frequency,Ndata)
1650 !__GENERATE WAVEFORM__
1660 -----------------
1670 Loadscale=INT(Scale)/100
1680 Strain-scale=Scale-(Loadscale*100)
1690 IF Controlzl THEN
1700 Pman=Mean/(Load_scale*216.078) !Convert MPA into voltage
1710 Pmax=Span/(Load_scale*216.078)
1720 ELSE
1730 Emax=Sauge_factor*Strain_scale/Sauge
1740 Pmean=lO*Mean/Emax !Convert Strain into voltage
1750 Pmax=10*Span/Emax
1760 END IF
1770 Coeff=800
1780 IF Pmax>5.12 THEN Coeff=400
1790 Ndata=INT(Coeff*Pmax+.5)-1
1800 ALLOCATE A(Ndata)
1810 Ndat'a2INTtNdata/4+.5)
1820 Ndata3=Ndata-Ndata2
1830 FOR IO=0 TO Ndata2-1
1840 A(I)=Pmax*I/(Ndata2-1)
1850 A(I+Ndata3)=Pmax*(I/(Ndata2-1)-l)
1860 NEXT I
1870 FOR INdata2 TO Ndata3
1880 A(I)=(Ndata-1-2*I)*Pmax/(Ndata+1-2*Ndata2)
1890 NEXT I
1900
1910 !__CALCULATE THE PACE__
1920 ! ------------------
1930 Time int=l/(Ndata*Frequency)
1940 Pace=INT(Timeint*500000)/1000 !Pace in msec
1950 !__PROGRAM MULTI __AMPLITUDE
1960 ------------------------
1970 OUTPUT 1Multi;"CC",Memory+1,"T" !Clear memory card
1980 OUTPUT *Multi;HSF",Memory,3,1.005,12,"T !Set format(LSB=0 005)
1990 OUTPUT eMulti;"MO",Memory,A(*),"T " !Load data into memory
2000 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory+1.0,Ndata,"T" !Truncate memory
2010 OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Memory+.1,10,"T" !Set re-circulate mode
2020 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1T,"T ' Set timer for continuous
2030 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer,Pace,"T" !output. Set Pace
2040
2050 !__PROGRAM MULTI-- MEAN
2060 !---------------------
2070 Incr=.005
2080 IF-Pmean=O THEN 80TO 2160
2090 IF Pmean(O THEN Incr=-.005
2100 J=O
2110 OUTPUT Multi;"OP",Dtoa,J,"T "
2120 IF ABS(J)(ABS(Pmean) THEN
2130 J=J+Incr
2140 SOTO 2110
2150 END IF
2160 DEALLOCATE A(*)
2170 SUBEND2180!___ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
2190 SUB Readdata(Oulti,Multi,Scanner,MemoryPace,Refcount,Scan(*))
2200 G:SPOLL(QMulti)
2210 ENTER 72310;A,B,C,D,E,F
2220 ON INTR 7,2 GOTO Interrupt
2230 ENABLE INTR 7;2
2240 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Scanner,"T" !Enable scanner
2250 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Scanner+.3,5,"T" !Set sequential mode
2260
2270 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner,1,"T" 'Set start channel
2280 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.1,2,"T" !set stop channel
2290. OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,Pace,"T" !Set pace(in usec)
2300 Prog_diff(eMulti,Memory,O) !Reset diff. counter
2310 Prog_write(eMulti,Memory,O) !Reset write pointer
2320 OUTPUT 'Multi;'CC";Memory,"T" 'Clear Memory card
2330 Prog_mode(IMulti,Memory,56) !Set FIFO mode
2340 Prog_reflt(Multi,Memory,Ref_count) !Set stop pointer
2350 OUTPUT Multi;"AC";Memory;"T" !Armed memory card
2360 OUTPUT QMulti;"CY,Scanner,"T !'Start pacer
2370 Wait: SOTO Wait
2380 Interrupt:
2390 OUTPUT Multi;"RC" !Read real-time clock(T1)
2400 S=SPOLL(eMulti)
2410 IF 6=64 THEN
2420 ENTER 72310;A,B,C
2430 IF COO THEN
2440 ENTER 72312;Address
2450 IF Address<)Memory THEN
2460 PRINT "NOT MEMORY CARD"
2470 PAUSE
2480 END IF
2490 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,0,"T" !Stop scanner
2500 Prog_mode(OMulti,Memory,76) !Set FIFO lockout
2510' OUTPUT Multi;"MR";Memory;Ref_count+l;"T"!MR command to get data
2520 ENTER 72305 USING X%,W";Scan(*) !Entering the data
2530 ELSE
2540 BEEP 2000,.3
2550 PRINT " e** SRQ NOT SET BY ARMED CARD ***"
2560 PAUSE
2570 END IF
2580 ELSE
2590 BEEP 2000,.3
2600 PRINT" *** MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT **"
2610 PAUSE
2620 END IF
2'630 SUBEND
2640!
2650 SUB Store_data(@Di,DiscDisc_drive,Cycle,Next_cycle,Refcount,Scan*)
2660 ALLOCATE X(199)
2670 Start=O
2680 Stop=399
2690 Init_cycle=Cycle
2700 Transfer:
2710 Next_cycle=INT(Init cycle*1.25)
2720 IF Next_cycle=Init cycle THEN Next_cycle=Init_cycle+1
2730 FOR I=0 TO 399 STEP 2
2740 J=I+Start
2750 X(I/2)=INT((Scan(J)+10)*1000)+(Scan(J+1)+10)/100
2760 NEXT I
2770 ON ERROR GOTO Recover
2780 CREATE BDAT "CYCLE"&VAL$(Init_cycle),1,4000
2790 ASSIGN Disc TO "CYCLE"&VAL$(Init_cycle)
2800 OUTPUT @Disc;Init_cycle,X(*)
2810 ASSIGN Disc TO *
2820 Enough:
2830 Init_cycle=Init_cycle+l
2840 Start=Stop+l
2850 Stop=Stop+400
2860 IF Stop>Refcount THEN GOTO Out
2870 IF Init_cycle<Next_cycle THEN GOTO Enough
2880 GOTO Transfer
2890
2900 Recover:
2910 IF ERRN=59 OR ERRN=64 THEN
2920 IF Disc drive=O THEN
2930 Disc drive=l
2940 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
2950 ELSE
2960 Discdrive=O
2970 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
2980 END IF
2990 ELSE
3000 BEEP 2000,1
3010 PRINT USING 3020;ERRN
3020 IMAGE 2/,25X,"ERROR NUMBER ",K,/,25X,"CHECK STORAGE UNIT",/,25X,"PROG
RAM ABORTED"
3030 PAUSE
3040 END IF
3050 GO6TO 2780
3060 Out:
3070 DEALLOCATE X(*)
3080 SUBEND
3090!.
3100. SUB Init_multi(@Multi,Disc)
3110 CLEAR 7
3120 WAIT 4.0
3130 6=SPOLL(IMulti)
3140 IF 8<>64 THEN
3150 PRINT " ***MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT***"
3160 PAUSE
3170 END IF
3180 STATUS @Multi,3;Multi
3190 ENTER Multi*100+10;A
3200 IF A<>16384 THEN
3210 PRINT " ***SELF TEST DID NOT SET SRQ***"
3220 PAUSE
3230 END IF
3240 ALLOCATE Ascii$[80]
3250 ON END Disc GOTO Eof
3260 Rd_file: ENTER Disc;Ascii$
3270 OUTPUT Multi;Ascii$
3280 GOTO Rdfile
3290 Eof: OFF END Disc
3300 ASSIGN @Disc TO *
3310 DEALLOCATE Ascii$
3320 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
3330 SUBEND
3340!
3350 SUB Init_mem(Multi,Memory)
3360 Prog_mode(OMulti,Memory,254)
3370 Prog_mode(Multi,Memory,54)
3380 Prog_refl(eMulti,Memory,1048575)
3390 Prog_ref2(eMulti,Memory,0)
3400 Prog_read(QMulti,Memory,O)
3410 Prog_diff(eMulti,Memory,0)
3420 Prog_write(eMulti,Memory,O)
3430 OUTPUT Multi; "CC";Memory;"T"
3440 SUBEND
3450!
3460 SUB Prog_read(eMulti,Memory,Read_pointer)
3470 Readlow=Read_pointer MOD 65536
3480 Readhigh=Read_pointer DIV 65536
3490 Read _low oct=FNDec to octal(Read low)
3500 Readhighoct=FNDecto_octal(Readhigh)
3510 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;22;Memory+.2;Read_lowoct;"T"
3520 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.t;23;Memory+.2;Read_high_oct;"T"
3530 SUBEND
3540!
3550 SUB Progwrite(@Multi,Memory,Write_pointer)
3560 Write low=Writepointer MOD 65536
3570 Write high=Writepointer DIV 65536
3580 Write low oct=FNDec to octal(Write low)
3590 Writehigh oct=FNDec to octal (Writehigh)
3600 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;24;Memory+.2,Writelowoct;"T"
3610 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;Memory+.2;Writehigh_oct;"T"
3620 SUBEND
3630!
3640 SUB Progdiff(QMulti ,eeory,iffcounter)
3650 Diff low=Diff counter MOD 65536
3660 Diff high=Diff counter DIV 65536
3670 Difflow octmFNDecto octal(Difflow)
3680 Diffhigh_oct=FNDec tooctal(Diffhigh)
3690 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;20;Memory+.2;Difflow_oct;"T"
-290-
3700 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;21;Memory+.2;Diff_high_oct;"T"
3710 SUBEND
3720!
3730 SUB Prog_refl(@Multi,Memory,Ref1_reg)
3740 Refl_low=Refl reg MOD 65536
3750 Reflhigh=Refl_reg DIV 65536
3760 Refl _owoct=FNDectooctal(Ref low)
3770 Refl_high_oct=FNDec_tooctal(Reflhigh)
3780 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1 ,26;Memory+.2; Ref llow_oct;"T"
3790 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1,27;Memory+.2;Refl_high_oct;"T"
3800 SUBEND
3810!
3820 SUB Prog_ref2(SMulti,Memory,Ref2_reg)
3830 Ref2_low=Ref2_reg MOD 65536
3840 Ref2_high=Ref2_reg DIV 65536
3850 Ref2 low oct=FNDec to octal(Ref2 low)
3860 Ref2_high_oct=FNDec_to octal(Ref2_high)
3870 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;30;Memory+.2;Ref2_low_oct;"T"
3880 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;31;Memory+.2;Ref2_high_oct;"T"
3890 SUBEND
3900!
3910 SUB Prog_mode(Multi,Memory,Mode)
3920 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.3;Mode;"T"
3930 SUBEND
3940!
3950 SUB Readstatus(@Multi,Memory,Status)
3960 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3970 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.l;1;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3980 ENTER Multi*100+6;Status
3990 SUBEND
4000!
4010 SUB Read_read(@Multi,Memory,Read_pointer)
4020 STATUS @Multi,3;Multi
4030 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;22;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4040 ENTER Multi*100+6;Read_lowoct
4050 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;23;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4060 ENTER Multi*100+6;Read_highoct
4070 Read low=FNOctalto dec(Read lowoct)
4080 Readhigh=FNOctal_todec(Read_high_oct)
4090 Readpointer=65536*Readhigh+Readlow
4100 SUBEND
4110!
4120 SUB Read_write(@Multi,Memory,Write_pointer)
4130 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
4140 OUTPUT Multi;'WF";Memory+.1;24;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4150 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_lowoct
4160 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4170 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_highoct
4180 Writelow=FNOctaltodec(Write low oct)
4190 * Writehigh=FNOctal todec(Write_highoct)
4200 Write_pointer=65536*Writehigh+Writelow
4210 SUBEND4220!-.........................................................................
4230 SUB Readdiff(OMulti,Memory,Diffcounter)
4240 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
4250
4260
4270
4280
4290
4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
4350
0000
4360
4370
4380
4390
4400
OUTPUT @Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;20;"T RV";
ENTER Multi*100+6;Difflow oct
OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;21;"T RV";
ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_high_oct
Dif low=FNOctal to dec(Diff low oct)
Diff_high=FNOctaltodec(Diff_high_oct)
Diff counter=65536*Diff_high+Diff low
SUBEND
Memory+.2; ''T"
Memory+.2; T"
DEF FNDecto octal(Dec)
Oct=Dec+2*INT(D(Dec/8)+20*INT(Dec/64)+200*INT(Dec/512)+200O*INT(Dec/4096)+2
*INT(Dec/32768)+200000*INT(Dec/262144)
RETURN Oct
FNEND
DEF FNOctaltodec(Octal)
X9=0
4410 X7=Octal
4420 X=O
4430 More:
4440 X=X+(X7-INT(X7/10)*10)*8^X9
4450 X7=INT(X7/10)
4460 X9=X9+1
4470 IF X7<>0 THEN GOTO More
4480 RETURN X
4490 FNEND
4500!
4510 SUB Plotframe(Material ,Contrvariable,Mean,Span,Frequency)
4520 ALLOCATE A(20),B(20)
4530 FOR =0 TO 4
4540 A(I)=25*I-50
4550 NEXT I
4560 FOR I=O TO 20
4570 B(I)=3*I-40
4580 NEXT I
4590 DEG
4600 GINIT
4610 GCLEAR
4620 ALPHA ON
4630 GRAPHICS OFF
4640 FRAME
4650 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
4660 MOVE -50,-40
4670 FOR I=0 TO 3
4680 FOR J=1 TO 9
4690 DRAW 25*LGT(J*10^I)-50,-40
4700 IF J=1 THEN
4710 IDRAW 0,1
4720 IMOVE 0,-1
4730 ELSE
4740 IDRAW 0,.5
4750 IMOVE 0,-.5
4760 END IF
4770 NEXT J
!
4780 NEXT I
4790 C.5
4800 D=1.0
4810 FOR 1=0 TO 20
4820 DRAW 50,B(I)
4830 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
4840 IDRAW -D,O
4850 IMOVE D,O
4860 ELSE
4870 IDRAW -C,O
4880 IMOVE C,O
4890 END IF
4900 NEXT I
4910 FOR I=3 TO 0 STEP -1
4920 FOR J=9 TO I STEP -1
4930 DRAW 25*LGT(J*10^I)-50,20
4940 IF J=l THEN
4950 IDRAW 0,-1
4960 IMOVE 0,1
4970 ELSE
4980 IDRAW 0,-.5
4990 IMOVE 0,.5
5000 END IF
5010 NEXT J
5020 NEXT I
5030 FOR 1=20 TO 0 STEP -1
5040 DRAW -50,B(I)
5050 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
5060 IDRAW D,O
5070 IMOVE -D,O
5080 ELSE
5090 IDRAW C,O
5100 IMOVE -C,O
5110 END IF
5120 NEXT I
5130 MOVE -50,-10
5140 FOR 1=0 TO 3
5150 FOR J=l TO 9
5160 DRAW 25*L6T(J*1O^I)-50,-10
5170 IF J1 THEN
5180 IDRAW 0,1
5190 IDRAW 0,-2
5200 IMOVE 0,1
5210 ELSE
5220 IDRAW 0,.5
5230 IDRAW 0,-1
5240 IMOVE 0,.5
5250 END IF
5260 NEXT J
5270 NEXT I
5280 MOVE 50,20
5290 DRAW 50,40
5300 DRAW -50,40
5310 DRAW -50,20
5320 CSIZE 3,.6
5330 MOVE -50,-44
5340 LABEL VAL$(1)
5350 FOR I=1 TO 4
5360 MOVE A(I)-3,-44
5370 LABEL VAL$(10^I)
5380 NEXT I
5390 CSIZE 4,.6
5400 MOVE -5,-48
5410 LABEL "CYCLE"
5420 CSIZE 3,.6
5430 LDIR 90
5440 MOVE -58,-36
5450 IDRAW 0,3
5460 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
5470 IDRAW 1.5,-1.5
5480 MOVE -57,-32
5490 LABEL "Ep(X 10 )"
5500 IMOVE -3.5,13
5510 LABEL "-"
5520 MOVE -58,-3
5530 IDRAW 0,3
5540 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
5550 IDRAW 1.5,-1.5
5560 MOVE -57,1
5570 IF Contr variable=l THEN
5580 LABEL "E/2(X 10 )"
5590 IMOVE -3.5,14.6
5600 LABEL H"-"
5610 ELSE
5620 LABEL "S/2 (MPa)"
5630 END IF
5640 LDIR -90
5650 MOVE 59,16
5660 IDRAW 0,-3
5670 IDRAW 1.5,1.5
5680 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
5690 MOVE 59,12
5700 IF Contr variable=l THEN
5710 LABEL E/2(X 10 )"
5720 IMOVE 3.5,-14.6
5730 LABEL "-"
5740 ELSE
5750 LABEL S/2 (MPa)"
5760 END IF
5770 MOVE 59,-16
5780 IDRAW 0,-3
5790 IDRAW 1.5,1.5
5800 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
5810 MOVE 591-20
5820 LABEL "Ep(X 10 )"
5830 IMOVE 3.5,-13
5840 LABEL "-"
5850 LDIR 0
5860 CSIZE 3.5,.6
5870 MOVE -45,34
5880 LABEL Material$
5890 MOVE -45,30
5900 LABEL "ISOLCF"
5910 MOVE -45,26
5920 LABEL "Frequency= "&VALS(Frequency)&" Hz"
5930 IF Contrvariable=1 THEN
5940 MOVE 15,34
5950 LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
5960 MOVE 15,31
5970 IDRAW 3,0
5980 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
5990 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
6000 MOVE 19,30
6010 LABEL "S = &VAL$(Span*2)&" (MPa)"
6020 ELSE
6030 MOVE 15,34
6040 LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
6050 MOVE 15,31
6060 IDRAW 3,0
6070 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
6080 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
6090 MOVE 19,30
6100 LABEL "E = "&VAL$(Span*2)
6110 END IF
6120 MOVE 19,26
6130 LABEL "R "&VAL$(DROUND((Mean-Span)/(Mean+Span),2))
6140 SUBEND
6150!
6160 SUB Init_read (Frequency,Pace,Cycleper_block,ata_per_cycle,Ref_count)
6170 Ref_count(Cycle_per_block*Data_per_cycle*2)-1
6180 Pace=INT(1.E+6/(Data_per_cycle*2*Frequency)-30) !Pace in usec
6190 SUBEND
6200!
6210 SUB Plot_data(Contr_variable,Scale,Span,auge,Gaugefactor,CycleNext_cycl
e,Ref_count,Scan(*),Exponent,Expo,Min,Mini)
6220 ALPHA OFF
6230 GRAPHICS ON
6240 CSIZE 3,.6
6250 Start=O
6260 Stop=399
6270 Indice=1
6280 Transfer:!
6290 Nextcycle=INT(Cycle*1.25)
6300 IF Nextcycle=Cycle THEN Next_cycleCycle+l
6310 IF Contrvariableal THEN Indice=O
6320 FOR IStart+74 TO Start+124 STEP 2
6330 J=I+Indice
6340 IF Scan(J)*.005>Max THEN Maximum=Scan(J)*.005
6350 IF Scan(J+200)*.005<Min THEN Minimum=Scan(J+200)*.005
6360 IF ABS(Scan(J+50))*.005<.10 THEN Maxim=Scan(J+50)*.005
6370 IF ABS(Scan(J+250))*.005<.10 THEN Minimm=Scan(J+250)*.005
6380 NEXT I
6390 Range=Maximum-Minimum
6400 Eprange=Scan(Maxim+1l)-Scan(Minim+1)
6410 Load scale=INT(Scale)/100
6420 Strainscale=Scale-(Load scale*100)
6430 IF Cycle>l THEN GOTO Data
6440 CALL Scaleframe(Contr_variable,Scale,Gauge,Gauge_factor,Range,Ep_range,
Min,Mini,Exponent,Expo)
6450 Data: !
6460 X=25*LGT(Cycle)-50
6470 IF Contrvariable=1 THEN
6480 Strain_ampli=Range*Strain_scale*Gauge_factor/(Gauge*20)
6490 Y1=4*(Strain_ampli*(lO^Exponent)-Min)
6500 ELSE
6510 Stress_ampli=Range*Load_scale*216.078/2
6520 Y1=.2*(Stressa.mpli-Min)
6530 END IF
6540 MOVE X-.7,3*Y1-11.3
6550 LABEL "x"
6560 Ep=Ep_range*Strain_scale*Gauge_factor/(Gauge*10)
6570 MOVE X-.7,12*(Ep*(lO^Expo)-Mini)-41.3
6580 LABEL "x"
659.0 Enough:
6600 Cycle=Cycle+1l
6610 Start=Stop+l
6620 Stop=Stop+400
6630 IF Stop>Refcount THEN GOTO Out
6640 IF Cycle<Next_cycle THEN GOTO Enough
6650 GOTO Transfer
6660 Out:
6670 Cycle=Cycle-1
6680 SUBEND
6690!'
6700 SUB Scale_frame(Contr_variable,Scale,Gauge,Gauge factor,Range,Ep_range,Mi
n,Mini,Exponent,Expo)
6710 Load scale=INT(Scale)/100
6720 Strainscale=Scale-(Load scale*100)
6730 IF Contrvariable=l THEN
6740 Strain_ampli=Range*Strain_scale*Gauge_factor/(Gauge*20)
6750 FOR Multiplier=O TO 5
6760 IF Strain_amplilO^Multiplier>1 AND Strain_ampli*lO^Multiplier<10 TH
EN Exponent=Multiplier
6770 NEXT Multiplier
6780 A=Strain_ampli*lO^Exponent
6790 IF A<2.5 THEN
6800 Min=O.
6810 ELSE
6820 IF A<5.0 THEN
6830 Min=2.5
6840 ELSE
6850 IF A<7.5 THEN
6860 Min=5.0
6870 ELSE
6880 Min=7.5
6890 END IF
6900 END IF
6910 END IF
6920 ELSE
6930 Stress ampli=Range*Load_scale*216.078/2
6940 Norme=INT(Stress_ampli/100)*100
6950 A=Stressampli-Norme
6960 IF A<25 THEN
6970 Min=Norme
6980 IF A<12.5 THEN Min=Norme-25
6990 ELSE
7000 IF A<50 THEN
7010 Min=Norme+25
7020 IF A<37.5 THEN Min=Norme
7030 ELSE
7040 IF A<75 THEN
7050 Min=Norme+50
7060 IF A<62.5 THEN Min=Norme+25
7070 ELSE
7080 Min=Norme+75
7090 IF A<77.5 THEN Min=Norme+50
7100 END IF
7110 END IF
7120 END IF
7130 END IF
7140 Ep=Ep_range*Strain_scale*Gauge_factor/(Gauge*10)
7150 FOR Multiplier=O TO 5
7160 IF Ep*lO^Multiplier>1 AND Ep*10^Multiplier<10 THEN Expo=Multiplier
7170 NEXT Multiplier
7180 A=Ep*lO^Expo
7190 IF A2.5 THEN
7200 Mini=O.
7210 ELSE
7220 IF A<5.0 THEN
7230 Mini=2.5
7240 ELSE
7250 IF A<7.5 THEN
7260 Mini=5.0
7270 ELSE
7280 Mini=7.5
7290 END IF
7300 END IF
7310 END IF
7320 CSIZE 3,.5
7330 FOR I=O TO 8 STEP 2.
7340 MOVE -56,3*1I-41
7350 LABEL USING D.D';(.25*I+Mini)
7360 MOVE 51,3*I-41
7370 LABEL USING "D.D";(.25*I+Mini)
7380 NEXT I
7390 A$="3D"
7400 Facto=5
7410 IF Contr variable=l THEN
7420 A$="D.D"
7430 Facto=.50
7440 END IF
7450 FOR I=2 TO 10 STEP 2
7460 MOVE -56,3*1-11.5
7470 LABEL USING A$;(Facto*I+Min)
7480 MOVE 51,3*I-11.5
7490 LABEL USING A$;(Facto*I+Min)
7500 NEXT I
7510 CSIZE 3,.6
7520 LDIR 90
7530 MOVE -57,-32
7540 IMOVE -.5,16
7550 LABEL USING "D";Expo
7560 IF Contrvariable=l THEN
7570 MOVE -57,1
7580 IMOVE -1,16.6
7590 LABEL USING "D";Exponent
7600 LDIR -90
7610 MOVE 59,12
7620 IMOVE .5,-16.6
7630 LABEL USING "D";Exponent
7640 END IF
7650 LDIR -90
7660 MOVE 59,-20
7670 IMOVE .5,-14
7680 LABEL USING "D";Expo
7690 LDIR 0
7700 SUBEND
10!
20! *
30! * PROGRAM THERMAL STRAINS *
40! * ********************* *
50! * 
60! * THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE REAL-TIME CONTROL AND DATA *
70! * ACQUISITION OF THERMAL STRAINS TESTS MEASUREMENTS. *
80! *
90 ! * THE MICRO DATA TRACK MUST BE PROGRAMMED FOR 180 sec *
100! * PERIOD (1/3 cpm). *
110! * 
120! * THE CYCLIC THERMAL STRAINS ARE MEASURED BY CYCLING THE *
130! * TEMPERATURE AT ZERO STRESS. *
140! * 
150! ******+* * * * * * * +*
160
170 OPTION BASE 0
180 CALL Read_param(Material$,Mode,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
190 DELSUB Read_param
200 CALL Thermal_strain(Material$,Mode,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
210 END
230!*********************************************************** *********** ****
240
250 SUB Thermal_strain(Material$,Mode,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
260 ALLOCATE Load(4095),Strain(4095),Temp1(4095),Temp2(4095),Temp3(4095)
270 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
280
290 ' DEFINE I/O CARD FUNCTION
300 ------------------------
310 ASSIGN eDvm TO 720
320 ASSIGN Multi TO 723
330 ASSIGN Disc TO "MRZ"
340 Discdrive=O
350 Dvm720
360 Multi=723
370 Scanner=O
380 Atod=3
390 Memoryl-7
400 D to all10
410 Timer=ll
420 D to a2=12
430 Memory2=13
440
450 ! DEFAULT VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS
460 ---------------------------------
470 Startzl !Start channel
480 Stop=5 !Stop channel
490 Pointer=20479 !Interrupt word(4906*5)
500 IF Modesl THEN
510 ALLOCATE Pot(l)
520 ELSE
530 ALLOCATE Pot(809)
540 END IF
550
560 ' INITIALIZE THE MULTI
570 -- -------- --------
580 CALL Initmulti(eMulti,eDisc)
590 CALL Initmem(@Multi,Memoryl)
600
610 _ SET INTERRUPT BRANCH FOR TRIGGER SIGNAL
620
630 Cycle=1 !Set cycle counter
640 G=SPOLL(723) !Clear Multi SRQ
650 P=SPOLL(720) !Clear DVM SRQ
660 BEEP
670 PRINT USING 680
680 IMAGE 20/,15X,"REMOVE CONTROL AND UTILITY PAC DISCS.",2/,15X,"INSERT ONE F
LOPPY(in right disc) FOR
690 PRINT USING 700
700 IMAGE 1/,ISX,"DATA STORAGE. PRESS KO TO CONTINUE."
710 ON KEY 0 LABEL "**CONTINUEf*" GOTO 730
720 Spin: GOTO Spin
730 BEEP
740 OFF KEY
750 CREATE BDAT "Thermal",1,100
760 ASSIGN Disc TO "Thermal"
770 OUTPUT Disc;Material$,"THERMALSTRAIN",Mode,Scale,MeanSpanGauge
780 ASSIGN Disc TO *
790 PRINT USING 800
800 IMAGE 20/,25X,"PROGRAM AND START THE LEPEL",2/,20X,"****WAITING FOR A TRIG
6ER SIGNAL****"
810 PRINT USING 820
820 IMAGE 5/,15X,"***** THERMAL STRAINS MEASUREMENT IN PROGRESS *****"
830 OUTPUT Dvm;"F1R-2N5ZO" !Set DVM range
840 OUTPUT Dvm;"T2D3 TMF TEST" !Set e::t trigger and display
850 OUTPUT Dvm;"KMOI" !Set mask for Data Ready
860 ON INTR 7,2 GOTO Start_tmf !Set interrupt branch
870 ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable interrupt SRQ
880 ENTER Dvm;P
890
900 _____________START CYCLING AND TAKING DATA
,910 ! -------------------
920 Start tmf:
930 BEEP
940 OUTPUT eMulti;"SC,O,O,O,OT" !Reset Clock of Multi
950
960 READ DATA
970
980 CALL Read_data(eMulti,eDvm,Multi,Dvm,Scanner,Memoryl,Mode,Load(*),Strain(*
),Pot(*),Templ(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
990 !
1000 ' STORE DATA1010 ! . .......
1020 CALL Store_data(eMulti,eDisc,Disc_drive,Mode,Cycle,Scale,Load(*),Strain(*)
,Pot(*),Templ(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
1030 !
1040 ! ____ DISPLAY DATA
-300-
1050 ! --------____
1060 CALL Plotdata(Material$,Scale,Span,Gauge,Cycle,Load(*),Strain(*),Templ(*)
,Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
1070
1080 ! SET INTERRUPT FOR SYNCHRO. SIGNAL
1090 -
1100 IF Cycle<9 THEN
1110 Increment=2
1120 GOTO Synchro
1130 END IF
1140 Cycle2=INT(Cycle*1.25)
1150 Increment=Cycle2-Cycle
1160 
1170 Synchro:
1180 Waiting=Ilncrement-1.5
1190 Cycle=Cycle+Increment !Update cycle counter
1200 WAIT (180*Waiting) !Set waiting time
1210 CALL Init_mem(SMulti,Memoryl) !Reset memory card
1220 OUTPUT Dvm;"T2KMOL" !Ext. trigger and DVM mask
1230 ON INTR 7,2 GOTO 970 !Set interrupt branch
1240 ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable interrupt
1250 ENTER Dvm;P
1260 SUBEND
1270!
1280!
1290! ***************************************************************
1300! * *
1310! * SUBROUTINES USED BY SUB TMFCG(Paraml,Param2,...) *
1320! * *
1330! *+** * * * * * * ** ** * * * *
1340!
1350!
1360!
1370 SUB Readdata(eMulti,@Dvm,Multi,Dvm,Scanner,Memory,Mode,Load(*),Strain(*),
Pot(*),Templ(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
1380 ALLOCATE INTEGER Scan(20479)
1390 OUTPUT Dvm;"TIMO0"
1400 5=SPOLL(@Multi)
1410 ENTER 72310;A,B,C
1420 ON INTR 7,2 GOTO Interrupt
1430 ENABLE INTR 7;2
1440 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Scanner,"T" !Enable scanner
1450 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.3,5,"T" !Set sequential mode
1460
1470 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner,1,"T" !Set start channel
1480 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.1,5,"T" !set stop channel
1490 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,8759,"T" !Set pace(40 us)
1500 Prog_diff(Multi,Memory,O) !Reset diff. counter
1510 Progwrite(@Multi,Memory,O) !Reset write pointer
1520 OUTPUT Multi;"CC";Memory,"T" !Clear Memory card
1530 Prog_mode(@Multi,Memory,56) !Set FIFO mode
1540 Progrefl(eMulti,Memory,20479) !Set stop pointer
1550 OUTPUT Multi;"AC";Memory;"T" !Armed memory card
1560 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Scanner,"T" !Start pacer
1570 IF Mode=l THEN GOTO Wait
1580 FOR I=O TO 809 !If require read
1590 ENTER Dvm;Pot(I) !potential change
1600 NEXT I !with temperature
1610 Wait: GOTO Wait
1620 Interrupt:
1630 BEEP
1640 G=SPOLL(@Multi)
1650 IF 6=64 THEN
1660 ENTER 72310;A,B,C
1670 IF C<>O THEN
1680 ENTER 72312;Address
1690 IF Address<>Memory THEN
1700 PRINT "NOT MEMORY CARD"
1710 PAUSE
1720 END IF
1730 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,0,"T" !Stop scanner
1740 Prog_mode(QMulti,Memory,76) 'Set FIFO lockout
1750 OUTPUT Multi;"MR";Memory;20480;"T" !MR command to get data
1760 ENTER 72305 USING "%,W";Scan(*) !Entering the data
1770 FOR K=O TO 20479 STEP 5
1780 J=INT(K/5)
1790 Strain(J) Scan(K)*.005
1800 Load(J) Scan(K+1)*.005
1810 Templ(J)=Scan(K+2)*.005
1820 Temp2(J) Scan(K+3)*. 005
1830 Temp3(J) Scan(K+4)*.005
1840 NEXT K
1850 ENABLE INTR 7;2
1860 ELSE
1870 BEEP 20001.3
1880 PRINT " *** SRQ NOT SET BY ARMED CARD ***"
1890 PAUSE
1900 END IF
1910 ELSE
1920 BEEP 2000,,.3
1930 PRINT " *** MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT ***"
1940 PAUSE
1950 END IF
1960 DEALLOCATE Scan(*)
1970 OUTPUT Multi;"RC" !Read Real-time clock
1980 SUBEND
1990!
2000 SUB Store_data( Multi,@Disc,Ois cdrive,Mode,Cycle,Scale,Load(*),Strain(*)
,Pot(*),Templ(*),Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
2010
2020 FOR I=O TO 4095
2030 Templ(I)=(Templ(I))!+Temp2(I)+Temp3(I))/3
2040 Temp2(I)=(Load(I)+10)*l00+(Strain(I)+10)/100
2050 NEXT I
2060 ON ERROR GOTO Recover
2070 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
2080 CREATE BDAT "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle),15,5000
2090 ASSIGN Disc TO "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle)
2100 IF Mode=1 THEN
2110 OUTPUT @Disc;Cycle,Scale,Templ(*),Temp2(*)
2120 ELSE
2130 OUTPUT @Disc;Cycle,ScaleTempl(*),Temp2(*),Pot(*)
2140 END IF
2150 ASSIGN Disc TO *
2160 GOTO Out
2170 Recover: IF ERRN=64 THEN MASS STORAGE IS ":HP9290X,700,1"
2180 0OTO 2080
2190 !
2200 Out:
2210 SUBEND
2220!
2230 SUB Init_multi(Multi,@Disc)
2240 CLEAR 7
2250 WAIT 4.0
2260 G=SPOLL(@Multi)
2270 IF G<>64 THEN
2280 PRINT " ***MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT***"
2290 PAUSE
2300 END IF
2310 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
2320 ENTER Multi*100+10;A
2330 IF A<>16384 THEN
2340 PRINT " ***SELF TEST DID NOT SET SRQ***"
2350 PAUSE
2360 END IF
2370 ALLOCATE Ascii$t80]
2380 ON END Disc 60TO Eof
2390 Rd_file: ENTER Disc;Ascii$
2400 OUTPUT @Multi;Ascii$
2410 GOTO Rd _file
2420 Eof: OFF END Disc
2430 ASSIGN Disc TO *
2440 DEALLOCATE Ascii$
2450 MASS STORAGE IS ":HPB29OX,700,0"
2460 SUBEND
2470!
2480 SUB Initmem(Multi,Memory)
2490 Prog_mode(eMulti,Memory,254)
2500 Prog_mode(@Multi,Memory,54)
2510 Prog_refl(@Multi,Memory,1048575)
2520 Prog_ref2(@Multi,Memory,0)
2530 Prog_read(OMulti,Memory,O)
2540 Prog_diff(@Multi,Memory,0)
2550 Prog_write(IMulti,Memory,O)
2560 OUTPUT Multi;"CC";Memory;"T"
2570 SUBEND
2580!
2590 SUB Prog_read(Multi,Memory,Read_pointer)
2600 Readlow=Readpointer MOD 65536
2610 Readhigh=Read_pointer DIV 65536
2620 Read_low_oct=FNDec to octal(Readlow)
2630 Read high_oct=FNDecto_octal (Read_high)
2640 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;22;Memory+.2;Read_low_oct;"T"
2650 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;23;Memory+.2;Read_high_oct;"T"
2660 SUBEND
2670!
2680 SUB Prog_write( Multi,Memory,Write_pointer)
2690 Writelow=Writepointer MOD 65536
2700 Write_high=Write_pointer DIV 65536
2710 Writelow oct=FNDecto octal(Writelow)
2720 Write_high_oct=FNDec_to_octal(Write_high)
2730 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;24;Memory+.2,Writelow_oct;"T"
2740 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;Memory.2;Writehigh_oct;"T"
2750 SUBEND
2760!
2770 SUB Prog_diff(@Multi,Memory,Diff_counter)
2780 Diff low=Diff counter MOD 65536
2790 Diff_high=Diff_counter DIV 65536
2800 Difflowoct=FNDectooctal(Difflow)
2810 Diff_high_oct=FNDec_to octal(Diffhigh)
2820 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;20;Memory+.2;Difflow oct;I"T"
2830 OUTPUT @Multi;"WF";Memory+.l;21;Memory+.2;Diff_high_oct;"T"
2840 SUBEND
2850!
2860 SUB Prog_refl(QMulti,Memory,Reft_reg)
2870 Refl low=Refl reg MOD 65536
2880 Reflhigh=Refl_reg DIV 65536
2890 Refllowoct=FNDectooctal(Refllow)
2900 Refl_high_oct=FNDec_to_octal(Refl_high)
2910 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1,26;Memory+.2;Refl_low oct;"T"
2920 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1,27;Memory+.2;Refl_high_oct;"T"
2930 SUBEND
2940!
2950 SUB Prog_ref2(iMulti,Memory,Ref2_reg )
2960 Ref2_low=Ref2_reg MOD 65536
2970 Ref2_highaRef2_reg DIV 65536
2980 Ref2_low octFNDec to octal(Ref2_low)
2990 Ref2_high_oct=FNDec_tooctal(Ref2_high)
3000 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;30;Memory+.2;Ref2 low oct;"T"
3010 OUTPUT @Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;31;Memory+.2;Ref2_high_oct;"T"
3020 SUBEND
3030!
3040 SUB Progmode(@Multi,Memory,Mode)
3050 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.3;Mode;"T"
3060 SUBEND
3070!
3080 SUB Read_status(SMulti,Memory,Status)
3090 STATUS eMulti,3;Multi
3100 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF";Memory+.l;l;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3110 ENTER Multi*100+6;Status
3120 SUBEND
3130!
3140 SUB Read_read(eMulti,Memory,Read_pointer)
3150 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3160 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;22;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3170 ENTER Multi*100+6;Read_low_oct
3180 OUTPUT @Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;23;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3190 ENTER Multi*100+6;Readhigh_oct
3200 Read _low=FNOctaltodec(Readlowoct)
3210 Read high=FNOctal_to_dec(Read_high_oct)
3220 Read_pointer=65536*Readhigh+Read_low
3230 SUBEND
3240!
3250 SUB Readwrite(QMulti,Memory,Write_pointer)
3260 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3270 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;24;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3280 ENTER Multi*100+6;Writelow_oct
3290 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3300 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_high_oct
3310 Write low=FNOctaltodec(Write low oct)
3320 Write_high=FNOctal_to_dec(Write_high_oct)
3330 Write_pointer=65536*Writehigh+Write_low
3340 SUBEND
3350!
3360 SUB Read_diff(eMulti,Memory,Diff_counter)
3370 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3380 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;20;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3390 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_low_oct
3400 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;21;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3410 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_high_oct
3420 Diff low=FNOctal to dec(Difflowoct)
3430 Diff_high=FNOctaltodec(Diff_highoct)
3440 Diff_counter=65536*Diff_high+Difflow
3450 SUBEND
3460!_______________
3470 DEF FNDectooctal(Dec)
3480 OctDec+2*INTNT(Dec/8)+20*INT(Dec/64)+200*INT(Dec/512)+2000*INT(Dec/4096)+2
0000*INT(Dec/32768)+200000*INT(Dec/262144)
3490 RETURN Oct
3500 FNEND
3510!_________
3520 DEF FNOctaltodec(Octal)
3530 X9=0
3540 X7=Octal
3550 X=O
3560 More:
3570 X=X+(X7-INT(X7/0l)*10)*8^X9
3580 X7=INT(X7/10)
3590 X9=X9+1
3600 IF X7<>0 THEN GOTO More
3610 RETURN X
3620 FNEND
3640 SUB Plotdata(Mateial$,Scale,Span,Gauge,Cycle,Load*),Strain(*),empl(*),
Temp2(*),Temp3(*))
3650 ALLOCATE A(20),B(20)
3660 Load_range-INT(Scale)/100
3670 Strain_range=Scale-(Loadrange*100)
3680 Convfac=216.078
3690 Emax=.05555*Strainrange/Gauge.
3700 FOR =0 TO 20
3710 A(I)=-50+I*50/9
3720 B(I)=-40+I*2.5
3730 NEXT I
3740 DEG
3750 GINIT
3760 GRAPHICS ON
3770 GCLEAR
3780 ALPHA OFF
3790 FRAME
3800 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
3810 MOVE -50,-40
3820 FOR I=O TO 18
3830 DRAW A(I),-40
3840 IDRAW 0,1
3850 IMOVE 0,-1
3860 NEXT I
3870 C=1.
3880 D=.5
3890 FOR =0 TO 20
3900 DRAW 50,B(I)
3910 IF 2INT(I/2)=I THEN
3920 IDRAW -D,O
3930 IMOVE D,O
3940 ELSE
3950 IDRAW -C,O
3960 IMOVE C,O
3970 END IF
3980 NEXT I
3990 DRAW 50,40
4000 DRAW -50,40
4010 DRAW -50,10
4020 FOR 1=20 TO 0 STEP -1
4030 DRAW -50,B(I)
4040 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
4050 IDRAW D,O
4060 IMOVE -,O
4070 ELSE
4080 IDRAW C,O
4090 IMOVE -C,O
4100 END IF
4110 NEXT I
4120 MOVE -50,-15
4130 FOR I=0 TO 18
4140 DRAW A(I),-15
4150 IDRAW 0,1
4160 IDRAW 0,-2
4170 IMOVE 0,1
4180 NEXT I
4190 MOVE -50,10
4200 FOR Is0 TO 18
4210 DRAW A(I),10
4220 IDRAW 0,-1
4230 IMOVE O,1
4240 NEXT I
4250 MOVE 10,10
4260 DRAW 10,40
4270 MOVE -40,25
4280 FOR 1=0 TO 20 STEP 2
4290 DRAW (-40+I),25
4300 IDRAW 0,.5
4310 IDRAW 0,-1
4320 IMOVE 0,.5
4330 NEXT I
4340 MOVE -30,15
4350 FOR 1=0 TO 20 STEP 2
4360 DRAW -30,15+I
4370 IDRAW .5,0
4380 IDRAW -1,0
4390 IMOVE .5,0
4400 NEXT I
4410 CSIZE 3,.6
4420 MOVE -50,-40
4430 FOR 1=2 TO 17 STEP 2
4440 MOVE A(I)-3,-43
4450 LABEL VAL$(I*10)
4460 NEXT I
4470 FOR I=1 TO 10 STEP 2
4480 MOVE 50.5,B(I)-1.5
4490 LABEL USING "S.D";.2*I-1.O0
4500 MOVE -55,8(I)-1.5
4510 LABEL USING "S.D";.2*I-l.O
4520 NEXT I
4530 FOR Il TO 20 STEP 2
4540 MOVE -58,B(I)-1.5
4550 LABEL VAL$((I-15)*100)
4560 NEXT I
4570 FOR =11 TO 20 STEP 2
4580 MOVE 51.5,B(I)-1.5
4590 LABEL VAL$(70*(I-10)+300)
4600 NEXT I
4610 CSIZE 4,.6
4620 MOVE -20,-48
4630 LABEL TIME (sec)"
4640 CSIZE 3,.6
4650 LDIR 90
4660 MOVE -56,-35
4670 LABEL "Etot ()"
4680 LDIR -90
4690 MOVE 58,-20
4700 LABEL "Etot (Z)"
4710 LDIR 90
4720 MOVE -58,-14
4730 LABEL "STRESS (MPa)"
4740 LDIR -90
4750 MOVE 58,10
4760 LABEL "TEMPERATURE (C)"
4770 CSIZE 3.5,.6
LDIR 0
MOVE 15,32
LABEL Materia
MOVE 15,29
LABEL "Therma
MOVE 20,26
LABEL
MOVE
LABEL
MOVE
LABEL
MOVE
LABEL
CSIZE
"Anal ys
15,23
"T max =
15,20
"Tmi n=
15,17
"CYCLE
3, .6
$lS
1 Strain"
ils"
926 C"
400 C"
#"&VAL$(Cycle)
4920 MOVE -15,29
4930 DRAW -13,29
4940 DRAW -14,30
4950 DRAW -15,29
4960 MOVE -12,28
4970 LABEL "S= "&VAL$(2*Span)&"MPa"
4980 MOVE -15,32
4990 LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
5000 MOVE -15,24
5010 LABEL "X-DIV=0.05X"
5020 MOVE -15,20
5030 LABEL "Y-DIV2100 MPa"
5040 MOVE -50,-2.5
5050 FOR 1=0 TO 4095
5060 B1l(((Load(I)*Load_range*Conv_fac)+500)/40)-15
5070 A1=(I*100/4095)-50
5080 DRAW A1,B1
5090 NEXT I
5100 MOVE -50,-2.5
5110 FOR 1=0 TO 4095
5120 B1=2.5*(Templ(I)*1000-300)/70-15
5130 A1(I*100/4095)-50
5140 DRAW A,B1
5150 NEXT I
5160 MOVE -50,-27.5
5170 FOR =0 TO 4095
5180 Bl1((1.5*Strain(I)*Emax/10)+.01)*1250-40 !Plot thermal strain
5190 A1=(I*100/4095)-50
5200 DRAW A1,B1
5210 NEXT I
5220 Al( (1.5*Strain(O)*Emax/10)+.0025)*4000-40
5230 Bl1(((Load(O)*Range*Conv_fac)+500)/50)+15
5240 MOVE A1,B1
5250 FOR 11 TO 4095 STEP 5
5260 Alx((1.5*Strain(I)*Emax/10)+.0025)*4000-40 !Plot hysterisis loop
5270 B1=(((Load(I)*Range*Conv_fac)+500)/50)+15
5280 DRAW A1,B1
5290 NEXT I
5300 SUBEND
5310! ____
4780
4790
4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
4870
4880
4890
4900
4910
5320 SUB Read_param(Material$,Mode,Scale,Mean,Span,Gauge)
5330 OPTION BASE 0
5340 ALLOCATE Dummy$C403,Dummyl$C80
5350 Dummy$="****************************************
5360 Dummyl$="**************.**************************************************
5370
5380 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
5390 PRINT USING 5400
5400 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER TYPE OF ALLOY (10 Characters max)"
5410 BEEP
5420 INPUT Materials
5430!
5440 IMAGE 2/,80A
5450 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
5460 PRINT USING 5470
5470 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER MODE OF TESTING",/,25X,"l. LCF (Initiation)",/,25X,"2.
CRACK PROPAGATION (Propagation)"
5480 BEEP
5490 INPUT Modeof testing
5500 IF Mode_of_testing>i AND Mode_of_testing<>2 THEN
5510 PRINT USING 5520
5520 IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED MODE OF TESTING. Please re-enter"
5530 BEEP 3000,1.0
5540 GOTO 5460
5550 ELSE
5560 END IF
5570 !
5580 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
5590 PRINT USING 5600
5600 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER CONTROL VARIABLE?",/,25X,"1. LOAD CONTROL",/,25X,"2. S
TRAIN CONTROL"
5610 BEEP
5620 INPUT Contrvariable
5630 IF Contr_variable(>l AND Contr_variable<>2 THEN
5640 PRINT USING 5650
5650 IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED CONTROL VARIABLE. Please re-enter"
5660 BEEP 3000,1.0
5670 GOTO 5590
5680 ELSE
5690 END IF
5700 !
5710 I Contrvariable=1 THEN
5720 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
5730 PRINT USING 5740
5740 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER LOAD SCALE? (100,50,20 or 10 X)"
5750 BEEP
5760 INPUT Loadscale
5770 Load_scale=Loadscale
5780 IF Load_scale<>100 AND Load_scale<>50 AND Load_scale<>20 AND Load scal
e(>10 THEN
5790 PRINT USING 5800
5800 IMAGE 2/,20X,"Undefined value. Please re-enter."
5810 BEEP 3000,1.0
5820 GO0TO 5730
5830 ELSE
5840 END IF
5850
5860 PRINT USING 5440;DummyI$
5870 PRINT USING 5880
5880 IMAGE 2/,20X, "ENTER MEAN STRESS (in MPa)?"
5890 BEEP
5900 INPUT Mean
5910 IF' (Mean*11.569896)<=-(250*Load scale) OR Mean>=(250*Loadscale) THEN
5920 PRINT USING 5930
5930 IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
5940 BEEP 3000,1.0
5950 GOTO 5870
5960 ELSE
5970 END IF
5980
5990 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
6000 PRINT USING 6010
6010 IMAGE 2/,20X, "ENTER STRESS AMPLITUDE (in MPa)"
6020 BEEP
6030 INPUT Span
6040 IF Span<sO THEN
6050 PRINT USING 6060
6060 IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please re-enter"
6070 BEEP 3000,1.0
6080 GOTO 6000
6090 ELSE
6100 IF (ABS(Mean)+Span)*11.569896>=250*Load_scale THEN
6110 PRINT USING 6120
6120 IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND, Please re-enter"
6130 BEEP 3000,1.0
6140 GOTO 6000
6150 ELSE
6160 END IF
6170 END IF
6180 !
6190 PRINT USING 5440;DummyI$
6200 PRINT USING 6210
6210 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER THE GAUGE LENGTH (in inch)"
6220 BEEP
6230 INPUT Gauge_length
6240 IF auge_length(.400 OR Gauge_1ength>.6 THEN
6250 PRINT USING 6260
6260 IMAGE 2/,20X,"GAUGE LENGHT VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
6270 BEEP 3000,1.0
6280 GOTO 6200
6290 ELSE
6300 END IF
6310 !
6320 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
6330 PRINT USING 6340
6340 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER STRAIN SCALE (100,50,20 or 10 )"
6350 BEEP
6360 INPUT Strain scale
6370 Strainscale=Strain scale/100
-310-
6380 IF Strainscale<>1. AND Strain_scale<>.5 AND Strain_scaleA'.2 AND Stra
in scale<>.l THEN
6390 PRINT USING 6400
6400 IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please re-enter."
6410 BEEP 3000,1.0
6420 GOTO 6330
6430 ELSE
6440 END IF
6450 !-----------------------------
6460 ELSE
6470 !
6480 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
6490 PRINT USING 6500
6500 IMAGE 2/120X,"ENTER STRAIN SCALE (100,50,20 or 10 .)"
6510 BEEP
6520 INPUT Strain scale
6530 Strain scale=Strainscale/100
6540 IF Strain scale<>l. AND Strainscale<>.5 AND Strain_scale<>.2 AND Stra
inscale<>.l THEN
6550 PRINT USING 6560
6560 IMAGE 2/,20X, "Undefined value. Please re-enter"
6570 BEEP 3000,1.0
6580 GOTO 6490
6590 ELSE
6600 END IF
6610 !
6620 PRINT USlNG 5440;DummylS
6630 PRINT USING 6640
6640 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER THE GAUGE LENGHT (in inch)"
6650 BEEP
6660 INPUT Gaugejlenght
6670 IF augelenght<.4 OR Gauge_lenght>.6 THEN
6680 PRINT USING 6690
6690 IMAGE 2,20X,"GAUGE LENGHT VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
6700 BEEP 3000,1.0
6710 SOTO 6630
6720 ELSE
6730 END IF
6740 !
6750 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
6760 Emax=.05493*Strainscale/Sauge_lenght
6770 PRINT USING 6780
6780 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER MEAN STRAIN (in )"
6790 BEEP
6800 INPUT Mean
6810 Mean=Mean/100
6820 IF Mean(<-Emax OR Mean>=Emax THEN
6830 PRINT USING 6840
6840 IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter"
6850 BEEP 300011.0
6860 _ OTO 6770
6870 ELSE
6880 END IF6890 !
6900 PRINT USING 5440;Dummyi$
PRINT USING 6920
IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER STRAIN AMPLITUDE (in %)"
BEEP
INPUT Span
Span=Span/100
IF Span<=O THEN
PRINT USING 6980
IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please re-enter."
BEEP 3000,1.0
GOTO 6910
ELSE
IF (ABS(Mean)+Span)>=Emax THEN
PRINT USING 7040
IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
BEEP 3000,1.0
GOTO 6770
ELSE
END IF
END IF
PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
PRINT USING 7130
IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER LOAD SCALE (100,50,20
BEEP
INPUT Loadscale
Load scale=Load scale
IF Loadscale<>100 AND Load_scale<>50 AND
10 THEN
PRINT USING 7190
IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please 
BEEP 3000,1.0
GOTO 7120
ELSE
END IF
or 10%)"
Load scale<>20 AND Load s
re-enter"
END IF
Continue: !
Scale=Load scale+Strai n scale
Gauge=Gauge_lenght
Mode=Modeof testing
PRINT USING 5440;Dummyl$
BEEP 800,2
PRINT USING "/,20X,K";"** PROGRAM THE Micro Data Track **"
SUBEND
6910
6 920
6930
6940
6950
6960
6970
6980
6990
7000
7010
7020
7030
7040
7050
7060
7070
7080
7090
7100
7110
7120
7130
7140
7150
7160
7170
cale<
7180
7190
7200
7210
7220
7230
7240
7250
7260
7270
7280
7290
7300
7310
7320
7330 II
20! ********************* ****************************** **
20! , *
30! * PROGRAM FCP *
40! * *********** *
50! * *
60! * THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE REAL-TIME CONTROL AND DATA *
70! * ACQUISITION OF FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH TESTS. *
80! *
90 ! * THE CYCLIC DATA(Stresses and potentials) ARE *
100! * RECORDED EVERY 5 CYCLES. *
110! · *
120! ***********************************************************************
130
140 OPTION BASE 0
150 CALL Read_param(Material$,Scale,Mean,Span,Frequency)
160 !DELSUB Read_param
170 CALL Fcp(Material$,Scale,Mean,Span,Frequency)
180 END
190!***************************************************************************
200!+*+**+*+++++**++******************+*+******************************
210
220 SUB Fcp(Material$,Scale,Mean,Span,Frequency)
230 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
240
250 ! DEFINE I/O CARD FUNCTION
260 ---------------
270 ASSIGN Multi TO 723
280 ASSIGN Dvm TO 720
290 ASSIGN eDisc TO "MRZ"
300 Disc drive=O
310 Multi=723
320 Scanner=O
330 Atod=3
340 Memoryl=7
350 D to al=1O
360 Timer=11
370 Dtoa2=12
380 Memory2=13
390
400 ! DEFAULT VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS
410 ------------------------
420 Start=2 !Start channel
430 Stop=2 !Stop channel
440 Cycle_perblock=l
450 Dataper_cycle=200
460 IF Frequency)>=20. THEN 
470 Increment=249
480 ELSE
490 IF Frequency>=10 THEN
500 Increment=149
510 ELSE
520 IF Frequency)>l THEN
530 Increment=49
540 ELSE
550 Increment=4
560 IF Increment>=.1 THEN Increment=9
570 END IF
580 END IF
590 END IF
600
610 INITIALIZE THE MULTI
620
630 CALL Init_multi(@Multi,eDisc)
640 CALL Initmem(eMulti,Memoryl)
650
660
670 ' INITIALIZE READING PROCEDURE
680 -
690 CALL Initread(Cycleper_block,Data_per_cycle,Frequency,Pacel,Pace2,Refco
unt)
700 ALLOCATE Scan(Ref_count),Pot(Ref_count)
710 -----------------------------------------
720 BEEP
730 Cycle=1 !Set cycle counter
740 Next_cycle=Cycle+Increment !Set Next_cycle counter
750 G=SPOLL(723) !Clear Multi SRQ
760 PRINT USING 770
770 IMAGE 20/,15X,"REMOVE CONTROL AND UTILITY PAC DISCS",2/,15X,"INSERT TWU DI
SCS FOR DATA STORAGE",2/,15X,"PRESS KO(Continue) TO CONTINUE"
780 ON KEY 0 LABEL "**CONTINUE**" GOTO 800
790 Spin: GOTO Spin
800 OFF KEY
810 CREATE BDAT "TESTPARAM",1,100
820 ASSIGN Disc TO TESTPARAM"
830 OUTPUT Disc;Material$,"FCP",Scale,Mean,SpanFrequency
840 ASSIGN Disc TO *
850 CALL Plotjframe(Material$,Scale,Mean,Span,Frequency,Max)
860 !DELSUB Plotframe
870 PRINT USING 880
880 IMAGE 20/,25X,"MULTIPROGRAMMER IS READY",2/,20X,"****WAITING FOR THE S
TART COMMAND****"
890 ON KEY 0 LABEL " START CYCLING" GOTO Start_fcp
900 Wait: 0OTO Wait
910
920 '…START CYCLING AND TAKING DATA
930 ----'------------------
940 Start_fcp:!
950 OFF KEY
960 Vmaxl=O
970 __CONTROL PROCEDURE
980
990 OUTPUT eDvm;"F1R-2N4T1ZOD3 *FCP*"
1000 CALL Initcontrol(eMulti,Memory2,timer,D_to_al,Scale,Mean,SpanFrequency,N
data,Pace,Paces)
1010 !
1020 ! READ DATA
1030 !---------
1040 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,0,"T"
I
1050 IF Frequency>. 185 THEN UTPUT @Multi;"WF",Timer,Paces,"T"
1060 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T"
1070 CALL Readdata(Multi,QDvm,FrequencyTimer,Pace,Paces,Scanner,Memory1,Pace
1,Pace2,Ref_count,Scan(*),Pot(*))
1080 ! DISPLAY DATA
1090 ------------
1100 CALL Plot_data(Frequency,Max,Cycle,Pot(*),Vo,Vmax)
1110 Vmax2=Vmax
1120 
1130 ! STORE DATA.
1140 ----------
1150 CALL Store_data(@Disc,Discdrive,Cycle,Scan(*),Pot(*),Vmaxl,Vmax2)
1160
1170 ' SET WAITING FOR SYNCHRO. SIGNAL
1180 ---------- --- -----
1190 Synchro:
1200 OUTPUT @Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,0,"T" !Stop cycling
1210 OUTPUT Multi;"RC" !Read real-time clock(T2)
1220 ENTER 72314;A1,B1,C1,D1 !Enter real-time clock(Tl)
1230 ENTER 72314;A2,B2,C2,D2 !Enter real-time clock(T2)
1240 T1=60*(A1*60*24+B1*60+Cl)+D1
1250 T2=60*(A2*60*24+B2*60+C2)+D2
1260 Time_delay=T2-Tl !Compute elapsed time
1270 Wait_time=Increment/Frequency !Wait between read data
12O0 IF Waittime(Time_delay THEN
1290 CycleINT(Cycle+1.5+Time_delay*Frequency)
1300 Nextcycle-.Cycle+Increment
1310 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T" !Set continuous mode
1320 Vmaxl=Vmax2
1330 GOTO 1030
1340 ELSE
1350 Cycle=Next_cycle
1360 Next_cycle=Cycle+Increment+INT(Time_delay*Frequency+.5)
1370 Waitime=Wait time
1380 Vmaxl=Vmax2
1390 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T" !Set continuous mode
1400 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Timer,"T" 'Resume cycling
1410 WAIT Waitime !Wait next read data
1420 GOTO 1030
1430 END IF
1440 SUBEND
1450!
1460!
1470! *****************************************************************
1480! * *
1490! * SUBROUTINES USED BY SUB FCP(Paraml,Param2,...) *
1500! *
1510! ********************************************************* ***
1520!
1530!____________ _-_
1540 SUB Initcontrol eMulti,Memory,Timer,toaScaleMean,Span,Frequency,Nda
a,Pace,Paces)
1550 !__GENERATE WAVEFORM_
1560 
1570 Load scale=INT(Scale)/100
1580 Pmean=Mean/(Load_scale*216.078) !Convert MPA into voltage
1590 Pmax=Span/(Load_scale*216.078) !Convert MPa into voltage
1600 Coeff=800
1610 IF Pmax>5.12 THEN-Coeff=400
1620 Ndata=INT(Coeff*Pmax+.5)-1
1630 ALLOCATE A(Ndata)
1640 Ndata2=INT(Ndata/4+.5)
1650 Ndata3=Ndata-Ndata2
1660 FOR I=0O TO Ndata2-1
1670 A(I)=Pmax*I/(Ndata2-1)
1680 A(I+Ndata3)=Pmax*(I/(Ndata2-1)-1)
1690 NEXT I
1700 FOR I=Ndata2 TO Ndata3
1710 A(I)=(Ndata-1-2*I)*Pmax/(Nda ta+L-2*Ndata2)
1720 NEXT I
1730
1740 !__CALCULATE THE PACE_
1750 
1760 Time_int=l/(Ndata*Frequency)
1770 Pace=INT(Timeint*500000)/1000 !Pace in msec
1780 Paces=Pace
1790 IF Frequency>.185 THEN Paces=INT(500000/(Ndata*.185))/1000
1800
1810 __PROGRAM MULTI __AMPLITUDE
1820 
1830 OUTPUT *Multi;"CC",Memory+l,"T" !Clear memory card
1840 OUTPUT eMulti;kSF Memory,31,.005,12,"T" !Set format(LSBO0.005)
1850 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Memory+l.O,Ndata,"T" !Truncate memory
1860 OUTPUT *Multi;"MO",Memory,A(*),"T" !Load data into memory
1870 OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Memory+.1,10,"T" 'Set re-circulate mode
1880 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T !Set timer for continuous
1890 OUTPUT *Multi;"#WF",Timer,Pace,"T" 'output. Set Pace
1900
1910 __PROGRAM MULTI-- MEAN
1920 ! ---------------------1920
1930 Incr=.005
1940 IF Pmean=O THEN GOTO 2020
1950 IF Pmean<O THEN Incr-.005
1960 J=O
1970 OUTPUT Multi;"OP",Dtoa,J,"T"
1980 IF ABS(J)<ABS(Pmean) THEN
2000 GOTO 1970
2010 END IF
2020 DEALLOCATE A(*)
2030 SUBEND
2040!
2050 SUB Readdata(eMutieDvm,FrequencyTimerPacePacesScannerMemoryPacel,
Pace2,Ref_count,Scan(*),Pot(*))
2060 G=SPOLL(QMulti)
2070 ENTER 72310;A,BC,D,E,F
2080 ON INTR 7 60TO Interrupt !Set interrupt branch
2090 ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable Interrupt
2100 OUTFUT eMulti;"CY",Scanner,"T" 'Enable scanner
2110 OUTPUT QMulti'"WF",Scanner+.3,5,"T" !Set sequential mode
2120
2130 OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Scanner,2,"T" 'Set start channel
2140 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF",Scanner+.1,2,"T" !set stop channel
2150 OUTPUT *Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,Pacel,"T" 'Set pace(in usec)
2160 Prog_diff(QMulti,Memory,O) !Reset diff, counter
2170 Prog_write(Multi,Memory,O) !Reset write pointer
2180 OUTPUT Multi;"CC";Memory,"T" !Clear Memory card
2190 Prog_mode(Multi,Memory,56) !Set FIFO mode
2200 Prog_refl(QMulti,Memory,Refcount) !Set stop pointer
2210 OUTPUT Multi;"AC";Memory;"T" !Armed memory card
2220 OUTPUT Multi;"SC,O,O,O,OT" !Reset clock
2230 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",T.ier,"T" !Start cycling
2240 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Scanner,'T' !Start pacer
2250 FOR I=0O TO Refcount
2260 ENTER Dvm;Pot(I) !Read potential
2270 WAIT Pace2
2280 NEXT I
2290 Spin:- GOTO Spin
2300 Interrupt:
2310 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,0,"T" 'Check pace
2320 OUTPUT QMulti;"RC" !Read real-time clock(Tl)
2330 IF Frequency>. 185 THEN OUTPUT eMulti;"WF",Timer,Pace,"T"
2340 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF",Timer+.2,1,"T" 'Set continous mode
2350 OUTPUT Multi;"CY",Timer,"T" !Continue cycling
2360 GSPOLL(Multi)
2370 IF 6=64 THEN
2380 ENTER 72310;A,B,C
2390 IF C>O THEN
2400 ENTER 72312;Address
2410 IF Address<>Memory THEN
2420 PRINT NOT MEMORY CARD"
2430 PAUSE
2440 END IF
2450 OUTPUT Multi;"WF",Scanner+.2,0,"T" 'Stop scanner
2460 Progq_mode(1Multi,Memory,76) !Set FIFO lockout
2470 OUTPUT Multi;"MR";Memory;Ref_count+l;"T"!MR command to get data
2480 ENTER 72305 USING "%,W";Scan(*) !Entering the data
2490 ELSE
2500 DEEP 2000,.3
2510 PRINT " *** SRQ NOT SET BY ARMED CARD ***"
1990 J = + In c 
2520 PAUSE
2530 END IF
2540 ELSE
2550 BEEP 2000,.3
2560 PRINT " *** MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT ***"
2570 PAUSE
2580 END IF
2590 SUBEND
2600!
2610 SUB Storedata(QDisc,Discrive,CyeScan() ,Pot(*) ,maxmax2)
2620 ON ERROR GO0TO Recover
2630 IF ABS(Vmax2-Vmaxl)*1000<.005 THEN GOTO Out
2640 CREATE DAT "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle),1,4000
2650 ASSIGN Disc TO "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle)
2660 OUTPUT eDisc;Cycle,Scan(*),Pot(*)
2670 ASSIGN Disc TO *
2680 SOTO Out
2690
2700 Recover:
2710 IF ERRN=59 OR ERRN=64 THEN
2720 IF Discdrive=O THEN
2730 Disc drivet
2740 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
2750 ELSE
2760 Discdrive=O
2770 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
2780 END IF
2790 ELSE
2800 BEEP 2000,1
28t0 PRINT USING 2820;ERRN
2820 IMAGE 2/,25X,"ERROR NUMBER ",K,/,25X,"CHECK STORAGE UNIT",/,25X,"PROG
RAM ABORTED"
2830 PAUSE
2840 END IF
2850 SO6TO 2640
2860 Out:
2870 SUBEND
2880!
2890 SUB Initmult(IMulti,eDisc)
2900 CLEAR 7
2910 WAIT 4.0
2920 6sSPOLL(Multi)
2930 IF C>064 THEN
2940 PRINT " ***MULTI DID NOT INTERRUPT***"
2950 PAUSE
2960 END IF
2970 STATUS Meulti,3;Multi
2980 ENTER Multi*100+10;A
2990 IF A<>16384 THEN
3000 PRINT " ***SELF TEST DID NOT SET SRQ**"
3010 PAUSE
3020 END IF
3030 ALLOCATE scii$80
3040 ON END Disc 6OTO Eof
3050 Rdfile: ENTER Disc;Ascii$
3060 OUTPUT Multi;Ascii$
3070 GOTO Rdfile
3080 Eof: OFF END Disc
3090 ASSIGN Disc TO *
3100 DEALLOCATE Ascii$
3110 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
3120 SUBEND
3130!
3140 SUB Initmem(Multi,Memory)
3150 Progmode(eMulti,Memory,254)
3160 Prog_mode(OMulti,Memory,54)
3170 Prog_refl(IMulti,Memory,1048575)
3180 Prog_ref2(Multi,Memory,0)
3190 Prog_read(tMulti,Memory,0)
3200 Prog_diff(eMulti,Memory,O)
3210 Prog_write(1Multi,Memory,O )
3220 OUTPUT QMulti;"CC";Memory;"T"
3230 SUBEND
3240!
3250 SUB Prog_read(QMulti,Memory,Readpointer)
3260 ReadlowxRead_pointer MOD 65536
3270 Read highaRead_pointer DIV 65536
3280 Read low oct=FNDec to octal(Read low)
3290 ReadhighoctFNDecto_octal (Read high)
3300 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Mmlory+.1;22;Memory+.2;Read low_oct;"T"
3310 OUTPUT QMulti;WF";Memory+.1;23;Memory+.2;Read highoct;"T"
3320 SUBEND
3330!
3340 SUB Prog_write(QMulti,Memory,Write_pointer)
3350 Write lowmWrite_pointer MOD 65536
3360 Writehigh=Write_pointer DIV 65536
3370 Writelowoct2FNDec tooctal(Write low)
3380 Write_high_oct=FNecto octal(Write high)
3390 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF";Memory+.1;24;Memory+.2,Writelowoct;"T"
3400 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;Memory+.2;Writehighoct;"T"
3410 SUBEND
3420!
3430 SUB Progdiff(eMulti,Memory,Diff_counter)
3440 Diff lo=Diff_counter MOD 65536
3450 Diff high=Diffcounter DIV 65536
3460 Diff low octzFNDecto octal(Difflow)
3470 Diff_highoct=FNDec to octal(Diffhigh)
3480 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF";Memory+.1;20;Memory+.2;Diff low_oct;"T"
3490 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF";Meory+.1;21;Memory+.2;Diffhigh oct;"T"
3500 SUBEND
3510!
3520 SUB Progrefl(eMulti,Meory,Reflreg)
3530 RefllowReflreg MOD 65536
3540 Refl_high=Refl_reg DIV 65536
3550 Refl_lo_oct=FNDec_to_octal(Refl_low)
3560 Refl_high_oct=FNDecto_octal(Refl_high)
3570 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1,26;Memory+.2;Refl_low_oct;"T"
3580 OUTPUT Multi;WF;Memory+.1,27;Memory+.2;Reflhighoct;"T"
3590 SUBEND
3600!
3610 SUB Progref2(@Multi,Memory,Ref2_reg)
3620 Ref2_low=Ref2_reg MOD 65536
3630 Ref2_high=Ref2_reg DIV 65536
3640 Ref 2_1 ow octFNDectooctal(Ref2_ low)
3650 Ref2_high_oct=FNDe_to_octal (Ref2high)
3660 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;30;Memory+.2;Ref2_low_oct;"T"
3670 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;31;Memory+.2;Ref2_high_oct;"T"
3680 SUBEND
3690!
3700 SUB Prog_mode(QMulti,Memory,Mode)
3710 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.3;Mode;"T"
3720 SUBEND
3730!
3740 SUB Readstatus(Multi,Memory,Status)
3750 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3760 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.l;l;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3770 ENTER Multi*100+6;Status
3780 SUBEND
3790!
3800 SUB Readread(QMulti,Memory,Readpointer)
3810 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3820 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;22;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3830 ENTER Multi*0l0+6;Read_low_oct
3840 OUTPUT eMulti;"WF";Memory+.1;23;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3B50 ENTER Multi*100+6;Read_high_oct
3860 Readlow=FNOctal-to-dec(Readjlowoct)
3870 Read_high-FNOctal_to_dwc(Read_high_oct)
3880 Read_pointer65536*Read_high+Readlow
3890 SUBEND
3900!
3910 SUB Read_write(QMulti,Memory,Write_pointer)
3920 STATUS Multi,3;Multi
3930 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF";Memory+1;24;;"TT RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3940 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_low _oct
3950 OUTPUT Multi;"WF";Memory+.1;25;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
3960 ENTER Multi*100+6;Write_high_oct
3970 Write_low=FNOctaltodec(Writelonoct)
3980 Writehigh=FNOctal_to_dec(Write_high_oct)
3990 Write_pointer=65536*Write_high+Writelow
4000 SUBEND
4010!
4020 SUB Readdiff(OMulti,Memory,Diff_counter)
4030 STATUS eMulti,3;Multi
4040 OUTPUT QMulti;"WF;Memory+.1;20;"T RV";Memory+,2;"T"
4050 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_low_oct
4060 OUTPUT eMulti;WF";Memory+.1;21;"T RV";Memory+.2;"T"
4070 ENTER Multi*100+6;Diff_high_oct
4080 Diff_low=FNOctal_todec(Difflowoct)
4090 DiffhighxFNOctal_to_dec(Diff_high_oct)
4100 Diff _counter=65536*Diff_high+Diff_low
4110 SUBEND
4120!
-320-
4120!
4130 DEF FNDeceto-octal(Dec)
4140 Oct=Dec+2*INT(Dec/B)+20*INT(Dec/64)+200*INT(DOe/512)+2000*INT(Dec/4096)+2
0000*INT(Dec/32768)+200000*INT(Dec/262144)
4150 RETURN Oct
4160 FNEND
4170!
4180 DEF FNOctalto-dec(Octal)
4190 X9=0
4200 X7=Octal
4210 X=O
4220 More: !
4230 X=X+(X7-INT(X7/10)*10)*^BX9
4240 X7=INT(X7/10)
4250 X9=X9+1
4260 IF X7<>0 THEN 60TO More
4270 RETURN X
4280 FNEND
4290!
4300 SUB Plot_frame(Matmrial Scale, ean,Span, Frequency, ax
4310 ALLOCATE A(20),B(20)
4320 IF Frequency>10 THEN
4330 Max=7
4340 ELSE
4350 IF Frequency>m1 THEN
4360 Max=6
4370 ELSE
4380 IF Frequency>.l THEN
4390 Max=5
4400 ELSE
4410 Max=4
4420 END IF
4430 END IF
4440 END IF
4450 FOR I=O TO Max
4460 A(I)=(100/Max)*I-50
4470 NEXT I
4480 FOR I=O TO 20
4490 B(I)=3*I-40
4500 NEXT I
4510 DES
4520 6INIT
4530 GCLEAR
4540 ALPHA ON
4550 GRAPHICS OFF
4560 FRAME
4570 WINDOW -66.72240802681,66.7224080268,-50,50
4580 LDIR 0
4590 C=.75
4600 Du1.5
4610 MOVE -50,-40
4620 FOR 1=0 TO  Max-
4630 FOR J32 TO 10 STEP 2
4640 DRAW (100/Max)*LGT(J*10^I)-50,-40
4650 IF J=10 THEN
4660 IDRAW OD
4670 IMOVE 0,-D
4680 ELSE
4690 IDRAW O,C
4700 IMOVE ,-C
4710 END IF
4720 NEXT J
4730 NEXT I
4740 FOR 1.O TO 20
4750 DRAW 50,B(I)
4760 IF 2INT(I/2)uI THEN
4770 IDRAW -D,O
4780 IMOVE 010
4790 ELSE
4800 IDRAW -C,O
4810 IMOVE C,O
4820 END IF
4830 NEXT I
4840 FOR IMax-l TO 0 STEP -1
4850 FOR J10 TO 2 STEP -2
4860 DRAW (100/Max)*LST(J*lO^I)-SO,20
4870 IF J10 THEN
4880 IDRAW 0,-D
4890 IMOVE O,D
4900 ELSE
4910 IDRAW O,-C
4920 IMOVE OC
4930 END IF
4940 NEXT J
4950 NEXT I
4960 FOR 1=20 TO 0 STEP -1
4970 DRAW -50,8(I)
4980 IF 2*INT(1/2)=I THEN
4990 IDRAW D0
5000 IMOVE -DO
5010 ELSE
5020 IDRAW C,O
5030 IMOVE -CO
5040 END IF
5050 NEXT I
5060 MOVE 50,20
5070 DRAW 50,40
5080 DRAW -50,40
5090 DRAW -50,20
5100 CSIZE 3,.6
5110 MOVE -50,-43
5120 LABEL USING "D";1
5130 FOR 11 TO Max
5140 MOVE A(I)+1,-43
5150 LABEL USING "D';I
5160 IMOVE -3,1
5170 LABEL USING DD";10
5180 NEXT I
5190 FOR IO TO 18 STEP 2
5200 MOVE -56,3*1-41
5210 LABEL USING "D.D";I/4
5220 MOVE 513*1-41
5230 LABEL USING "D.D";I/4
5240 NEXT 
5250 CSIZE 4.6
5260 MOVE -5,-49
5270 LABEL "CYCLE"
5280 CSIZE 3,.6
5290 LDIR 90
5300 MOVE -58,-13
5310 IDRAW 01,3
5320 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
5330 IDRAW 1.5,-1.5
5340 MOVE -57,-9
5350 LABEL "V/Vo"
5360 LDIR -90
5370 MOVE 59,-4
5380 IDRAW 0,-3
5390 IDRAW 1.5,1.5
5400 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
5410 MOVE 59,-8
5420 LABEL nV/Vo"
5430 LDIR 0
5440 CSIZE 3.5,.6
5450 MOVE -45,34
5460 LABEL MaterialS
5470 MOVE -45,30
5480 LABEL "FCP"
5490 MOVE -45,26
5500 LABEL "Frequency= "&VAL$(Frequency)&" Hz"
5510 MOVE 15,34
5520 LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
5530 MOVE 15,31
5540 IDRAW 3,0
5550 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
5560 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
5570 MOVE 19,30
5580 LABEL S = "&VAL$(Span*2)&" (MPa)"
5590 MOVE 19,26
5600 LABEL "R = "&VAL$(DROUND((Mean-Span)/(Mean+Span ),2))
5610 SUBEND
5620!… …--
5630 SUB Init_read(Cycle_per_block,Data_per_cycle,Frequency,Pacel,Pace2,Ref_cou
nt)
5640 Ref_count(Cycle_per_block*Data_per_cycle)-1
5650 IF Frequency>.185 THEN
5660 PacelINT(1.E+6/(Data_per_cycle.185)-30) !Pace in usec
5670 Pace2O,.
5680 ELSE
5690 Pacels=NT(1.E+6/(Data_per_cycle*Frequency)-30) !Pace in usec
5700 Pace2=DROUND((I/Frequency-1/37)/200,3)
5710 END IF
5720 SUBEND
5730!
5740 SUB Plotdata(Frequency,Max,Cycle,Pot(*),Vo,Vmax)
5750 ALPHA OFF
5760 GRAPHICS ON
5770 CSIZE 3,.6
5790 Maximum=O
5790 FOR 37 TO 62
5800 IF Pot(J)>Maximum THEN MaximumxPot(J)
5910 NEXT 
5820 ViaxsMaximum
5830 Vmaxu.55
59840 IF Cycle>1 THEN GOTO Data
5850 Vo-Vmax
5860 MOVE -50,0
5870 Data: !
5980 Xs(100/Max)*LGT(Cycle)-50
5890 DRAW X,12*(Vmax/Vo)-40
5900 SUBEND
5910!
5920 SUB Read_param(Material$,Scale,Mean,Span,Frequency)
5930 ALLOCATE Dummy$C40],Dummy1$S8O]
5940 Duy$"************** ********** ******"
5950 y
5960 IMAGE 2/80OA
5970
5980 PRINT USING 5960;Dummy1$
5990 IMAGE 2/,80A
6000 PRINT USING 6010
6010 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER TYPE OF ALLOY (10 Characters max)"
6020 BEEP
6030 INPUT Material$
6040 PRINT USING 5960;Dummyl$
6050 PRINT USING 6060
6060 IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER LOAD SCALE? (100,50,20 or 10 X)"
6070 BEEP
600 INPUT Load scale
6090 LoadscaletLoadscale
6100 IF Loadscale<)100 AND Loadscale<)50 AND Load scale<20 AND Loadscal
e>10 THEN
6110 PRINT USING 6120
6120 IMAGE 2/,20X,"Undefined value. Please re-enter."
6130 BEEP 3000,1.0
6140 GOTO 6050
6150 ELSE
6160 END IF
6170 PRINT USING 5960;Dumyl$
6180 PRINT USING 6190
6190 IMAGE 2/,20X, ENTER MEAN STRESS (in MPa)?"
6200 BEEP
6210 INPUT Mean
6220 IF (Mean*11.569896)<=-(250*Loadscale) OR Mean>=(250*Loadscale) THEN
6230 PRINT USING 6240
6240 IMAGE 2/,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND. Please re-enter."
6250
6260
6270
6290
6290
6300
6310
6320
6330
6340
6350
6360
6370
6380
6390
6400
6410
6420
6430
6440
6450
6460
6470
6480
6490
6500
6510
6520
6530
6540
6550
6560
6570
6580
6590
6600
6610
6620
6630
6640
6650
6660
6670 
6680 Con,
6690 Sc
6700 PR
6710 BE
6720 PR]
UIRED"
6730
6740 SUI
BEEP 3000t1.0
GOTO 6180
ELSE
END IF
PRINT USING 5960;Dummyl$
PRINT USING 6310
IMAGE 2/,20X, "ENTER STRESS AMPLITUDE (in MPa)"
BEEP
INPUT Span
IF Span<=O THEN
PRINT USING 6360
IMAGE 2/,20X,"UNDEFINED VALUE. Please re-enter"
BEEP 3000,1.0
GOTO 6300
ELSE
IF (ABS(Mean)+Span)*11.569896>=250*Loadscale THEN
PRINT USING 6420
IMAGE 2/1,20X,"VALUE OUT-OF-BOUND, Please re-enter"
BEEP 3000,1.0
GOTO 6300
ELSE
END IF
END IF
PRINT USING 5960;Dummyls
PRINT USING 6500
IMAGE 2/,20X,"ENTER THE FREQUENCY (in Hz)"
BEEP
INPUT Frequency
PRINT USING 6540;Frequency
IMAGE 2/,25X,"INPUTTED Frequency IS ",K," Hz",/
PRINT USING 6560
IMAGE 30X,"1. CONTINUE",/,30X,"2. CHANGE THE FREQUENCY"
BEEP
INPUT Change
IF Change(>l AND Change<>2 THEN
PRINT USING 6610
IMAGE /,30X,"Incorrect value. Please re-enter"
BEEP 3000,1.0
GOTO 6550
END IF
IF Change=2 THEN GOTO 6490
GO60TO Continue
tinue: !
ale=Load-scale
INT USING 5960;Dumyl$
EP 800,2
INT USING "/,20X,K,/,30X,K";"** PROGRAM THE Micro_Data Track **","IF REQ
BEND
PROGRAM DATA.ANALYSIS
!This program analyses the data obtained from isothermal
!and thermal-mechanical fatigue tests. It analyses the
!potential signal and the corresponding hysteresis loop.
!The (potential vs cycles) curve is irst obtained, Then
!the fatigue crack growth rates are derived and plotted.
!The cyclic stress and strain hardening curves are also
!obtained and stored in memory.
DUMP DEVICE IS 701,EXPANDED
OPTION BASE 0
COM Load(359),Strain(359)Pot359)Po(3,Temp(359),X(359),Y(359)
COM /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTEGER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
COM /Time/ A$[O1]
ALLOCATE Stress_max(999),Stress_min(999)
INTEGER Option
Material $"HASTELLOY- X
Tmax$"401"
Tmin$="399"
Range$ "00. 0"
Counter-I
Cycle=-3
W=O
MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,0"
PRINTER IS 1
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT " Enter one of the fol
PRINT " 1.
PRINT " 2.
INPUT Option
PRINT " 
PRINT "
PRINT " Enter the final cycl
INPUT Nmax
PRINT " "
PRINT " "
PRINT " DO YOU WANT A GRAPHI'
PRINT " CYCLIC DATA? Y/N 
INPUT B$
IF Cycle>=Nmax THEN 6OTO 770
IF Option=1 THEN
PRINT " "
PRINT "
PRINT " Enter Cycle numbel
INPUT Cycle
lowing options:"
manual entering"
automatic entering"
e number"
CS DISPLAY OF THE"
ELSE
Cycle=Cycle+4
END IF
IF B$="N" OR B$="n" THEN
CALL Readdata
CALL Pot_time(Stress_max(*),Stressmin(*),Counter)
ELSE
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
s0
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
r?"
550 CALL Read data
560 CALL Plot(Material$,Range$,Tmax$,Tmin$)
570 CALL Pottime(Stressmax(*),Stressmin(*),Counter)
580 WAIT 2,0
590 ALPHA ON
600 GRAPHICS OFF
610 PRINT " "
620 PRINT "
630 PRINT " DO YOU WANT A PRINTED COPY OF THE"
640 PRINT " PREVIOUS DISPLAY? Y/N"
650 INPUT B1$
660 IF Bl$="Y" OR Bl$"y" THEN
670 ALPHA OFF
680 GRAPHICS ON
690 DUMP GRAPHICS #701
700 PRINTER IS 701
710 PRINT CHR$(12)
720 PRINTER IS 
730 ELSE
740 END IF
750 END IF
760 GOTO 420
770 PRINTER IS 1
790 CALL Volt_time(Material$,Range$,Tmax$,Tmin$,Stressmax(*),Stressmin(*),Cou
nter)
790 CALL Fcgr(Material$,Range$,Tmax$,Tmin$,Stressmax(*),Stressmin(*),Counter)
800 CALL Storedadn(Stress_max(*),Stress_min(*),Counter)
810 !
820 GRAPHICS OFF
930 PRINT "
840 PRINT "
850 PRINT " PLEASE ENTER TYPE OF FCGR CURVE"
860 PRINT" 1. da/dN = f(K-stress)"
870 PRINT " 2. da/dN f(K-strain)"
880 PRINT " 3. da/dN a f(J)
890 PRINT " 4. da/dN f(COD)"
900 INPUT Al
910 IF A=1 OR A1=2 THEN
920 IF All THEN
930 LOADSUB ALL FROM "STRESSINT"
940 CALL Stressint
950 DELSUB Stress int
960 ELSE
970 LOADSUB ALL FROM "STRAININT"
980 CALL Strainint
990 DELSUB Strain int
1000 END IF
1010 ELSE
1020 IF A1=3 THEN
1030 LOADSUB ALL FROM JINTE6RAL"
1040 CALL J_integral
1050 DELSUB Jintegral
1060 ELSE
1070 LOADSUB ALL FROM "DEL_COD"
1O80 CALL Cod
1090 DELSUB Cod
1100 END IF
1110 END IF
1120 PRINT " "
1130 PRINT " '
1140 PRINT " DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE?"
1150 PRINT " , Y/N"
1160 INPUT B$
1170 IF B$="Y" THEN
1180 GOTO 20
1190 ELSE
1200 FOR I0 TO 10
1210 PRINT " "
1220 NEXT I
1230 PRINT" ****PROGRAM TERMINATED****"
1240 END IF
1250 END
1260!
1270 SUB Read-data
1280 OPTION BASE 0
1290 COM Load(359),Strain59),Pot(359),Temp(359),X(359),Y(359)
1300 CON /Time/ A$ClO]
1310 COM /Paraa/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTESER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
1320 INTEGER Dummy
1330 IF Cycle)l THEN SOTO 1420
1340 PRINT "
1350 PRINT " "
1360 PRINT " INSERT the floppies containing the data. Make sure"
1370 PRINT " that floppyll is in the left drive, floppy #2 is in"
1380 PRINT " the right drive, floppy#3 is in the left drive,"
1390 PRINT " floppy#4 in the right drive, etc."
1400 ON KEY 0 LABEL "CONTINUE" OTO Proceed
1410 Idle: SOTO Idle
1420 Proceed: 
1430 ON ERROR SOTO Recover
1440
1450 ASSIGN eDisc TO "CYCLE"&VAL$(Cycle)
1460 ENTER Disc;Z,Dummy,Range,A$,X(*),Y(*)
1470 ASSIGN Disc TO *
1480 FOR 1=0 TO 359
1490 Load(I),(( INT(X(I))/1000)-10 )
1500 Strain(I)-((X()-INT(X(I) ))*100)-10
1510 Temp(I)=INT(Y(I))/1000
1520 Pot(I)=Y(I)-INT(Y(I))
1530 NEXT I
1540 BEEP
1550 O0TO End
1560 Recover !
1570 IF ERRN=56 OR ERRN=64 THEN
1580 IF W=O THEN
1590 Wli
1600 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X700,1"
1610 GOTO 1440
1620 ELSE
1630 W=0
1640 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP6290X,700,0"
1650 PRINT " INSERT floppy#3 into left drive and"
1660 PRINT " floppy#4 into right drive."
1670 ON KEY 0 LABEL "CONTINUE" GOTO 1440
1680 END IF
1690 ELSE
1700 PRINT " "
1710 PRINT " "
1720 PRINT " ERROR NUMBER ";ERRN
1730 PRINT " PLEASE CHECK STORAGE UNITS."
1740 PRINT " PROGRAM TERMINATED."
1750 PAUSE
1760 END IF
1770 End:
1780 SUBEND
1790!
1800 SUB Plot(Material$,Range$,Tmax$,Tmin$)
1810 OPTION BASE 0
1820 COH Load(359),Strain(359),Pot(359),Temp(359),X(359),Y(359)
1830 COM /Time/ A$C101
1840 COM /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTEGER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
1850 DIM A(20),B(20)
1860 DES
1870 GINIT
1880 GRAPHICS ON
1890 6CLEAR
1900 ALPHA OFF
1910 FRAME
1920 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
1930 FOR I=O TO 20
1940 A(I)=-50+I*50/9
1950 B(I)x-40+I*2.5
1960 NEXT I
1970 MOVE -50,-40
1980 FOR 1=O TO 18
1990 DRAW A(I),-40
2000 IDRAW 0,1
2010 IDRAW 0,-1
2020 NEXT I
2030 C=.5
2040 D=1
2050 FOR 1=O TO 20
2060 DRAW 50,B(I)
2070 IF I>=10 THEN
2080 C=1
2090 D=.5
2100 ELSE
2110 END IF
2120 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
2130 IDRAW--D,O
2140 IDRAW D,O
2150 ELSE
2160 IDRAW -C,O
2170 IDRAW C,O
2180 END IF
2190 NEXT I
2200 DRAW 50,40
2210 DRAW -50,40
2220 DRAW -50,10
2230 FOR 1=20 TO 0 STEP -1
2240 DRAW -50SO (I)
2250 IF I(<=1O THEN
2260 C.5
2270 D=t.O
2280 ELSE
2290 END IF
2300 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
2310 IDRAW D,O
2320 IDRAW -D,O
2330 ELSE
2340 IDRAW C,0
2350 IDRAW -CO0
2360 END IF
2370 NEXT I
2380 MOVE -50,15
2390 FOR IO TO 18
2400 DRAW A(I),-15
2410 IDRAW 0,1
2420 IDRAW 0,-2
2430 IDRAW 0,1
2440 NEXT I
2450 MOVE -50,10
2460 FOR IsO TO 18
2470 DRAW A(I),10
2480 IDRAW 0,-1
2490 IDRAW 0,1
2500 NEXT I
2510 MOVE 10,10
2520 DRAW 10,40
2530 MOVE -40,25
2540 FOR 1=0 TO 20 STEP 2
2550 DRAW (-40+I),25
2560 IDRAW 0,.5
2570 IDRAW 01,-
2580 IDRAW 0,.5
2590 NEXT I
2600 MOVE -30,15
2610 FOR Is0 TO 20 STEP 2
2620 DRAW -30,15+1
2630 IDRAW .5,0
2640 IDRAW -1,0
2650 IDRAW .51,0
2660 NEXT I
2670 CSIZE 3,.6
2680 MOVE -50,-40
2690 FOR Ia2 TO 17 STEP 2
-330-
2700 MOVE A(I)-3,-43
2710 LABEL USING "K";(I*20)
2720 NEXT I
2730 Mini=Pot(O)
2740 Maxi=Pot(O)
2750 FOR I=1 TO 359
2760 IF Pot(I)>Maxi THEN Maxi=Pot(I)
2770 IF Pot(I)(Mini THEN Mini=Pot(I)
2780 NEXT I
2790 Min scale=,8
2800 Factor=t.O
2810 IF MiniOO000>Min scale THEN
2820 Minscale=Minscale+.5
2830 O0TO 2810'
2840 END IF
2050 Minscale=Minscale-.5
2860 IF Maxi*1000)Min scale+1.0 THEN Factor=Factor*2.0
2870 FOR I=0 TO 10 STEP 2
2880 MOVE -55,8(I)-1.5
2890 LABEL USING "K";Factor*.1*I+Min_scale
2900 NEXT I
2910 FOR I=1 TO 10 STEP 2
2920 MOVE 52,B(I)-1.5
2930 LABEL USING "S.D";I/10-.5
2940 NEXT I
2950 FOR I=11 TO 20 STEP 2
2960 MOVE 50.5,B(I)-1.5
2970 LABEL VAL$((I-15)*100)
2980 MOVE -58,B(I)-1.5
2990 LABEL VAL$((I-15)*100)
3000 NEXT I
3010 CSIZE 4,.6
3020 MOVE -20,-48
3030 LABEL "TIME (sec)"
3040 CSIZE 3,.6
3050 LDIR 90
3060 MOVE -56,-38
3070 LABEL "POT. (mV)"
3080 MOVE -58,-14
3090 LABEL STRESS (MPa)"
3100 LDIR -90
3110 MOVE 62,8
3120 LABEL "STRESS (MPa)"
3130 MOVE 60,-18
3140 LABEL "STRAIN (X)"
3150 CSIZE 3.5,.6
3160 LDIR 0
3170 MOVE 15,32
3180 LABEL Materials
3190 MOVE 15,29
3200 LABEL "TEMPERATURE"
3210 MOVE 20,26
3220 LABEL "Tmax= "&Tmax$&" C"
3230 MOVE 20,23
LABEL "Tmin "bTmnin$&" C"
MOVE 15,20
LABEL "CYCLES #"&VAL$(Cycle)&" & #"&VAL$(Cycle+1)
MOVE 15,17
LABEL "TIME: "&A$
CSIZE 3,,6
MOVE -15,29
DRAW -13,29
DRAW -14,30
DRAW -15,29
MOVE -12,28
IF Z THEN
LABEL "S= BOO MPa"
MOVE -15,32
LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
ELSE
LABEL "E= "&Range$&"%"
MOVE -15,32
LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
END IF
MOVE -15,24
LABEL "X-DIV=0.05%"
MOVE -15,20
LABEL Y-DIV=100 MPa"
MOVE -50,-2.5
FOR I=O TO 358
IF ABS(Load(I)-Load(I+1))>.5 THEN GOTO 3540
Bl=(((Load(I)*Range*216.078)+500)/40)-15
A1(I*5/18)-50
DRAW A1,1
NEXT I
FOR I=1 TO 358
IF ABS(Strain(I)-Strain(I-1))>.08 THEN GOTO 3640
IF Strain(I)=Strain(I-1) THEN OTO 3640
IF ABS(Load(I)-Load(I+l))).5 THEN GOTO 3640
B1=((.15*Strain(I)*.005555/.515)+.0025)*5000-40
A=l(I*5/18)-50
MOVE AI,B1
IMOVE -.667,-.8LABEL " 
NEXT I
MOVE -50,-27.5
FOR I=O TO 359
A1=(I*5/18)-50
Bi=(Pot(I)*1000-Minscale)*25/Factor-40
DRAW A1,Br
NEXT I
AlC((.15*Strain(O)*.005555/.515)+.0025)*4000-40
Bl1(((Load(O)*Range*216.078)+500)/50)+15
MOVE A1,B1
FOR I=1 TO 359
PRINT I,Load(I),Strain(I)
IF ABS(Strain(I)-Strain(I-1))>.08 THEN 6OTO 3820
IF Strain(I)=Strain(I-1) THEN 60TO 3820
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670
3680
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780 Al=((.15*Strain(I)*.005555/.515)+.0025)*4000-40
3790 Blm(((Load(I)*Range*216.078)+500)/50)+15
3800 MOVE A,B1
3810 LABEL "."
3820 NEXT I
3830 SUBEND
3840!
3850 SUB Pot_time(Stress_max(*),Stressin(*),K)
3860 OPTION BASE 0
3870 COM Load(359),Strain(359),Pot(359),Temp(359),X(359),Y(359)
3880 COM /Time/ A$C103
3890 COM /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTEGER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
3900 INTEGER I,J,L
3910 L=O
3920 K=K+l
3930 Max=Pot(L)
3940 FOR 1=1 TO 179
3950 J=I+L
3960 IF Pot(J)>Max THEN Max=Pot(J)
3970 NEXT I
3980 Max stress=Load(L+30)
3990 Minstress=Load(179+L-29)
4000 FOR 1=30 TO 70
4010 J=I+L
4020 IF Load(J)>Maxstress AND Load(J)(Max stress+.25 THEN Max stress=Load(J)
4030 IF Load(179+L-I)<Minstress AND Load(179+L-I)>Minstress-.25 THEN Minstr
ess=Load(179+L-I)
4040 NEXT I
4050 Cycles(K)=INT(Cycle+(L/180))
4060 Crack(K)=Max
4070 Stress max(K)=Max stress
4080 Stressmin(K)=Minstress
4090 PRINTER IS 1
4100 PRINT USING 4110;K,Cycles(K),Crack(K),Stress_max(K),Stressmin(K)
4110 IMAGE SX,K,5X,KXqK,X,K,SX,K
4120 L=L+180
4130 IF L>180 THEN O6TO 4150
4140 GOTO 3920
4150 PRINT "
4160 PRINTER IS 1
4170 SUBEND
4180!
4190 SUB Fcgr(Material$,Tmax,Range$,Tmin,Stressmax(),Stressmin(*,Counter
4200 OPTION BASE 0
4210 COM Load(359),Strain(359),Pot(359),Temp(359),X(359),Y(359)
4220 COM /Time/ A$[103
4230 COM /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTEgER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
4240 DIM A(20),B(20)
4250
4260 PRINT"
4270 PRINT H
4280 PRINT " DO YOU WANT THE EXPERIMENTAL CALIBRATION?"
4290 PRINT " Y/N"
4300 INPUT BS
4310 IF B$="Y" THEN
4320 PRINT "
4330 PRINT " "
4340 PRINT " PLEASE ENTER THE INITIAL AND FINAL"
4350 PRINT " CRACK LENGHT (in mm)"
4360 INPUT Crack_init,Crack_final
4370 PRINT " "
4380 PRINT " "
4390 PRINT " PLEASE ENTER THE INITIAL AND FINAL"
4400 PRINT n VOLTAGE (in milivolt)"
4410 INPUT Volt_init,Volt_final
4420 Cal slope(Crack init-Crackjfinal)/(Voltinit-Volt final)
4430 Calcoeff=Crack _init-Cal slope*Volt_init
4440 FOR =0 TO Counter
4450 Crack(I)=Cal_slope*Crack(I)*1OOO+Calcoeff
4460 NEXT 
4470 ELSE
4480 PRINT "
4490 PRINT " "
4500 PRINT " PLEASE ENTER THE INITIAL CRACK LENGHT"
4510 PRINT " (in mm)"
4520 INPUT Crack init
4530 PRINT " "
4540 PRINT " "
4550 PRINT " PLEASE ENTER THE INITIAL VOLTAGE"
4560 PRINT " (in milivolt)"
4570 INPUT Volt init
4580 PRINT 
4590 PRINT" "
4600 PRINT " PLEASE ENTER PROBES Y-SPACING"
4610 PRINT " (in mm)"
4620 INPUT Y_spacing
4630 RAD
4640 Pi=PI*Y_spacing/23.4
4650 P2=(EXP(Pl)+EXP(-Pi))/2
4660 P3=COS(PI*Crackinit/23.4)
4670 P4sP2/P3
4680 P5SLOE(P4+SQR(P4^2-1))
4690 P6zP5/Voltinit
4700 Pt=23.4/P1
4710 P2tP2*2
4720 FOR I=O TO Counter
4730 P3=Crack(I)*1000
4740 Crack(I)=Pl*Arc(P2/(EXP(P3*P6)+EXP(-P3*P6)))
4750 NEXT I
4760 END IF
4770 DE6
4780 GINIT
4790 gRAPHICS ON
4800 BCLEAR
4810 ALPHA OFF
4820 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
4830 FOR 10O TO 20
4840 B(1)=-40+I*4.0
4850 NEXT I
4860 MOVE -501,-40
4870 FOR J0O TO 3
4880 FOR Iw2 TO 10 STEP 2
4890 At125*LGT(I*tO^J)-50
4900 DRAW A1,-40
4910 IF IC10 THEN
4920 IDRAW 0,.7
4930 IDRAW 0,-.7
4940 ELSE
4950 [DRAW 01.4
4960 IDRAW 0,-1.4
4970 END IF
4980 NEXT I
4990 NEXT J
5000 Ce.7
5010 D=1.4
5020 FOR 1=O TO 20
5030 DRAW 50,B(I)
5040 IF 2*INT(I/2):I THEN
5050 IDRAW -DO
5060 IDRAW DO
5070 ELSE
5080 IDRAW -C,O
5090 IDRAW CIO
5100 END IF
5110 NEXT I
5120 FOR J=3 TO 0 STEP -1
5130 FOR I=10 TO 2 STEP -2
5140 A1=25*LGT(I*0 ^J)-50
5150 DRAW A1,40
5160 IF I<10 THEN
5170 IDRAW O-C
5180 IDRAW OC
5190 ELSE
5200 IDRAW O,-D
5210 IDRAW 0,D
5220 END IF
5230 NEXT I
5240 NEXT J
5250 DRAW -50,40
5260 FOR 1=20 TO 0 STEP -1
5270 DRAW -50,B(I)
5280 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
5290 IDRAW DO
5300 IDRAW -D,O
5310 ELSE
5320- IDRAW C,O
5330 IDRAW -CO
5340 END IF
5350 NEXT 
5360 CSIZE 3.6
5370 MOVE -51,-45
5380 LABEL "1"
5390 FOR I=1 TO 4
5400 MOVE LT(O^AI)*25i53,-45
5410 LABEL VAL$(10)
5420 IMOVE 4,5
5430 LABEL VAL$(I)
5440 NEXT 
5450 FOR 1=2 TO 18 STEP 2
5460 MOVE 50.5,8(I)-1.5
5470 LABEL VAL$(I.05)
5480 MOVE -55,B(I)-1.5
5490 LABEL VAL$(I*.OS)
5500 NEXT I
S510 CSIZE 4.6
5520 MOVE -58,0
5530 LABEL "A"
5540 LDIR 90
5550 MOVE -55,-.5
5560 LABEL "I"
5570 LDIR 0
5590 MOVE -SB,-4
5590 LABEL "W"
5600 MOVE 56,-0
5610 LABEL "A"
5620 LDIR 90
5630 MOVE 59,-.5
5640 LABEL "I"
5650 LDIR 0
5660 MOVE 56,-4
5670 LABEL "W"
5680 MOVE -5,-49
5690 LABEL "CYCLE"
5700 MOVE 15,32
5710 LABEL Materials
5720 MOVE 15,29
5730 LABEL "TEMPERATURE"
5740 MOVE 20,26
5750 LABEL "Tmax= "&Tmax$&" C"
5760 MOVE 20,23
5770 LABEL Tmin= "&Tmin$&" C"
5790 MOVE -40,29
5790 DRAW -39,29
5800 DRAW -39,30
5810 DRAW -40,29
5820 MOVE -37,28
5830 IF Z THEN
5840 LABEL "So 800 MPa"
5850 MOVE -40,32
5860 LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
5870 ELSE
5880 LABEL "En "&Range$&"X"
5890 MOVE -40,32
5900 LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
5910 END IF
5920
5930 FOR I=O TO Counter
5940 AI"LGT(Cycles())*25-5O
5950 B1 (Crack(I)/11.7)*80-40
5960 MOVE A-11,81-1.667
5970 LABEL "."
5980 NEXT 
5990 SUBEND6000!..................................
6010 SUB Store-dadn(Stressmax(*),Stress_min(*),Counter)
6020 OPTION BASE 0
6030 COI Load(359) ,Strain(359),Pot(359),Tep(359),X(359),Y(359)
6040 COI /Time/ A$[101
6050 COn /Param/ Crack(999) ,Cyces(9999),Range,INTEER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
6060 ALLOCATE Z$C19,Z 1$191,tZ2$19 3Z3$C19,Z4$119],Dummyl(399) Dummy2(399)
6070 GRAPHICS OFF
6080 ALPHA ON
6090 PRINT "
6100 PRINT " "
6110 PRINT " DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE A VS N DATA?"
6120 PRINT " (Y/N)"
6130 INPUT B$
6140 IF B$<)"Y" AND B$<)"N" THEN O6TO 6090
6150 IF B$"Y" THEN
6160
6170
6180
6190
6200
6210
6220
6230
6240
6250
6260
6270
6280
6290
6300
6310
6320
6330
6340
6350
6360
6370
6380
6390
6400
6410
6420
6430
6440
6450
6460
6470
PRINT " 
PRINT "
PRINT " INSERT THE FLOPPY DISC INTO DRIVE#O. MAKE"
PRINT " SURE THAT IT HAS BEEN INITIALIZED 
ON KEY 0 LABEL "CONTINUE" OTO Proceed
Idle: O6TO Idle
Proceed:
PRINT " "
PRINT " "
PRINT " ENTER FILE NAME?"
INPUT Z$
PRINT "
PRINT " "
PRINT " ENTER MATERIAL?"
INPUT Z1i
PRINT " "
PRINT " "
PRINT " ENTER TESTING CONDITION?"
PRINT " (In-phase, out-of-phase, isothermal)"
INPUT Z2$PRINT " 
PRINT " "
PRINT " ENTER TEMPERATURE RANGE (in C)"
INPUT Z3$
PRINT " "
PRINT " "
PRINT " ENTER STRAIN RANGE (in X)"
INPUT Z4$
FOR IO0 TO Counter
Dummyl(I)=Cycles (I)+(Crack(I)/100)
Duay2(I) = (Stress_max(I)+10)*1000)+((Stressmin(I)+10)/100)
NEXT I
6480 MASS STORAGE iS ":HPS290X,700,0"
6490 CREATE BODAT Z$,18400
6500 ASSIBN IDisc TO Z$
6510 OUTPUT Disc;ZISZ2$,Z3$,Z4$,CounterDummyl(*),Dummy2(*)
6520 ASSIGN Disc TO *
6530 SOTO Endsub
6540 ELSE
6550 8OTO End-sub
6560 END IF
6570 End-sub:
6580 DEALLOCATE Z$,Zl$,Z2$,Z3$,Z4$,Dummyl(*),Dummy2(*)
6590 SUBEND
6600!… _…_
6610 SUB Volttime(MaterialS,Range$,Tmax$,Tmin$tStrss_max(*),Stressmin(*),Cou
nter)
6620 OPTION BASE 0
6630 COM Load(359),Strain(359),Pot(359),Temp(359)
6640 CON /Time/ A$C10
6650 CON /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTESER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
6660 DIM A(20),B(20)
6670 DES
6680 GINIT
6690 GRAPHICS ON
6700 6CLEAR
6710 ALPHA OFF
6720 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
6730 FOR IO TO 20
6740 B(I)=-40+I*4.0
6750 NEXT I
6760 MOVE -50,-40
6770 FOR J=O TO 3
6780 FOR 1=2 TO 10 STEP 2
6790 AI=25*LST(I*10^J)-50
6800 DRAW A1-40
6810 IF I(10 THEN
6820 IDRAW 0,.7
6830 IDRAW 0,-.7
6840 ELSE
6850 IDRAW 0,1.4
6860 IDRAW 0,-1.4
6870 END IF
6880 NEXT I
6890 NEXT J
6900 Cz.7
6910 D=1.4
6920 FOR 1=0 TO 20
6930 DRAW 50,B(I)
6940 IF 2*INT(I/2)uI THEN
'6950 IDRAW -D,0
6960 IDRAW D,O
6970 ELSE
6980 IDRAW -C,0
6990 IDRAW C,0
7000 END IF
7010 NEXT I
7020 FOR J3 TO STEP -1
7030 FOR 110 TO 2 STEP -2
7040 A1u25*LT(1O^J)J)-50
7050 DRAW A,40
7060 IF 1<10 THEN
7070 IDRAW -C
7080 IDRAW 0,C
7090 ELSE
7100 IDRAW 0,-D
7110 IDRAW 0,D
7120 END IF
7130 NEXT 
7140 NEXT J
7150 DRAW -50,40
7160 FOR Z120 TO 0 STEP -1
7170 DRAW -50,B(I)
7180 IF 2*INT(I/2)I! THEN
7190 IDRAW D0
7200 IDRAW -, O
7210 ELSE
7220 IDRAW C,O
7230 IDRAW -C,O
7240 END IF
7250 NEXT I
7260 CSIZE 3,.6
7270 MOVE -511-45
7280 LABEL "1"
7290 FOR 1=1 TO 4
7300 MOVE LT(10^I)*25-53,-4 5
7310 LABEL "10"
7320 IMOVE 45
7330 LABEL VAL$(I)
7340 NEXT I
7350 FOR I=2 TO 18 STEP 2
7360 MOVE 50.5,B(I)-1.5
7370 LABEL VAL$(I*.25)
7380 MOVE -56,B(I)-1.5
7390 LABEL VAL$(I*.25)
7400 NEXT I
7410 CSIZE 4,.6
7420 MOVE -58,-20'
7430 LDIR 90
7440 LABEL "VOLTAGE (in mV)"
7450 MOVE 58,20
7460 LDIR -90
7470 LABEL "VOLTA6E (in V)"
7480 LDIR 0
7490 MOVE -51-49
7500 LABEL "CYCLE"
7510 MOVE 15,32
7520 LABEL Material$
7530 MOVE 15,29
7540 LABEL "TEMPERATURE"
7550 MOVE 20,26
7560 LABEL "Tmaxa "&Tmax$k" C"
7570 MOVE 20,23
7580 LABEL "Tumns "&Tmtn$&" C"
7590 MOVE -40,29
7600 DRAW -39,29
7610 DRAW -39,30
7620 DRAW -40,29
7630 MOVE -37,28
7640 IF Z THEN
7650 LABEL "So 800 MPa"
7660 MOVE -40,32
7670 LABEL "STRESS CONTROL"
7680 ELSE
7690 LABEL "E= "&Range$&"X"
7700 MOVE -40,32
7710 LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
7720 END IF
7730
7740 FOR 1=0 TO Counter
7750 Al=L6T(Cycles(I))*25-51
7760 Bl1Crack(I)*16000-41.667
7770 MOVE A1,BI
7780 LABEL "."
7790 NEXT 
7800 WAIT 3.0
7810 SUBEND
7820!
-340-
10 ! PROGRAM STRAININT
20 OPTION BASE 0
30 COM /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTESER CycleW,Z,Nmax
40 Z.2
50 CALL train-int
60 END
70
80 SUB Strlin-int
90 OPTION BASE 0
100 CON /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTEGER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
110 ALLOCATE Delk(999),Dadn(999)
120 ALLOCATE Bb(3),A(10),lN(10),21$19],Z2$C19,Z3$C19,Z4$C19]
130 ALLOCATE C11(99),C12(99),C22(99)
140
150 Select !****************************************
160 PRINT 
170 PRINT"
180 PRINT " ENTER FILE NAME?"
190 INPUT Z$
200
210 Read-data:
220 !
230 CALL Read_const(C1 2(*),C22(*))
240 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700,1"
250 ASSIGN Disc TO Z$
260 ENTER Disc;Zl$,Z2$,Z3$,Z4$,NmaxxCrack(*)
270 ASSIGN Disc TO *
280 "ASS STORAGE IS "HPG290X,700,0"
290 NmaxsNmaxx
300 FOR I1O TO Nax
310 Cycles(I)mINT(Crack(I))
320 Crack(I)=(Crack(I)-Cycles(I))*100
330 NEXT I
340 !
350 Plotframe: !+**** +********************* **+***
360 DE6
370 GINIT
380 !PLOTTER IS 705,"HP6L"
390 GRAPHICS ON
400 GCLEAR
410 LDIR 0
420 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.7224080268,-50,50
430 CSIZE 3,.6
440 MOVE -50,-40
450 FOR I-5 TO -4
460 FOR Jl TO 10
470 AluSO*(LGT(J010 ^I)+5)-50S
480 DRAW All-40
490 IF J310 THEN
500 IDRAW 0,1.8
S10 - IDRAW 0-1.8
520 ELSE
530 IDRAW 0,.8
540 IDRAW 0,-.8
550 END IF
560 NEXT J
570 NEXT 
580 FOR J-9 TO -4
590 FOR Io TO 9
600 Al (LT (I*lOJ) +9)*80/6-40
610 DRAW 50,A
620 IF 1)1 THEN
630 IDRAW -. 810
640 IDRAW .810
650 ELSE
660 IDRAW -1.8,0
670 IDRAW 1.80
680 END IF
690 NEXT I
700 NEXT J
710 FOR Is-4 TO -5 STEP -1
720 FOR J310 TO 1 STEP -1
730 A150*(LST(J*10AI)+5)50
740 DRAW A1,40
750 IF JO10 THEN
760 IDRAW 0-1.S
770 IDRAW 0,l1.8
780 ELSE
790 IDRAW 01,-.8
900 IDRAW 0,.8
810 END IF
920 NEXT J
830 NEXT I
840 FOR J3-4 TO -9 STEP -1
850 FOR 1I9 TO STEP -1
860 A1=(L6T(I*10^J)+9)*80/6-40
870 DRAW -50,A1
880 IF 1>1 THEN
890 IDRAW .8,0
900 IDRAW -.8,0
910 ELSE
920 IDRAW 1.8,0
930 IDRAW -1.89,0
940 END IF
950 NEXT 
960 NEXT J
970 DRAW -50,-40
980 FOR I'-5 TO -3
990 Al-(L6T(lOAI)+5)*50-50
1000 MOVE A,-40
1010 IMOVE -1.5,-3.0
1020 LABEL VAL$(I)
1030 IMOVE -1.6,.4
1040 LABEL "10"
1050 NEXT I
1060 MOVE 50,-40
1070 FOR Is-B TO -4
1080 A1u(LST(10AI)+9)*80/6-40
MOVE 50,A1
IMOVE 1.5,-1.5
LABEL "10"
IMOVE 2.8,3.5
LABEL VAL$(I)
NEXT I
MOVE -50,40
FOR I-4 TO -8 STEP -1
A=l(LGT(IO^I)+9)*80/6-
MOVE -50,A1
IMOVE -7.0,-1.5
LABEL "10"
IMOVE 2.B,3.5
LABEL VAL$(I)
NEXT I
CSIZE 3.5,.6
MOVE -25,-48
LABEL "Strain Intensity F
MOVE -25,-48
IMOVE 51,3.1
IDRAW 1.6,0
LDIR 90
MOVE -58,-15
LABEL "da/dN (m/cycle)"
LDIR 0
MOVE -24,42
LABEL "FATIGUE CRACK PROP
MOVE -45,30
LABEL Zi$
MOVE -45,27
LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
MOVE -45,25
IDRAW 2,0
IDRAW -1,1.5
IDRAW -1,-1.5
MOVE -42,24
LABEL "E "E&Z4$&"%"
MOVE -45,21
LABEL Z2$
MOVE -45,18
LABEL "T="&Z3$& C"
MOVE---45,15
LABEL "Frequency= 0.1 Hz"
MOVE -45,13
IDRAW 20
IDRAW -1,1.5
IDRAW -1,-1.5
MOVE -42,12
LABEL "K from Eq. 32"
MOVE -45,9
LABEL "L /W= 2.5"
MOVE -43,8
LABEL b"
MOVE -50,-40
-40
actor (Vm)"
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1S50
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
AGATION"
1630
1640 Plot data: ! ************************************
1650 Lw=2,.17
1660 Lb=2.50
1670 K=-1
1680 Deltae=VAL (Z4$)/100
1690 NptsNmax-6
1700 FOR I=0 TO Npts
1710 L=O
1720 K=K+1
1730 KI=K+6
1740 FOR JK TO Ki
1750 L=L+1
1760 A (L) =Crack (J)
1770 N(L)=Cycles(J)
1780 NEXT J
1790 CI=.5*(N(1)+N(7))
1800 C2=.5*(N(7)-N(1))
1810 Sx=O
1820 Sx2:0
1830 Sx350
1840 Sx4=0
1850 Sy=O
1860 Syx=O
1870 Syx2=O
1880 FOR J1 TO 7
1890 Xx=(N(J)-C1)/C2
1900 Yy=A(J)
1910 Sx=Sx+Xx
1920 Sx2=Sx2+Xx"2
1930 Sx3=Sx3+Xx^3
1940 Sx4=Sx4+Xx^4
1950 SyaSy+Yy
1960 Syx=Syx+Xx*Yy
1970 Syx2=Syx2+Yy*Xx'2
1980 NEXT J
1990 Den7.0* (Sx2*Sx4-Sx3^2) -Sx*(Sx*Sx4-Sx2*Sx3) +Sx2* (Sx*Sx3-Sx2^2)
2000 T2=Sy* (Sx2*Sx4-Sx3^2) -Syx* (Sx*Sx 4-Sx2*Sx3) +Syx2* (Sx*Sx3-Sx22)
2010 Bb(1) T2/Den
2020 T3=7. O* (Syx*Sx4-Syx2*Sx3) -S* (Sy*Sx4-Syx2*Sx2) +Sx2* (Sy*Sx3-Syx*SX2)
2030 Bb(2)=T3/Den
2-040 T4=7. 0* (Sx2*Syx2-Sx3*Syx)-Sx* (Sx*Syx2-Sx*Sy)+Sx2* (Sx*Syx-Sx2*Sy)
2050 Bb(3) T4/Den
2060 Yb=Sy/7.0
2070 Rss=O
2080 Tss=O
2090 FOR J1 TO 7
2100 Xx (N(J)-C )/C2
2110 Yhat*b()+Bb (2)*Xx+Bb (3)*X^2
2120 RssRss+(A (J) -Yh at) ^2
2-130 TssaTss+(A ( J ) -Yb ) ^2
2140 NEXT J
2150 R2t. 0-Rss/Tss
2160 Dadn (I) Bb (2)/C2+2. O*Bb (3)* (N (4)-Cl)/C2^2
Xxa(N(4)-C) /C2
Ar=Bb()+Bb (2)*Xx+Bb (3)*X^2
TuAr/11.7
KltlINT((T+.005)*100)-I
FlFNFll(T)
F22=FNF22(T)
Factorlml-(6*(F22/Flt)*C12(Kll)/(C22(K11)+12*Lb))
Al-C12(K1l)^2/(12*Lb+C22(Kli))
A22=6*C12(K11)*(Lw-Lb)/(12*Lb+C22(K1i))
Factor2(l+(Cll(Kl)-AII+A22)/Lw)
Ft=SQR(PI*Ar/1000)*Fli*Factorl/Factor2
!Ft=SQR(25/(20-13*T-7*T^2)) !Harris'formUla
Delk(I)=Deltae*Ft
IF T>=.55 THEN Delk(I)=100
NEXT I
BEEP 3000,1
ALPHA OFF
FOR 1=0O TO Npts
Al=(LGT(Delk(I))+5)*50-50
A2=(LGT(ABS(Dadn(I))/1000)+9)*80/6-40
MOVE AIA2
IMOVE -1.3344481605,-1
LABEL " 
'NEXT I
PENUP
MOVE -50,-40
PAUSE
SUBEND
DEF FNFll(I)
RAD
IF I0 THEN
Fll-2/SQR(PI)
GOTO 2570
END IF
A=SQR(2*TAN(PI*I/2)/(PI*I))
Bm(.752+2.02*I+,37*(1-SIN(PI*I/2))^3)/COS(PI*1/2)
F l=A*B
RETURN Fl1
FNEND
DEF FNF22(I)
RAD
IF 1=O THEN
F22=2/SQR(PI)
60TO 2690
END IF
A=SQR(2*TAN(PI*X/2)/(Pl*1))
B=(.923+.199*(1-SIN(PI*I/2))^4)/COS(PI*I/2)
F22=A*B
RETURN F22
FNEND
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470!
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590!
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
!
2710!
2720 SUB Read const(Ctl(*),C12(*),C22(*))
2730 DATA .39655E-03,.1594E-02,.36060E-02,.64504E-02,.10149E-01,14729E-0
1,.20217E-01,.26652E-01,.34072E-0t1,42522E-01
2740 DATA .52051E-01,.62715E-01,.74576E-01,.87699E-01,.10216,.11804,.1354
2,.154411.175101.19761
2750 DATA .222071.24861,.277381.308541.342251.37872,.41813,.46073,.50674,
.55643
2760 DATA .61009,.66802,.73057,.79811,.87105,.94981,1.0349,1.1268,1.2262,
1,3335
2770 DATA 1.4497,1.5753,1.7114,1.8586,2.0182,2.1912,2.3789,2.5827,2.8040,
3.0447
2780 DATA 3.3065,3.5917,3.9026,4.2418,4.6124,5.017715.461515.948116.4823,
7.0697
2790 DATA 7.7166,8.4301,9.2186,10.091911.060,12.136,13.336,14.676,16.176,
17.861
2800 DATA 19.759,21.905,24.337,27.106,30.271,33.905,38.097,42.958,48.629,
55.284
2810 DATA 63.151,72.522,83.782,97.441,114.19,135.00,161.19,194.73,238.50,
296.92
2820 DATA 377.05,490.68,658.66,920.72,1359.9,2174.0,3930.5,8822.6,31809.,
31809,
2830!
2840 READ C1(*)
2850!------------
2860 DATA .23631E-02,.9402E-02,.21068E-01,.37333E-01,.58192E-01,.83658E-0
1,.11377,.14857.18815,.23259
2870 DATA .28201,.33655,.39637,.46164,.53256,.60936,.69228,.78161,.87763,
.98069
2880 DATA 1.0911,1.2093,1.3358,1.4708,1.6151,1.7690,1.9332,2.1083,2.2950,
2.4940
2890 DATA 2.7062,2.9324,3.1735,3.4305,3.7047,3.9970,4.3090,4.6419,4.9973,
5,.3769
2900 DATA 5.7826,6.2163,6.6802,7.1768,7.7085,8.2785,8.8898,9.5459,10.251,
11.008
2910 DATA 11.824,12.702,13.650,14.672,15.777,16.974,18.269,19.676,21.204,
22.867
2920 DATA 24.680,26.659,28.826,31.200,33.808,36.680,39.849,43.356,47.246,
51.573
2930 DATA 56.403,61.811,67.886974.744,82.510,91.347,101.45,113.07,126.50,
142.13
2940 DATA 160.45,182.09,207.87,238.89,276.62,323.09,381.14,454.87,550.30,
676.68
2950 DATA 848.67,1090.7,1445.7,1995.3,2909.4,4591.0,8192.0,18147.,64577.,
64577.
2960!
2970 READ C12(*)
29B0! ---------
2990 DATA .14082E-01,.O5459E-01,.12310,.21611,.33375,.47539,.64052,.82877
1. 0399, 1.2736
3000 DATA 1.52991.8089,12.1105,2.4352,2.7830,3.1545,3.5500,3.970394.4159
4.8876
3010 DATA 5.3863,5.912816.4683,7.054017.6710t,.320719.0047,9.7247,10.482,
11.280
3020 DATA 12.118,13.001,13.931,14.909,15.939,17.025,18.168,19.374,20.646,
21.988
3030 DATA 23.405,24.901,26.484,28.158,29.930,31.807,33.798,35.911,38. 155,
40.541
3040 DATA 43.081,45.787,48.673,51.756,55.052,58.582,62.366,66.430,70.801,
75.509
3050 DATA 80.590,86.083,92.034,98.493,105.52,113.18,121.55,130.73,140.81,
151.93
3060 DATA 164.22,177.85,193.03,210.01,229.0,250.55,274.91,302.67,334.49,
371.20
3070 DATA 413.86,463.83,522.87,593.31,678.29,782.09,910.72,1072.8,1280.9,
1554.3
3080 DATA 1923.4,2438.8,3189.1,4341.7,6244.1,9717.6117100.,37358.,131140,
131140
3090!
3100 READ C22(*)
3110! ------------
3120 SUBEND
10 ! PROGRAM STRESSINT
20 OPTION BASE 0
30 COM /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),Range,INTEGER CycleW,Z,Nmax
40 Z=2
50 CALL Stress-int
60 END
70
SO SUB Stressint
90 OPTION BASE 0
100 COM /Param/ Crack(999),Cycles(999),RangeINTEGER Cycle,W,Z,Nmax
110 ALLOCATE Delk(1300),Dadn(1300)
120 ALLOCATE Bb(3),A(10),N(0O),Z1$C19),Z2$C19],Z3$C19]Z4$C193
130 ALLOCATE C11(99),C12(99),C22(99)
140 ALLOCATE Dummyl(199),Dummy2(199)
150 ALLOCATE Stress_max(199),Stressmin(199)
160
170 Select:
180 PRINT "
190 PRINT "
200 PRINT " ENTER FILE NAME?"
210 INPUT Z$
220 PRINT " "
230 PRINT " "
240 PRINT " ENTER MODULUS(in MPa)?"
250 INPUT Modulus
260 PRINT " "
270 PRINT " "
280 PRINT " ENTER POISSON RATIO?"
290 INPUT Poisson
300
310 Readdata: !**************************************
320 !
330 CALL Readconst(C11(*),C12(*),C22(*))
340 MASS STORAGE IS ":HPS290X7001"
350 ASSIGN eDisc TO Z$
360 ENTER eDisc;Zl$,Z2$,Z3$,Z4$,Counter,Dummyl(*),Dummy2(*)
370 ASSIGN Disc TO *
380 MASS STORAGE IS ":HP8290X,700 10"
390 FOR 1=O TO Counter
400 Cycles(I)2INT(Dumyl(I))
410 Crack(I)=(Dummyl(I)-Cycles(I))*100
420 Stress_max(I)INT(Dummy2(I))/1000-10
430 Stressmin(I)=(Dummy2(I)-INT(Dummy2(l)))*100-10
440 NEXT I
450 DEALLOCATE Dummyl(*),Dummy2(*)
460 CALL Stress_cycle(Counter,Stress_max(*),Stressmin(*),Cycles(*),Crack(*),Z
I$,Z2$,Z3$,Z4$)
470 !
480 Plotframe: **++******* +*** ****************t****
490 DEG
500 GINIT
510 !PLOTTER IS 705,"HPgL"
520 GRAPHICS ON
530 SCLEAR
540 LDIR 0
550 WINDOW -66.7224080268,66.722408026,8-50,50
560 CSIZE 3,.6
570 MOVE -50,-40
580 FOR 110 TO 100 STEP 2
590 A1l100*(LGT(I/10))-50
600 DRAW A1,-40
610 IF INT(I/10)<(I/10) THEN
620 IDRAW 01.8
630 IDRAW 0,-.8
640 ELSE
650 IDRAW 01.8
660 IDRAW 0,-1.9
670 END IF
680 NEXT I
690 FOR J=-9 TO -4
700 FOR 1=1 TO 9
710 Als(LGT(I*lO^J)+9)*80/6-40
720 DRAW 50,A1
730 IF I)>1 THEN
740 IDRAW -.8,0
750 IDRAW .8,0
760 ELSE
770 IDRAW -1.8,0
780 IDRAW L,O
790 END IF
800 NEXT I
810 NEXT J
820 FOR 1=100 TO 10 STEP -2
830 AlI00*(L6T(I/10))-50
840 DRAW Al40
850 IF INT(I/10)<(I/10) THEN
860 IDRAW 0,-.8
870 IDRAW 0,,8'
880 ELSE
890 IDRAW 0,-1.8
900 IDRAW 01.8
910 END IF
920 NEXT I
930 FOR J-4 TO -9 STEP -1
940 FOR I-9 TO 1 STEP -1
950 A1(L6T(I*10^J)+9)*80/6-40
96,0 DRAW -50,Al
970 IF 1>1 THEN
980 IDRAW .,810
990 IDRAW -.8,0
1000 ELSE
1010 IDRAW 1.S,0
1020 IDRAW -1.8,0
1030 END IF
1040 NEXT I
1050 NEXT J
1060 DRAW -50,-40
1070 FOR I=1 TO 9
AIuLOT(I)*100-50
MOVE A1,-40
IMOVE -t1S,-3.0
LABEL VAL$(I*10)
NEXT 
MOVE 501-40
FOR la-B TO -4
A.(LOT (1O^)+9) #80/6-40
MOVE 50,Al
IMOVE 1.S,-1.5
LABEL "10"
IMOVE 2.8,3.5
LABEL VAL$(I)
NEXT I
MOVE -50,40
FOR I-4 TO -8 STEP -1
A1=(LOT( 10^)+9)*80/6-40
MOVE -50,AI
IMOVE -7.0,-1.5
LABEL "10"
IMOVE 2.8,3.5
LABEL VAL$(I)
NEXT I
CSIZE 3.5,.6
MOVE -28,-48
LABEL "Stress Intensity Fact
MOVE -29,-48
IMOVE 57,3.1
IDRAW 1.6,0
LDIR 90
MOVE -58,-15
LABEL "da/dN (/cycle)"
LDIR 0
MOVE -24,42
LABEL "FATI6UE CRACK PROPAG6
MOVE -45,30
LABEL Z1$
MOVE -45,27
LABEL STRAIN CONTROL
MOVE -45,25
IDRAW 2,0
IDRAW -1,1.5
IDRAW -1,-1.S
MOVE -42,24
LABEL "E= "&Z4$&"X"
MOVE -45,21
LABEL Z2$
MOVE -45,19
LABEL T="&Z3$&" Co
MOVE -50,-40
PENUP
!PAUSE
!
tor
\TION"
-350-
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1290
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
(MPaVm)"
161b PI otdata: ****************************************
1620 Lw"2. t7
1630 Lb"2. 
1640 K-I '
1650 NptsCounter-6
1660 FOR I0 TO Npts
1670 !Dltap(Stressmax ( I+3)-Strss.min (I+3))21.607*5! K usi ng stress range
1680 Deltap*Modulus*VAL(Z4$)/(100*(1-Poisson)) !K using Modulus
1690 L"O
1700 K-K+1
1710 KluK+6
1720 FOR JK TO KI
1730 LzL+1
1740 A(L)Crack (J)
1750 N(L) Cycles(J)
1760 NEXT J
1770 Cl,.5*(N(1)+N(7))
1780 C2=.5*(N(7)-N(1) )
1790 Sx=O
1800 Sx2=0
1810 Sx3-O
1820 Sx4=O
1830 Sy=O
1840 Syx=O
1850 Syx2=0
1860 FOR =1 TO 7
1870 Xx=(N(J)-CI)/C2
1880 Yy=A(J)
1890 Sx-Sx+Xx
1900 Sx2=Sx2+XxA2
1910 Sx3=Sx3+Xx^3
1920 Sx4mSx4+Xx^4
1930 Sy=Sy+Yy
1940 Syx"Syx+Xx*Yy
1950 Syx22Syx2+Yy*Xx^2
1960 NEXT J
1970 Den=7. 0* (Sx2*Sx4-Sx3^2) -Sx (Sx*Sx4-Sx2*Sx3)+Sx2 (Sx*Sx3-Sx2^2)
1980 T2Sy* (Sx2*Sx4-Sx3^2) -Syx (Sx*Sx4-Sx2*Sx3) +Syx2* (Sx*Sx3-Sx2^2)
1990 Bb(1)=T2/Dvn
2000 T3=7. 0* (Syx*Sx4-Syx2*Sx3) -Sx (Sy*Sx4-Syx2*Sx2) +Sx2* (Sy*Sx3-Syx*Sx2)
2010 Bb(2) T3/Den
2020 T4=7. 0* (Sx2*Syx2-Sx3*Syx) -Sx* (Sx*Syx2-Sx3*Sy) +Sx2* (Sx*Syx-Sx2*Sy)
2030 Bb(3)=T4/Den
2040 Yb=Sy/7.0
2050 Rss"O
2060 Tss2O
2070 FOR J31 TO 7
2080 Xxu(N(J)-Cl)/C2
2090 YhatBb (l)+Bb(2)*Xx+Bb(3)*Xx^2
2100 Rss=Rss+(A (J)-Yhat) ^2
2110 Tss"Tss+(A(J)-Yb)^2
2120 NEXT J
2130 R2"1.0-Rss/Tss
2140 Dadn(I) =Bb(2)/C2+2. O*Bb(3)*(N(4)-C1)/C2^2
2150 Xxt(N(4)-C1)/C2
2160
2170
2190
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
Ar*Bb(!)+Bb(2)*Xx+Bb(3)*Xx^2
T'Ar/11,7
K11iINT((T+,05)*100)-1
FlI"FNFIl(T)
F22"FNF22 (T)
Factorll-(6*(F22/Fl1)*C12(K11)/(C22(K11
Ai1.C12(K1I)^2/(12*Lb+C22(Kl1))
A2236*CI2(Kll)*(L-Lb)/(12*Lb+C22(Kli))
Factor2u(l+(Cll(Kli)-A1+A22)/Lw)
FtSggR(PZ*Ar/1000)*FilFactorl/Factor2
! FtuSQR(PI*Ar/1000)*FIl*Factorl
Delk(I)=Dultap*Ft
PRINT Dlk(I),Dadn(I)
IF T>s.60 THEN Delk(I)00000
NEXT I
BEEP 300011
ALPHA OFF
!
) +12*Lb))
!K using modulus
!K using stress range
2350 FOR IO TO Npts
2360 AlST(D.lk(I)/10)*100-50
2370 A2(LST(ABS(Dadn(I))/1000)+9)*80/6-40
2380 MOVE A,A2
2390 IMOVE -1.3344481605,-1
2400 LABEL "
2410 NEXT I
2420 PENUP
2430 nOVE -50,-40
2440 PAUSE
2450 SUBEND
2460!
2470 DEF FNF11(I)
2480 RAD
2490 IF I=O THEN
2500 F11u2/SQR(PI)
2510 60TO 2560
2520 END IF
2530 A=SQR(2*TAN(PI*I/2)/(PI*I))
2540 B=(,752+2.02*I+37*(1-SIN(PI*I/2) )^3)/COS(PI*I/2)
2550 F11A*B
2560 RETURN F11
2570 FNEND
2580! ________
2590 DEF FNF22(1)
2600 RAD
2610 IF IO THEN
2620 F22u2/SQR(PI)
2630 BOTO 2680
2640 END IF
2650 ASQR(2*TAN(PI*I/2)/(PI*I))
2660 Bu(.923+.199*(1-SIN(PI*I/2))^4)/COS(PI*I/2)
2670 F22sA*B
2680 RETURN F22
2690 FNEND
2700!
2710 SUB Read.const(Cll(*),C12(*),C22(*))
2720 DATA .39655E-03,.1594E-02,.36060E-02,.64504E-02,.10149E-Ol.14728E-01,.202
17E-01i,26652E-0S 1 34072-72E-01,.42522E-01
2730 DATA .52051E-01,.6271SE-01,.74576E-01,.97699E-01,.10216,.1104,.13542,.154
41,.17510,.19761
2740 DATA .22207,24861,.27738,.308541.34225,.37872,.41813,.46073,.50674,.S5643
'2750 DATA .610091.66802,.73057,.79811,.87105,.94981,1.0349,1.1268,1.2262,1.3335
2760 DATA 1.4497,1.575311.7114,1.8586,2.0182,2.191212.378992.5827,2.8040,3.0447
2770 DATA 3.3065,3.5917,3.9026,4.24181,461245,.0177,5.4615,5.9481,6.4823,7.0697
2780 DATA 7.7166,8.4301,9.2186,10.091,11.060,12.136,13.336,14.676,16.176,17.861
2790 DATA 19.759,21.905,24.337,27,106,30.271,33.905,38.097,42.958,48.629,S5.284
2800 DATA 63.151,72.522,83.782,97.441,114.19,135.00,161.19,194.73,239.50,296.92
2810 DATA 377.05,490.68,658.66,920.72,1359.912174.0,3930.5,8822.6,31809.,31809.
2820 READ C11(*)
2830!------------
2840 DATA .23631E-02,.9402E-02,.21068E-01,.37333E-01,.58192E-01,.83658E-011.11I
77,.14857,.18815,.23259
2850 DATA .28201,.33655,.39637,.46164,.53256,.60936,.69228,.78161,.87763,.98069
2860 DATA 1.0911,1.2093,1.3358,1.4708,1.6151,1.7690,1.9332,2.1083,2.2950,2.4940
2870 DATA 2.7062,2.9324,3.1735,3.4305,3.7047,3.9970,4.3090,4.6419,4.9973,5.3769
2880 DATA 5.7826,6.2163,6.6802,7.1768,7.7085,8.2785,8.8898,9.5459,10.251,11.008
2890 DATA 11.824,12.702,13.650,14.672,15.777,16.974,18.269,19.676,21.204,22.867
2900 DATA 24.680,26.659,28.826,31.200,33.808,36.680,39.849,43.356,47.246,51.57I
2910 DATA 56.403,61.811,67.889,74.744,82.510,91.347,101.45,113.07,126.50,142.,1
2920 DATA 160.45,182.09,207.87,238.89,276.62,323.09,381.14,454.87,550.30,676.68
2930 DATA 848.67,1090.7,1445.7,1995.3,2909.4,4591.0,8192.0,18147.,64577.,64577.
2940 READ C12(*)
2950!------------
2960 DATA .14082E-01,.55459E-01,.12310,.21611,.33375,.47539,.64052,.82877,1.039
9,1.2736
2970 DATA 1.5299,1.8089,2.1105,2.4352,2.7830,3.1545,3.5500,3.9703,4.4159,4.8876
2980 DATA 5.3863,5.9128,6.4683,7.0540,7.6710,8.3207,9.0047,9.7247,10.482,11.280
2990 DATA 12.116,13.001,13.931,14.909,15.939,17.025,18.168,19.374,20.646,21.998
3000 DATA 23.405,24.901,26.484,28.158,29.930,1.807,33.798,35.911,38.155,40.541
3010 DATA 43.081,45.787,48.673,51.756,55.052,58.582,62.366,66.430,70.801,75.509
3020 DATA 80.590,86.083,92.034,98.493,105.52,113.18,121.55,130.73,140.81,151.93
3030 DATA 164.22,177.85,193.03,210.01,229.06,250.55,274.91,302.67,334.49,371.20
3040 DATA 413.86,463.83,522.87,593.31,678.29,782.09,910.72,1072.8,1280.9,1554.3
3050 DATA 1923.4,2438.8,3189.1,4341.7,6244.1,9717.6,17100.,37358.,131140,131140
3060 READ C22(*)
3070 SUBEND
3080!
3090 SUB Stres._cycle(Countrres,Stressmin(*)Cycles(*),Cracl*(),ZI
$,Z2$,Z3$,Z4$)
3100 ALLOCATE A(20),9(20)
3110 FOR 1.0 TO 20
3120 A(I)25*I'50
3130 B().3*I-40
3140 NEXT I
3150 DE6
3160 GINIT
3170 SCLEAR
3180 ALPHA OFF
3190 GRAPHICS ON
3200 FRAME
3210 WINDOW -66.722,66.722,-50,50
3220 MOVE -50,-40
3230 FOR =0 TO 3
3240 FOR J=t TO 9
3250 DRAW 25*LST(J*10^I)-50,-40
3260 IF Jl THEN
3270 ' IDRAW 0,1
3280 IDRAW 0,-i
3290 ELSE
3300 IDRAW 0,.5
3310 IDRAW 0,-.5
3320 END IF
3330 NEXT J
3340 NEXT 
3350 C.5
3360 D=1.0
3370 FOR I-O TO 20
3380 DRAW 50,B(I)
3390 IF 2INT(I/2)=I THEN
3400 IDRAW -DO
3410 IDRAW D,O
3420 ELSE
3430 IDRAW -C,O
3440 IDRAW C,O
3450 END IF
3460 NEXT I
3470 FOR I13 TO 0 STEP -1
3480 FOR J=9 TO I STEP -1
3490 DRAW 25*LGT(J*10^I)-50,20
3500 Ir J=t THEN
3510 IDRAW 0,-1
3520 IDRAW 0,1
3530 ELSE
3540 IDRAW 0,-.5
3550 IDRAW 0,.5
3560 END IF
3570 NEXT 
3580 NEXT I
3590 FOR 1=20 TO 0 STEP -1
3600 DRAW -50,B(I)
3610 IF 2*INT(I/2)=I THEN
3620 IDRAW D,0
3630 IDRAW -D,O
3640 ELSE
3650 IDRAW C,O
3660 IDRAW -C,0
3670 END IF
3680 NEXT 
3690 HOVE -50,-10
3700 FOR 10 TO 3
3710 FOR Jt TO 9
3720 DRAW 25*LGT(J *10I)-50,-0O
3730 IF Ju3 THEN
3740 IDRAW O,1
3750 IDRAW 01-2
3760 IDRAW 0,1
3770 ELSE
3780 IDRAW 0,,5
3790 IDRAW 0,-1
3800 IDRAW 0,.5
3810 END IF
3820 NEXT J
3830 NEXT I
3840 MOVE 50,20
3850 DRAW 50,40
3860 DRAW -50,40
3870 DRAW -50,20
3880 CSIZE 3,.6
3890 HOVE -501-44
3900 LADEL VAL$(I)
3910 FOR I=1 TO 4
3920 MOVE A(I)-3,-44
3930 LABEL VAL$(1OAI)
3940 NEXT I
3950 FOR IO TO 8 STEP 2
3960 MOVE -56,B(I)-
3970 LABEL USING "Z.D";I/10
3980 MOVE 51,B(I)-I
3990 LABEL USING "Z.D";I/10
4000 NEXT I
4010 FOR I10 TO 20 STEP 2
4020 MOVE -56,B(I)-1
4030 LABEL USING "DDD";500*(I-10)/10
4040 MOVE 51,8(t)-t
4050 IF I=10 THEN LABEL USING Db;S500*(I-10)/10
4060 IF 1=12 THEN LABEL USING "DDD";500*(I-10)/10
4070 IF I112 THEN LABEL USING "DDD";500*(I-10)/10
4080 NEXT 
4090 CSIZE 4,.6
4100 HOVE -5,-48
4110 LABEL "CYCLE"
4120 CSIZE 3,.6
4130 LDIR 90
4140 HOVE -589-27
4150 LABEL "a/W"
4160 HOVE -581-3
4170 LABEL "Smax (MPa)"
4180 LDIR -90
4190 MOVE 59,13
4200 LABEL "Smin (MPa)"
4210 MOVE 59,-22
4220 LABEL "a/W"
4230 LDIR 0
4240 CSIZE 3.5,.6
4250 MOVE -45,34
4260 LABEL Z$
4270 MOVE -45,31
4280 LABEL "STRAIN CONTROL"
4290 MOVE -45,29
4300 LABEL Z2$
4310 MOVE -45,26
4320 IDRAW 3,0
4330 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
4340 IDRAW -1.5,-1.5
4350 MOVE -41,25
4360 LABEL "T= "Z3$&" C"
4370 MOVE -45,23
4380 IDRAW 30
4390 IDRAW -1.5,1.5
4400 IDRAW -1.51-1.5
4410 MOVE -41,22
4420 LABEL "En &Z4$&" ."
4430!
4440 FOR I=O TO Counter
4450 X=25*L6T(Cycles(I))-50
4460 Y=30*(Crack(I)/11.7)-40
4470 MOVE X,Y
4480 IMOVE -1,-2
4490 LABEL ""
4500 NEXT 
4510!
4520 HOVE -50,0
4530 Previousl=Stress ax(0)*21.6078*5
4540 Previous2=Stressmax(0)*21.6078*5
4550 FOR IO TO Counter
4560 X=25*L6T(Cycles(I))-50
4570 LoadStressmax(I)*21.6078*5
4580 IF Load>Previousl+75 OR Load<Previousl-75 THEN Alphal
4590 IF Load>Previous2+75 OR Load<Previous2-75 THEN Alphal
4600 0OTO 4640
4610 Alphal:!
4620 LoadPreviousl
4630 Stress max(I)=Load/(21.6078*5)
4640 
4650 Y=30*Load/500-10
4660 MOVE X-1,Y-2
4670 LABEL "+"
4680 Previous2-Previousl
4690 Previousl=Load
4700 NEXT I
4710!
4720 MOVE -50,0
4730 Previousl.-Stressmin(O)*21.6078*5
4740 Previous2u-Stress-min(0)*21.6078*5
4750 FOR I=O TO Counter
4760 Xw25*L6T(Cycles(I))-50
4770 Load=-Stress min(I)*21.6078*5
4780 IF Load>Previousl+50 OR Load(Previousl-50 THEN Alpha
4790 IF Load>Previous2+50 OR Load<Previous2-50 THEN Alpha
4800 GOTO 4840
4810 Alpha:!
4820 Load=Previousl
4830 Stress min(I)=.-Load/(21.6078*5)
4840
4850 Y=30*Load/500:-1
4860 MOVE X-LY-1
4870 LABEL "-"
4880 Previous2=Previousl
4890 Previousl=Load
4900 NEXT I
4910 PAUSE
4920 SUBEND
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Appendix IV
In this appendix the cyclic stress-strain curves obtained under
TMF conditions for B-1900+Hf are presented. The crack growth rates as
a function of the strain intensity factor ( K £) are also presented for A E
= 0.25% and 0.50%.
Each cyclic hardening/softening curves show the maximum stress,
minimum stress, plastic strain range and mean stress as a function of
the applied number of cycles. All data points on the FCG curves are
shown as an indication of the scatter and resolution of the testing
procedure.
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Appendix
K I - Solutions for Single Edge Notch Specimens
Under Fixed End Displacements
a
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V
INTRODUCTION
The single-edge-notch (SEN) geometry with end constraints has
received considerable attention in analytical fracture mechanics because
of its frequent use as a test specimen. The problem of a SEN specimen
with fixed-end displacements has been studied by several authors [1-3].
In particular, the formulation of Harris [2] has received much attention
because of its ease of application. However, we felt that the closing
bending moments associated with zero far-field relative rotation were
perhaps more significant than those implied by Harris' solution, and this
premise motivated the present analysis.
ANALYSIS
The presence of a crack in a rectangular sheet of thickness B
loaded by uniform imposed end displacements cause the line of action of the
applied load to shift relative to the specimen centerline. This shift pro-
duces a bending moment that tends to close the crack. For the SEN geo-
metries, the only known boundary conditions are the imposed displacements,
and the applied stresses are not known a priori and must be determined.
We consider an isotropic linear elastic sub-specimen of length L
that is "sufficiently long" compared to crack length (a) and specimen
width (W). The specimen is of thickness B and is subject to opposing
forces N and moments M as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The line of
action of the force N is taken as the mid-specimen. The following con-
siderations are restricted to mode I behavior although the argument can be
-412-
8/2
/
N
4- M
L
'2
N
THICKNESS = B
Resultant force N and moment M transmitted by the
grips to a SEN specimen.
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i 
2
Figure 1.
I - ~ I 
_ m I
-
-- --
2
A - -
r -
,2 2Iwe
generalized to include other modes.
The relative displacement and rotation e of the specimen ends
can be taken as the sum of a "crack" and "no-crack" parts:
t:-ot -. r + (1)
tot c nc
The compliance of the "no-crack" beam gives its extension 6nc and rotation
enc in terms of the tensile force N acting throughout its center and the
corresponding moment M4]:
i nci oL/E'A 0 _
- U LIE'!] EM] (2)
where E' E(Young's modulus) for plane stress and E/(1-v2 ) for plane
strain, v being the Poisson's ratio. The section moment of inertia
I = BW3/12 and the cross section area A = BW can be substituted into Eq. 2
to yield:
ne 0 12L/EBW3t M
The expression for the "cracked" terms are obtained by considering
the complementary energy-of the specimen U in terms of N and M,
-414-
2 [Fe nc+ (4)U(N,M) - N + (4
where the matrix scalar product is indicated. Since the "no-crack" terms
given in Eq. 3 are independent of crack length, the energy release rate is
aa 2 [N M] L ae /aa (5)
With the standard relation between G (fracture mechanics energy release
rate) and K I, the change in complementary energy with respect to crack
length a is equal to [51]:
2
au KII_ B(6)a ' B E'
The stress intensity factor for combined tension and bending can be obtained
by superposition of the stress intensity factors applicable to tension and
bending. Therefore, in matrix form
K -tMa aKg N (7)
Highly accurate functional forms of aK/aN and aK/aM can be obtained from
the compilations of Tada et. al. [5] where, for example
-415-
rWa 2a 3 
aK (rra)1/[2 / a 0'752+202() + 0.37(1-3in(-)) ]8a .. . .. (8.1a)
(ra)l/2 F1(w)/BW , (8.lb)
aK _6(ra)l/2 /2W ira 0.923 + 0.199 (1-sin(-)) (8.2a)
--, =() ..... tan(-) (8.2a)
am BW2 w cos (T_)W j
(1ra) 1 / 2 (a/w) 6 (8.2b)
BW2
Note that in Eq. (8.lb, 8.2b), alternative non-dimensional function
F1 ' F2 are introduced in such a manner as to facilitate K-calibrations in
terms of a nominal stress "o" as KI = F-(a)/ 2 For tension, a = N/BW,
while for bending a = 6M/BW2. Now equating Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 and inserting
Eq. 7 into Eq. 6, one obtains
2
c
C
ae
aa
B
K 2 aK 3K
(KaN (-J) ( )
(aK) ( aK a)
as (- aM )
ILI r (9)
LI
-416-
_ 
_
I i
Integrating Eq. 9 with respect to "a" provides the "crack" compliance
matrix:
6C , C1 1 C1 2C a I M ILc C 21 C22 L
I'] F~~~
(10)
2B
c1 E'
C12 ' C21
2B22 = E'
a 36
L g[4 adN a' N
0
a
a2B i, (aK( da' Kc- c
E'J ) M a N
aK (a Nda' = c
0
The generalized forces N, M can now be evaluated in terms of imposed
displacements 6tot, eto t by using Eqs. 1, 3 and 10, providing
-417-
where
(11. 1)
(11.2)
(11.3)
12L
tot E'W3 M + C22 + C1N
6 ot E' + C N + C 2Mtot E'kTBW "' 11 21
C12. 1)
(12.2)
or, on multiplying by E'B;
BE'B s12L + BC M + EBC Ntot W3 M + E 22 + E'BC21
,t LB6tot N + E'BC11N + E'BC21M.
(13.1)
(13.2)
For fixed-end displacement with no shear force 6 tot = 0 and 6 tot 6.
Then from Eq. 13.1 we get
M
W
F-
N , (14)
while Eq. 13.2 can be re-written
-418-
E'Bd- [W + E' C1 ] N + E'BWC 21 () 
On defining the dimensionless cracked compliance Clj as
Cll 'C 11
C22 , E'BW 2 C222 2 BW C2 2
C12 C2 1 = E'BWC 1 2 - E'BWC 2 1 ,
Eq. 14 simplifies to
A
M 12
W L
12(W) + C22
while Eq. 15 simplifies to
- E ^ ME'B6 = + ) N+C
11 12 W
-419-
(15)
(16.1)
(16.2)
(16.3)
(17)
(18)
When Eq. 17 is inserted into Eq. 18, the axial force N can be obtained
as
N - E'BW 6
L
1
W A
.L 11
(19)
( 1 2 )2
(12() + C22)}(12(j-) + C 2 )
The substitution of Eq. 19 into Eq. 17 provides
M E'BW6
- S
~w .
A
(12(L/W) + C22)
A 2
|1 +W l~L ii (C1 2 )(12 (L/W)+C2 2 )
Eq. 19 and 20, respectively provide the force N and bending moment M
applied to the crack in terms of the imposed relative displacement 6
under conditions of zero relative rotation. Note from Eq. 20 that, since
the Cij are inherently non-negative, the sign of M is indeed negative,
tending to close the crack.
-420-
-
(20)
_]1
_ _ _
The total stress intensity factor for this specimen is, by
superposition, the sum of that due to tension and that due to bending.
Due to linearity,
aKn ooN i sM , (21)
and on combining Eqs. (8.lb, 8.2b, 19, 20) we obtain
E'S 1/2
KI -- · (ra)
L
A
C1 2 ( )
12(W) + c2(
, (22)
2
1 + H C1 2 ( )1 + W C() -- ..
12 (L) + C22(w i
where = a/W. As shown in [6], the terms Cij(E) are normalized
dimensionless cracked compliances which need be calculated only once. In
the present application, the integrals of Eq. 11 were numerically evaluated
in increments of dimensionless crack length a = a/W of size 0.01 using
Simpson's rule. If we now substitute the nominal stress value a _ E'6/L
into Eq. 22, we recover the familiar form
-421-
F (Q 1-6 - -2(5(r
K I JV ' G(,n) ,
F1() · t1-
, · i .G(, n) -
1+
A
6F2() 'C12(&)
F1 (&)[12n + C2 2 ()] 
2
(12 - C 2 2
(12n + C22(5))
and = a/W, n = L/W.
In Fig. 2, plots of G(r, n) versus a/W are given for different
values of L/W. The dimensionless functions F1 and F2 of Tada et. al. [5]
(see Eqs. 8.lb, 8.2b) for pure tension and pure bending, respectively, are
also shown for reference purposes. Finally, Fig. 2 also shows the approximate
stress intensity factor calibration of the SEN specimen due to Harris [2],
who gives
KI = crga vFH(a/W) (25a)
with
-422-
where
(23)
(24)-
8a u 0 In 0) un a in. a
S X Sl S _ a; S 0
a in U In U In an
T (; ' U C u - - a;
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4-
erJ
u,
c 0C
^a
UE
4-d
E o0 aQ4
OCM
.-
1/2
FH(a/W) - (25b)
20-13(a/W)-7 (a/w)2
In the interpretation of Eq. 25a, the nominal stress "a" is
understood to be N/BW, the nominal far-field stress, which in the present
application must be determined (analysis) or measured (experiment) in terms
of the imposed loading parameter d.
As can be seen, our solution for G is strongly dependent on
both relative crack depth and specimen length-to-width ratio and shows a
local maximum with respect to a/W at some intermediate value of a/W for
all (L/W) ratios larger than 2. For smaller ratios, the geometric cor-
rection factor G shows a monotonic decrease with respect to a/W until
very deep cracks, a/W > .9, are considered. Tada's and Harris' geometry
correction factors which were derived for tension, F1 and FH, under
conditions of constant remote uniform tensile stress show a monotone increase
with increasing a/W. Tada's bending geometry correction factor F2
shows a slight decrease with increasing a/W, reaching a minimum value near
a/W = 0.15, followed by a monotonic increase.
A basic assumption of the preceding analysis is that the specimen
length (L) at which displacement boundary conditions are being imposed
is sufficiently long in comparison to the appropriate St. Venant decay
distance for the local stress disturbance introduced by the presence of the
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crack. For short cracks, a/W << 1, the characteristic decay distance is
"a", so that providing L/W > 1, the analysis should be valid. For very
deep cracks, the decay length is specimen width W, so L must in that
case exceed some multiple of W. This analysis cannot precisely quantify a
requisite minimum value of L/W for any particular maximum value of a/W.
However, good agreement has been obtained with Bowie and Freese's solution [3]
for low values of L/W = 2, the agreement between the two solutions was within
one percent for all values of a/W covered by the analysis.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
An experimental check of the solution was provided by performing
fatigue crack growth tests on SEN specimens subject to imposed displacement
loading. The dimensions of the specimen are shown in Fig. 3. The notch, about
1 mm deep, was cut by electro-discharge machining. The test material was
B-1900+Hf, a high-strength/low ductility superalloy with good creep and
oxidation resistance at elevated temperature. The tests were run under fully
reversed strain control condition in the elastic regime (e = 0.25%) in
laboratory air. This nominal axial strain was controlled over a gauge length
of 12.7 mm which included the crack. The temperature and frequency of the
tests were 9250C and 0.1 Hz. Before starting the tests, the specimens were
precracked at 10 Hz and room temperature under load-controlled conditions up
to a AK of about 20 MPa/i (Harris' solution) which corresponds to an a/W
ratio of 0.125. Details of the experimental set-up and crack growth measure-
ment technique are given elsewhere [7,8].
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Fig. 4 shows the crack growth rates as a function of the strain
intensity factor AKE. The AK is used for convenience because fatigue
at high temperature is a strain-controlled process. It is defined as
fo lows 9,10]:
AKe AAra *- G(a/W) . (26)
In the above expression, G (a/W) is the same geometric correction term
derived in connection with the stress intensity factor. That is, in Fig. 4,
the strain intensity is calculated as AeAa .FH(a/W) with A = .25%.
In spite of the fact that AK., so-defined, lacks a rigorous mechanics
interpretation, it has been used for correlating crack growth data under
strain-controlled conditions [9-12]. Clearly, the non-monotone correlation
of fatigue crack growth rate with strain intensity factor range is not to be
expected in cracks of macroscopic dimension. Thus, the non-monotonic nature
of this correlation strongly suggests that there are deficiencies in this
analysis of the strain intensity factor.
To provide a more rigorous understanding of the result, the AK
were re-defined as
AKe = A K/E' (27)
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where the AK is the stress intensity factor derived for stress-controlled
(Eq. 25) or displacement-controlled (Eq. 23) conditions. In cases of pre-
dominantly elastic behavior, this definition of strain intensity factor is
consistent with standard fracture mechanics. Fig.5 re-plots the fatigue
crack growth rate versus the cyclic strain intensity factor deduced from
Eq. 25 and from the current analysis (Eq. 23) using the value of L/W = 2.17
corresponding to the length of the uniform reduced gauge section of the
specimen. In the application of Harris' formulation, the nominal stress a
was calculated using the tensile force N measured by the load cell. It
should be noted that the load cell output is insensitive to the shift in
load line which is associated with longer cracks. Again, the curve indicates
that the correlation between measured fatigue crack growth rate and inferred
strain intensity factor is non-monotone. Note, however, that the cor-
relation is somewhat better than that shown in Fig. 4 because the inferred
range of AKE occurring during the tests is reduced. The lower inferred
range in the present case is due to the use of the measured load value,
which decreases under fixed displacement conditions, due to the increasing
crack compliance. This load-shedding is not reflected in the previous
definition of AKc as Ae/' ·* FH(a/W). The importance of load-shedding
in the determination of the actual driving force has been recognized by Leis
et. al'. [13-14] which also used the measured load in their K calculations.
At this point, it is useful to consider more carefully the mathe-
matical model of an imposed displacement with no rotation over a length "L"
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as it relates to an actual specimen, such as that in Fig. 3, and its grips.
Two points need to be reviewed. First, the applicability of the zero
rotation conditions and secondly, the implication of measuring and controlling
the imposed displacement at the back face of the specimen.
In the present case, the zero rotation condition is effectively
enforced at the base of the threaded ends of the specimen. Thus, the
effective value of L/W for the specimen might be expected to be somewhat
greater than that based on the length of uniform reduced gage section. The
additional effective length would correspond to the no-crack bending com-
pliance of the tapered shoulders connecting gage section and threaded ends.
The tensile part of the additional compliance is not required, since the
mean extension 6 is measured over the gauge length of Lgaug e 2.17-W = 25.4 mm.
If we let Lb denote the augmented effective bending length of the specimen,
and nb - Lb/W, then the modified versions of Eq. 22 is (see Appendix V.a).
E'6 1/2
K, E * (ra)/ · G( , , b) (28)
where
( 6F2 _ _) C12 ( )G(E , nF (12% + C2(M) 
1 +! C 1( 
(12nb + C2 2 ())
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and, again, n = L/W.
The other point to consider is the consequence of controlling the
back face displacement, BF (see Fig. 3) instead of at the centerline of
the specimen. Because the displacement 6 is controlled at L instead of
Lb where no-rotation is effectively enforced, the displacement at the back
face is equal to the displacement at the centerline (6cl) minus the displace-
ment induced by rotation, eL at L, i.e.,
6 BF 6 W eL (30)BF C1 2 L
Now, using Eq. 30 with acl(L) given by Eq. 12.2, the final corrected version
KI which takes into account both the effective length (Lb) and back face
displacement is given by (See Appendix V.a).
E £E (wa)1/2 Gc. (, , r ) (31)
where
6F2 ()
F () 1 -
GC ( ,n,n b )
1 + [
cl2 ()
12% + C22(M)
c 12 ( )
(12nb + C22())
6 C12 () (n- b )it
1 2 nb + C22(i)
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(32)
with n. nb and i defined as before. The additional term appearing in
the denominator of Eq. 32, as compared to Eq. 29, is of litte consequence for
shorter cracks, and small values of nb-n. Thus, the fact that back face, as
opposed to centerline displacement is monitored is generally of minor
significance.
Based on the assumption that (da/dN)max coincides with a maximum
in the AK (i.e., the correlation is monotone), plots of da/dN versus
a/W were compared with plots of G' (a/W) versus a/W where
G'(a/W) - (r) / 2· GC, nb) (33)
for various values of nb. Note from Eq. 33 that for prescribed 6, AK
is linearly proportional to G'c{). The results are plotted in Fig. 6 versus
relative crack depth, a/W. The maximum growth rate, occurring at a/W - 0.52,
coincides with the location of maximum G' c (n,nb) for the case of nb = 2.5.
A plot of da/dN versus K inferred from the present analysis with
Lb/W = 2.5 is shown in Fig. 7. A very tight correlation between the crack
growth rates and the AK 's is observed with a monotone correlation, within
reasonable limits of experimental scatter. One concludes that our K-solutions
(Eq. 28, 31) correlate the data providing the proper "effective" bending
length is used. It should be pointed out, that an Lb/W ratio of 2.5 (which
corresponds to a length of 29 mm) is the distance between the mid-shoulders
of the specimen.
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CONCLUSION
For a given geometry and applied end-displacements, Figs. 4 to 6,
show that the uncritical use of conventional stress-derived KI solutions
can substantially overestimate the KI values. While such an eventuality
is conservative in application, it is non-conservative when testing to obtain
basic materials behavior.
In the present case, the use of the strain intensity factor as
represented by Eq. 26 seems to have two important limitations, both of
which grow in importance at higher a/W levels. First, this definition of
strain intensity factor as crack growth driving parameter does not account
for the substantial load-shedding associated with the increasing crack com-
pliance. This limitation can, in part, be mitigated (as in Fig. 5), by
monitoring the decreasing load amplitude as the crack extends, and substituting
this crack-length-dependent load into a tensile loading intensity factor
calibration. The second major limitation of the traditional strain intensity
factor defnition is that it fails to account for the development of a closing
bending moment, associated with the prescribed zero-rotation boundary
condition. This closing bending moment further reduces the effective crack
driving force. A complete analysis of tension and bending moment in the
specimen is required. When the K-solutions are derived from a line-spring
analysis and combined with an effective specimen length, good correlations
are found between K and the experimental fatigue crack growth data.
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APPENDIX V.a
Consider a specimen of gage length L with its associated shoulders.
Let's define Lb the effective length at which the zero rotation is enforced
(eIL =0). Obviously Lb > L and, as a consequence the back face displacement
6BF measured at L will be equal to the centerline displacement minus the
W
angular displacement at L, i.e., .LeL . Therefore, the known quantities
are 6BF (measured at L) and etot across Lb. Equations 12.1 and 12.2 can
now be written as
-tot(Lb)= (Lb ) = en(L b ) + 6e (A.1)
B tot ( L) (L) + 6 (L) 2 (L) (A.2)
Substitute Eq. 10 into A.1 and re-arranging, yielding
M '-C1 2 E'BW
2 Cb 'BW N (A.3)
On using the dimensionless crack compliance defined by Eqns. 16.1 to 16.3,
Eq. A.3 simplifies to
-438-
iM 3 
12 nb + 2 212 nb + C2
(A.4)
where nb- Lb/W. Noting that M(Lb) = M(L), the displacement 6 BF (Eq. A.2)
is, using Eq. 10 and A.1,
6 [ L W 12 + C22M + C 12 N]6 1 NL + C N + C ] - r +  C N3 (A.5)
which, upon re-arranging and using the dimensionless crack compliance
(Eqns. 16.1-16.3) yields
N E'BRW BF 1
L
,1 :n
C12 (V + 6C12( ( nb (A. 6)
(1 2 rb+ C2 2 (Q)) (12r+ C2 2( ))
Finally, recalling that
BW F1 ( ) + 62 2 -. a F2 (&)
BW 2
and upon substitution of Eqns. A.4 and A.6 into A.7, we get
6F2 ()
F1 () 1 2(K)
E'6BF
KI = . -I~~
1+ IL i(, ) -
^2
C1 2
12% + C22 ()
C 1 2
(12 +
2 1
C22) i
6C12() (n-b)
12nb + C22
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(A.7)
(A.8)- -- --
Equation A.8 corrects for the fact that actual displacements are measured
at back face instead of the centerline, and for the fact that the zero-
rotation condition is imposed not at L, but at some distance Lb close
to the actual grips.
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